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Abstract.

This thesis explores the culture of new digital technology - Wireless Fidelity (WiFi). Drawing on an

ethnography of the largest not-for-profit community WiFi group in Australia, it examines how

members construct a communications network that spans across the largely suburban city of

Adelaide by connecting together home-made antennas, many of which are located in their own

backyards. I show how these individuals, whom I term backyard technologists, collectively make

WiFi using a diverse range of materials and improvised methods in places and at times outside

conventional information communication technology (lCT) innovation contexts. They imbue a Do

It-Yourself (DIY) ethic yet importantly they do not do it alone - they Do-It-Together (DIT).

My study begins by examining the role and importance of representations established in science and

technology studies (STS), particularly in the work of Latour and Woolgar (1979) and Henderson

(1999). In these contexts, objects and methods of rendering are linked to particular ways of seeing

the world: the production of graphs, diagrams and images are seen as pivotal to understanding how

practitioners collaborate, construct knowledge and recruit allies. Central to this literature is the idea

of stable, rigorously ordered and immutable public 'facts' that reduce, or entirely erase ambiguity

and alternative interpretation. Foregrounding the many representations WiFi members make, I

describe how regular encounters with trees, thieves, birds, possums, neighbours, technical

complications, a myriad of materials and the weather are implicated in the daily practice ofmaking

WiFi. Rather than filtering out and tidying up daily interruptions, I show how members build them

into their network. My analysis reveals the public exposure of the messy middlework of making

WiFi and I explain that this practice is not a consequence of a fragile technology, the elastic nature

of the group or an unpredictable environment but rather deliberately produced, critical to how they

innovate, expand the network and recruit new members. Drawing on Actor Network Theory (ANT),

I argue that the current understanding of representations in STS does not account for an expanded

typology, that is, the possibility of multi-dimensional co-located contingent assemblies of

knowledge. Moreover, attending to the nuances and textures of this homebrew high-tech network,

this thesis establishes the presence of a distinct version of WiFi - an Australian WiFi - thus

contributing to the study of different versions ofICTs (Miller and Slater 2000; Goggin 2004; 2007;

Ito et a12005). It concludes by proposing alternate means of representing mess in STS and more

broadly in the craft of sociology.
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On the tr" March 2006, a major node [antenna] in Adelaide's Air-Stream Wireless not-for
profit community network was stolen from the top ofafactory in the southeast ofthe city. At a
cost ofAUSS5000 [GBP£2000], it was not cheap and it is not thefirst time it has happened to
the group. Equipment has been stolen fromfive different sites with three thefts so far this year.

The first, in June 2005, was on the roofofa large supermarket. Someone cut through the base
ofthe four-metre steel mast to remove two dishes. Then, in February 2006, a wireless box went
missingfrom the roofofa residential house. The owners were away when it was taken and it
was only when Dan, a member ofthe group, failed to connect to the wireless network and went
to check the site that he reported it stolen. Two more thefts occurred in March. A node on top
ofa factory roofwas stolen and a week later someone cut the cables and removed the mast
from the backyard ofa member's home.

Tim and Ron are worried about this emerging pattern. They think thieves might be using the
many maps, photos and diagrams on their website to locate sites and plan their attacks. The
website is currently open to the public, to encourage new members. Without this information
members would not know where the network was located. With it, there is a chance, and
increasing reality, that others might use it to locate and steal equipment.

Tim spent last night (Saturday) on the factory roofattempting to set up night vision cameras,
but it became too dark. windy and dangerous to continue. Overnight he developed a unique
monitoring system, involving his mobile phone, two computers and some quick programming,
which will send him a mobile text message if the connection is broken again. He will then race
down to the site. He acknowledges it is only a temporary solution. There are many problems
with it including the fact he gets a text evelY time a bird sits on the node (Field notes
19.03.(6).

This account comes from an initial meeting I had with Tim, the chairman, and Ron, the

treasurer, ofAir-Stream Wireless (from now on called Air-Stream), the largest community

wireless network in Australia. It describes how Air-Stream lost five of the twenty-two major

nodes that make up the core infrastructure of its not-for-profit WiFi network spanning the

suburban city of Adelaide, the capital of South Australia (Fig. I). Equipment, in the form of

antennas, masts and digital boxes, was forcibly disconnected and taken from the roofs of

private houses, commercial factories and large supermarkets. For some members, the theft

disconnected them from gaming, file sharing and emailing activities. For others it catalysed

a spate of late night innovative rooftop problem solving. As an introduction to the group, this

field note provides a tantalising glimpse into some of the many locations, activities and

responsibilities involved in making a wireless network. It also highlights the official and

unofficial use of the materials made by members. What is clear is that Air-Stream is a group

who not only use WiFi, but also make it and fix it when something goes wrong.

These incidents of equipment theft, enabled by the many publicly available maps, photos

and diagrams, which are the norm for this not-for-profit community wireless group, illustrate

the starting point of my thesis: the role and importance of representations in the development

and use ofa new digital technology.
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The value of representational knowledge has been firmly established in science and

technology studies (STS) in science and engineering (Latour and Woolgar 1979; Latour 1987,

1990; Lynch and Woolgar 1990; Henderson 1999; Knorr Cetina 1999; Bucciarelli 2002). In

these contexts, graphs, drawings and images are seen as pivotal in understanding how

practitioners construct knowledge, design new technologies, organise action and enrol allies.

Latour and Woolgar (1979) term these representations of knowledge 'inscriptions' and

building on this concept, Henderson's (1999) 'conscriptions' attend to the organising work

they do. Despite the significance of this research in gaining an understanding of the socio

technical makeup ofnew ideas and objects, these studies represent only a fraction of STS

literature. Moreover, they primarily attend to 'frontyard' technologists in firmly established

authoritative fields of science and engineering or what Star has called 'heroes, big men,

important organisations or major projects' (1991 :12). Smaller, less triumphal and more

mundane 'backyard' technologists, who build artefacts and systems for non commercial use,

tend to slip by unnoticed, are trivialised or entirely dismissed. As Thomson, an Australian

social historian and director of the Institute ofBackyard Studies (IBYS), notes: 'To some, a

'backyard operation' is synonymous with dodgy, low quality, illicit and generally dubious

business' (2008:2). Yet, as it has been well argued in STS, technological innovation and

knowledge developments also take place outside conventional institutional frameworks

(Martin 1994; Latour 1999; de Laet and Mol 2000; Mol 2002; Michael 2000, 2006; Law and

Singleton 2005). This study aims to address these gaps by focusing on how a new digital

technology, WiFi, is made visible and known by a community not-for-profit wireless network

in a suburban Australian city. Just as early STS research brought science 'down to earth'

(Law and Mol 2001:2 emphasis in original), this thesis sets out to examine how a highly

sophisticated technology, traditionally shaped and controlled by significant

telecommunication organisations, is made for not-for-profit purpose from the ground up, or in

this case, from the backyard out.

Given the existing literature on the importance ofrepresentations in STS, this thesis sets out

to address the following question: Can the representations involved in making WiFi by

Australian backyard technologists be considered 'inscriptions' (Latour and Woolgar 1979) or

'conscriptions' (Henderson 1999)? In other words, what is the nature of the visual culture of

WiFi made by backyard technologists in suburban Australia? And in what ways does it shape

how this new digital technology is designed and used and who can and cannot participate?
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What is WiFi and why is it interesting?

WiFi 1 is an electromagnetic radio signal that broadcasts from a broadband modem and

provides a way to connect independent computer devices together at points located in a

direct line of site (LOS)2. It facilitates file sharing, instant messaging (1M), email, voice-over

the internet protocol (VoIP) and multi-player gaming. Beyond its technical specifications,

WiFi is sociologically interesting for a number of reasons.

Since its launch in 1998, WiFi has achieved widespread popularity primarily as a result of

being employed by large-scale telecommunication and Government organisations as a means

of wirelessly distributing the internet. In Australia, the end of June 2008 saw a ninety per

cent growth in subscriptions of wireless connections, accounting for fourteen per cent of all

internet connections (ABS 2008b). Fig. 1, a web advertisement by Telstra, Australia's

largest telecommunications organisation, is a typical example of the 'anytime', 'everywhere'

and 'always on' rhetoric of pay-for-service consumer models that characterise the shift from

traditional fixed line computing practises to wireless ones, seemingly unbound by normative

time and space. Moreover, because 'wireless' was 'the word' at the annual 2005 Consumer

Electronics Show' in Las Vegas (Johnson 2005), WiFi enabled mobile phones, laptops,

gaming consoles, cameras and even printers have become the norm. Correspondingly, WiFi

'hotspots' where people can connect to a wireless network are found not only in workplaces

but in parks, cafes, churches, pubs, trains, planes, airports, surfboards and, apparently, even

large stretches of road and beach 4
. However, as indicated in my field note, although popular

and widespread, these commercial models do not account for all WiFi infrastructures in

operation. There are many others, located on the fringes of established formal institutions,

who make WiFi.

Community not-for-profit groups all over the world have been particularly enthusiastic early

adopters of WiFi because, unlike other wireless technologies such as mobile phones, it can

be designed and shaped for specific local use (Sandvig 2004; MacKenzie 2005). This is

made possible because WiFi operates on an unlicensed broadcast spectrums, which grants

individuals the same rights to broadcast and receive wireless signals as corporate and

governmental organisations. In Australia, this is called the 'Public Park Concept' and is

relatively unregulated by the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA).

I WiFi is a moniker tor a series of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 802.11 standards developed by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
2 Dependent on the weather, building materials and strength of the original signal, a single WiFi node or access
point (AP). can transmit up to 18 megabytes of data per second (mbps) to a range of five to eight kilometres.
3 The world's largest exposition and showcase of new consumer electronic technologies and trends.
4 See SSC 2004b: SSC 2005a; SSC 2005b; Judge 2005: Wired 2005: The Cloud 2006: for a few examples.
, WiFi operates on different radio frequencies around the world but they are all publicly open spectrums.
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Along with open source software (OSS), which is free to circulate and use without a license

fee, WiFi makes it possible to build alternate communication infrastructures that

circumnavigate traditional relationships with telecommunication organisations. For the first

time individuals can create their own computer networks that are customized to their local

environments and avoid the costly charges imposed by independent service providers (ISPs).

Often called enthusiasts or hobbyists, these backyard technologists experiment with, build

and maintain wireless networks around the demands of salaried employment, family and

social commitments in non-conventional contexts such as backyards and bedrooms using a

diverse set of found, bought and re-appropriated materials and improvised methods for non

commercial purposes. There are no finn figures for the total number of these groups around

the world but estimates suggest there are at least four hundred, with the majority located in

Europe (109) and North America (48) (Personal Telco 2008). Australia has fifteen, the

largest of which is located in Adelaide, capital of South Australia.

Another reason why WiFi is sociologically interesting relates to the fact that much like

science and engineering it is intensely visual. WiFi operates via an invisible radio signal yet

it is made visible in a plethora of ways. Axiomatic to commercial and community wireless

organisations alike is the presence of a plethora of representations in the form of maps,

diagrams, stickers, artefacts, websites, photos and drawings that are fundamentally designed

to show people where networks are located and how to use them (Fig. 3).

Hobart

Fig. 1. Map showing in detail the location ofAdelaide, the capital of South Australia (SA).
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Fig. 2 Telstras web adverti sement for its BigPond Wireless Broadband se rvice
(Accessed 04. 10.07. Ava ilable at: http: //www.beeneverywhere.com.au/htm l/index .htm ).

Fig. 3. L to R: Warchalking sy mbo l indi cating an unlocked WiFi hotspot (Ward :W02j. Sticker on a
Sydn ey cafe doo r adve rtis ing a Telstra hots pot (Personal image 12.03.06) . Wiri hotspot locations in
Austra lia (No deDB 2006). A ir-Stream members installin g an antenn a (Accessed 10. 10.08. Available

at: http: //www.ai r-str eam .org.au/west_stage_ I ). Air-S tream node map (d istributed at a meetin g
16.09.06).
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Although there are many organisations that make WiFi, some gain more attention than

others. Very rarely, for instance, do representations of community group activities attract

national interest. A reason might be related to the way the 'cool aesthetics of wireless

advertising combined with the persistent (and persistently misplaced) glamour left over from

the dot.com boom still cloud perceptions of wireless as being the domain of the boardroom,

the cafe or the inner-city minimalist apartment' (Goggin and Gregg 2007:45). To

compensate for this myopic view, Goggin and Gregg call for research that reflects 'the

diversity of vernacular innovations that attend this and every other communication

technology Australians have keenly adopted' (ibid). My research responds to this call with

the provision of such an alternate view. It also attends to what Bijker has argued about how

the 'stories we tell about technology reflect and can also affect our understanding of the

place of technology in our lives and our society' (1995: 1). Given the loudest stories

amplified by westernised media tend to represent the point of view oflarge lSPs and

governmental policy makers, what a study of the culture of community WiFi makers offers

is a way of seeing other shapes and uses of this technology in its infancy, rather than

accepting how it is already purposed and packaged for a specific use.

Air-Stream - An Australian community WiFi network

This study focuses on Air-Stream, the largest community wireless network in Australia,

founded in 2001 by Tim, the chairman, and 'a few mates' (Field notes 07.03.07). At 18 years

of age Tim was a keen local area network (LAN) gamer and regularly attended and

occasionally hosted LAN parties, where hundreds of enthusiasts would congregate in a

school or community hall to connect computers via tangles of ethernet cables, eat pizza and

play games. At that time, Australia had very limited IT diffusion. In 2001, only thirty five

per cent of households had internet access at home (ABS 2003). Frustrated by the irregular

opportunities for group gaming coupled with limited internet access and costly services, Tim

and friends turned to WiFi to explore another way of connecting separately located

computers together. This is how the first community WiFi network in South Australia began.

This origin story has much in common with the advent of the LAN gaming community in

Australia. Morris (2007) argues that LAN parties developed due to a lack of affordable high

speed internet access, and it is possible to see a similar drive behind Tim's initial forays into

WiFi. However this does not account for why Air-Stream has endured despite the wider

availability and affordability of commercial broadband. Between 1998 to 2007, household

internet access has more than quadrupled from sixteen per cent to sixty seven per cent (ABS
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2008d). Yet, paradoxically Air-Stream has continued to expand. In 2006, there were seventy

members and in 2007, the group established a connection with Southern Wilii, another

community network, extending their coverage to sixty kilometres across the city, and

making Air-Stream the largest not-for-profit community WiFi group in Australia.

A distinct feature of Air-Stream is that it is deliberately not built for the purpose of sharing

the internet. While many community wireless groups around the world use WiFi to provide

free or low-cost access to the internet, Air-Stream make their own version of the internet.

Although a grey legal space exists in Australia for people to share internet access across a

WiFi connection for not-for-profit use, and some members do this, it is not the focus of the

group. Instead, the Air-Stream network is specifically built for local content and

communication, facilitating the sharing of information resources such as websites, e-mail,

audio, video, multi-player gaming and other forms of internet protocol (IP) communications.

As a member of the group put it: 'We are building our-net, not the internet' (Field notes

25.10.06). Put another way, rather than simply adding content to the internet, Air-Stream

members are building the very architecture of the internet.

The importance of studying marginal and mundane technologies

In the context of ISP's such as Telstra, the largest provider of fixed line and wireless internet

in Australia, whose forty seven per cent market share means it services over two and a half

million people across a landscape encompassing almost eight million square kilometres

(Budde 2007), Air-Stream's accomplishments appear trivial and inconsequential. A

compelling reason for studying a seemingly marginal and mundane technology draws on

what Latour (1992) calls the 'missing masses'. Latour describes how physicists believe there

are 'missing masses' that co-exist with and around larger and more impressive accounts of

the universe and once found, isolated and examined can provide indispensable part of an

adequate account and help tie everything together. My emphasis here is less on big and small

entities because these, as it has been well argued, are problematic terms given micro

artefacts can have macro socio-economic impact and vice versa (Michael 2006), and more to

do with the fact that 'missing masses' serve so efficiently in everyday routine, often

operating on the fringes of larger regimes, that they slip by unnoticed and invisible.

The fact that mundane technologies are often overlooked is another reason why they warrant

special attention. Michael explains that "mundane' refers to those technologies whose

novelty has worn off; these are technologies that are now fully integrated into, and an

unremarkable part of, everyday life' (2000:3). Doors, sewers, seatbelts, velcro and water
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pumps are just a few STS examples that attend to the idea that seemingly unremarkable

artefacts and systems make explicit the familiar and taken-for-granted ways in which people

make sense of and operate in everyday life (Star 1991, 1999; Latour 1992; de Laet and Mol

2000; Michael 2000; 2006; Mol 2002). Broadly speaking, these studies hold that a close

examination of such intertwinings provide valuable interventions in the understanding of the

larger dynamics of socio-technical systems. Given the internet has become firmly embedded

in everyday life as a means of connecting people together in the western world, (Brown,

Green and Harper 2001; Katz and Aakhus 2002; Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2002;

Woolgar 2002; Ling and Pederson 2005), this study importantly draws attention towards

alternate forms of connectivity beyond the internet.

It therefore holds that a focus on a small suburban WiFi group offers insights into

understanding the nature of the broader spectrum of digital technological innovation and

knowledge systems as well as providing a new way to re-imagine the possibilities of how

communication practices 'might be otherwise' (Bijker and Law 1992:3).

Key themes and questions

The opening field note (19.03.06) illustrates a number of questions this thesis will address,

centred around three themes; technological, visual and cultural. To introduce the study I

briefly outline key themes and research questions.

The first theme relates to the nature of (constant) connectivity. Because WiFi is seen not

only as a way ofgetting connected to the internet, but of always being connected, it fortifies

the notion that connection is crucial without explaining the benefits. Mackenzie has gone so

far as to term it 'over-connectedness' (2007:94) and Goggin and Gregg have shown that the

desire for constant connection in and of itself is an 'increasingly dangerous form of common

sense' and call for researchers to 'challenge the growing consensus that citizens need to 'be

connected' to fully participate in and enjoy the benefits of a modern democratic society'

(2007:42). Although written nearly a decade ago, it appears little has moved on from Green

and Harvey's research into leT adoption in Manchester in which they found 'the imperative

to connect', and argue it 'focuses on the connection itself, rather than what it is to be

connected or why' (1999: 12). At the time of my study, it is clear that WiFi was being

positioned as 'the next big thing' (Docherty 2003; Day 2005; Ward 2006c), yet what is less

clear is why constant connectivity is deemed so critical and, moreover, it 'leaves out the

question of what disconnections are entailed in connecting' (Green and Harvey 1999:12

emphasis in original). As indicated in the introduction, Air-Stream's WiFi network is not
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'always on'. What might a group who design, build and fix their own WiFi network reveal

about the nature of, and possibilities for, alternative modes of connectivity?

The second theme concerns DIY technology infrastructures. Infrastructures by their nature

are often concealed, hidden from view and as a result are often neglected (Ackrich 1992;

Star 1999). What often makes them visible is breakdown and failure, yet as indicated in the

field note, the infrastructure of the WiFi network created by Air-Stream was visible to the

thieves when it was working. Tim's and Ron's concern about the use of maps in the theft,

reveal how the group routinely make visible their working practices on the website and other

public events for members and non-members alike. Considering this is the fifth theft to the

network, why do Air-Stream members continue to expose information to public view? And

why did the Air-Stream network not completely stop and breakdown when several antennas

were stolen? As de Laet and Mol (2000) have illustrated in their study of the Zimbabwe

Bush Pump' B', the term 'working' is far from straightforward when technologies continue

to operate in ways unintended by the designer. If the concept of working can take onfluid

meaning, what significance, if any, do representations such as maps take when something

goes wrong?

The final theme is associated with the Australian cultural context and attending

practices. The field note describes the distance between nodes that require access by car,

isolation of sites that enable thieves to do their job as well as native birdlife that perch on

antennas. Dealing with these conditions and situations requires quick resourceful thinking in

the form of, in this case, an innovative patchwork-style temporary alarm system. Are these

circumstances and conditions particular to Australia and if so, how do they shape the way

the network is made and represented? As per the title of this thesis, backyards are a central

location where community WiFi is made in Australia. Because Australian culture is

resolutely suburban" (Fisk et al 1987; Ferber et al 1994; Johnson 1994; Webster 2000; Elder

2007; TurnbaIl2008), backyards are quintessential spaces where notions of what it is to be

Australian are produced. This thesis sets out to explore if these mundane and ordinary

spaces, and attending materials and practices, also play an important role in Australian

development and understanding of new ICTs. This theme is an attempt to discern what

might be considered specifically Australian about this version of WiFi and builds on what

has been argued about the sociological value of different versions of the internet (Miller and

Slater 2000; Goggin 2004; 2007; Ito et al 2005).

c, At 30 June 200 I more than 8 in 10 Australians (85%) lived within 50 kilometres of the coastline of Australia,
up slightly from 1996 (83%) and most people living near the coast live in or near capital cities (ABS 2004b).
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This thesis is primarily concerned with the way representations have been addressed within

STS and to a lesser extent how they are positioned within the broader context of sociology.

Despite the ubiquity of images in the social worlds that form the focus of much research,

visual representations in sociological contexts are narrowly defined in terms of the role they

take in the construction of knowledge and in what form they are recognised. This neglect has

the effect ofreinforcing the notion that they are irrelevant or incidental to sociological

knowledge. Although the visual has long been marginalised by the privilege of textual

accounts, some work has being done by sociologists who advocate integrating the visual

deeply into research, not just bracketing it as a method or an object of study (Becker 1984;

Chaplin 1994; Cartwright and Sturken 2001; Pink 200 I; Knowles and Sweetman 2004;

Halford and Knowles 2005; Back 2007; Back et al 2008). In particular, Cartwright and

Sturken argue that, 'visual culture is something that should be understood in an analytical

way not only by art historians and other "image specialists", but by all of us who

increasingly encounter a startling array of images in our daily lives' (200 1:4). This reflects

the work of Harrison who argues for 'the potential of the visual in sociological research

closer to the mainstream enquiry' (1996:75). More recently, this has been taken up in a

series of innovative workshops entitled 'Live Sociology' that sought to bring sociology

'alive' by 'extending the media used to communicate research to users, and contributing to

debates in the research community about new forms of sociological representation in

ethnography' (Back et al 2008). Building on this literature, this study of the culture of a new

wireless digital technology aims to go beyond simply including the visual and other forms of

representation in research, to consider it central to sociological knowledge.

This thesis is also influenced by recent studies of the role and importance of DIY practice

(Waterton and Ellis 2004; Ellis and Waterton 2005; Waterton 2006; Shove et al 2007;

Haring 2007; Ito 2008; Laurier 2008). Although these writers address a wide range of

subjects and technological artefacts using contrasting methods and theoretical frameworks,

they are united by an interest in developing a richer understanding of different communities

of knowledge that operate independently of dominant commercial and governmental

practice. In these contexts practice is not just what people do but a coordinated series of

activities held together by norms and performances (Schatzki 1996; Reckwitz 2002; Warde

2005). Reckwitz defines practice as 'a routinized way in which bodies are moved, objects

are handled, subjects are treated, things are described and the world is understood'

(2002:250). What this means is that systems, ideas and artefacts only have meaning and

value when they are integrated in a context of practice. Therefore, it holds that visual culture

can only be understood in terms of the everyday practices involved in making WiFi.
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Overall, the questions and themes proposed here are intended to produce an account that is

both a critique and contribution to STS literatures concerning visual culture in the

development ofnew ICTs and also to develop and communicate a new framework for use in

related sociological study.

Overview of chapters

Chapter Two. Studying science, technology and representational culture in suburban

Australia

I begin this chapter with a review of existing WiFi studies in which I identify three key

themes and use them to set the background and develop a framework for locating my analysis

in the thesis. Firstly, I interrogate the 'imperative' for constant connection (Harvey and Green

1999; Green 2000; Green, Harvey and Knox 2005) that drives much of the discourse that

surrounds the internet and WiFi in Australia. Through this I develop a critical approach to the

study of technological connectivity. Secondly, I examine the paucity of attention on the visual

culture of technological infrastructures, with the exception of STS in engineering and science.

I also review ANT literature in order to develop a framework for examining networks that are

instable, multiple, flexible and fluid (Martin 1994; Singleton 1998; de Laet and Mol 2000;

Mol 2002; Law 2004; Law and Singleton 2005). The final section frames the importance of a

study ofAustralian ICTs by drawing on comparable work undertaken outside dominant

American and European centres. It sets up the importance of studying backyards and other

mundane and overlooked locations, artefacts and practices. Overall, this review of literature

constructs a framework to view the study of backyard technologists in suburban Australia as a

lens into understanding larger dynamics of socio-technical systems.

Chapter Three. Researching Australian backyard technologists

This chapter details how I approached a study of backyard technologists in suburban

Australia. It begins by introducing Air-Stream, the group under study, its location and

respondents who feature throughout this thesis. It then outlines the research design and

highlights some of the epistemological, methodological and practical issues that shaped my

fieldwork. I discuss the key characteristics ofwhat Hess (2002) calls 'second generation' STS

research and the implications for understanding the culture of a new digital technology. I also

address the challenges of participating in while studying the representational culture of others

and how this relates to existing notions ofthe visual in sociological knowledge.
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Chapter Four. Disorderly design

In this chapter I identity and describe the nature and role of representations at an Air-Stream

monthly meeting. I explain how they connect people together, aid recruitment and teach

members about new applications, yet they do not conform to the singular, layered, sequential

and hierarchical or highly ordered characteristics of inscriptions found in science and

engineering contexts in STS. Instead, I draw attention to the multi-dimensional, co-located

and sometimes contradictory character of representations made by Air-Stream members. I

argue that Air-Stream's scattergun and seemingly messy culture may prove to be more

resilient and responsive, ideally suited to the idiosyncrasies of WiFi, the people who make it

and their disparate locations. I also introduce and explain the role ofthe 'barbie' in the

making of WiFi, arguing that it too is enrolled in the group as a means of contending with

the complexities of the technology. Overall, this chapter unsettles the precise and orderly

role of inscriptions as established in STS literature by revealing the disorderly design of Air

Stream's representational culture.

Chapter Five. Representing interruption

According to ANT, systems achieve stability when disparate human and non-human actors

accept an assigned role in a complex heterogeneous network (Calion 1986, 1987, 1997; Law

1986; Latour 1990, 1991, 1997). The Air-Stream network is clearly stable. It has operated

for over six years and continues to grow in size and strength. It also has, as I have shown, an

established visual culture. Yet, members encounter a vast array of interruptions on a daily

basis such as trees, birds, bugs and possums, technical complications, a myriad of materials

and the weather. I show how rather than tidying up and smoothing out these disturbances,

members build them into the network. In this chapter I explore the possibility that it is the

group's ability to deal with constant indeterminacy and multiple realities that affords it

durability. From this position, I argue that Air-Stream make WiFi not in spite of interruption,

but because of it.

Chapter Six. Mods, middlework and making-do

In this chapter I examine how Air-Stream members make their work-in-progress, or

middlework, visible in the public domain and the consequences this has on how the network

is shaped. Although middlework is recognised and valued within STS for its role in the

construction of knowledge, it is hidden from public view. Specifically, I trace how Air-



Stream members 'mod' [modify] a range of materials in the process of making WiFi, and

how this approach acknowledges and, moreover, celebrates the virtues of a technology that

constantly breaks and requires mending. To better understand the nature of this aspect of

their visual culture, I introduce the concept of 'making-do': a unique Australian approach to

technological innovation and adaptation borne of intractable places and conditions. Then,

drawing on Miller and Slater's (2002) study of Trinidadian's who displayed an 'affinity' to

the internet, I suggest 'making-do' accounts for why Air-Stream men appear to 'take to'

WiFi.

Chapter Seven. Stumbling in digital suburbia

This chapter examines 'stumbling'. Stumbling is a routine Air-Stream activity designed to

look for and represent wireless digital 'noise' in specific sites as a precursor to, depending

on the strength and direction of local wireless signals, the exhibition of a new or upgrade of

an existing antenna. Drawing on Cartwright (1995), I compare stumbling with the X-ray as a

technology for inscribing new forms of visual knowledge previously invisible and

unknowable. I argue that stumbling can be considered an inscription device because it

produces representations of suburbia that are used by members to expand the network. Yet,

contrary to much STS literature, Air-Stream's representations do not narrow information or

impose a particular way of seeing for the purpose of diagnosis or control. Instead, they

render visible a new form of digital suburbia that members use to imagine alternative forms

of connectivity between disparate distributed points. Furthermore, because stumbling

represents a version of WiFi that has escaped domestic captivity I conclude by suggesting it

is feral infrastructure. This lens enables a way of seeing and understanding whom else

inhabits these invisible infrastructures and the power struggles that take place within them.

Chapter Eight. Homebrew high-tech

This chapter focuses on the contradictory intersection of homebrew and high-tech.

Identifying the tensions between tinkering and more formally acknowledged innovations I

argue that homebrew high-tech represents one way of reconciling these conflicts. Drawing

on English-Lueck's (2003) study of New Zealand's Silicon Valley highlights the value of

different kinds of innovation cultures outside large-scale technology hubs. She shows how

local, imaginative and often adapted innovations are not trivialised or overlooked but rather

highly valued in the global technology marketplace. In terms of Air-Stream, I explore the

importance of reputation and relationships with local ISPs as well the role of sticky tape
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used both as a tool and evocation ofa way of working, characterised by an ability to adapt. I

explore the novelty of homebrew high-tech in attending to and possibly reversing 'the usual

binary between commercial! public versus dominant/private use of communications

technology' (Goggin 2007:121).

Chapter Nine. Conclusion

This concluding chapter seeks to revisit the central question posed in the thesis: Can the

visual representations involved in making WiFi by backyard technologists in Suburban

Australia be considered 'inscriptions' (Latour and Woolgar 1979) or 'conscriptions'

(Henderson 1999)? During the course of my ethnography, however, the limitations of this

question became evident in view of a technology characterised by ambiguity and instability.

Although these influential studies initially framed this research, they do not fully account for

an expanded typology, that is, the possibility of alternate forms of visual representations that

accommodate multiple, co-located and often contradictory knowledge. This thesis extends

beyond inscriptions and conscriptions by letting go stringently ordered and hierarchical

accounts of two-dimensional knowledge and moving towards the recognition of a diverse

array of multi-dimensional objects gathered together in contingent assemblies. Although this

thesis found many instances of mess (Law 2004), mess did not fit with Air-Stream' s visual

culture. Instead, drawing on local practices such as modding and making-do, I propose these

backyard technologists are making a distinct version of WiFi - Australian WiFi. As a result,

I have demonstrated the validity of using visual culture as a way of getting at how members

of a specific cultural group come to know and understand a new digital technology. This

thesis poses both theoretical and methodological interventions in sociology.
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Chapter Two.

Studying science, technology and

representational culture in suburban Australia
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I begin this chapter with a review of existing WiFi studies in which I identify three key

themes and use them to set the background and develop a framework for locating my

analysis in the thesis. Firstly, I interrogate the 'imperative' for constant connection (Harvey

and Green 1999; Green 2000; Green, Harvey and Knox 2005) that drives much of the

discourse that surrounds the internet and WiFi in Australia. Through this I develop a critical

approach to the study of technological connectivity. Secondly, I examine the paucity of

attention on the visual culture of technological infrastructures, with the exception of STS in

engineering and science. I also review ANT literature in order to develop a framework for

examining networks that are instable, multiple, flexible and fluid (Martin 1994; Singleton

1998; de Laet and Mol 2000; Mol 2002; Law 2004; Law and Singleton 2005). The final

section frames the importance of a study of Australian ICTs by drawing on comparable work

undertaken outside dominant American and European centres. It sets up the importance of

studying backyards and other mundane and overlooked locations, artefacts and practices.

Overall, this review of literature constructs a framework to view the study of backyard

technologists in suburban Australia as a lens into understanding larger dynamics of socio

technical systems.

A review of existing WiFi literature

Despite the rapid growth of commercial WiFi hotspots around the world, the popularity of

community wireless networks and the demand for WiFi enhanced devices there is only a

small body of qualitative literature that critiques this new digital technology (Sandvig 2003,

2004; Mackenzie 2005, 2005b, 2007; Sawhney 2005; Goggin and Gregg 2007; Gregg 2007;

Forlano 2008; Jungnickel and Bell 2008). In reviewing this literature I highlight major

themes and ideas relevant to this thesis.

The first concerns the narrative ofWiFi's 'always on' connectivity. Several studies offer

critiques of media representations ofWiFi as 'everywhere' and 'anytime' (Goggin and

Gregg 2007: Gregg 2007; Mackenzie 2007; Forlano 2008). They argue that there is a

disjuncture between these depictions and everyday reality of use. Further, they suggest that

an uncritical acceptance of them is misleading and, more importantly, limits the possible use

and imaginings of new wireless technology. For instance, Gregg's (2007) approach focuses

on WiFi's impact on the workforce, arguing that while wireless technologies enable people

to develop new skills and do it in their own time, these 'freedoms' bring about new

anxieties, specifically concerning the labour politics of a 'flexible' and, in many cases,

'dispensable' workforce. 'Always on' connectivity in Gregg's (2007) study highlights the
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inability to switch off. In response to Harvey and Green's question: 'what disconnections are

entailed in connecting?' (1999: 12, emphasis in original), Gregg's work draws attention to a

disconnection from disconnection. While this study and others like it critically examine the

nature of connectivity, drawing attention to the many important and pervasive ways that it

shapes and is shaped by socio-political, gender and technical relationships, their work does

less to unsettle the certain and stable idea of constant connectivity the way, for instance,

Wyatt et al (2002) unsettles the category of 'user' by attending to the 'non-users', 'former

users' and 'never users' and Bruns and Jacobs (2006) fragment 'blogs' into 'diary blogging',

'corporate blogging', 'community blogging' and 'research blogging'. There exists, therefore,

an opportunity to contribute to this body of work by teasing apart connectivity itself, to see

what other forrns of connections and disconnections are possible.

Another central tenet of this literature relates to personal reflection, with many writers

focusing on their own WiFi experience in urban settings (Sandvig 2004; Mackenzie 2005).

Sandvig (2004) draws on his experience ofa WiFi hotspot at Speakers Corner in London's

Hyde Park while Mackenzie (2005) describes connectivity issues in Piccadilly Circus:

Embarrassed to be using a laptop on steps covered with tourists and lunching city workers, I
spent only a few minutes trying to locate the Broadreach hotzone. Given that the whole area
was well within the hotzone. and that access to the network was supposed to be free for that
month. it seemed like a good opportunity to see what it would feel like to connect to the
Internet in the midst of the London buses, the taxis. the barrage of signage and flows of people
moving towards Leicester Square and Charing Cross Road. There was no WiFi signal. I could
make no connection. Disappointed. I shut the laptop and walked down toward Leicester Square
(Mackenzie 2005:3).

Here WiFi, like the internet (Miller and Slater 2000; Wakeford 2003), is not a placeless or

disembodied experience but is firmly embedded in a distinctive material, social and cultural

environment, in this case in London. Emphasis on subjectivities and personal engagement

with WiFi suggests it is best understood not as a technical artefact but in relation to a myriad

of actors such as wireless devices, physical locations, bodies and the emotional experience

of connection, or in this case disconnection, in a public place, WiFi is therefore not just a

technological infrastructure, but a social, spatial and material intervention, The notion that

WiFi is not 'anywhere' or 'anytime' is also central to Forlano's (2008) work on community

WiFi in the US. Like Sandvig (2004) and Mackenzie (2005) she focuses on the locations in

which WiFi is used:

(00') 'anytime. anywhere'. which alludes to convenience, freedom and ubiquity, is of little use
in describing the realities of municipal wireless networks. and, more importantly, it ignores the
particular characteristics of communities and the specifie practices of users (2008: 1).
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While Forlano (2008), and others, signal the importance of locating WiFi in specific places

and at specific times, there is a paucity of academic research that addresses cultural

production and use ofWiFi outside the US and the United Kingdom (UK). There is even

less about Australian WiFi. Goggin and Gregg's (2007) edited collection of essays about

wireless technologies and cultures in Australia is the first of its kind. Explicitly aware of

this, they set a research agenda to counter and critique the small yet dominant corporate

vision of wireless in Australia: 'Elsewhere in the world for instance, in Britain and the

United States - wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi have been widely discussed, with the

imagining of desirable futures often at the centre of public attention' (2007:43). In Australia,

WiFi is largely viewed in terms of the provision of pay-for service wireless internet. What

research exists in non-US and UK locations tends to take the form of case studies of WiFi

projects in under-privileged communities. Examples include the deployment of WiFi as a

means of providing internet to remote villages by an e-tuk tuk in Sri Lanka (Tacchi and

Grubb 2007) and a rikshaw in India (Cosgrove-Mather 2004). These studies are not about a

locally produced WiFi but about WiFi that travels to local places. This signals a gap in the

literature for research specifically focused on locally made and used WiFi networks in non

US and UK locations.

Sandvig (2004) and Mackenzie's (2005) work hints at the challenges involved in finding and

using WiFi. With Bell, I have written about WiFi in Australia as a 'feral' technology that

'escapes domestication, resorting to an unruly condition requiring of the user an acute and

flexible awareness of the fragile ecologies in which they reside' (Jungnickel and Bell

2008:275). While this work echoes the difficulties of finding WiFi it also highlights another

reason why many writers rely on personal accounts - the difficulty of finding WiFi users.

Perhaps WiFi users are harder to locate because of the invisibility of the technology.

Although it is not the prime focus of any of this WiFi literature, a study of the visual culture

that surrounds WiFi suggests a way to understand not only how WiFi is found in specific

places and used but also how it is made and understood.

Because WiFi is commonly known for providing wireless internet it is seen as an

infrastructure, or, rather, not seen at all. Infrastructures are often ignored because they are

perceived as 'boring' (Star 1999). They are hidden from view, and thus rarely granted the

attention allotted to more visible artefacts and systems. WiFi is an extreme case of this, as

Mackenzie (2005) notes: 'Unlike the dazzle of Hollywood cinema's digital effects, the

startling mobility of images in recent computer games, or the efflorescent sociality of mobile

phones, WiFi is hardly spectacular in any way, shape or form' (2005:2). However, according
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to STS literatures, the fact that it is boring and mundane signals potential for dispensing vital

knowledge about the practices of everyday life (Latour 1992; Star 1999; Michael 2000,

2006). The lack of work in this area therefore further supports the need to explore WiFi as a

'missing mass' (Latour 1992) for what it might teach us about mundane and yet fundamental

socio-technical practices.

Outside academic literature, community WiFi is widely discussed and debated on web logs

and websites. In this area, emphasis is predominantly on how wireless is used as a tool for

political activism and less on the reality of making it, despite the fact that many authors are

community members themselves. An illustrative example is Sascha Meinrath, the co-founder

and president of the Champagne Urbana Wireless Network (CUWiN), which provides 'low

cost, do-it-yourself, community-controlled alternatives to contemporary broadband models'

(CUWiN 2007). His writing positions community WiFi members as activists in the battle

against dominant commercial and governmental forces? This group and many like itS

replicate existing infrastructural models, yet do so to supply free or low cost internet to

communities using WiFi technology. Emerging in this body of work is a preoccupation with

market-based economies and the privatisation of infrastructure for profit. There is a distinct

lack of attention on other ways of, and reasons for, making WiFi.

While community technology groups have never been a focus of DIY studies (Roush 1999;

Leadbetter and Miller 2004; Shove et al 2007), nevertheless it is still a productive lens. My

initial field note in the introduction revealed Air-Stream as a group that designs, builds and

constantly fixes their WiFi network. Clearly, Air-Stream is engaged in DIY practices. In this

thesis I take DIY to mean a hands-on physical engagement with a diverse set of materials

and improvised methods for the purpose of creating or repairing something for not-for-profit

use outside traditional technology development spaces and times. I do not restrict its

definition to home improvements, as it is commonly known (Shove et al 2007:43). In Shove

et al's (2007) book about design and everyday life, for instance, DIY is only associated with

home renovation even though the book also addresses the amateur use of digital cameras.

Moreover, DIY projects are seen as finite. There is little notion of ongoing maintenance.

Shore et al's respondents talked about DIY in terms of 'projects' and described them as 'an

initial flurry of activity on first moving into their current property' (2007:61). DIY has also

been linked to experimental dance culture and environmental activism (McKay 1991), land,

housing and transport protests (Searle 1997), culture jamming which involves information

7 See blog post - Wirelessing the Revolution: Intro to Community Wireless Networks and Community Wireless
Networks as Radical Activism: The Case for Mesh, Accessed 10.10.08, Available at: http.z/www.cuwin.net
x For other examples see http://www.ilesansfil.org and http://www.nycwireless.net.
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warfare against commercial culture (Jordan 2002), hacker culture (Wark 2004) and digital

culture remixing (Lessig 2004). Traditionally, DIY culture has been sociologically

investigated using social movement theory (Eyerman and Jamieson 1991; Meluc~i 1989,

1996; Maddison and Sealmer 2006). These studies, however, have been criticised for

privileging large sensationalised events over more mundane everyday activities and lacking

an interest in the materials made and used by people (Purdue et al 1997; Maddison and

Sealmer 2006). As Maddison and Scalrner explain their frustration:

How do you organise a demonstration? Contact the media? Sniff out a potential ally? These
tasks require skill, knowledge and flair. They are the mechanics of successful campaigning.
And yet lovers of abstraction rarely think about them. The field of 'social movement studies'
falls almost silent in their presence (2006:44).

DIY is also predominantly seen as an individual pursuit. Clearly indicated by its name, DIY

is about doing-it-yourself yet Air-Stream members collectively make WiFi. They do-it

together (DIT).

Guiding themes

Looking across these empirical WiFi studies what is evident is that only a small body of

work deals with WiFi and in what exists there is a lack of in-depth ethnographic engagement

with the makers and materials of these infrastructures. These networks do not simply land in

communities. What are they made of? Who builds them? What happens when they break

and who fixes them? It is my argument that what is missing from this larger body of research

is a focus on the physical hands-on building of wireless networks, the materials used, the

processes and the mundane, trivial and ordinary places in which they are made. Even when

the authors are practitioners themselves they tend to omit the mistakes and mess of everyday

practice in favour of discussions about larger socio-political forces. This is not to say these

are uninteresting or unimportant issues, rather that the actual infrastructure that underpins

this work is overlooked. These studies also hint at the challenges of finding and using WiFi

due to its invisible nature, thereby signalling the importance of its visual culture and yet

never fully attending to it. Being viewed as an infrastructure goes some way to explain this

and, equally, reinforces the need for further attention. Moreover, studies undertaken outside

dominant US and European sites are also lacking. Taking as a focus the culture of WiFi

made by Australian backyard technologists this thesis attempts to fill the gap in this small

but growing body of WiFi literature.
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The rest of this chapter will address three key themes identified in these WiFi studies in

relation to broader STS literature: the nature oftechnological connectivity in Australia,

DIY technology infrastructures and the role and importance of the Australian cultural

context and attending practices on the design and development of ICTs.

I. The nature of technological connectivity in Australia

By the end of the Howard period. market failures in the information technology area.
particularly the provision of Broadband, were becoming more apparent with Kim Beazley
(2006) arguing that Australia needed nation-building economic strategies because: 'We don't
have an information super highway - we've got an IT goat track' (Johnson 2008:3).

As Johnson (2008) points out, Australia has trailed behind the rest of the world in providing

affordable access to internet infrastructure. What is implicit in this account of Australia's

struggles to connect its constituents, is a sense of shame and embarrassment, signaled in the

description of the super highway as a IT goat track, of being left behind in a global context.

Getting connected, in this formulation, is a national (and international) imperative.

Since the mid 1990s, the internet has become an increasingly significant component of

Australia's international, economic and cultural standing in the world and a site of increasing

complicated political discourse. Al1en and Long (2004) explain how governmental

campaigns in 1995 associated the internet with national identity. They write: 'These

campaigns took the form of trying to convince Australians to use the internet - that to be

'Australian' meant getting online - and thus linking citizenship to internet use' (2004:232).

In May 2006, Senator Helen Coonan, then the Minister for the Department of

Communications, Information Technology and the Arts (DICTA), addressed the fifteenth

World Congress on Information and Technology in Texas, US. She spoke of Australians

with 'significant expertise in wireless and software applications' in 'an environment that

fosters ICT development, application and innovation' that is 'leading to innovative solutions

both in Australia and international1y' (Coonan 2006). Similarly, it was clear in the 2007

national elections that digital connectivity was a pivotal platform. Kevin Rudd, Labour

contender and now Prime Minister, announced his plan to 'revolutionise Australia's internet

infrastructure', leaving little ambiguity about the role and importance of the internet in

Labour's broadband policy (ALP 2007).
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Australia's future productivity, competitiveness and wealth creation relies on world class
infrastructure, In the global economy of the 21st century, no aspect of infrastructure is more
crucial than advanced communications networks (ALP 2007:3).

One of the most obvious challenges in this vision, however, is an inability to adequately

service rural and remote parts of a very large country and address the low speeds and

restricted download issues in city centres, According to the 2006 census, sixty four per cent

of households used the internet at home, with sixty eight per cent broadband connection

(ABS 2008b). This marks a significant change from the beginning of my study in 2005,

when fifty six per cent of households were connected to the internet, with sixteen per cent

broadband (ABS, 2005b)9, Yet, despite this increase, slow speeds, capped download limits

and narrow availability place Australia far behind many other comparable nations. In the

UK, for instance, speeds average thirteen megabytes per second [mbps] while in Australia

they are just barely over one mbps (SMH 2006), Many argue that the current situation is the

legacy ofa telecommunications monopoly (Clarke 2004; Meilke 2004; Rennie and Young

2004). Since 1975, Telstra, the Government owned telecommunications organization, has

dominated the Australian telephony and internet industry (DICTA 2006b)lO. Clarke argues

that the Government's 'failure to prevent monopolistic behaviour and counter-competitive

pricing' has lead to a lack of choice of alternatives, high prices and for some in more rural

regions of the country unreliable or non-existent connection to the internet and a 'less rosy'

outlook for the future (2004:39), Similarly, Given (2008) writes of a nation's frustration:

The policy said telecommunications carriers' plans for network development had remained
unfulfilled for too long. Australia risked being 'left behind' in the most important form of
infrastructure for the global economy of the twenty-first century. On 'entry level 256 kbps
broadband' per 100 inhabitants, Australia was 17th out of30 OECD countries, a position that
hadn't improved in two years. Rupert Murdoch thought the situation a 'disgrace', James
Packer said it was 'embarrassing', Fairfax's David Kirk talked about 'fraudband' (ALP. 2007),
Consultant Mark Pesce said Australia was 'basically an internet backwater ... Broadband is
merely the latest chapter in a vel)' old story' (2008:6).

A development, during the period of my study, in the Australian government's approach to

digital connectivity is the ALP's policy for mandatory filtering of the internet by all ISPs for

') 56 per cent of all households in Australia is approximately. 4.1 million subscribers (ABS 2005b).
III Telstra owns over fifty per cent of the internet market and seventy five per cent of the phone market and
although some competition has entered the industry, it leads with slow and expensive packages. Following is an
example of Telstras (2008) internet packages - all based on 12 and 24 month contracts (Accessed 07.08.08,
hup: limy. bigpond.coml internetplans/broadbandlwire Iesslpiansando ffersldefaul t.jsp ):

Name Speed (Down/Upload) Usaee Allowance Monthlv Price
Fast 256/64 kpbs [kilobytes per second] 200mbps AUS$29.95 fGBP£15l
Faster 1500/256kpbs 400mbps AUS $39.95 fGBP£20]
Fastest Up to 20mbps 60gbps rgigabytes per second] AUS $149.95 rGBP£72]
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all Australians. This 'Clean-Feed' policy will potentially slow down Australia's already

sluggish internet by thirty and seventy-five per cent (ACMA 2008) and many question the

appropriate use of taxpayers money (AUS$44million or GBP£21 million). There are also

fundamental concerns about censorship and free speech, given the chance it might

'incorrectly block 10,000 sites in every million' (EFA 2008). Critics have drawn similarities

between the internet in Australian with China, Burma and North Korea; countries renowned

for their draconic censorship laws. In fact many have termed it 'The Great Aussie Firewall'

(EF A 2008; Oates 2008, Smith 2008).

The Clean Feed is bad policy. In short, even ifit worked the filter would be terrible policy. By
censoring the entire country's Internet access down to the level of a child of indeterminate age.
it robs Australian adults of ability to make their own decisions about what content they view.
One size doesn't tit all (EFA 2008).

My aim here is to communicate the intense drive to get Australians connected, and,

moreover, the narrow and often deterministic nature of what is considered by large-scale

institutions to be connectivity. This, I argue, is clear evidence of 'the imperative to connect'

(Harvey and Green 1999; Green 2000; Green, Harvey and Knox 2005), which Green (2000)

explains as:

(Tjhe urgent political and commercial insistence that everyone must connect to ICTs. and must
do it now. is heavily loaded with this idea of getting somewhere. Connection is represented as
an objective and inevitable truth about today's world: those who do not connect will not get
anywhere - socially. economically and. increasingly. it seems. politically - and as a result will
be excluded (2000: I)

Whereas once Australia was largely dependent on the wool industry, with an economy that

'rode on the sheeps' back' (White 1981: 149), connectivity via the internet is central to its

economic present and future. It is this technological vision, of connection for all Australians,

which is central to my critique. Yet, as the activist group, Electronic Frontiers Australia

(EF A) point out 'one size doesn't fit all' (2008).

My intentions in this first section are not to explain how this has arisen or predict Australia's

technological future but to highlight what is absent in this debate. It strikes me that the

history of Australian infrastructure is implicit in current understandings of Australia's

version of the 'imperative to connect'. The infrastructure of television, electricity and radio

has been designed to push data to terminal connections; end points located in offices and

homes. These one-way systems are designed for consumption, not for participation. Given

broadband download speeds are on average eight to twelve times faster than upload speeds,
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it is clear that the infrastructure of the internet is similarly configured 11. Even the moniker

'superhighway' lends itself to one-way travel, vigorously bound by rules and regulations. It

does not accommodate a vision of group facilitated collaboration and creative production.

This system supports an idea of connection as something to consume. In contrast what a

study of Air-Stream promises is a way to consider a more individually owned yet

collectively operated version of WiFi. As Goggin writes, 'there is something exciting in the

prospect of user-led wireless networks leaping over the limits of current home-based

wireless routers and playing a real role in shaping future networks' (2007:127). Yet, as

Goggin and Gregg have argued, wireless technology is most often represented in terms of

'competitive discourse' and 'nation building exercises such as railways and roads' and is

'embedded in terms of responsibility and efficacy' (2007:41). What is not acknowledged is

the possibility of other means of getting connected and other versions that unsettle the stable

idea of constant connectivity. The internet in Australia is dominated and therefore shaped by

commercial models of Government and large scale technology organisations to the point

where alternate technology practices do not 'figure much in the commercial realm or in

policy making' (Goggin 2007: 122). This thesis draws attention to other ways of, and reasons

for, making WiFi. Specifically, it highlights other WiFi makers beyond pay-for-internet

services provided by ISPs and government organisations. The fact that Air-Stream continues

to grow in parallel with strengthened commercial internet provisioning in Australia, makes it

an interesting target for investigation.

II. The visual culture of technology infrastructures

The paradox of DIY visual infrastructure

In the space of a decade, lCTs such as the mobile phone, computer and internet have become

firmly embedded in professional, personal and social contexts and form the focus of a large

body of academic scholarship (Brown, Green and Harper 200 I; Katz and Aakhus 2002;

Wellman and Haythornthwaite 2002; Woolgar 2002; Ling and Pederson 2005). Although

debate continues about whether these technologies have brought forth accelerated and

unprecedented change and pose radical social transformation or simply re-inscribe existing

cultural practices, what cannot be dispelled is the increasing mass of materials that

accompany their widespread use (Jenks 1995; Harrison 1996; Mirzoeff 1999). Harrison

argues that 'we are surrounded by visual phenomena and images which display culture and

II Typical Australian download speeds for Adsl2+ range from 12 mbps up to 24 mbps. For upload they range
from 1.0 mbps up to 3.5 mbps (Accessed 12.11.08, Available at: www.squidoo.com/compare-broadband-plansl.
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particular aspects of it' so much so that' it is a central dimension of social life and social

being' (1996:77). This proliferation has implications for understanding who we are and

where we belong because, as Mirzoeffwrites, 'it is not just part of everyday life, it is

everyday life' (1999:1).

Visual culture is broadly defined as the visual representations, practices, events and

experiences that shape and are shaped by everyday practice (Jenks 1995; Mirzoeff 1999;

Evans and Hall 1999; Sturken and Cartwright 2001; Dikovitskaya 2005). It emerged as a

new field of academic scholarship in the mid 1990s and contends that the stories we tell have

a direct influence on how we come to know the world. Although Mirzoeff argues that

'human experience is now more visual and visualized than ever before' (1999:68), this thesis

draws less on the notion of a universal change in human ability and more on the idea that

this visual phenomenon is characterised by 'the spread of information machines in the

present' (Poster 2002:68). This proliferation of visual ising devices means that many

different kinds of people, including the backyard technologists at the core of this thesis, have

access to tools for making and means to distribute their own visual materials, previously

available only to large-scale organizations. For instance, Ito's (2005) work on otaku, a

Japanese term for people obsessed with anime and rnanga, illustrates the shift ofdisparate

and marginal subcultures into the mainstream and their developing legitimacy and

widespread influence:

The activities of otaku may seem extreme and marginal, but my sense is that otaku culture is
one prototype for emergent forms of literacy. (... ) the growing visibility of otaku culture
worldwide seems symbiotic with the ascendancy of visual culture and communication in the
21st century (2005: I).

Hine (2000) also demonstrates the influence of amateur websites and weblogs in her

ethnography of the Louise Woodward case, in which an English nanny was accused of

murdering a child in her care. Hine argues the web 'opens up the possibility for individuals

to communicate on a worldwide basis and at least to some extent to compete with the media

organisations' (2000:73). The growth and influence of these individuals is illustrated in

newspaper articles: 'The terrifying power of the bloggers' (Carr 2004), 'Ignore bloggers at

your peril' (Johnson 2006) and 'Spread of online movie clips shows You'Iube's influence'

(Kiss 2006). It also strongly features in this opinion piece:

The new culture on the Web is all about consumer creation: it's composed of things like the nearly
30 million blogs out there and the 70 million photos available on Flickr. With a click of the
mouse. anyone can be a journalist. a photographer. or a DJ. The audience - that I billion-plus
throng linked by the Web - itself is creating a new type of social media (Schonfeld et aI2006).
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This so-called 'new culture', commonly termed Web 2.0, promises a paradigm shift in the

nature of interaction on the internet away from a focus on individual consumption,

characterised by the first version of the internet (Web 1.0), to one that privileges user-led

content generation and participation. The latter reflects Tim Berners-Lee's original concept

ofan internet that was not just for readers, but for writers as well. In March 2008, New

Scientist reported that thirty two per cent of consumers saw themselves as broadcasters

(Gilmore 2008). But it is not only DIY activity an the internet that is making an impact and

changing the way we think about new technologies. There is also significant DIY activity

surrounding the infrastructure a/the internet. While only a few people attempt to reengineer

the telephone or the television there are hundreds of volunteer community groups all over

the world united by an interest in collectively remaking computer networks that underpin

these popular online knowledge systems (Sandvig 2004; Mackenzie 2005, 2005b, 2007).

Yet, infrastructures seldom get the attention they deserve because they are 'boring' (Star

1999). Rarely are they considered exciting opportunities for imaginative endeavour.

Star (1999) has done much to advocate the study of infrastructure by pointing out that it is

not the infrastructures themselves, but how we tend to look at them that is boring. She

argues that it is only through a study of the unstudied, the things we take for granted, that we

can hope to see new and previously neglected connections and meanings. The problem in

overlooking infrastructures like WiFi, and assuming they are simply another channel for

more exciting content-based applications is that we neglect how things 'might be otherwise'

(Bijker and Law 1992:3). Star explains:

The ecology of the distributed high-tech workplace, home. or school is profoundly impacted
by the relatively unstudied infrastructure that permeates all its functions. Study a city and
neglect its sewers and power supplies (as many have) and you miss essential aspects of
distributional justice and planning power (Latour and Hermant 1998). Study an information
system and neglect its standards, wires and settings and you miss equally essential aspects of
aesthetics. justice. and change. Perhaps if we stopped thinking of computers as information
highways and began to think of them more modestly as symbolic sewers. this realm would
open up a bit (1999:379).

Infrastructures are pivotal to the provision of many essential services, and in line with Star's

(1999) argument, they warrant extra special attention. Aside from being boring, another

problem is the practical difficulty of studying them. As Star notes, they are only visible

when something breaks down and even then, they 'tend to be squirreled away in semi

private settings or buried in inaccessible electronic code' (1999:378). Moreover, the study of

infrastructure is not the study of a 'thing' but rather an investigation of a series of
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relationships and meanings they hold for people. Star argues against the idea of a monolithic

infrastructure that holds a universal meaning for everyone.

To counter this, a one way of studying the complexities of an infrastructure is to examine

how it is rendered visible by the people who make and use it. A good example of this is

Haring's (2007) study of male ham radio hobbyists in the US in the 1950s, through a study

of the vast body of amateur hobby publications; club newsletters, technical handbooks and

local media journalism. Her study illustrates how a marginal infrastructure has direct

implications in the shaping of social, technical and gendered encounters in the radio

technology industry. Importantly, she shows how an examination of technological

infrastructure 'points toward broader questions of how we think about and think with

technology' (2007:162). Haring believes these types of studies provide a unique perspective

precisely because they address technologies that are often so 'pervasive and naturalised'

they have become invisible (ibid). Therefore it stands that rendering these types of

infrastructures visible is important in understanding the role they play in the construction of

broader socio-technical systems.

This thesis aims to bring together the study of visual culture and WiFi infrastructure made

by backyard technologists. The consequence of this fusion is DIY visual infrastructure.

Under this rubric I explore the nature and meaning of the culture that surrounds WiFi. There

is however a paradox implicit in this focus. While the study of DIY infrastructure draws

attention to a largely invisible entity, a focus on visual culture highlights the way knowledge

is represented.

Visual culture in the development of K'Ts

Because visual culture is such a broad discipline, I limit my focus to literature that explicitly

focuses on the intersection of visual culture and ICTs and I begin by drawing on Alpers

(1984) to outline its significance for sociology.

What distinguishes Alpers' (1984) writing from other art historians and makes it interesting

to Latour (1990) and Henderson (1999) is her association between science and technology

advancements and visual representations. She argues that seventeenth century Dutch visual

culture permeated all aspects of society, not just the world of science.
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In Holland the visual culture was central to the life of the society. One might say that the eye
was a central means of self-representation and visual experience a central mode of self:'
consciousness. Ifthe theatre was the arena in which the England of Elizabethmost fully
represented itself to itself. images played that role for the Dutch (1984:xxv).

The way a society represents 'itself to itself is its visual culture. Alpers reveals the link

between new ways of seeing and new ways of rendering the world in material form.

Drawing on her work, Latour writes that visual culture contributes to 'how a culture sees the

world and makes it visible' (1990:30). He argues that visual culture is often seen as a

metaphorical 'worldview', but in Alpers' writing it is given material form and presents both

'what it is to see and what there is to see' (ibid).

As I have outline in Chapter one, visual representations in sociological contexts are narrowly

defined in terms of roles they take and the forms they are recognised in the construction of

knowledge around ICTs. Recent research concerns websites (Turkle 1996; Chandler 1998;

Hine 2000), photoblogs (Cohen 2005), gaming (Taylor 1999) social networks (Hampton and

Wellman 1999,2000), issues such as the social implications of mobile phone use in cars,

buses, trains and at home (Laurier 1999,2001; Brown, Green and Harper 200 I; Katz and

Aakhus 2002; Glotz et al, 2005), places of use (Wakeford 1999,2000,2003) and fan

communities (Baym 2000). While they signal how people actively make and shape place,

build personal identity and social relations in a variety of multi-dimensional ways afforded

by technology they largely overlook the significance of visual representations in the complex

co-ordination of everyday life. More broadly, research into technologies such as the

microwave (Cockburn and Ormrod 1994), household appliances (Chabaud-Rychter 1995)

and the television (Silverstone and Hirsh 1992) take into account visual aspects in a complex

arrangement of socio-technical factors but again, little attention is directed towards the

nature and role of visual representations. Overall these literatures closely attend to how

technical artefacts are designed, made and used and how, where and why people use them in

local and global networks, but pay little attention to visual culture per se.

Visual representations have long been marginalised in British sociology and there is still a

clear and definite gap between what is considered valid and rigorous sociological practice. In

many cases, as Chaplin notes, 'the verbal analyses the visual' (1994:2). She argues that the

visual has much to offer sociology in terms of theoretical concerns and methodological

practice but the distance between the discipline and object of study needs to be reduced with

a collaborative approach that engages with feminist and post-positivist approaches.
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For these approaches indicate that the sociology of« topic be replaced with a sociology which
puts less distance between itself and the topic area, or data. that it studies: and this in turn
implies that the distinction between verbal analysis and visual representation-as-data should
become less-clear-cut" (Chaplin 1994: 16).

Looking broader still, one of the few places where visual culture is addressed in sociology is

the study of commercial advertisements. What is characteristic of this literature is distance

between the researcher and the object of study (Williamson 1978; Goffrnan 1979)12. Visual

representations might be central to these studies, but they are far removed from the contexts

in which they were made and used. Despite the ever-increasing evidence of visual forms of

communication and emergence of new technologies, rarely are visual representations seen as

central to sociological studies of ICTs.

STS approaches to representational culture

One of the few places where visual culture takes a prominent role and ethnographic focus in

sociological research is in STS. Latour and Woolgar's (1979) study is one of the most

influential ethnographies in this area of scholarship. Based on two years of research in the

Salk Institute in San Diego US, it was one of the first to venture into the source of scientific

knowledge, the laboratory, to see first hand what scientists actually did. Previously, science

was considered placeless, universal and ubiquitous (Kuhn 1970; Popper 1972). This study

was the first of many that sought to ground science studies. Thirty years on, this research

continues to influence a body ofliterature that holds at its core the role of representations in

the fields of science (Knorr Cetina 1981, 1999; Calion, Law and Rip 1986; Law 1986a,

1986b; Latour 1987, 1992, 1998,2005; Lynch and Woolgar 1990), technological design and

innovation studies (Calion 1986, Cockburn and Ormrod 1994: Bijker 1995), medical

imaging (Martin 1994; Cartwright 1995; Treichler et al 1998; Mol 2000), engineering

(Henderson 1999; Bucciarelli 2002), law (Latour 2004), and architecture (Yaneva 2005).

12 Williamson (1978) and Goffman (1979) explore commercial advertisements using a semiotic approach to
uncover the mechanisms through which meaning is encoded in messages. Williamson (1978) illustrates a number
of ways in which the system of signs operates in different ads. One example features Catherine Deneuve, the
renowned French film actress and a bottle of Chane! No.5. She highlights how prior knowledge about the actress
as sophisticated and stylish is required to make the connection between the signified objects and understand the
meaning that is generated. Goffman (1979) draws on the slippage between what is represented, in hundreds of
advertisements featuring women and men, and what is actually signified by taking into account themes and
patterns that are revealed across these representations. His work illustrates socially defined constructions of
masculinity and femininity. This approach, based on semiotics, the study of codes and signs found in the
structural approach of linguistics (Saussure 19 I5: Barthes 1964), takes the object from the origin of its
production and consumption and considers it in relation to broader social and cultural frameworks rather than
those attributed by individuals in specific situations.
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The central tenant of Latour and Woolgar's (1979) study is the role played by "inscription

devices' which Latour defines as 'any set-up, no matter what its size, nature and cost, that

provides a visual display of any sort in a scientific text' (1987:68). This means an inscription

device can be a digital telescope or a scientific student observing an experiment, equipped

with paper and a pencil. Regardless of the nature of an inscription device, Latour and

Woolgar argue they are important because they produce 'inscriptions' that represent

knowledge in the form ofgraphs, images and diagrams. Using this concept, the laboratory

was transformed into a 'system ofliterary inscription' through which they found they could

understand the visual culture of scientists (1979:52).

Henderson's (1999) work is relevant to this thesis because she directly builds on Latour and

Woolgar's (1979) work in her study of the visual culture of engineering. She defines the

visual culture of engineering as 'a particular way of seeing the world that is explicitly linked

to actual material experience in rendering that world' (1999:9). Henderson develops the term

'conscription' to accentuate the work that engineering sketches do. She writes: 'Conscription

devices, a subgroup of inscription devices, enlist group participation and are receptacles of

knowledge that is created and adjusted through group interaction with a common goal'

(1999:53). In addition to inscribing knowledge, she argues, engineering sketches conscript

actors in certain types of action. Henderson's work therefore illustrates how important

representations are not only to the production of engineering 'facts', but how crucial they are

to the actual building of objects. In terms of this thesis, Henderson's concept of conscription

is useful for exploring the role visual representations play in determining who can and

cannot participate in wireless developments and how Air-Stream's WiFi network is made.

Because this thesis sets out to explore inscriptions and conscriptions in relation to Air

Stream's visual culture, I detail key features of these theoretical lenses.

Knowledge is stable and mobile. Two of the most crucial properties of an inscription are that

they are 'immutable' and 'mobile' (Latour and Woolgar 1979). The fact that they do not

degenerate when reproduced and can be widely distributed means they can be used to build

up a persuasive and powerful argument. Conveniently, graphs and sketches do not rot, smell

or change in any way uncontrolled by the author. As a result, Latour and Woolgar (1979)

show how scientists are able to exert power beyond the walls of the laboratory and achieve

long distance control because inscriptions always point to a fixed reality.

Stability is also crucial to Henderson's conscriptions. Henderson argues that representations

are 'the glue that holds communication together' (1999:59). The way they stick people
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together, however, defines what is and is not acceptable and determine the nature of certain

activities. Closely observing engineering practice, she found that, 'Visual objects not only

shape the final products of design engineering but also influence the structure of the work

and who may participate in it' (1999:27). Conscriptions determine how and what type of

work is done. The thefts to Air-Stream's network highlighted the fact that the group's visual

representations are available to members and non-members and have official and unofficial

use. How members contend with this and many other interpretable features of their WiFi

network is an area that will be explored in detail in this thesis.

Knowledge is ordered. Latour and Woolgar (1979) show that power is not held in a single

inscription but rather in 'cascades' of data. In addition to helping to convince others, ever

increasing cascades of inscriptions draw from and relate to the one before, thereby making

refutation difficult. Latour writes, 'the phenomenon we are tackling is not inscription per se,
~

but the cascade of ever simplified inscriptions that allow harder facts to be produced at

greater cost' (1990:40). Inscriptions therefore cannot be multiple or mutable, or else they

cease to be reliable representations of a fixed reality.

Henderson, too, shows that information flow is not natural 'but rather must be constructed

interactively by the human and nonhuman actors involved' (1999:59). She describes an

engineering student reprimanded for drawing a cylinder incorrectly, thus revealing the

presence of a visual culture that produces a rigid view ofthe world. Uniform to these studies

is a clear description of place, actors, actions, devices, materials, time and set rules that

together constitute a highly ordered system a novice must follow to attain membership to a

specific culture. Given Air-Stream's network is located in diverse sites across the city and its

members make WiFi in their spare time around other commitments, a central concern in this

thesis is how they order knowledge such that it is communicated throughout the group.

Knowledge is erased. Another core task of an inscription device is to simplify and reduce

information into a form by which others can comprehend, compare, contrast and categorise

it. The original elements, the raw materials, methods, people and places are used discarded

or erased from the final form so to reduce the possibility of alternate interpretation and

misunderstanding. This is neither an accident nor consequence of the inscription process but

a deliberate move. Latour and Woolgar have shown how inscriptions have a 'direct

relationship to 'the original substance" from where they originate but the 'intervening

material activity and all aspects of what is often a prolonged and costly process are

bracketed off' (1979:51). This is what Latour calls 'chain of transformation ' or 'circulating

reference' (1999:70). Tracing the movement of Amazonian soil in the jungle to a diagram in
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a science journal he found that, 'Stage by stage, we lost locality, particularity, multiplicity

and continuity, such that in the end, there was scarcely anything left but a few leaves of

paper' (1999:70). 'Circulating reference' refers to the fact that the final inscription bears a

relationship to the original substance even if the process is erased. There is a similar

disjuncture in engineering between the process and the final fact. Henderson writes about the

realities of 'messy practice' and the visual techniques enrolled that keep them hidden from

outsiders, in order to preserve the 'mystique' of the discipline (1999: 185). The idea that

'daily practice kills the aura of high tech' explains why engineers were embarrassed when

she observed the messy reality of their design process (1999: 193). She writes: 'The aura of

high tech and the use of new technologies such as CAD as symbolic tools in engineering

continue to add status through the mystification of the mundane and messy work practices

that are necessary to accomplish the goals of the job' (1999: 196). Thus, a crucial aspect of

inscriptions is the clear distinction rendered between the messy behind the scenes process

and the professional public worldview.

Knowledge is primarily two-dimensional. Science inscriptions visualise an information flow

from three-dimensional form to a two-dimensional abstraction. Rats and chemicals are

delivered to the lab where they are transformed through experiments, using various

machines, into diagrams and graphs for publication. Engineering drawings travel in the

opposite direction. They begin as two-dimensional sketches with the ultimate aim of

producing a three-dimensional object, such as a building. The relationship of dimensionality

to visual representations has implications for a study about WiFi because it simultaneously

occupies multiple dimensions in the form of maps, antennas, websites and WiFi signals.

As it is relevant to my study, I briefly draw on the way representational dimensionality is

critiqued in broader STS literature (Martin 1994; Yaneva 2005; Myers 2008). Martin (1994),

for instance, is not convinced that the two-dimensional model of scientific inscriptions fully

captures representational knowledge:

In laboratories, initial messy data are organised into pattems. simplified. and eventually
visually represented in a table or a graph. Although Latour argues convincingly that these
graphic traces are what have the most powerful effects in science. I am less convinced by his
claim that the model can be extended to all society' (1994:163).

In contrast, Martin shows how scientific knowledge about the body is represented in multi

dimensional forms 'involving flexible, complex systems' that 'are in fact diametrically

opposed to flat, static models (1994: 164). Yavena considers architectural models to be

'visual representations' and 'major visualisation tools' and drawing on Henderson (1999),
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she likens these three-dimensional objects to engineer's sketches, arguing they serve as

'social glue' in the facilitation of communication between architects and their complex

networks of clients and contractors (2005:872). Similarly, Myers (2008) examines three

dimensional modeling as well as the bodywork of protein crystallographers and argues that

this new focus poses 'a range of questions for studies of visual cultures and knowledge

practices in the computer-mediated life sciences' (2008: 163). In fact, Sturken and Cartwright

have argued that it is 'impossible to talk about computer media as a purely visual set of

forms' and warn against analyzing 'images apart from sound, dimensional from and other

modes of representation' (2005:344). This multi-dimensional work suggest ways to consider

how the study of visual inscriptions in STS might encompass more than single-dimensions.

The study of representations in STS primarily attends to the construction of inscriptions and

conscriptions that are stable, immutable, ordered and are designed to hide the messy reality

of practice. In essence it documents a series of shifts: from disorder to order, private to

public, obscurity to conformity and invisible to visible. These are all important ways of

thinking about knowledge practices and ones that I will return to throughout the thesis.

Approaching WiFi through Actor Network Theory (ANT)

Henderson's focus on 'the visual documents and the interactions around them that together

structure the design process' (1999:8), enrols an approach heavily influenced by ANT. ANT

emerged from early science studies in recognition of the role played by non-humans as well

as humans in complex heterogeneous networks and continues to influence a wide range of

STS (Calion 1986, 1997; Law 1986b; 1994; 1999; Star 1991; Latour 1990,1992,1999; Law

and Hassard 1999). Rather than privileging the role of technology or that of society in the

shaping of a new artefact or system, it contends that both human and non-human actors are

equally constituted and powerful. Importantly, this means that representations do not exist in

isolation but are embedded within actor-networks and explains why Henderson (1999), in

the process of tracing the production of a new surgical instrument, examines not only

engineering sketches but also rabbits, biologists, marketing departments, instruments,

technicians, tools, engineers, cataracts and many others. In my thesis, ANT provides a way

to examine the diverse range of human and non-human actors involved in making WiFi in

suburban Australia.

Early ANT literature as been criticised on two major accounts: the invisible work and messy

reality that keeps networks stable is often overlooked or entirely erased and that networks
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are too often viewed as rigorously centred, ordered and imposing (Latour 1999; Law and

Hassard 1999; Law and Singleton 2005). Latour writes: 'The managerial, engineering,

Machiavellian, demiurgic character of ANT has been criticised many times' (1999: 16).

More recent ANT inspired research offers far less stable and ordered interpretations of how

systems and artefacts operate (Martin 1994; Singleton 1998; de Laet and Mol 2000; Mol

2002; Law 2004; Law and Singleton 2005). As Law and Singleton write, 'ifwe want to

understand objects, to characterise and study them, then we need to attend as much to the

mutability of what lies invisibly below the waterline as to the immutability of what lies

invisibly above the surface' (2005:337 emphasis in original). I briefly critique key ANT

studies and highlight their innovations to support my analysis in later chapters.

Martin (1994) presents the idea of the body as aflexible entity in contrast to a fixed and

rigorously bound fortress. Studying representations of the body inside and outside the

laboratory walls she draws comparisons with contemporary work practices, arguing that both

have come to represent 'the image of a flexible and innovative body poised to respond in a

continuously changing environment while constantly communicating with other such

bodies' (1994:215). Mol (2002) focuses on the body as well, but her view is multiple. She

unsettles the idea ofa disease, in this case atherosclerosis, as a stable or defined entity. She

writes, 'there is no longer a single passive object in the middle, waiting to be seen from the

point of view ofa seemingly endless series of perspectives' (2002:5). Instead, she shows

how it evades neat and defined representation by taking multiple forms, not all of which can

be seen or understood by everyone; in skin, blood, x-rays, tests, statistics, reports, pain,

walking, doctors, scientists, patients and their families. This means 'there are different

versions, different performances, different realities, that co-exist in the present' (Mol

2002:79). But this multiplicity does not result in fragmentation or dissolution of the power of

knowledge. It does not mean that the surgeons cannot operate or that people cannot be

diagnosed or, for that matter, healed. Mol explains how the disease is made to cohere in an

assemblage of visual representations and practices including images, conferences,

documents and files. Moreover the central point of her argument is the presence of

ambiguity and uncertainty. She shows how different experts have multiple perspectives on

one object - the body - yet cohesion is still possible. She shows how uncertainty, untidiness

and ambiguity actually enable smooth transitions between points in the hospital because

each person produces and maintains their own version of the disease, according to their

discipline of knowledge, in order to do their job. These representations do not compete or

operate in a hierarchy but rather are assembled and re-assembled in new spatial

configurations according to a patient's individual symptoms. Far from fragmenting
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knowledge, Martin (1994) and Mol's (2002) studies reveal how flexibility and multiplicity

serve to produce strong and resilient artefacts and systems.

Singleton's (1998) study of the UK cervical screening programme (CSP) demonstrates the

achievement of durability that derives from instability. The central point of her argument is

that a durable system 'does not require stable and unequivocal entities as its constituents'

(1998:86). She shows how the laboratory plays a clear and stable role in CSP in the

provision of definite diagnosis and precise recommendations. She also reveals the presence

of ambiguous results, discrepancies in sampling procedures and multiple possible

interpretations of data render it a site of indeterminacy and instability. She describes how lab

technicians deliberately draw attention to the many possible interpretations and uncertainties

in their daily work. She provides examples such as a 'thick' sample that requires the

technician to 'carefully wipe off some ofthe excess with a tissue' in order to avoid cross

contamination on the slides. This illustrates the way technicians are able to 'analyze samples

that are not 'ideal' as well as those that are' (1998:93). Similarly, what appears normal to

one scientist may be abnormal to another yet the' laboratory incorporates this and accepts it

as part of its role, ambivalently saying that it is influential but that 'this does not make too

much difference" (199:94). This is no accident. She shows how the 'marriage' of instability

and stability renders the laboratory capable of dealing with the intense vagaries of daily

practice. In fact, she argues that the success and efficacy of the system hinges on this

paradoxical partnershi p.

Contrary to what most recent science and technology studies would expect the practice ofthe
CSP is characterised by instability and multiplicitous identities. Moreover. this instability and
multiplicity actually contributes to the continuity of the program (1998:86).

Highlighting these and many other complex and contradictory daily challenges reveals how

the laboratory 'actively constructs but simultaneously accommodates instabilities'

(1998:92). This means that instability is not simply tolerated but considered vital to

durability and efficacy of the CSP programme. Singleton found that CSP relies on doctors

being both 'bad' and good' sample takers, which enables lab technicians to present

themselves as resourceful and skilful, able to adapt and produce results irrespective of the

ambiguous task laid before them (1998: I02).

While Singleton demonstrates how the lab stabilises instability, de Laet and Mol's (2000)

study of the Zimbabwe Bush Pump 'B' shows how a technological artefact can fluidly adapt

to changing conditions. Widely distributed throughout Zimbabwe, the pump is considered a

success, even though, over time and is differently configured by users in different locations.
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When things break for instance, they are repaired or adapted, often using unexpected

materials such as sticks and leather. In some cases this means that the pump looks and

operates differently in every village, but this does not matter because it is still recognisable

as the Bush Pump 'B'. In this way it is a mutable mobile. The fact that the pump continues

to work in spite ofthese changes and according to users' interpretation of its efficacy

prompts de Laet and Mol (2000) to question what 'working' means:

(T)he question as to whether or not the Bush Pump actually works, as technologies are
supposed to. can only rarely be answered with a clear-cut 'yes' or 'no '. Instead, there are many
grades and shades of 'working': there are adaptations and variants. Thus the fluidity of the
pump's working order is not a matter of interpretation. It is built into the technology itself
(2000:225).

Crucially, this means that even when the pump fails to deliver clean water, de Laet and Mol

(2000) show how it still works to provide water, bring communities together and educate

them about health. They draw attention to how it operates in ways intended and unintended

by its original designer. It is strong and durable, not because it enforces a defined and narrow

use on people but because it is 'adaptable, flexible and responsive' (2000:226). The central

tenet of their argument is the idea that a technical artifact can be resilient and reliable

because of its ability to change, not in spite of it. They argue:

(... ) we hope to contribute to an understanding of technology that may be of help in other
contexts where artefacts and procedures are being developed for intractable settings which
urgently need working tools. Because in traveling to 'unpredictable' places, an object that isn't
too rigorously bounded. that doesn't impose itself but tries to serve, that is adaptable. flexible
and responsive - in short, a fluid object - may well prove to be stronger than one which is firm
(2000:225).

A common STS approach to this type of inquiry involves an analysis of 'boundary objects',

which Star and Griesemer define as 'both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and

constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common

identity across sites' (1989:46). However, what emerges in ANT literature is the notion of

knowledge as performance and practice as opposed to the unyielding presence of a fixed,

solid object (Mol 2002; Law and Singleton 2005). Writing about alcoholic liver disease,

Law admits, 'we slowly came to believe that we were dealing with an object that wasn't

fixed, an object that moved and slipped between different practices in different sites'

(2005:79). Law and Singleton emphasise how knowledge is 'enacted into being' and how

this ontological move shifts attention away from multiple interpretations of objects to the

objects themselves (2005:334). They describe how ANT has viewed knowledge objects as

'regions or volumes" as 'networks' and 'objects as fluids 'and argue for a fourth possibility-
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'objects as fires ' (2005:335 emphasis in original). These, they explain, 'are energetic and

transformative and depend on difference between (absent) fuel or cinders and (present)

flame' (2005:344). Like fluid objects, fiery ones change shape, however this change is not

gradual but sharp and characterised by rapid jumps and discontinuities and absences and

presences. They argue that 'we cannot understand objects unless we also think of them as

sets of present dynamics generated in, and generative of, realities that are necessarily absent'

(2005:343).

Overall these ANT studies reveal the flexible, multiple, unstable, fluid and firery

characteristics of networks and systems. Rather than erasing discordant actors and

disruptions, they embrace the ambiguity and uncertainty of co-existing realities. In doing so,

they illustrate alternate ways of knowing that resist ordering into neat, sequential and

hierarchical accounts.

In this section I also wish to briefly make the link between Latour's later ANT work on

engineering, infrastructures and accounts of the urban with my study of cultural practices of

a community wireless network group. Specifically, Latour's (1999) analysis of'Aramis ', an

automated French train system that was designed and developed but ultimately failed to be

produced, draws attention to the way objects and knowledge are passed around in more or

less disorderly ways. The hybrid style in which Latour writes also bears mention in relation

to my interest in alternate forms sociological knowledge.

Guided by ANT, in 'Aramis' Latour emphasises the imperative to account for human and

non-humans in the process of understanding the role of a new technology in social worlds.

He argues that 'an object that is merely technological is a utopia' and cannot be separated

from the social world (1996:viii). Instead, he seeks 'to show researchers in the social

sciences that sociology is not the science of human beings alone - that it can welcome

crowds of nonhumans with open arms, just as it welcomed the working masses in the

nineteenth century' (ibid). To do this, Latour takes an innovative approach. He discounts

science fiction as 'inadequate', fiction as 'superfluous', realism as 'misleading' and

journalism as too divisive, on one hand 'popularising technology' and on the other

'denouncing its politics' (l996:ix). Instead he devises a hybrid genre called 'scientification',

a cross between narrative and history, which entwines the voices of multiple humans and

non-humans involved in the project spanning almost two decades, from 1970 to 1987.

What this means is that the story of 'Who killed Aramis?' is told by many stakeholders in

the project: engineers, politicians, company executives, as well as a sociologist and his
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young engineering student who act as detectives investigating the failure of the project.

Aramis, too, delivers a passionate plea to be born. The story that unfolds through interview

transcripts, policy documents, media reports, design documents and narrative prose reveals

the multilayered, complex and indefinite nature of a technology in the making, and one that

is undeniably embedded and intertwined with human activities and culture.

The central tenet of this 'scientification' is the absence of a single and straightforward

answer to account for the failure of Aramis. Everyone interviewed in the book offers forth

their personal perspective on events and very few of these accounts match up. As a result,

the sociologist and his young assistant have immense trouble trying to piece together this

jigsaw. Overall, what emerges in Latour's account is that this complex technological system

did not fail because it was technology unfeasible, politically doomed or culturally

inappropriate. It failed because it was not loved. Latour, as the young engineering student,

explains:

They abandoned technology while thinking that it was going to be finalised all by itself that it
was autonomous. that they'd see how things worked out afterward. that it had to be protected
from its environment (1996:287).

The idea that constant negotiation and attention is crucial to the success of a new technology

is highly relevant to my study of backyard technologists. Given the group is comprised of

volunteers committed to making a WiFi network in their spare time, using their own

resources, materials and in many cases homes, this will be area explored in more detail

throughout the thesis.

What I hope is made clear by the review of Latour's (1996) work on Aramis and select ANT

literature is my awareness of, and interest in, opening up less conventional ways oflooking

at human and non-human networks, knowledge construction and technological development,

all of which provide insight into the character and culture of backyard technologists in

suburban Australia. The next and final section explores the contribution my study offers to a

small but growing body ofliterature concerned with other versions of internet infrastructure.
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III. The Austral ian cultural context and attending practices

To study the internet in a critical temper is important for many reasons, not least to understand
where we place ourselves in our society and where we fit in the world, and to provide us with
resources to critically engage in the knitting of such technology, into our future lives as we
debate the meanings of Australian national, regional and international identities in a networked
economy (Goggin 2004:9).

Goggin (2004) argues that the internet is firmly embedded in distinctive social, spatial and

cultural environments, and if we are to understand it we need to examine the many forms it

takes in different contexts, This perspective, emphasised in studies of the internet in Trinidad

(Miller and Slater 2000) and Japanese internet and mobile phone cultures (Ito et al 2005),

contributes to emergent sociological interest in alternative versions of the internet in contexts

outside Europe and the U,S,

Miller and Slater (2000) argue that while the discipline may not have benefited from early

accounts of the internet as placeless, it 'can gain hugely' in comparisons between places

(2000: I0). Their ethnography approached the internet as an everyday social accomplishment

made up of material arrangements, relationships and a local understanding and found it

formed a nucleus of Trinidadian culture, What they were studying was not 'people's use of

'the internet' but rather how they assembled various technical possibilities that added up to

their internet' (2000:14 emphasis in original), In this context the internet is not a 'monolithic

or placeless "cyberspace" or a virtual experience separated from physical place, rather it was

deeply embedded in Trinidadian culture and it was simply part of being 'Trini' (2000: 1),

Drawing on this study, Meikle argues that 'in this sense, perhaps, the internet has not yet

been invented, but rather is always being invented and reinvented in each new context and

situation' (2004:75),

Goggin (2003, 2004, 2004b, 2007) presents a similarly distinct view of the internet from an

Australian perspective, He points out the imperative 'to attend to its particularities' in order

'to understand where we place ourselves in our society and where we fit in the world'

(2004b:9), He charts the development and demise of Pegasus, one of the earliest ISP's in the

country, set up by a collective united in environmental protest culture of the 1980s. Its

original design was predicated around activist networking and it was located in Byron Bay

on the east coast of Australia, known for its liberal politics, ali, surfing and DIY culture. The

story of Pegasus is important in the telling of Australian internet history because it provides

a useful reminder of the role DIY groups play in the development of new technologies,

Pegasus and the other organizations whose efforts established the global facility we enjoy
today can also remind us that the internet is not just some effort of the governments that began
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in the Pentagon. or some technical facility that ought to be managed by the people who created
it. Rather. it is the sum of the efforts of all its contributors. When it comes to the internet of
tomorrow, we cannot leave it solely to governments and technicians. The strength of the
internet is the people at the ends ofthe lines, not a central structure. We can all make a
difference being involved (Goggin 2004b:53).

As I indicated earlier in this chapter, there is a small and growing body of work around WiFi

but it tends to focus on US and UK wireless cultures. Goggin and Gregg argue that 'while

there has been a great deal of academic, community, government and industry work on

digital technologies in Australia, and much important critical and scholarly work in

particular, in our minds wireless technology and cultures have not been given the sustained

attention they deserve' (2007:43). Drawing on these literatures, this thesis takes the view

that local versions ofWiFi might present different ways of thinking about possibilities of

development and use in other places. It is my argument that another version of WiFi will

become visible if attention is paid to Australian cultures of WiFi, and in particular those of

backyard technologists. Just as Miller and Slater's close engagement with the specificities of

Trinidadian culture revealed a Trinidadian version of the internet, it holds that attending to

the nuances and texture of Australian suburban culture with its unique set of Australian

materials, landscapes, fauna, flora, weather and people will reveal an Australian WiFi.

Locating 'real' Australia in the 'vast and unexplored suburban tundra'

This study is located in suburban Australia. Despite the central positioning of the desert, the

ocean, the bush and vast open spaces, 'going bush' or 'walkabout' in cultural imaginaries of

tourism advertisements and global performances of Australian-ness 13, the practical reality of

everyday living is significantly more coastal and residential. To better grasp the idea of

suburbia in Australian culture and the role it plays in shaping technological infrastructure it

is important to understand a little about Australia's population distribution. Only twenty one

million people live on a continent that covers almost eight million square kilometres. This

means there are not quite three people for every square kilometre in Australia (ABS 2008).

For comparison, the population ofthe UK is just over sixty million, three times Australia, on

an island thirty two times smaller than Australia, which means that for every square

kilometre there are two hundred and fifty one people" (NSO 2008) (Fig. 4). Despite this vast

13 The 2007 Australian Tourism Commission campaign featured remote and isolated places of extreme beauty 
the outback, the bush, Uluru, the barrier reef, the seven sisters. In 2008, Baz Lurhman' s version featured stressed
unhappy residents of densely populated cities of New York and Shanghai. reinvigorated after going 'walkabout"
in remote Australia. The 2000 Olympics Opening and Closing ceremonies represented Australian history with
images of the bush. the desert and the beach (Australian Tourism 2008). Advertisements regularly use images of
the bush and the beach to symbolise the nation's desire to escape (See Telstra 2008).
14 UK population is 60, 975,000 (NSO 2008) and the UK total land mass is 242.900 square kilometres.
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landscape, four out of every five Australians live in urban cities located within six miles of

the coast (ABS 2004). The fact that the majority of Australians inhabit a tiny coastal edge of

this massive land mass means that 'whether we like it or not, the suburbs and suburban life

reflect and reproduce stories of being Australian' (Elder 2007:298). As much as Australian's

imagine themselves otherwise, suburban living is a quintessential characteristic of being

Australian (Fisk et al 1987; Ferber et al 1994; Johnson 1994; Webster 2000; Elder 2007;

Turnball 2008).

The Australian reality might be suburban but for many it is, as Weber writes, 'both their

greatest aspiration and their worst nightmare' (1992:24). Similarly, Elder points out how

'the suburbs have been vilified, lampooned, eulogised and idealised' (2007:298). This

ambivalent relationship is in part fed by the Great Australian Dream, which mythologizes

owning a piece of Australia which is most often packaged as a house with a small yard or

increasingly, a compact flat in an apartment building. The fact that Australian culture draws

more on the dramatic and untamed image of the outback and the people who live there and

much less on the unremarkable everyday aspects of suburban existence, suggests we know

very little about 'real' Australia. Turnball (2008) writes:

By the time of Australian Federation in 190I. almost 70 per cent of Sydney's population were
living in the suburbs: a statistic that suggests that despite prevalent and enduring images of the
bushman and the ocker. the 'real' Australia was. and still is, more likely to be located in what
Barry Humphries has described as Australia's 'vast and unexplored suburban tundra (2008:15).

Moreover, it is evident that what Australians do know they tend to treat with contempt and

cynicism. Writing about one of Barry Humphries' enduring characters Dame Edna Everage,

otherwise known as the average suburban housewife, and two more recent suburban comics,

Kath and Kim, Turnball argues that suburbia remains a resource for comedy because it

draws on a 'long tradition of anti-suburbanism ' (2008: 15). This is all the more incongruous

considering, as MacKay points out, it is not the case that we have gradually become

suburban, but that 'we've never been a rural people' (cited in Marks 2004). He explains:

We continue to embrace the rural mythology. which is really powerful in terms of Australian
identity. In a sense. the yard has kept us in touch with the land (ibid).

It is therefore all the more unusual that 'we do not celebrate the virtues of suburban living'

(McKay 2008). One reason why suburbia is vastly underestimated, overlooked or vilified

relates to its mundane and taken for granted presence in everyday life and, like STS

literature on marginal technologies, offers insights into how it serves 'the reproduction of

local social configurations' (Michael 2000:3).
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A recent preoccupation with real estate and house renovation in Australia, signalled by ever

upward spiralling house prices and characterised by popular television programs such as

Burke '5 Backyard and The Block, points to a new interest in suburban living. Elder (2007)

argues that the economy and popular culture are starting to shift the deeply embedded

ambivalence towards suburbia. In these reworkings, suburbia is viewed as a product of, and

a landscape for, resourceful and imaginative endeavour. Although, this is an example of DIY

as home improvement, it provides an example of shifting suburban attitudes. A recently

funded Queensland University of Technology research project titled Creative Suburbia,

provides another. This project aims to explore 'whether more of Australia's creative

workforce is located in the outer suburbs of Australia's cities than is commonly assumed in

the creative industries literature, which has tended to emphasise the unique powers of inner

city 'buzz" (Flew 2008). The recognition of the role of suburbia in reflecting and mediating

everyday life paves the way for a study of backyard technologists who both inhabit and enrol

suburbia in their engagement with WiFi.

My point here is that although suburbia is easy to overlook because it is right in front of our

eyes, it functions as a vital component of everyday life in Australia and therefore supports

the idea that studying it from one of its central points - the backyard - is not usual.

Moreover, as I will explain in the next section, in relation to shed culture, backyards offer

vantage points into IC'f relationships.

~ 1 dot - 1.000 people

Brtsbane

(Ill Estimated resident population.
Source:Austmlian ~ographic $bti$bcs {310LOj.

Fig. 4. Map showing the population density of Australia (ABS 2008).
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Suburban Australian backyards and shed culture

Despite the prevalence of suburbia in Australian cultural geography, backyards do not play

an important role in sociological or cultural theory literature. Although there is a wealth of

useful material for when it comes to talking about suburbia (Fisk et al 1987; Ferber et al

1994; Johnson 1994; Webster 2000; Elder 2007; Turnball 2008), there is a dearth about

backyards. It is an area of sociological literature 1hope to fill with this study about backyard

technologists in suburban Australia.

There is however more work that has been undertaken about Australian sheds, and as a

significant portion of wireless work takes place on backyard sheds and suburban rooftops, it

holds that a brief review of shed literature will provide relevant insights for my thesis.

Despite his ironically titled position of Director of the Institute of Backyard Studies (IBYS),

Mark Thomson (2002, 2002b, 2006, 2007, 2007b, 2008) has written at length, and in a

scholarly vein, about men, innovation and Australian shed culture:

Sheds are an integral part of Australian life. No other nation values them as we do. Despite
this. our sheds. modest from the outside, yet glorious on the inside. have never really been
recorded or their many purposes explained (2002:2).

Sheds take many shapes and sizes and shelter a diverse array of tools, materials, machinery

and other random things. They are not defined by the specifics of what they hold or even

what they are used for but rather in what they enable. Sheds are closely linked to an

Australian DIY ethos of practicality and ingenuity and enable a different view on suburbia:

'In the shed, the rules are different. Here, chaos is allowed to reign, asserting its creative

force in wayward contrast to the suburban order all around' (Thomson 2002:2-3).

Bell and Dourish also view the shed as a signi ficant part of a suburban Australian culture

and importantly, for this thesis, make connections between sheds and leTs: 'So what might

the shed, both real and imagined, have to say to technologists or those engaged in the

production of new information and communication technologies' (2006:376). They view the

shed as a lens for understanding suburban technological frameworks. Rather than looking

inside the shed, they look at the larger cultural context in which the shed is located. They

argue that the shed provides a privileged viewpoint on domestic practices, enabling new

ways to think about socio-technical relationships and sites of encounters between new

technologies and existing domestic ecologies.

Both Thomson (2002, 2002b, 2006, 20007, 2007b, 2008) and Bell and Dourish (2006) signal

the importance of mundane, ordinary and otherwise overlooked architectures of suburban
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life. They propose that looking inside as well as outside these Australian spaces provide

insights on local cultural practice and new technologies. Even Thomson, whose respondents

primarily use sheds to tinker on cars, bikes, agricultural machinery, wood-turning and the

brewing of beer, makes links between sheds and technology: 'Several of the stories hint at a

new future for the shed-owning type of person: the computer. The virtual shed is with us

now' (2002:255). Relating this to Goggin and Gregg's call for research that attends to the

'specificity of the technologies and their settings' (2007:43), it is my hope that a study about

WiFi that locates itself firmly within the Australian backyards might provide new ways to

see conventional technological frameworks and infrastructures.

A final important aspect of this literature concerns gender identity. Both Thomson (2002,

2002b, 2006, 20007, 2007b, 2008) and Bell and Dourish (2006) recognize sheds as spaces

where masculinity is produced as a counterpoint to the narrative of the home as a feminised

space. In this thesis, I view backyards as masculine spaces as well. Moreover, as will

become evident, the Australian 'barbie" or barbeque features strongly throughout and it too

is renown for producing masculinity. Because these spaces and practices are prominent,

gender is an underlying thread in this study ofWiFi made by backyard technologists in

suburban Australia.

Does Australian WiFi 'stick' to Australian men?

The STS work that my thesis draws upon, located in the disciplines of science and

engineering, is predominantly 'gender-blind' (Faulkner 2003 :91). Despite focusing on

disciplines renown for being male dominated, neither Latour and Woolgar (1979) in science

or Henderson (1999) in engineering make anything more than passing reference to gender

relations. More recent STS studies I reference also deliberately choose not to focus on

gender. Mol (2002), for instance, notes uses the generic 'he' instead of 'the doctor' because

all her surgeons and internists were men except for one female pathologist, yet points out

that gender is not her concern. She writes: 'Yes, this is a fading historical moment. The

professional is undergoing a rapid gender change. But that is another story. One more

complication left out here' (2002:2).

Guided by these ethnographies, gender was not my initial concern either. However, in the

field it became too significant to ignore. Out of seventy people involved in Air-Stream there

were only three women, of which I was one. Although I was aware of this imbalance from

early interviews with Ron and Tim in January 2006, it was not driven home until I attended

my first meeting in June 2006 and walked into a room full of men. This is not only because
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relevant literatures did not deal with it, but because unlike what is known about the exclusive

male dominated areas of science (Traweek 1988; Wacjman 1991; Harding 1991),

engineering (McIlwee and Robinson 1992; Faulkner 2000, 200b, 2003, 2007) and

architecture (Fowler and Wilson 2004), I wanted to believe the inclusive rhetoric of the

network on Air-Stream's website:

Air-Stream Wireless is a non-profit community group who use wireless in combination with
free and open source technologies to deploy a wide area network (WAN) that supports
community participation, local content and communications. (... ) Our members are people
from all walks of life and ages including enthusiasts, IT professionals. radio amateurs.
educators and everyday people (Accessed 06.07.06. Available at: http://www.air
stream.org.au/).

However, as my experience revealed, the 'everyday people' of whom this mission statement

refers are in reality 'men'. Unlike other volunteer not-for-profit groups such as the

Australian Men's Shed Movement!5 or the Country Women's Association of Australia!6

which render clear the nature of their gender domains, Air-Stream emphasise 'community'

and the diverse skills and interests of its membership that come from 'all walks of life". Yet,

given the overwhelming incidence of male members, this was clearly not the case. Despite

the fact that the group lowered traditional barriers to entry that traditionally inhibit women

from entering IT sectors, such as holding meetings in the local public school, not requiring

membership or advanced technical skills to participate, and emphasising the sociality of the

group, WiFi still appeared to be 'technology as masculine culture' (Wacjman 1991).

Therefore, the practice of representing Air-Stream as a community group, and not just a

men's group, raises a number of interesting and complicated questions: What is it about

WiFi that attracts mostly men? What is inherently masculine about the way the group makes

WiFi? And what, if any, influence does this have on how WiFi is represented?

In his book on rare trades in Australia, Thomson's (2006) explanation for the lack of women

skilled in traditional hands-on technical professions (only eight in fifty four case studies)

echoes what has been written in feminist STS. This includes structural barriers that limit

training and access, lack of recognition when women were involved and biological excuse

that women just were not interested in such stuff. Rather than locating the blame on women

for being 'uninterested' many writers question science and technology, examining how

these disciplines and artefacts might be shaped otherwise to accommodate women

(Cockburn 1983; Harding 1987, 1991,2004; Faulkner 2000,2006. 2006b, 2007). Faulkner

(2000), in particular, has done much to tease engineering from masculinity:

I' Formore information about TheAustralian Men's ShedMovement see http://wwwmenssheds.com.au
1(, Formore information about TheAustralian Country Women's Association see http.r/cwaa.org.au
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My own project in this article is to encourage people to get "inside the belly of the beast" of
technological design. to examine how gender "sticks" to engineers involved. Bluntly put, I
believe engineers represent an important research focus for feminist technology studies
because they are powerful instantiations and symbols of he equation between masculinity and
technology. A better understanding of engineering practice and how engineers tick should
contribute to a better understanding of how that equation works. It might also yield fresh
insights into why there are so few women in engineering. though this is not my first concern in
this article (2000:89).

Like Faulkner (2000), this is not a study that asks where are the women but rather why does

WiFi 'sticks' to more men much more than it does to women. Ignoring the high incidence of

men in a community group that is open to both men and women, has the effect of accepting

and naturalising WiFi technology as being for men only, rather than questioning why this is

the case. This is not lessened because it is 'just a hobby'. As Haring (2004) observed in her

study of ham radio operators, many hobbyists used their involvement in amateur groups as

training for and access to the radio profession and associated industries. In exploring the role

and importance of culture that surrounds WiFi, I argue that gender should not be ignored.

Conclusion

This thesis seeks to understand the nature of the visual culture of WiFi made by backyard

technologists in suburban Australia. Through an analysis of the development and use of one

specific wireless digital technology in one particular location this study contributes not only

to the literature within STS on the role of visual culture but also seeks to address the lack of

attention paid to the study of technological infrastructure and to visual study more widely in

sociology. It aims to make central the study of visual culture in the study of ICTs and also

call for recognition of DIY innovation in the context of STS. Importantly, this thesis sets out

to intervene in conventional assumptions of technological innovation in large-scale

institutional settings in the UK and US. I hope to introduce another vision of the technology

made by backyard technologists in mundane and suburban locations. In this chapter I have

established the relevancy ofa sociological study of the visual practices of backyard

technologists in suburban Australia. The next chapter will examine in detail the

epistemological and methodological implications of this work.
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Chapter Three.

Researching Australian backyard technologists
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This chapter details how I approached a study of backyard technologists in suburban

Australia. It begins by introducing Air-Stream, the group under study, its location and

respondents who feature throughout this thesis. It then outlines the research design and

highlights some of the epistemological, methodological and practical issues that shaped my

fieldwork. I discuss the key characteristics of what Hess (2002) calls 'second generation'

STS research and the implications for understanding the visual culture of a new digital

technology. I also address the challenges of participating in while studying the visual culture

of others and how this relates to existing notions of the visual in sociological knowledge.

Air-Stream - A not-for-profit community WiFi network

Air-Stream was selected as a site of fieldwork for practical and theoretical reasons. Not only

was Air-Stream operating in the suburbs of a major Australian city but they also had a rich

visual culture. My decision was initially informed by Air-Stream's regularly updated and

comprehensive website that features maps, photos, diagrams, a discussion forum,

comprehensive 'how to' guides and technical documentation as well as links to other local

and international community groups. Internet researchers have drawn attention to the

sociological challenges of the fleeting life cycle of websites (Kotamraju 1999) and if a WiFi

community website is no longer updated or does not exist at all it is a clear indication that

the group behind it is no longer operating. Air-Stream's website, which was updated daily

and sometimes several times a day, indicated a thriving community. Guided by STS

literature that recognises visual representations as an important locus of knowledge, the

website also clearly identified Air-Stream as group vigorously engaged in the making of

WiFi.

Because I wanted to conduct research across varied contexts, importantly not all Air

Stream's WiFi activity takes place online. Members meet face-to-face for annual Open Days

where they demonstrate the network to new people, hold antenna 'shoot outs' to test the

efficacy of home-made devices, run monthly meetings at the local public school as well as

regular antenna installation and maintenance sessions. Additionally, the group has been

steadily growing in size for six years, several founding members remain involved and the

group openly welcomes new people, thus indicating the presence of a wide range of

experience and knowledge in the network.

In January 2006, I contacted the Air-Stream committee using email addresses found on their

website with an outline of my study and a request for a meeting. At that time there were 70

members of the group and eight in the committee that helped guide, plan and organise the
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group. Ron, the secretary and self confessed 'PR person' was the first to respond and set up

an initial meeting with himself and Tim, the chairman and founding member in mid January.

He was often the first person to respond to media enquiries and questions from new people

and even though the website features a wiki which enables multiple people to collaboratively

add and edit content, it was primarily managed by Ron, who good naturedly 'hassled'

members for 'stories' on a regular basis.

I visited Adelaide in January and March 2006, spent five months observing the community

online from London and ten months, from June 2006 to March 2007, lived full time in the

city observing and participating as an Air-Stream community member. I returned to

Adelaide twice more in 2007, in June and December, and I continue to correspond with Air

Stream members by email, my research web log, mobile text messages,flickr and[acebook I7
•

On a practical note, being an Australian national meant I had no issue gaining entry or living

in the country for a long period of time.

During my fieldwork I lived on the north-west fringe of the city centre in a stone and brick

bungalow, typical of the suburban architecture of the area, in easy cycle commute to the

majority of meeting points, members' houses and other antenna sites. I was given 'honorary'

membership, which included all membership privileges, such as access to members'

personal information on the website and an email account through which I learnt about

upcoming activities. I did not have the right to vote at the end of year annual general meeting

(AGM). It is important to note however, and will be discussed in Chapter Four, that

membership is not a pre-requisite for viewing or contributing to the website or attending the

many group events. However, for me, it provided access to even more of the group's visual

representations. I regularly attended monthly meetings, antenna installations, maintenance

and tinkering sessions and public events such as Software Freedom Day, a public OSS event

held at a local community centre, in which Air-Stream demonstrated their WiFi network to

potential new members. I also attempted to get connected to the network from my house,

and although ultimately unsuccessful it provided a means for understanding the process

through which new antennas are linked into the infrastructure and the network expands

across the city. Importantly, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter Seven, it illustrates

how being technically disconnected did not prevent me from participating in the group.

17 See http://www.studioincite.com/makingwifi, http://www.flickr.cm/photos/katjung, http://www.facebook.com.
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Suburban Adelaide

The Air-Stream community wireless group inhabits the suburbs of Adelaide - interestingly,

Adelaide is more suburban than any other Austral ian capital city due to the size of its

residential lots and small dense city centre. It is also significantly different in its history and

urban-planning than other Australian capitals. With a population of 1.1 million, Adelaide is

Australia's fifth largest capital city. Seventy Two per cent" of the population of South

Australia resides in the capital city, the highest ratio of all Australian states except Western

Australia" (ABS 2006b). Founded in 1836 Adelaide was Australia's first free settlemenr'",

and designed by Colonial Light, the first planned city in Australia. The state also has distinct

older style architecture; houses are predominantly single storey local stone constructions

with large backyards.

In fact, Adelaide's residential footprint differentiates itself from the rest of Australia. Hall's

(2007) comparative study of old and new suburbs signals the Australian backyard is

shrinking everywhere except Adelaide. According to Hall, an average house, which once

occupied thirty per cent of an average suburban block, can now take up to seventy one per

cent", The impact of this expanding footprint is social, visual, environmental and cultural.

He argues that people are spending more time inside, use more energy to cool their houses

and consume more resources than people with outdoor space. A larger house, he argues,

fosters an indoor mentality. An exception to this otherwise nationwide shift is found in

Adelaide suburbs. Unlike Brisbane, Perth, Sydney and Melbourne", houses are not

expanding and backyards are not shrinking to the same extent.

Building on what I previously argued about backyards comprising an essential part life in

suburban Australia, Hall's (2007) study on the distinctiveness of Adelaide's backyards

serves to further support my choice of field site for the study of backyard technologists.

Who's who in Air-Stream's WiFi network

In addition to Tim and Ron, I spent most of my time in the field with thirteen other

individuals involved in the group. Eleven were members and three were not. However as

will become clear in the following chapters, membership in the group is neither

IX At the 2006 census, the total population of the state of South Australia was 1,089,728 (ABS 2006b)
I') 55.7 per cent of the population of New South Wales live in Sydney, 42.9 per cent of Queensland live in
Brisbane, 70.3 per cent of Victoria live in Melbourne. 73.5 per cent of West em Australia live in Perth.
21} Unlike all other Australian capital cities, convict labour was not used to construct the city of Adelaide.
21 Houses in the new suburb of Hendra, Brisbane had plot coverage of 58 per cent to 71 per cent.
22 Hobart was not included in Hall's (2007) study.
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straightforward nor clear-cut. These people invited me to installations and maintenance

events, welcomed me into their homes, showed me their hand-made antennas, taught me

how to search for wireless signals and regularly explained complex WiFi jargon. Together

they represent a cross section of the group in terms oflength of membership, age, experience

and life-stage. To introduce my respondents I draw on how Ouneier (1999) maps the table

positions of the book-sellers and pan-handlers in the streets of New York, prior to telling

each of their stories. Using an annotated plastic sheet over Air-Stream's network node map,

my version of this technique affords a way of locating respondents to relation each other, the

city and the network (Fig. 5).

Like the website, the network node map is an important Air-Stream representation made and

distributed by Ron in multiple forms; on the website, folded A4 sheet brochures and A3

sized posters for distribution at meetings and other public events. This. my second version (I

collected five during my fieldwork), was distributed at a meeting in September 2006. It has

been regularly updated since then with the addition of many new nodes and the removal of

others. Comprising a schematic system of dots and interconnecting lines over a bird's eye,

two-dimensional street map of the city of Adelaide, the map provides a view of the network

that is otherwise visually impossible. Dots indicate core nodes or what members call

'backbones' through which the bulk of data is trafficked. Up to thirty smaller 'client' nodes

connecting to these larger points are not mapped for the sake of clarity. Lines represent the

connections between two points that are able to 'see' each another along a line of sight

(LOS). On the map, the names of nodes are written in black. For the most, part they

reference the suburb in which they are located with the exception of those attached to radio

or TV towers. As per ANT literature, this map plays an important role in the heterogeneous

network and therefore warrants introduction in this section. I return to it in more detail in

Chapter Five.

In line with sociological guidelines that advocate respecting and protecting the privacy of

respondents, I have changed all respondents names (Heath and Luff 1995; Newell 1995;

Procter 1995). The name of the group however is unchanged, as I felt the location in

suburban Australia is critical to the central argument about Australian backyard

technologists. Ouneier (1999) is one of only a few sociologists who resist this practice for

reasons relating to accountability.
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Kevin (20) is a Iriend o f Ker ry an d
Jane , and a ' newbie to Air-S tream
even though he is stud ying IT at
TArE [Technical Colle ge ] and
ded icates the rest of his time to
prov iding IT support Co r loca l
charities . He lives in the shed in
the yard of his paren t's an d
currently cannot ge t connected to
the network .

Jen (50) has been involved in ham
radio since she was 12 years old
and an Air-Stream 'committee
mem ber' for two years . She works
as an IT engineer at a large
te leco mmunications organ isat ion .
Her antenna is at the top of a seven
metre steel tower emb edded in two
sq uare metres of concrete located
in her backyard .

Daz (22 ) has ins ta lled an ante nna
on the roof his pa rents ho use
where he lives . He jo ined Air
Stream in 2003 and is a
' comm ittee member'. Alon g w ith
Ben he reg ularly ' stum bles' for
new people to he lp them get
connected to the netw ork . He
works par t tim e as a driver for a
pizza company and also at a loca l
supermarket.

Ron (45) has been a member s inc e 200 2. He was
the treas ure r for four years an d in 200 7 became
the secretary . He is the se lf co nfessed ' PR
person' for Air-St ream , wh ich means he
manages the website, runs meetings with T im
and is the first to respond to media and mem ber
quer ies . He mak es a lot of the har dware for the
gro up. He lives with his w ife and two ch ildren
and works as the CEO of a not-for-pro fit
business that employs disabl ed peo ple .

Reg (21) lives with his mum and sist er in the
northern suburbs and works in IT for a local
Governmen t offi ce. He is so metimes ca lled ' 1

monkey' because he is often the first one to
volunteer to climb up towers or hang out 01'
windows to work on Air-Stream ante nnas . Hi
home antenna is located at the top ofthe talle
tree in the ba ckyard .

Peter (40) was voted onto the ' committee' as
Tre asurer in 2007 and ma nages the Air-Stream
merchandise. With he lp from Cra ig, Simon and
Reg he ra ised an antenna that connec ted him into
the NWO. He works as a yo uth worker in the
educat ion system and often uses his car to dr ive
mem bers and mat er ials to WiFi locations.

Craig (20) lives at home with his mother and
younger brother and works during the day at a
lau ndry bus iness . He joined as an 'offica l

~ mem ber ' in 2005 but was ' into' WiFi for ma ny
years befo re. He is kn own as ' the benefactor'
because he is largely techn ica lly and fin anc ially
responsible for the north ern pa rt of the ne two rk
(N WO). He has a ten metre WiF i tower
embedded in two metres of rock in his backyard.

Dav e (22 ) joined A ir-Stream in 2(
as an 'offic ial memb er ' and bccan
part of the netwo rk and the no rthe
expansion of the netw ork when. ~\

Simon and Cra ig's help, he raised
an tenna on his paren t' s hackyard
shed in November 2006. I-Ie has
recently compe ted an I' ng inee rin§
and Computer Systems degree.

Simon (20 ) lives in the shed be hind the family
ho me . He joined as an ' o ffi cial me mber' in 2005
and is study ing IT at T AF E [technical Co llege ]
and prov ides IT support for two local prim ary
schools. He regu larly volunteers to he lp raise
new ante nnas and ma intain ex iting ones . He is
parti cularly active in the NW O.

Dan (22) joined Air-Stream in
2005, though he had been
attending meetings for two years.
He is a ' committee mem ber ' and is
mostly invo lved in the so ftware
s ide of the network. He is studyi ng

I Comp ute r Sc ience at Un ive rs ity
and wor ks part time at a local bar.
His antenna is located on the roof
of his parent ' s house where he
lives.

Ben (22) lives at home with his
parents and s ister. He has been an
'offic ial member ' o f Air-S trea m
2002 and reg u larly ' stumbles ' for
new peop le to help them get
connected . He is study ing
Telecommunications and
Engineering at Univers ity .

Fig. 5. The f\ ir-:-;lre ~1I11 Ne twork Node map - (i) i~ l r i h ll t e d ul an .vir-St.carn meeting I h. ()').fl 7 l.

Kerry (33) is an 'officia l mem ber' and Jane (4 3), a self
confessed 'tourist' , have been att ending meetings for a
yea r but cannot get co nnected to the network from
thei r rented house . Th ey are looki ng to buy and on
the ir list is one with a ' good v iew '. Kerry wo rks in IT
at a local Un ive rsity and Jane is a free lance graph ic
designer. They are both heav ily involved in local OSS
even ts .

- -----~ ------------

Jason (24) , along with Tim , is one of the ' founding
members ' of Air-St ream . During 206-0 7 he irregularly
atten ded meetings and events because he had a new io
at his father's winery and moved house which i l1 v ol ~e
moving his antenna. His last j ob was as techn ica l
support for a 10ca1 1SP. He is curren tly disconnected
from the nework.



Sociologists say that they use pseudonymsto protect the privacy of the people they write
about: journalists insist that they must name their subjects to give truthfulness to the accounts
and assure the reader that these are not composite characters or made-up characters. I have
decided to follow the practice of the journalists rather than the sociologists (1999:347).

As per my argument in Chapter Two, about the importance of the Australian cultural context

and attending practices in the construction of lCTs, I felt it critical to firmly locate the

backyards I was studying in a specific place. I am also aware that the 'issue of

identity/anonymity is more complex and less predictable than it might at first appear'

(Grinyer 2002: I). In the event I publish articles from this thesis, for example, I will discuss

with respondents whether pseudonyms are appropriate or if they would rather I use their real

names.

Now that I have introduced the group and located the network, [ will explain in detail how I

approached the study of backyard technologists in suburban Australia starting with an

outline of my ethnographic practice.

Practical epistemologies - Ways of seeing and knowing visual culture

My study of WiFi by backyard technologists in suburban Australia uses ethnographic

methods. As discussed in the previous chapter, STS literature has shown that visual culture

is a distinct way of knowing through the experience of visual materials (Latour and Woolgar

1979; Latour 1990; Henderson 1999). In the context of science and engineering, inscriptions

and conscriptions are considered knowledge producing objects wholly situated in local

practices. In order to ground science, which until that point had been considered universal

and placeless, Latour and Woolgar (1979) went into the laboratory to study what scientists

did in their everyday activities. This strikingly different approach meant, 'instead of using

large-scale entities to explain science and technology as most sociologists of science do, we

should start from the inscriptions and their mobilisation and see how they help small entities

become large ones' (Latour 1990:56). Similarly, in engineering Henderson found that: 'To

understand the visual culture and technical work of engineering and design, we must observe

the daily processes involved in the work itself (1999: I). As a result, Latour and Woolgar

(1979) and Henderson (1999) approach the study of visual culture using qualitative

methodology and ethnographic methods and in this thesis, [ take a similar tact. Using

ethnographic methods I examine how role and importance of visual culture that surrounds

WiFi by backyard technologists in suburban Australia.
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Ethnography is an ideal approach for the analysis of visual culture because it combines a

range of qualitative methods as a way of gaining an in-depth understanding of a culture from

the point of view of its participants (Fielding 1993; Hammersley and Atkinson 1996;

Fetterman 1998). According to Hammersley and Atkinson, 'it involves the ethnographer

participating, overtly or covertly in people's daily lives for an extended period of time,

watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking questions - in fact, collecting

whatever data are available to throw light on the issues that are the focus of the research

(1996: I). This means an ethnographer gains a nuanced understanding by immersing herself

in the social, cultural and physical worlds of a particular group and attempting to see the

world through their eyes. The difference between a layperson and an ethnographer lies in

constantly comparing the unfamiliar with the familiar in an attempt to generate 'a self

conscious awareness of what is learned, how it has been learned, and the social transactions

that informed the production of such knowledge' (1996: 10I). Importantly, for my study of

mundane and ordinary spaces in the form of suburban backyards and a technology that is

commonly considered an infrastructure and therefore invisible, the subject in focus does not

have to be especially foreign to offer a unique view. As Henderson notes: 'No matter how

exotic or commonplace a culture might appear, every group has special characteristics and

idiosyncratic behaviours that an ethnographer must respect' (1999:2, emphasis in original).

From the outset, I joined Air-Stream as an oveli researcher and volunteer member. This

meant they were aware of my research project when they accepted me in the community.

The position of the researcher as inside or outside the social group in focus is particularly

important for researchers of visual researchers. Lofland and Lofland note one of the initial

difficulties in observing and participating is 'getting in' to a group or site of study, which

they define as 'gaining the acceptance of the people being studied' (1984:20). Although it

would have been possible to conduct a documentary or semiotic analysis of engineering and

scientific representations from the outside, Latour and Woolgar (1979) spent two years

observing in the laboratory at the Salk Institute and Henderson (1999) worked as a technical

writer, attending design meetings and observing daily interactions between engineers in two

U.S firms. These inside positions provided them with intimate access to the integral

practices and associated activities unobtainable to a distant outsider. This is particularly

relevant to my study because although it might be possible to undertake a semiotic study of

the visual materials that surround WiFi, it would not address my question and would not

make available the type of data that comes from engaging with the visual representations

that shape and are shaped in these contexts. To try to dig deeper into the surface of images,
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in absence of the people, places and conditions in which they are made and used could in

fact produce greater ambiguity.

Unlike other ethnographies whereby the researcher has to remind respondents of their status

(Hine 2000; Silverman 2004), there was little ongoing ambiguity about my constant

presence as a researcher for a number of reasons. I was the youngest woman at thirty three

years of age (there were only two other women out of seventy in the group and they were

forty three and fifty years old), I was new to Adelaide and my knowledge of wireless was

limited compared to other members. Also, despite being an Australian national, I had a

discernable accent from living in London for eight years. This only served to exacerbate my

foreign-ness. On a few occasions, members had to be reminded that I was in fact more local

than I sounded.

Dazjokingly suggests to me it (the thefts) might have something to do with the fact that 'we are
Australian' and that 'we started out as convicts'. Ron overhears him and reminds him that
'Kat isfrom Newcastle' [New South Wales} and 'not the UK ', (Field notes 26.07.(6)

This interaction reveals my multiple identities in Air-Stream; an Australian national, woman,

cyclist and, given members' proclivity for barbeques, vegetarian. The fact that people

regularly explained social, technical and cultural particulars worked advantageously for me

in gaining an understanding of the group and simultaneously decreased the danger of one of

the key problems of ethnographic enquiry - 'going native' (Fielding 1993). A major concern

for ethnographers lies in getting too close to the field site to the point of losing critical

distance.

More often called a craft than a technique, there is no single design for ethnographic study

(Silverman 2001, 2004; Harris et a12003; Bryman 2004). Researchers of science studies

have incorporated ethnomethodological approaches in their work, which emphasise

attentiveness towards 'people's methods' for interacting with each other and making

meaning in the world around them (Latour and Woolgar 1979; Knorr Cetina 1981; Lynch

1985). Researchers of technology studies, as outlined in detail in Chapter Two, have drawn

on ANT, a perspective that recognises the agency of non-humans as well as humans in

heterogeneous networks (Calion 1986; Latour 1987, 1990; Henderson 1999; de Laet and

Mol 2000; Mol 2002; Law and Singleton 2005). Given the presence oftrees, birds, thieves,

members, families, backyards, websites, sheds, antennas, the weather, email, phones,

barbeques, cars, houses, rooftops, sticky tape, cameras, maps and computers involved in the

making of Wif'i, it is clear that ANT also emerged as an important part of this ethnography.
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Multi-sited ethnography

Another aspect of multiplicity concerns the number and diversity of field sites that emerged

in my ethnographic engagement with backyard technologists. What marks a significant

departure to Latour and Woolgar's (1979) and Henderson's (1999) ethnographies is where

my research is located. Conventional ethnography involves the study of a specific social

group in a single setting for an extended period of time. Axiomatic to many STS

ethnographies is an initial thick description of the central location in which action happens

for 'the purpose of grounding the ethnography' as well as 'showing how peoples' lifeways

are constrained and enabled by their environment' (Helmreich 1998:29). These locations

have included the laboratory (Latour and Woolgar 1979; Lynch 1985; Traweek 1988; Knorr

Cetina 1999), technology park (Helmreich 1998; English-Lueck 2003), engineering office

(Henderson 1999) and workshop (Mellstr6m 2003). Once the location is defined, action is

firmly anchored in place and researchers ostensibly remain within its boundaries.

In contrast, [ found visual representations of Air-Stream's interconnected wireless network

in many places distributed across the city of Adelaide. Just some of my field sites included

members' houses, as well as those of their family and sometimes their places of work,

monthly meetings at the local school, various barbeques, member's cameras and picture

phones, backyard building days, 'swap meets' and 'tech-nests', on rooftops, the website and

online forum, [M [Instant messenger], [RC [Internet Relay Chat] and email. As a result, the

conventional single location approach does not work for this thesis and instead [ draw upon

recent changes to ethnographic methods with new considerations of the field, fieldwork,

point of view, position of the researcher and social and cultural contexts, all of which dictate

a more flexible and fluid approach (Hess 2002; Hine 2007). Of particular relevance are what

Hess (2002) calls 'the second generation' ofSTS ethnographies that stem from but also

challenge many of the practices of older STS literature. He explains:

Second generation examinationof knowledge and technology also tend to go outside the
citadel of expert knowledgeto the viewpoints of lay groups, activists. social movements. the
media and popular culture: to examine the contours of orthodoxyand heterodoxy in a
discipline's development, including the political, institutionaland economic forces that govern
the selection of research fields and programs: and to examine variations in expert knowledge
and technology across cultures (2002:236).

According to Hess (2002), second generational STS ethnographies are characterised by a

range of field sites accessed via multiple entry and exit points. In response, the researcher

moves around, following ideas, objects, metaphors and people in what Marcus (1998) has

termed multi-sited ethnography. In line with the changing nature of contemporary
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ethnographic study, Marcus' theory articulates a new and better purchase on the

complexities of multiple field sites, ideas and things. He writes: 'In short, within a multi

sited research imaginary, tracing and describing the connections and relationships among

sites previously thought incommensurate is ethnography's way of making arguments and

providing its own contexts of significance' (1998: 14).

Hine acknowledges that the absence of traditional boundaries makes visible new forms of

anxieties and tensions about 'varying connections, tensions and identifications, and moral

positions' all of which 'become harder to maintain with any certainty', yet she points out it

has lead to much innovative STS work (2007:657). Heath et al's (1999) study of three

heritable diseases, epidermolysis bullosa, chondrodysplasias, and Marfan Syndrome, is a

prime example ofa 'second generation' STS study. Researchers trace links between internet

domains, documents, people and places in order to 'map relationships between on- and off

line networks ofgroups and individuals who produce different kinds of knowledge' with the

aim of finding points of intersection in these complex technosocial networks (1999:456).

Green's (1999) approach to the study of Virtual Reality (VR) also emerged from the

challenges of on and offline locations, artefacts, manifestations and possibilities of this new

digital technology. Unable to narrow the field, Green traces the stories, people and objects

across a 'radically dispersed field of study' involving different countries, disciplines, medias,

events, people and social spaces (1999:412). As noted by Lyman and Wakeford, the field is

sometimes something the researcher needs to 'construct rather than discover' (1999:360).

Another innovative approach is found in de Laet and Mol's (2000) examination of the

Zimbabwe bush pump '8', which reveals multiple identities in a range of places: as a

mechanical object, community device, provider of health, education and community

building. Following it to different places, they reveal how it retains shape yet fluidly adapts

to changing conditions. Importantly, Hine points out that 'had they set out with a defined

idea of what the technology was, they would not have found out what they did' (2007: 12). A

key characteristic of these studies is an openness to engage with new sites as they emerge,

rather than pre-determining the spatial nature of the field. Heath (2000) explains the

challenges of this type of research and how a researcher needs to respond:

Tracking genetics and genomics anthropologically during the past decade has required an agile
ethnographic practice. in order to provide a map of the cultural contexts of knowledge
production in this rapidly changing field of inquiry. Doing anthropology of genetics both in
vivo and in silico requires a readiness to hyperlink between diverse field sites-lab. clinic. lay
advocacy groups. both on-line and off-line-s-and between a wide array of human and
nonhuman interlocutors (Heath 2000).
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Although helpful in contending with multiple sites, entry and exit points, this

methodological approach is less helpful in what to do when these sites overlap. This was a

defining characteristic of my study of backyard technologist in suburban Australia.

Further to finding Air-Stream's field sites in many places, I found myself engaging with

complex overlapping and co-located field sites in the same place. To explain what I mean, I

include this long field note:

[ sit at my laptop at my living room table, catching up onjield notes from the meeting last
night, My notebook is on my right as my camera downloads photos to my left. Simon pops up
in an l M box on my screen. He provides details for me to upload photos 1 took at a recent
installation. 1 open up another window on my screen and start attaching images, I'm on a slow
internet connection so they take a while to load and as [continue to type notes, Simon and [
chat. He attaches photos he has taken ofthe new node at the water tower to our [M chat.
Talking about recent scavenging missions he has been on he also sends me links to the council
rubbish website. As I waitfor his photos to download andfor mine to upload, [flick to the web
address he has sent and then onto the Air-Stream website. While I'm there 1read the most
recent posts to theforum and see a new 360degree photos ofthe view from the top ofthe
building. [see mention ofanother meeting so [ log-in and open up my Air-Stream email to see
if there is any more information. 1 mention it to Simon and we talk a little about it. [see his
photos that have finally downloaded. [ make notes about our conversation on another word
document. My mobile beeps. As [reach/or it I'm reminded that I'm still sunburnt from a
recent installation event and 1 have slightly sore arm muscles from climbing up and down long
ladders and winding buckets ofhardware up eight concrete floors. 1joke about this to Simon
and he sends me a video he took ofme on the day. [read the SAlS text and see that is from
Peter responding to an earlier question [ asked about an upcoming event. 1 text back as 1
unclip the camera and take the battery out ready for recharging (Field notes 17.[ I. 07).

Trying to write up my field notes from experiences at one field site I found myself

simultaneously caught up in multiple others that overlapped and intersected. This experience

reveals the boundaries of my field sites were not firm or solid and I was never out of the

field. Unlike Green (1999), for instance, I did not always have to travel to different sites in

order to experience them. On many occasions they came to me, and at unexpected times.

One of the key features and challenges of ethnography about or on the internet is the nature

of a constant 24 hour field site in which researchers contend with practical, conceptual and

methodological challenges (Hine 2000; Rutter and Smith 2002). In line with STS of visual

representations (Latour and Woolgar 1979; Latour 1990; Henderson 1999), I did not

anticipate this being an issue for my study. Neither did my respondents. If anything, they

expressed concern that there would be enough for me to study and wanted to ensure I had

things to do between Air-Stream activities:

Ron cautiously reminds me that they [the Air-Stream group] only meet 'evel:v now and again',
that they all 'work' and 'SHiff only happens now and again'. He hopes [will have 'other things
to do in Adelaide in the meantime' (Field notes 28.06.06).
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Of course, there was plenty for me to do and on several occasions much more than I

expected. Hess (2002) argues that recent STS ethnographies maintain a critical eye by

stepping in to the point of view of the informant in their situated and then stepping out to

achieve an objective view and analytic perspective. It is characterised by what he calls a

'back-and-forth movement' (2002:238). This is only possible if the researcher can step out

ofthe field site. As indicated in my long field note (17.11.07), my study of backyard

technologists proved to be significantly more complex and contradictory than I expected.

Also embedded in multi-sited ethnographic models is the assumption that the researcher

travels from point to point without incident or accident. Little is written about what might

happen between multi-sites.

Moving between multi-sited fields

Although recent STS researchers incorporate a multi-sited approach, attention is ostensibly

focused on the movement of objects, boundaries, ideas and people, with little mention of

how the researchers, themselves, physically get from site to site and what bearing, if any,

this has on understanding their field sites. Heath et al (1999) meticulously map the off and

onl ine journeys of information about inheritable diseases but they do not chart their own

experience of travel. Similarly, de Laet and Mol (2000) follow the water pump through

multiple villages in Zimbabwe, but they themselves do not physically account for these

journeys. Mobility is also a key tenet of Mol's (2002) study about atherosclerosis as it is

made in multiple shifting objects, people, practices and meanings around a Dutch hospital.

Hine explains:

Moving around gives Mol a substantial new tool for theoretical intervention. Her ethnography
seems to be a remarkable example of the strategy that Marcus (1995) advocated, following the
object as a means to scope out an ethnographic project. Mol's insights do not happenjust
because she moves around. She does far more than that. But her mobility enables her to see the
practices that she encounters in a distinctive light. allowing her to formulate a new theoretical
intervention. Mol epitomizes the multi-sited imaginary as a knowledge form. both engaged
with technoscientific experience and oriented to contemporary theoretical needs (2007: 13).

Despite theoretical and conceptual mobility, there is scant mention of the moves she would

have had to make to gather together these multiple meanings and field sites. Instead there is

only brief reference to sitting in waiting rooms and the location of her bike left daily 'behind

a fence' (2000: I). Martin's (1994) study comes closer to what I mean in that she apparently

moved in and out of lay and professional medical worlds so much that her constant travels

disturbed a colleague who proclaimed, "Don't you know how to stay put!?" (1994:7).
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Despite what I consider to be a crucial aspect of multi-sited ethnography, movement

between fields garners little or no attention. I argue that ignoring the way the researcher

herself navigates distributed field sites, people and objects is an oversight in the literature.

How is such mobility afforded and constituted? And how might it be made sense of by

others?

Unexpectedly, bicycles played an important role in my own ethnographic experience.

During my year in Adelaide, I rode a bicycle to all meetings and almost all installation sites

and maintenance activities (except twice when I was offered a lift in a car because of the

distance between locations). As a result, my role as a researcher became linked to my

identity as a cyclist and provided an unexpected vantage point into my study of backyard

technologists.

Several members viewed my interest and experience with bikes as evocative of how they

thought about and made WiFi and would often use it to explain things to me. It provided a

lens into a deeper understanding of DIY technology culture. These are examples of how it

emerged unprovoked during interviews:

You can go down the local store and get most of the parts, You can actually do this. just
because you can. People who climbed Mt Everest, why did they do that? - Because they could.
Why did you ride from north terrace right down here? - Because you could (Interview with
Ron "16.01.07).

It's a hand thing, physical memory thing. a must play with thing. (Irs) sort of like, you see it
and have a look at all the bits and you memorise how it all looks and feels. Just what you do
when you're hacking your bikes and you're welding them. Afterwards you knock all the stuff
off it and you feel it and go 'irs not very smooth'. You've got that hands-on memory thing and
once you've played with it, you know what it is. You can recognise it. You tumble it over in
your hands. You see it (Interview with Kerry 23.02.07).

My bike also became the means through which I was 'naturally' recruited into another

backyard technology group; a local freakbike club (Fig. 6). A hand drawn note left on my

handlebars, in July 2007, shortly after I moved to Adelaide, invited me to a 'Tallbike

Convention', which exposed me to yet another way of imagining technology use. Like WiFi

members, freakbikers' customise and adapt discarded, freely available or cheaply purchased

materials, re-inscribing them with new meanings and re-imagined possibilities of use.

Instead of WiFi, however, their technology is a mundane and ordinary technology - the

bicycle. Over a period of eight months. I learned to make and ride bikes that pushed the

boundaries of conventional cycling and the nature of the bike. I kept extensive visual and

textual field notes of my experiences and gained permission to interview five members of

the group. Although, this (extra) ethnographic data does not feature strongly in this thesis.
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my hands-on experience scavenging materials, learning new skills with welders and grinders

and tinkering in people's backyards nevertheless informs my understanding of backyard

technologists in suburban Australia. As illustrated in the way Kerry assumes a shared tacit

knowledge in the interview, my engagement with the freakbikers identified me as a maker,

not just a consumer of technology, which afforded me entry into a particular way of

expressing engagement with materials and practices. Although differently constituted, and

entirely unexpected, this experience proved valuable in understanding Air-Stream. My

bicycle was as much an ethnographic tool as transportation.

O'Connor's (2005) study of craft cultures offers a comparative ethnographic approach, even

though she set out to join a community glass blowing studio in New York. Nevertheless,

what is relevant is that her new skills offered ways to re-consider the theoretical nature of

her research into craft. She writes about slowly learning to 'twirl' and 'gather' hot molten

glass which 'marked progress for the novice, who, accustomed to serving the instrument,

finds the instrument through techniques actually becoming a part of her' (2005: 188). More

recently, Laurier's (2008) study of amateur and professional video editors recognises the

role of the researcher's experience in developing new skills and techniques not only in the

course of participating in the field for the understanding of a practice but in relation to the

broader production of sociological knowledge.

To reflexively investigate. through the use of video-recording throughout the project, the
possibilities for video editing and production as social science methodologies in their own
right. To show videos can be, and are. produced as integral parts of social science projects. To
open up new possibilities for digital video use for social scientists through workshops and
interactive. instructional DVD materials (Laurier 2008).

Both O'Connor's (2005) and Laurier's (2008) work explore a close engagement with their

field sites not only for understanding the nuances and textures of a particular culture but for

learning and putting into practice new representational tools for imparting sociological

knowledge.

My movements between and engagement in multi-sited fields highlighted many different

ways of seeing and knowing backyard technologists and enabled me to develop along the

way skills to better understand and express this new knowledge. Before I illustrate exactly

how chose to represent my sociological knowledge in line with my developing field skills, I

will describe how I participated in the field.
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Fig. 6. Images illustrating how I learnt to build and ride ' freakbikes in Adelaide.
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Participation and observation

Irrespective of the nature and number of field sites, participation and observation are core

techniques in ethnographic study. They involve engaging in everyday activities, paying

detailed attention to interactions between people and objects and developing relationships

with people in these settings. Emerson et al (1995) argue that participant observation is

crucial for gaining an understanding of different social worlds because it 'enables the

fieldworker to directly and forcibly experience for herself both the ordinary routines and

conditions under which people conduct their lives, and the constraints and pressures to

which such living is subject' (1995 :2).

Participation was especially significant in the study of backyard technologists. Unlike

scientists or engineers, Air-Stream members are volunteers. Without people who invest time

to build the infrastructure, donate materials and provide access to their backyards it ceases to

exist. Members learn how to make WiFi by participating in a community of practice, which

involves the production of a myriad of visual representations.

In thinking about how to approach the visual culture of Air-Stream, Pink's (2001, 2003,

2004) work has been particularly helpful. She has shown that engaging and contributing to a

group's visual culture provides a way to understand what it means to people and suggests

finding something appropriate to the culture in focus. In the world of Spanish bullfighting,

she observed the popularity of photography and adopting the role of photographer she found

a four-way relationship developing 'between my informants, the technology, the images and

myselfas photographer' (2001:41). She explains, 'As an unaccompanied woman at

bullfighting receptions and public occasions and, at the time, still learning the language an

unable to engage in detailed conversation, I was grateful to have a role as 'photographer"

(200 I :66). In addition to providing images for her research and access to controlled spaces,

such as bullfighting receptions, she used the photographs as a way to elicit responses from

respondents in home interviews. Pink's relationships with her respondents and subsequent

analysis are informed by her engagement with their visual culture.

It is important to note that becoming a photographer was not something Pink (200 I) planned

in advance but, characteristic of Hess' (2001) definition of a second generation STS

ethnography. emerged in the course of her study. She writes how it 'was shaped out of my

interaction with the local people and institutions, rather than being preconceived' (Pink

2001 :61). Much like contemporary STS researchers, Pink's visual approach was

characterized by a flexibility to adapt to unfolding field sites. Because she did not restrict the

edges of her field sites she was able to engage with and contribute to her group's visual
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culture in multiple settings and gain an understanding of what it means to people in different

contexts of use.

At one point I was asked to take photos at an event because several members recognised my

interest and skill in documenting events. It initially worried me. How would I gain an

understanding of the visual culture of WiFi if I was the photographer? Unlike Pink (2001) I

was not 'grateful' for the role. My hesitancy came from an anxiety about undertaking a task

before I had a chance to observe how Air-Stream members themselves did it. Yet, as I

discuss in detail in Chapter Five, this was not a rigorously defined role. Many members also

had cameras and took photos at events. Unexpectedly, in taking on the role, it afforded a

way to participate in the group, which in turn provided a window into how Air-Stream

members visually represented knowledge. Had I rejected the invitation out of fear of

contaminating the field site I would have missed out on a critical insight into the group's

visual culture. When they saw the photos I was taking and the sketches I was making I was

also invited to contribute to the group's website.

Feminists have argued that the idea of objective and value free research is impossible and

argue instead for the importance of differentiated viewpoints, personal experiences, multiple

perspectives and connections in a plural network (Harding 1991; Harraway 1991; Coffey

1999; Skeggs 2002). Seeing from the perspective of others, hearing their voices and

breaking down the barriers between the researcher and the researched are central tenets of

feminist ethnography (Heyl 2002; Skeggs 2002). This means that data is not waiting to be

discovered and gathered by the researcher but is a social construction, produced by the

respondent and researcher and the many influencing factors that surround them. It cannot be

considered 'the mechanical extraction of uncontaminated 'data' from the respondent as if

one were plucking fruit from a tree' (Fielding 2003:xvii). Rather, when seen as co

constructed, knowledge becomes the result of collaborative, co-situated, co-operative

activity (Whatmore 2003).

Social constructionists and feminists have long pointed out the impossibility of claims of

objectivity and value free knowledge independent of social influences. Haraway argues that

objectivity cannot be gained from the margins any more than it can from the centre and

cautions against this uncritical assumption, proposing instead the position of situated

knowledges and partial positioning:
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Politics and epistemologies of location, positioning and situating, where partiality and not
universality is the condition of being heard to make rational knowledge claims, These are
claims on people's lives: the view from a body always a complex, contradictory, structuring
and structured body, versus the view from above, from nowhere, from simplicity (Harraway
1991:195).

Regularly reading and contributing to Air-Stream's website as well as taking photos at

events and pooling them with other group members enabled me to collaboratively engage in

the group's visual culture, In fact, I had a lot in common with Air-Stream members in regard

to visual documentary skills and interests. Many members had their own websites and were

members of online forums such as Linux Australia, and other OSS groups, Many also

brought cameras and notebooks to meetings and other events, and were seen regularly jotting

down ideas, sketching diagrams and taking photos. Laptops were also common in these

events, as were video cameras, This meant there was never any concern about my

documentation practices because they fitted into the group's visual culture.

One of the issues at stake here is the traditional ethnographic role of the researcher as

'acceptable incompetent' or 'novice' to the 'expert' respondent (Lofland and Lofland 1984),

This strategy enables the researcher to appear open and ready to learn from those she is

studying and subvert, as much as possible, the inequality of the relationship. Although this is

still a primary aim of ethnography, Hess points out that the changing nature of new leTs has

given rise to the situation in STS research whereby both respondent and researcher are in

similar circumstances 'groping together to understand what is going on' (2002:238). This

appears to be the case provided by Heath et al (1999) who describe an experience of sharing

their field notes with a respondent in order to gain feedback on their understanding of the

content and meaning of a series of websites, including one made by the respondent. The

respondent then asked for feedback on her own website, for guidance on what would make it

more effective. Heath et al ask themselves, 'What would it mean for us to analyse her online

work if our comments - still part of our study of her online work - ultimately altered her

work?' (1999:455). After much deliberation they tried to remain as 'neutral' as possible in

their response, conscious of the influence their interaction might have on their field of study,

The problem was not that the respondent or researchers considered themselves experts, but

that the researchers viewed the ethnographic experience as an ethical dilemma. Hammersley

and Atkinson (1996) take the view that having an effect on the field site and people in it does

not invalidate the study but rather affords new relationships, meanings and experiences:
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We can minimise react ivity and/or monitor it. But we can also exploit it: how people respond
to the presence of the researcher may be as informative as how they react to other situations.
Indeed. rather than engaging in futile attempts to eliminate the effect s of the researcher
complet ely. we should set about understanding them (1996 :18).

Hess (2002) calls this a further twist in STS ethnographic practice. A characteristic of

multiple field sites is the porosity of boundar ies between researcher and respondent. Unique

to 'second generation' study is the situation in which respondents and researcher share the

same kinds of methods. information sources and tools. Another interesting and related aspect

emerged for me in the way Air-Stream members documented my activities in the group as I

did theirs (Figs . 7, 8, 9, 10, I I ). Far from it complicating my ethnographic invo lvement, on

the contrary I fo und my presence on. and participation in, Air-Stream's visual culture further

involved me in the group. This occurred in a number of ways such as prov iding catalysts for

conversations at meetings and on 1M about photos and photo editing software, cameras and

blogging.
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It is interesting to note how descriptions of me by Air-Stream members on their website

changed over time In Fig. 7 when I first arrived in Adelaide I was described as 'a PhD

sociology student'. After a month I became 'our resident sociologist' (Fig. 8). When I left

the following year I was called 'our resident bicycle riding PhD student' (Fig. 9). These

shifts in familiarity indicate my deepening involvement in the group. The fact they were

represented in public on their website is revealing for how members sought to incorporate

me into their visual culture, as a method of enrolment and acceptance. As will become clear

in later analysis, particularly in Chapters Five and Seven, Air-Stream members incorporate a

diverse range of heterogeneous actors into their WiFi network, which serve to make it strong

and resilient. In connecting me to their visual culture, members connect me to Air-Stream,

even as I have noted, I never actually achieved a technical connection to their WiFi network.

The way these descriptions attend to an increasingly familiarity also echoes how members,

in familiarising themselves with potentially interruptive elements, diffuse threats posed from

foreign actors. Figs. 10 and 11 show how 1contributed to the Air-Stream website while in

the field and how my contributions are still being used, some eighteen months after I left

Adelaide. This shows how, through their visual culture, I am still connected to Air-Stream,

even though 1am living in another country and have no access at all to their network.

Visual and textural field notes

A significant part of ethnography that occupies much methodological literature, is keeping a

record offield notes in 'regular, systematic ways' made in the field (Emerson et al 1995:1).

As indicated by the earlier field note that described an experience of writing up field notes at

home while simultaneously engaging in multiple other field sites, 'regular' and systematic'

are not words that adequately sum up my experiences. My field experiences are better

described with the words mess, collision and overlap. Yet, my written notes make it appear

linear and much easier to comprehend than the lived experience. Although my ethnography

was not always as busy as that exact example (See field note 17.11.07), and in fact there

were points in which nothing happened at all and I wondered ifmy respondents had in fact

forgotten about me, for the most part a distinct feature of my ethnographic experience was

its intense visual and multi-dimensional nature.

Emerson, Fretz and Shaw (2002) note how 'field notes are intended to provide descriptive

accounts of people, scenes and dialogue, as well as personal experiences and reactions'

(2002:353, emphasis in original). Here, the term 'descriptive' confers all manner of

expression, yet ethnographic literature is primarily concentrates on the writing up of events,
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experiences, anecdotes, as well as keeping track of emotional responses and personal ideas.

Although the use of visual methods is becoming more accepted in sociology there is still

surprisingly little common ground between visual methods and field notes. Despite the

emphasis on sight as an ethnographic tool, there is little emphasis on the visual dimension of

the social world. Silverman (200 I) explains why the chapter dealing with visual images is

the last one in the qualitative methods book: 'Up to this point, my avoidance (or

downplaying) of the visual image follows a tendency in much qualitative research (... ) even

ethnographers who gather observational data have sometimes been curiously reluctant to use

their eyes as well as their ears' (200 1:193). Similarly, Harrison asks why, if observation is a

principle tool in sociological research why have we failed to supplement or complement the

ability of the human eye by using available visual technologies?' (1999:77). Not only is the

visual neglected as a focus of sociological study, it is also the site of deep ambivalence in

sociological methods. Even visual sociology literature has been criticised for producing

'how-to manuals' which 'propose problematically prescriptive frameworks that aim to

distance, objectify and generalise, and therefore detract from the very qualities and potentials

that the ambiguity and expressivity of visual images offers ethnography' (Pink 200 1:4).

Despite the vast array of visual materials that play integral roles in everyday life, they

continue to be narrowly defined in terms of what form they are recognised, which results in

visual research often constrained to purely photographic accounts".

While these are significant, interesting and otherwise very useful texts for the researcher

learning to integrate the visual into their qualitative research practice, they do less to

provoke and interrupt traditional ideas of the narrow confines of sociology's understanding

of the role of the visual in the construction and presentation of knowledge. The problem is

less of their coverage of photographic techniques and critiques, which are most often

constructive, but more of the generic inference that visual methods are photographic ones.

The ubiquitous privilege of photography over other forms of visual representation leaves the

impression that there is little else in the visual domain worthy of sociological interest, a

consciousness that derives more accidentally than with deliberate purpose, as Banks (200 I)

notes:

23 For instance, Harper's (2000) 'Reimagining Visual Methods' discusses photos of a bike ride in Italy, Collier
and Collier's (1986) Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research Method' does just that Bank's (200 I)
'Visual Methods in Social Research' deals predominantly with photographic concerns. Pink's (200 I) 'Doing
Visual Ethnography' focuses on photos and film, nine out often articles in Knowles and Sweetman's (2004)
. Picturing the Social Landscape: Visual Methods and the Sociological Imagination' consider photography.
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( ... j although [set out to write a book that dealt with a range of visual materials in a relatively
even-handedway. I discovered once [ had finished that there was a heavy emphasis on still
photography. I'm not quite sure how this happened (my own background is in film, not
photography). but I'm not unhappy with it (2001:page x).

This research literature gives the impression that visual studies are either difficult or not

worth the additional effort. As Denzin reminds us, 'the worlds we study are created through

the texts that we write' (1997:33). Over a decade later, however, Laurier points out that,

'While it is assumed that all members of society should be able to write intelligible and well

formed texts, no such assumptions are made about assembling images' (2008:objectives).

Written into his project outline is the desire to understand the use of the technology through

the eyes of his respondents as well as the sociological researcher. Yet this approach is rare.

Perhaps sociology's hesitancy to embrace images says more about itself than the worlds that

it studies.

My own practice aligns more with what Back et al (2008) call new forms of sociological

representation that resist' flattening the texture of social experience and also the nuances of

social analysis'. The entire series of workshops held under the title' Live Sociology', in fact

attend to wide range of non-conventional multi-media approaches that set out to re-think 'the

future of sociological representation and ethnographic research practice' (Back et al 2008).

This provides another way to articulate my methodological approach.

Two ways in which I sought to do this was through photo collages and my research weblog

(or blog) started in July 2006 to document the process of making my PhD about making

WiFi. The photo collages, featured throughout the thesis, derive from British artist David

Hockneys 'joiners' (See Tusa, no date). They encompass multiple images roughly pieced

together to form a much larger impression, capturing not only of the object or activity in

focus but its larger socio-material and spatial ecology. I discuss later, in Chapter nine, the

extent to which I feel they operate as a methodology and respond to my argument as a

whole. The research blog builds on previous online research projects I have undertaken that

set out to 'explore, experience and capture textual, visual and sensual narratives' (Jungnickel

2003i 4
• Called Making WiFi: Research notes from an ethnography ofcommunity WiFi

makers in Australia (Jungnickel 2006), it draws on and contributes to literature that explores

blogging as a new way of producing academic knowledge (Bruns and Jacobs 2006; Burgess

2006; Cohen 2006; Gregg 2006) (Fig. 12).

2" See http://www.73urbanjoumeys.com and http://www.studioincite.com/locatedmobility
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Central to writings about academic blogging, relevant to my use in this thesis, are notions of

scholastic value, social expression and participation. Bruns and Jacobs write: 'Re-placing

somewhat outdated email lists and personal websites as vehicles for exchanging ideas and

information, blogs represent for authors an opportunity to reach out and connect with an

audience never before accessible to them, while maintaining control over their personal

expressive spaces' (2006:5). Blogs are typically structured in hierarchical calendar format,

and exist in single dimensional digital form, which may at first appear counter intuitive with

my desire to un-flatten my ethnographic field notes. Yet hyperlinks, tagging and multi

media characteristics ofblogs offer ways to explore and cross connect multi-dimensional

ideas. For instance, my research blog enabled me to combine field notes with images,

sketches, links to relevant media articles, other people's blogs and interact with people

around key ideas. It was also viewed by a diverse audience, which meant comments to my

posts came from fellow students, Air-Stream members, freakbikers, family and other

'familiar strangers' (Paulos and Goodman 2004). It is important to note that I did not publish

all my field notes on my blog, nor was the blog my only documentation tool. Instead I

considered it one of many ethnographic tools at my disposal.

Because Air-Stream members were used to communicating with each other through images,

text maps and diagrams, my blog provided another channel through which I participated in

Air-Stream's shared visual culture. It was, as Pink (2001) suggests, an approach appropriate

to the culture in focus. Although only a few members commented directly on my blog, I

knew many members were aware of it because, as indicated in Fig. 8, a description and link

was posted on Air-Stream's website and it also regularly sparked conversations.
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This is an example of one such incident at an Air-Stream meeting:

Jim tells me he liked my blog post about backyard infrastructures - I compared Hills Hoist
clothes lines and WiFi antennas. I only wrote it this afternoon so I am surprised he has
already read it. He tells mefunny stories about swinging on the clothesline as a kid and
getting in trouble when he broke bits ofit (Field notes 3 f.(J8.06).

There was another occasion when I received a comment on my blog from someone I did not

know, offering me insights into the commercial side of WiFi in Adelaide. Shortly

afterwards, I received emails from two different Air-Stream members explaining who the

commenter was - a local disgruntled ISP owner renowned for posting hostile comments on

Air-Stream's website. This incidence revealed to me another field site community

relationships with local ISPsmediated in various forms. It also served as a reminder of the

very public nature of this particular tool in my ethnographic toolkit.

On another occasion I drew on Air-Stream members' practice of sharing photos and

proclivity for barbeques to catalyse debate around emerging ideas in my thesis. Copying the

nature of community wireless meetings and installation events, I held a barbeque in the yard

of a house I was living in during my fieldwork. I devised a homemade exhibition for the

purpose of making visible my production of sociological knowledge and involve my

respondents in my analysis. Rendering knowledge visible in this spatial form draws on the

work ofresearchers such as Hjorth (2005, 2007) who venture into their work in the process

of making and representing it. Set up in the space between the side of a suburban Adelaide

house and a neighbouring fence, I displayed photos I had taken along with printed blog posts

and extra writing using clothes pegs, lengths of electricity and USB cables. At the end of the

barbeque, respondents took fragments that interested them home. I discuss in more detail

and provide images of this approach in Chapter Nine.

Messiness and the potential for new expression

Confronted with multiple overlapping field sites and being documented myself as I

documented others was at times daunting. Axiomatic to ethnographic literature is the

expectation of becoming 'overwhelmed', 'unnerved' and 'daunted' in the field (Fetterman

1998; Coffey 1999; Atkinson et al 2002, Fielding 2003; Law 2004). Although an essential

part of getting immersed in a new field, the researcher is expected to take control, and

organize this messiness into a linear sociological argument.

Mess in certain circumstances, however, can be seen as productive, imaginative, exciting

and generative of new ideas with many writers deliberately attending to the disruption of the
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notion of the field as static and the respondent as passive in contrast to the active researcher

(Haraway 1991; Massey 1994; Rose 2003; Whatmore 2003; Law 2004). Mess can take

many shapes and forms, experiences and conditions. For instance, Whatmore (2003) sets out

to 'unsettle and trip' traditional ideas of fieldwork as an investigation ofthe world which

positions the researcher at one remove from the world and renders 'it' a passive object of

study' (2003 :90, emphasis in original). This feminist line of argument holds the notion of

intimate and emotional research, of collaboration and disruption in contrast to disembodied,

impartial and contained objectivity.

Mess is also made explicit in Law's (2004) examination of sociological methods. He argues

that researchers are traditionally trained to extract neat linear arguments from messy and

complex worlds but that this approach contradicts our own understanding of the world and

in turn limits the possibilities of other forms of knowing.

If the world is complex and messy, then at least some of the time we're going to have to give
up on simplicities. But one thing is for sure: if we want to think about messes of reality at all
then we're going to have to teach ourselves to think, to practice. to relate. and to know in new
ways. We will need to teach ourselves to know some ofthe realities of the world using
methods unusual to or unknown in social science (Law 2004:2)

Law defines mess as textures, ideas, objects, artefacts, places, people and emotions that are

difficult to deal with within the traditional confines of social science; an indefinable array of

complexities that are conventionally ordered and organised in the pursuit of sociological

knowledge. He argues that current 'academic methods of inquiry don't really catch these'

messy aspects of life (2004:6). Instead, he calls for alternative ways of catching non-linear

and messy worlds that extend social science knowledge beyond traditional neat and ordered

boundaries. What this means for ethnography involves accepting the presence of multiple

unfolding field sites, shifting definitions of technology and meanings that surround them.

Because ethnography is often described as a lived craft rather than a structured practice

much is made of the researcher herself as the instrument of research (Atkinson, 1990;

Burgess, 1994; Fielding, 2001; Pink, 200 I; Lofland and Lofland, 2002). This requires a

researcher to acknowledge the influence of her personal interests, bias and knowledge of the

area of enquiry in relation to her observations and interpretations and to devise a way to

express them appropriately. Fielding notes, 'our knowledge is always situated - in our

biography, our circumstances, our allegiances and interests' (2003:xii).

However, there are contrasting views as to what this might mean. For instance much

ethnographic literature describes the hard, stressful and emotionally challenging work of
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field research and although reference is made to the pressure this might have on the

researcher, it is largely addresses as something that needs to be 'managed' (Coffey 1999).

Coffey points out that 'this SOli of approach does not address, in any detail how fieldwork

shapes and constructs identities, intimate relations, and emotional self and physical self

(1999:5). She suggests the emotional, physical and mental demand of long term immersion

encountered by the researcher should become something not to filter out but rather to be

embraced as 'epistemologically productive' (1999:78). In terms of what Mills (1964) calls

the craft of sociology, these messier and complex encounters influence the 'life experience'

and intellectual skills of researcher and indubitably infuse the research, potentially for the

better. 'In this sense craftsmanship is the centre of yourself and you are personally involved

in every intellectual product upon which you may work. To say you 'have experience,

means, for one thing, that your past plays into and affects your present, and that it defines

your capacity for future experience' (Mills 1959: 196).

Building on this literature and the messiness of the many field sites I encountered during my

study of backyard technologists in suburban Australia, the way I used my blog, Air-Stream's

website and my ad-hoc installation provide means to explore my involvement in other kinds

of representations of sociology knowledge.

Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the challenges of undertaking a 'second generation' STS study

(Hess 2002). Specifically, I have described how multi-dimensional and multi-sites objects of

enquiry of WiFi are not neat, distinct or easy to capture answers in a singular form. Instead

many fields of study constantly unfolded in multi-dimensional and temporal forms and

appeared messy. To accommodate these shifts and gain a sense of what was happening, I too

had to reshape my ethnographic engagement and follow field sites as they appeared, tracing

their movements as they overlapped and tangled and taking opportunities offered to

participate in the group(s) even when they initially appeared counter-intuitive. This chapter

established a way of approaching a study of the visual culture of backyard technologists

engaged in the making of WiFi, not only through participation but also by contribution,

which in turn influenced the production of sociological knowledge. The following chapters

look in more detail at how members make WiFi.
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Chapter Four.

Disorderly design
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In this chapter I identify and describe the nature and role of representations at an Air-Stream

monthly meeting. I explain how they connect people together, aid recruitment and teach

members about new applications, yet they do not conform to the singular, layered, sequential

and hierarchical or highly ordered characteristics of inscriptions found in science and

engineering contexts in STS. Instead, I draw attention to the multi-dimensional, co-located

and sometimes contradictory character of representations made by Air-Stream members. I

argue that Air-Stream's scattergun and seemingly messy culture may prove to be more

resilient and responsive, ideally suited to the idiosyncrasies of WiFi, the people who make it

and their disparate locations. I also introduce and explain the role of the 'barbie' in the

making of WiFi, arguing that it too is enrolled in the group as a means of contending with

the complexities of the technology. Overall, this chapter unsettles the precise and orderly

role of inscriptions as established in STS literature by revealing the disorderly design of Air

Stream's representational culture.

In the quadrangle, at a 'barbie'

A man stands in the middle ofa tarred quadrangle infront ofa steel rectangular 'barbie
[barbeque] blackened by use and packed with neat rows ofthin non-descript pink 'snags'
[sausages). With a pair oftongs he makes a small gap on the hot plate and shakes out a tangle
ofonion slicesfrom a plastic container that jump and sizzle in the hot oil. Nearby. on two
school tables carried out ofa nearby classroom especially for the event. lie three bags ofwhite
sliced bread. a plastic bottle oftomato sauce. paper serviettes and plastic plates. Rolling back
on his thongs [flipjlops] the man tries to dodge the spittingfat. He also fans an edge ofhis
loose cotton shirt in an attempt to cool himself Summer in Adelaide is fierce and even at seven
a 'clock at night. a thick residual heat baked into the black tarmac underfoot rises up around
our legs. (Field notes 29.11.06)

Barbeques (or 'barbies') are occasionally held before monthly Air-Stream members

meetings in the central quadrangle of a Public Primary School on the fringe of the city

parklands. Access to several of the single storey stone buildings that edge the quadrangle,

the staff kitchen, toilet block and carpark has been negotiated by an 'old member' of the

group who also happened to be the school's IT consultant. Despite no longer being involved,

the agreement still stands and it is one of only a few constants. The barbeque, for example, is

not held every month but only in summer, provided the weather is 'not too hot' and when

volunteers offer to pick up food and get to the school early to prepare. If a barbeque is on,

the time changes as well. The meeting might be scheduled for a 7.30pm start, but the

barbeque requires people to people arrive 'early'. In addition to the time, the chef and the

type of 'snags' on offer, the location of the barbeque in the quadrangle is subject to change.

Sometimes the sun-shaded area in the centre of the quadrangle or the wind-protected edge of
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the main hall is used. Sometimes food is not eaten until after the meeting and in these

circumstances the barbeque is located nearest the school office, which is equipped with an

outdoor light. Numbers of attendees are also never fully known. Sometimes barbeques

attract up to fifty people while fifteen to twenty five will attend a non-barbeque meeting.

Similarly, the meeting itself is held in a variety of rooms; in the small computer room

building, the larger hall or, with minor shuffling of chairs and book shelves, the library. For

over five years, members have been making familiar use of different spaces and equipment

within the school perimeter, yet at the end of the night everything is packed up and

rearranged (Fig. 13). Much like the invisibility ofWiFi radio waves that pass through the air

around the school, there is little visible evidence of Air-Stream's presence. So how do

people know when and where these meetings are? How do they know ifit is a barbeque

meeting or just a meeting? In fact, how do people know about the group at all? And what do

barbeques have to do with WiFi?

Connecting people together

/ start to introduce myselfto the cook. I've attended meetings for six months now and / haven't
seen him before, But he interrupts me saying he knows who / am and has read about me on the
website, He tells me he is Jason. one ofthe 'original members' who at the age of /8 set up the
network in 200/ with Tim and 'a few mates' but he has not been vel~v active in the group
recently due to a new job in his dad's winery coupled with a house move, which meant he had
to take his antenna 'down ', He has contacted his new landlord and hopes to reinstall it on the
roofofa communal block offlats but he's done a few 'site surveys' and it 'doesn't look good'
(Field notes 29, I 1,06).

Jason is currently disconnected from the network. Disruption in the form of a new flat and a

new job, as opposed to technical problems, initially brought his antenna 'down'. Then a 'site

survey', which generates information about the strength and direction of nearby wireless

signals that assist in getting an antenna 'up', has been disappointing at the new location.

Even if an antenna works in one location, it may not work well, if at all, in another. Yet,

despite this setback, Jason does not seem anxious, nor is he detached from the group. He

clearly knows what is going on; after all he is at the meeting, volunteering as the chef and

knows about new members, This is because, as he explained, he read the Air-Stream

website. It is both published on the WiFi network for those who are connected and made

publicly available on the internet for those who are not. Like me, Jason found out about the

barbeque via the agenda Ron routinely posts on the website a few days in advance of every

meeting (Fig. 14). Jason may not be part of the network, but he is still part of the group.
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Fig. 13. Photos of various ' barbies' he ld in the quadrangle of the prima ry schoo l 2006 -2007 .
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Members Meet ing - Tonight - W ednesday 3 1st January 2007
_.. ~ - ' ~.c t -:.c -~ - :- . ~.:. : :-- ,;. ~

Tonight Is our next regular AIr·Stream Meeting and an members ane en couraged to attend to contribute to the
devefocment and lm!=l"'Ovemen t 01the association.

Where : Parkslde Primary School.
When: 31/01/2007, 7:30PM
Who: Anyone who has a genuine Interest in community wlretess networks..

Agenda 2007

• 6BQ. gold coin dona tion, comeearly
• Plann ing (Ot' 2007 . Wh at do you want to see happen this year? have your say..

• Netw ork Update
• EQuipment for U'1e Apanaupgrade and other new sites on dis~ay

• General Olsc1Jssion

Fig. 14. Age nda for a monthly barbeq ue meeting posted on the group' s website
(Accessed 31.01.07. Available at: http ://www.air-stream.org. au/me eting31 0 12(07).

Jason and I are drawn into conve rsa tion about London WiFi groups with Kerry. Jane. Jen and
Kevin who stand in a semi-circle around the barb equ e. Stretching his arms out in front of him
and bending one leg behind. Kerry explains how he used to 'rig up ' netwo rks across the small
alle..vll'(~vS in Southwark and he looks at me. saying 'you knoll' where tha t is? ' I do. and I nod.
He leans f orward to physically explain the pr ecarious nature and comedic potential of being a
large ma n hanging out ofa small window at a great height . Everyone laughs (Field notes
29.1t.o».

Although he has been involved in the group for six yea rs. Jason 's story is su rpr isingly

simi lar to that o f Kerry and Jane who are not connected to the network either. The difference

lies in the fact that they are unconnected. having neve r been connected at all. Despite trying

for the past year. they cannot access any of the local Air-Stream antennas from the roof of

their rented house in the south of the city, due to trees and buildings that block the signal.

This however has not stopped Kerry from joining Air-Stream as an 'offic ial' member. the

name for someone who has paid the annual A US$50 [GBP£2 3] fee . He regularly posts

pictures and stories to the website of attempts to get connected and is often called upon to

' demo' [dem onstrate] complex technical ideas, which draws upon his work as an IT manager

at the local university as well as his community wireless group experience in London. At

thirty three years of age Kerry is a big man with a long beard, often wears black t-shirts and

jeans and says most people think he is 'scary looking ', yet, he is often the first to volunteer

and share his experience and knowledge. At the 2007 AGM . his activity was recognised and

he was voted onto the committee.

Jane, on the other hand, is a self-confessed 'tourist ' . which is what she calls people who

attend meetings witho ut offic ially joining. She is forty-three and works as a freelance

graphic designer and volunteer for local ass events . She regularly promotes the group' s

activities on her personal website and in wha t she calls ' Jane rants ' on ass listserves and
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noticeboards. Even though Jane and Kerry have never been connected to the network, it has

not stopped them from being involved in the group or from inviting others to meetings.

Jane and Kerrv have brought Kevin, afriend and colleaguefrom their assactivities. to the
barbeque. Jane calls Kevin a 'newbie ' and he smiles when she does this because they both
know even at twenty-one years ofage and new to Air-Stream, he is not new to IT or
volunteering. He has been working for IT charities and related organisations during high
school and more so now he isfinished He says he is interested in WiFi and injoining the
group. even though he knows he 'lives on the wrong side ofthe hiffs ' and 'offthe map' but stiff
hopes to 'find a way' (Field notes 29.11.06).

The Hills, so called by locals, often pose obstacles in the network because they are in fact

mountainous national parklands, Mount Barker and Mount Lofty, filled with tall eucalyptus

gum trees. Guided by the group's network node map that represents the coverage of the

network across the city, Kevin is aware it is unlikely that he can connect to the network from

where he lives. However, this has not stopped him attending the meeting. His 'hope' to 'find

a way' suggests he will meet experienced people who will help him get connected.

Jen at nearly fifty years old and a fulltime IT technician at a large commercial

telecommunications organisation is one of the most experienced people at the barbeque. She

is the owner of a seven-metre steel tower embedded in two square metres of concrete located

next to an in-ground pool in the sprawling backyard of a house she owns and shares with her

teenage daughter in a suburb west of the city. Jen has been a ham radio hobbyist since she

was twelve years old and an Air-Stream 'committee member' for more than two years. As a

result her tower holds a variety ofradio and WiFi equipment. She is one of the most

established 'official' members with a sophisticated 'setup', a term used by members to

describe the technical assemblage of an antenna, even though she occasionally has to climb

up and 'jimmy' [adjust] her antenna to get a better signal.

These brief introductions reveal how membership in, and connection to, the Air-Stream

network is far from straightforward. There is no one single type of 'member' or linear

process of becoming involved in the group. The pre-meeting barbeque reveals the presence

of cold members', 'original members', 'official members', 'committee members', 'tourists'

and 'newbies '. In fact, the absence of 'non-members' suggests no one is ever excluded from

the group and the continued presence of the 'old member' illustrates the absence of a clear

exit point as well. There is also no linear trajectory to follow. People can be several types of

members at the same time. Jason for instance is an 'official' and an 'original' member and

for a while he was a 'committee' member as well. For Air-Stream, membership is not a

singular concept.
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Further complexity emerges in terms of who is 'unconnected', temporarily 'disconnected',

'trying' to get connected or just considering it. As Jason and Jen illustrate, even those with

sophisticated knowledge and experience become disconnected from the network from time

to time. Conversely, Kerry and Jane have never been connected and yet they are actively

involved in the group and Kevin, who currently has little chance of connecting, is still at the

meeting and furthermore, expresses interested in joining as an 'official member'. Connection

is clearly not a neat or definite achievement at the end of a straightforward process. Instead it

appears variable over time and subject to conditions. Although a primary aim of the group

and the central promise of WiFi ('always on') technology, is connectivity, like membership

in the group, is not singular, guaranteed or it seems even expected.

Fieldwork at the Air-Stream barbeque reveals two clear points. Firstly, connecting to the

network is not easy. It is not simply a case of buying a WiFi device and plugging it in.

Instead, it appears to involve a significant amount of investment in terms of time, work and

interest. This marks a departure from conventional commercial WiFi models. Secondly,

being a member of Air-Stream volunteer community wireless group does not predicate being

connected to the network. Just as the internet is disaggregated from WiFi, now we see how

membership to the group is disaggregated from the network. The significance of this point is

sharpened if compared to another group. Take for instance an iceskating club. Imagine

joining even if you had no iceskates or could not get to the rink. Or, further still, if you had

both but occasionally the rink disappeared and you could not access it. This example goes

some way to illustrate what is going on here. Although there is a desire to connect to the

network, it is not a requirement of being in the group because as illustrated by Jason and Jen,

even achieving a connection to the network does not guarantee staying connected to the

network. Why then, do people meet? If they are not uniformly connected to the technology,

what connects them?

What connects all of these people and brings them together is a collective engagement with a

range of representations of the network. A shared way of seeing and representing the world

is the group's visual culture (Alpers 1984). In this section I have shown how Air-Stream's

maps, photos, diagrams and website all serve to connect people together irrespective of their

actual connection to, or membership in, the network and they do so in ways not wholly

anticipated given STS literature regarding the role of representations (Latour and Woolgar

1979; Latour 1990; Henderson 1999). Uniform to these studies is a clear description of

place, key actors, actions, devices, materials, time and set rules that together constitute the

route novices must follow to attain membership to a specific culture.
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In contrast, Air-Stream's visual culture does not enforce a typical or universal perspective,

demand obedience to a particular style of engagement or alienate those who do not fit a

narrow description. It is open and available to anyone, inside or outside the group, connected

or unconnected from the network. It does not assume everyone is connected nor does it insist

upon it. Furthermore, it does not impose a systematic or uniform progression through the

group. As a result, there are none of the conventional restrictions in place that determine

who can and cannot gain access. Instead, it accommodates the group's diversity and shifting

types of connection and membership. Importantly, what this means is that although WiFi is

technically designed to connect people together, it is Air-Stream's representational culture

that actually accomplishes it.

Transactions and interactions

Barbeque meetings represent a critically important place where Air-Stream's visual culture

is found. In addition to socialising and eating, barbeques are also places where goods and

services are transacted. At this barbeque at the end of November, this was clearly happening.

As the heat drops the numbers continue to swell and apart from Jane, Jen and I, the rest of

the group who arrive are men, in two age brackets; eighteen to twenty five and forty to fifty.

A few are dressed in dark trousers and blue open necked collared shirts, while others wear

shorts or jeans, round neck t-shirts and trainers, with backpacks or computer satchels over

one shoulder. Soon there are about thirty people in groups of four and five clustering in the

quadrangle.

One cluster ofyoung men surrounds John. who balances his open laptop with one hand and
points to images on the screen with the other. He is sefling wireless equipment. taking orders
at the meeting. and on the website. to make bulk purchasesfrom suppliers in Asia and
distributing equipment weeks later at meetings at cost price. (Field notes 29.11.06)

Using photos, John successfully holds the attention of his audience and sells his product

(Fig. 15). The images work to represent these objects so he did not have to bring the bulky

antennas or boxes to the meeting in order to prove they exist. The fact these images did not

change from when they were taken to their display at the barbeque give his buyers

confidence they represent exactly what it is that he is selling. According to these mobile and

immutable characteristics, John's images can be considered 'inscriptions' (Latour and

Woolgar 1979). Without these images, John would no doubt have had to work much harder

to attract the attention of buyers and achieve sales. He might have, as Latour (1990:22)

observed of scientists without their visual aids, 'stuttered, hesitated, and talked nonsense,
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and displayed every kind of political or cultural bias', or at the very least lacked a certain

kind of credibility with his audience. For both John and Latour's scientists, inscriptions

served to 'keep them in their proper place' (ibid).

John's visual activities clearly share much with Latour's (1990) insights regarding the role

of visual representations in science. However, there are other activities taking place at the

barbeque that appear contradictory. Another member of Air-Stream is also selling objects 

this time they coalesce around logos and symbols of membership.

Another cluster ofmen surround Peter who sits at a school desk to the left ofthe barbeque that
is covered in neatly arranged rows ofblack collared shirts, beanies [woollen hats). and tinnie
holders [beer coolers). all ofwhich are embroidered in blue with the words Air-Stream and a
symbol ofradio waves. Peter explains to the group of four men standing in front ofhim that he
is selling 'Air-Stream merch '. Pointing to each item he says the shirts are 'twenty', the beanies
are a 'tenner' and 'tinnie-holders are on a meeting special' which includes a can ofsoft drink
for a 'fiver '. Peter is wearing an Air-Stream black shirt that has a different design to the ones
he is selling. On his, the Air-Stream logo is white and another logo sits above it. He lives in the
north ofthe city and is part of what he andfive other local members call, The Northern
Wireless Order or NWOfor short. They designed the extra logo together and Simon used his
mum's sewing machine to stitch it onto their shirts. (Field notes 29.11.06)

Peter's articles of merchandise are both mobile and mutable (Figs. 16, 17). Like John's

photos, this merchandise does not degenerate and can be widely distributed. Yet, there are

several versions of Air-Stream's logo. The fact that Peter is wearing one version of the logo

and selling another points to an absence of tension or anxiety around such lack of

consistency. Here, different versions of the same logo keep members not in one 'place', like

Latour's (1990) scientific inscriptions, but in several places. There are multiple versions of

the same representation, some of which appear contradictory. The different logos could be

viewed as a division in the network, a splintering of a whole wireless network into location

based portions. Yet this does not happen. They co-exist. This draws striking contrast with

the orderly role of visual representations in STS in engineering and science. Latour (1990)

describes how power is achieved when singular inscriptions are layered in increasing

'cascades', a process by which information is assembled in a hierarchical system. Similarly,

Henderson describes how engineering sketches are 'built up through a cascade of

representations and rerepresentations to construct a final design' (1999:74). What emerges at

the barbeque is more in keeping with what de Laet and Mol call a technology that 'doesn't

impose itself but tries to serve' (2000:226).
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Fig. 15. John shows photos o f equipment for sa le. Fig. 16. Close up of the NWO logo
above the Air-Stream logo

Fig. 17. The merchandi se tab le at the ' barbie.
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Air-Stream's representational culture is pivotal to transactions and interactions, but not in

ways wholly anticipated by STS literature. It does not subscribe to a linear model of

cascading layers. The fact that Peter does not even ask ifhis customers are members or

connected to the network means anyone can buy and wear Air-Stream merchandise. Kerry,

for example, regularly wears his Air-Stream shirt even though, as mentioned, he is not and

has never been connected to the network. Thus, rather than providing proof of membership

or connection, which would no doubt divide the group, Air-Stream's merchandise serves to

visually strengthen connections between people who want to be involved rather than

imposing rules and regulations on people and separating those who can from those who

cannot.

Recruiting people

Air-Stream barbeques put the network on display and, as a result, complicated aspects of

participation are constantly produced and reproduced. Because the agenda on the website

invites 'anyone who has a genuine interest in community wireless networks' to the meeting,

there are always new faces (see Fig. 14). New faces, however as we have seen with Jason,

are not always new people and while some 'newbies' like Kevin, attend meetings with

members, others arrive on their own. None, however, arrive without some knowledge of the

network.

Three men in their early twenties with short-cropped hair, in blue jeans, coloured t-shirts and
scuffed trainers with satchels slung over their shoulders wander across the quadrangle to the
barbeque. One ofthem introduces himselfas Joel and he tells Kerry. Kevin. Jen, Jane and I
that he found out about the meeting on the website but he has been interested in WiFi for a
long time, He says he came along to the last Air-Stream Open Day, He says he wants to join so
he and hisfriends can play games but he is not yet connected because of 'time, trees and
apathy', Kerry nods in agreement and asks where he lives, He says 'Pasadena', Kerry says he
wi!! have no trouble getting connected there, Joel says he knows because he has seen the map,
Kerry points out a young man in the crowd as 'Ben', who is 'the node' at Pasadena that Joel
'should talk to', Joel asks ifBen is 'Albatross' [Ben's online name] and when Kerry nods, he
says he has already been in contact with him on the website forum (Field notes 29,11,06),

Joel's story reveals multiple entry points into the group enabled by a range of publicly

available visual representations of the network. Long before he will get connected, Joel has

accessed important knowledge about Air-Stream, He has a copy of the map, accessed the

website, participated on the forum, attended an Open Day and now a meeting. Just as there is

no clearly identifiable exit, or progression through the group, there is no single or defined

entry into the group; there are many. Here, what is interesting is not only the breadth of

representations available to people outside the group, but also the lack of a sequential order
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in which to encounter, understand and put them together. Air-Stream's visual

representational practices stand in sharp contrast to those documented by Latour (1990) and

others who talk about layered systems of knowledge with increasing degrees of mastery,

thus increasing restrictions to entry and participation.

Latour and Woolgar describe the inside of the science laboratory as 'a factory where facts

are produced on an assembly line' (1979:236). Latour (1999) has identified a similar

rigorous sequential system outside the lab. Although he hoped to experience a site

completely foreign to the lab when he joined a field trip to the Amazon jungle, he instead

witnessed something far more ordered. Observing a numbered tag nailed to a tree branch he

writes, 'I thought [ was deep in the forest, but the implication of this sign, "234", is that we

are in the laboratory, albeit a minimalist one, traced by the grid of coordinates' (1999:32

emphasis in original). This system of annotation transformed the messiness of the jungle into

an ordered space in three key ways. Firstly, the production of texts, graphs and images were

fixed to raw materials in a way that enabled them to be noted, categorised and transported.

Secondly, using text based materials scientists could compare and contrast differing

specimens on a flattened and contemporaneous plane. Finally, these practices resulted in

information that was sequential and hierarchical in structure, with each one building upon

the one before. Latour calls this process a 'chain of transformation' or 'circulating reference'

(1999:70). The key characteristics of this model are the long length of chains and the

systematic transformation that occurs at each point. While each point is reversible, the

process is ostensibly one-way and sequential and a link is maintained to the original

material. This model is distinctly not what characterises Air-Stream.

Joel's experience suggests that each representation of the network that he encountered was

designed to operate independently, as well as in relation, to one another. These forms of

knowledge do not appear sequential or linear. Although Air-Stream's representations are co

located and occasionally contradictory, they appear to work together, even though they may

not fit together in neat chains or cascades. Tim's concept of 'visual attachment' helps to

explain how this works:

[ guess because what we do is so technical. without some tangible thing for people to visually
attach it to it's hard to think about it in your head. especially if it's something that is completely
foreign to them. A lot of people who come along. new people in particular. who are wondering
what this is all about. when we explain it to them. which we do on a lot of occasions. it is so much
easier ifyou've got something there to show them - diagrams and maps and things. Itjust makes
things a lot easier. Particularly with a map, people can go. 'Oh look I'm there and I can see that'.
It pulls them in as well (Interview with Tim 08.03.07).
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Aware that Air-Stream is 'foreign' to many 'newbies', Tim's comments suggest that

representations playa crucial role, not only in communicating and translating the technology

but also in aiding recruitment or, as it is known in science, 'enrolling allies' (Latour 1990).

However, the way that it does this is not in layers of hierarchical entities but rather in terms

of multiple and overlapping combinations. In line with this it is possible to view Joel's

seemingly random assembly of visual representations not as an accident but the result of the

group's disorderly design. Thus, what may at first seem chaotic and unplanned has in fact a

calculated purpose. It has been specifically designed to appeal to the heterogeneous audience

located outside and inside the group.

Mol's (2002) use of multiplicity provides another lens in this interpretive frame. So long as

representations are distributed in different places, it does not matter if they 'cannot be

smoothly drawn together into a single object' (2002:88). Yet, Mol's notion of multiplicity

does not explain how different and contradictory representations make sense in the same

place. And this is not by accident. Tim knows that the more representations available to

people like Joel, the stronger the attraction and increased possibility they will visually attach

to the network and the group. In view of this, Air-Stream's seemingly scattergun approach

works to attract people in ways that a single, narrow and linear version would not.

The barbeque and WiFi?

Jason doesn't need to call people overfor food because the smell ofmeat beginning to burn
loosens the clusters distributed around the quadrangle only to reform around the barbeque.
Hands reach into pockets and coins drop into an old Milo tin [Malt milk drink} wrapped in a
hand-written label that reads 'Hi! I'm Mr Cantenna. Please fill me with gold coins to help
support Air-Stream '. Then, curling a piece ofsliced bread in one palm, they squirt a line of
sauce in the centre and wait, one by one, for Jason to deposit a partially charred 'snag'
[sausage} and some onions on top. People then wander slowly awC{v, eating and talking. A few
minutes later Ron yells from the door ofone ofthe school buildings that we have to start now
and are already late because the barbeque has been so good (Field notes 29.11.06).

Air-Stream barbeques are not really about food. Approximately ten minutes in one and a half

hours before a meeting or a few minutes after a meeting are dedicated to actually eating (Fig.

18). What then has a barbeque got to do with WiFi? To explain this relationship it is

essential to understand a little of the cultural significance of the 'barbie' in Australian

culture, and I turn to Thomson (1999) who has written extensively on this subject.
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Fig. 18. The ' social framework of Air-Strea m' s 'barbies (29.11.( 6).
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An Australian barbeque is an instant excuse for socialising. The barbie is a loose social
framework in which many things are possible - an open door for anything from fairly
outrageous drunken behaviour to the simple pleasure of eating outdoors in the company of
friends. The barbeque has become the quintessential Australian social event. This appears to
confuse people from overseas, who are expecting some sort of culinary display. They don't
realise that a barbeque is more a forrn of behaviour (in some cases fairly pathological at that)
or ritual rather than the cooking of gourmet food outdoors under strict foodie guidelines. Irs
too bad if it got rained out or you ran out of gas or there was a terrible family fight. You were
going to have a barbeque, and that"s the main thing (1999:112).

Thomson (1999) argues that the barbeque is much more than a burnt 'snag', a cooking tool

or an outdoor appliance. In fact, it does not even matter if the food is awful. Its purpose is

much larger. The barbeque is a ritual that is so rigorously embedded in the national cultural

framework that its original purpose, the very thing it is designed to do (in this case, cooking

food) is only one of the many loose boundaries in which it operates. The reason Air-Stream

barbeque meetings attract such a large crowd in comparison to an average meeting is only

partially for the food, and has more to do with what Thomson (1999) calls the 'social

framework'. In view of this, the barbeque does not simply provide a convenient meal before

the start of wireless work, it is a vehicle for wireless work. The barbeque provides the

context in which wireless activities take place. It transforms the quadrangle from a primary

school into a volunteer community WiFi group event. As a result it does not matter where

the barbeque takes place, who cooks or what is on offer. The food is not as important as the

non-formal, open and inclusive social space that it fosters, which evokes the question: Why

might such a social framework be important for Air-Stream's WiFi network and what role

does it play in the culture of Australia's backyard technologists?

Because WiFi is a technology that depends on connecting independent nodes together to

form a network, it holds that forming friendships with members is as vital as learning about

the technology. Social relationships are thoroughly implicated in erecting antennas and

maintaining network strength and connectivity. Thus, connecting to people is essential for

finding ways to connect to the network. This accounts for why Kevin attends meetings even

though it is technically impossible for him on his own to achieve a connection to the

network. Likewise, it explains why Joel had already made contact with Ben, 'the node',

nearest him, and also why Kerry did the same for him at the meeting. As I have shown.

being connected or getting connected is not a singular, definite or easy achievement but

rather must be constantly produced and reproduced. In view of this, the barbeque is a crucial

aspect of the group and provides one reason why it features so frequently in connection with

WiFi events throughout this thesis.
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Another reason concerns the traditional gender identity of the Australian barbeque. Further

to the idea of the barbeque as a social framework, many writers view the Australia barbeque

as a highly masculine ritual in which nature, in the form of meat, is hunted, tamed by fire

and consumed. It is also a place, despite the increasing role of women in the workforce,

where men predominantly take responsibility for cooking (Fisk, Hodge and Turner 1987;

Thomson 1999; Skrbis 2006). Barbeques are also linked, in Australian cultural practice, to

notions of 'rnateship' and male sociality. Although the subject of significant critical

reflection (Thomson 1994; Pease and Pringle 200 I), mateship nevertheless remains an

important trope in Australia's national identity (Duncan et al 2004), and is routinely

reflected in Air-Stream activity and discourse.

The prominence of barbeques in the Air-Stream calendar also provides an unexpected

vantage point from which to reflect on the composition of the community group. Although

mothers, sisters, wives and girlfriends attended some of Air-Stream events, it was the male

attendees who formed the core of the organisation. Perhaps Air-Stream's proclivity for

barbeques can be explained in relation to the masculinity of the group and, given the

challenging task that is WiFi networking, the desire for camaraderie and bonding provides

guaranteed support and assistance.

In the computer room, at a meeting

We move inside to the computer classroom, one ofthe single storey stone buildings on the
quadrangle next to the main car park and regular site for smaller monthly meetings. Eight by
four metres inside with windows at the back ofthe room, a teacher's desk and projector screen
at the entrance, the rest ofthe space is taken up with four rows ofdesks topped with bulky
beige box monitors and keyboards, black chairs and a white board on rollers. The board is
covered in red and orange writingfrom the day's computer class. Names ofchildren are listed
in a numerical order and corresponding websitesfor them to explore during class. Colourful
drawings and basic computer instructions line the walls above the terminals. /5 men, seven of
whom / know and three women (including me) wheel chairs from behind desks into an uneven
semi-circle facing the teacher's desk in the computer room. Because there is not enough space
for everyone to sit side by side. some people perch on the edges ofdesks, between keyboards
and monitors and in the aisles. The noise from clustered conversations in room slowiy reduces
and / look upfrom my small circle with Jane, Kerry and Kevin to see Tim talking at the
whiteboard with a marker pen in his hand. / can't believe / have missedyet another start to a
meeting! (Field notes 28.0 /. 07).

Like the barbeques, it was rare for Air-Stream meetings to start on time. It was also unusual

for anyone to remain in the same physical position. Clustered conversations begun in the

quadrangle continued inside meetings with individual threads merging into one and the

meeting continuing from that point only to splinter a short time afterwards. Although an

agenda was always posted on the website, it was never distributed in meetings, with the
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exception of the AGM, and conversation instead meandered in different directions

depending on who was in attendance, who was new, what questions were asked, the kinds of

objects people brought with them, the recent weather and its effect on signal, what work had

recently occurred or other relevant news. Trying to gain a sense of who was who, their role

and relationships was difficult when people swivelled on their chairs, literally rolled into

new groups, swapped seats altogether, stood up, leant over desks, or got up to talk or look at

what others had brought to the meetings. It was a practice that enabled members to switch

easily into different conversations or literally move to new clusters in the room, but it meant

I regularly missed the start of meetings, the ends or beginnings of major points and other

interesting chatter just out of earshot. As a result, my early field notes are punctuated with

'the conversation shifts', 'the meeting turns', 'following on' and my annoyance, as indicated

above, about missing important points.

Guided by conventional ethnographic literatures, I read my inability to follow these twists

and turns as a symptom. along with feeling overwhelmed and regularly lost. of my

ethnographic apprenticeship (Hammersley and Atkinson 1996; Fetterman 1998; Atkinson et

al 2002). It was not until almost a year later that I realised my major stumbling block was in

trying to find some kind of neat trajectory as a way to make sense of it all. It was my narrow

understanding of what should be happening that complicated my vision of what was actually

taking place. It was not so much that I did not expect mess, as mess in ethnographic practice

is standard and expected. Rather, guided by Latour and Woolgar (1979) and Henderson

(1999) I hoped to narrow down and tidy up all of these co-existing and collaborating

versions in linear and uni-directional 'chain(s) of transformation' or 'circulating

reference(s) (Latour 1999:70). I was seeking a gradually reductive process by which the

messy texture of practice would somehow transform into a smooth, single and infinitely

transportable series of facts. On a quest for singularity and order, however, I was initially

blind to another way of understanding Air-Stream. Like Mol's multiple versions of the body,

Air-Stream's culture is 'not a single passive object in the middle, waiting to be seen from the

point of view of seemingly endless series of perspectives' (2002:5). Instead, there are many

representations that connect people together, organise activities, shape transactions and

interactions. Recalling de Laet and Mol's Bush Pump 'B', Air-Stream appeared 'solid and

mechanical' and yet 'its boundaries are vague and moving, rather than being clear or fixed'

(2000:225). Yet it is not chaotic or confusing. As evidenced by Joel, it is possible to navigate

through Air-Stream's culture by 'attaching' to a myriad of representations. Coherence, as I

will argue, is achieved through spatiality and time.
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Designing for accidental discovery

Tim reminds us that the main point a/the meeting is to talk about the new portal system that he
'slapped together' in time/or the public IT Discovery Day held at the local community centre
last weekend. He explains the version he will show is customised/or the community centre but
the idea is that people can put anything they like on it and configure it on a 'site-by-site basis '.
Tim says the idea is to create an easy entry point to Air-Stream/or new people who
accidentally 'stumble' across it (Field notes 28.0 1.07).

Air-Stream meetings are an important place where the group's culture is collectively

rehearsed and encountered. As per the agenda for the February 2007 meeting, Tim 'demo's'

the 'portal', which is an access point to the main network that appears on screen when a

person with a WiFi enabled device enters an Air-Stream network area. The aim of the portal

is to replace a stream of numbers and complicated code, which up to now has required

sophisticated knowledge to decipher. Instead, it aims to graphically entice the 'stumbler' to

want to learn more about the group. Thus, it will operate as a representation of, and entry

point to, the Air-Stream network. It will connect people to the group. However, what Tim is

talking about is not the portal, but software to produce an infinite number of portals limited

only by interested members in the group who each will be able to customise it to the area in

which they are located. Like the Bush Pump 'B', the portal is a specific piece of technology,

yet the way it works is 'not a matter of interpretation' as de Laet and Mol write, it 'is built

into the technology itself (2000:225).

Designing for people to accidentally 'stumble' across the portal highlights the challenges

Air-Stream members face. Representations made by Air-Stream members have to work

much harder to attract the attention of a heterogeneous audience of non-IT experts. While

the presence of contrasting Air-Stream merchandise in the quadrangle may seem co

incidental, the portal is a representation of the network that has been deliberately designed to

be mobile and mutable. In STS, representations mark the point of stabilisation, the end of a

'chain of transformation' in which information has been unified, yet what Tim is presenting

is a representation of the network that will never reach this point because it is deliberately

designed to remain open to interpretation and adaptation.

Air-Stream members are enticed to participate not only by using or hosting the portal but

also by making their own version. Their role is key to how the portal and, by association,

how the network works and suggests that like de Laet and Mol's pump, the network is

'nothing without the community that will serve it' (2000:235). The diversity of portals offers

alternative entry points into the group and with each iteration the network gains in strength.

Thus differentiation and distribution, far from weakening it, makes Air-Stream stronger.
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The 'myth' of order

Tim says he is going to 'get to the guts ofit , and turns to the whiteboard which is covered in
red and orange instructions from the day's computer class. Although a whiteboard cleaner sits
on the lip ofthe board, Timflips the board so the orange and red writing is inverted and he
begins to draw over the top with a blue pen. As he talks, he draws and simultaneously answers
questions from the group, which prompts new directions ofdiagrams and text on the board.
Soon it is covered in a mishmash oforange, red and blue lines, text and sketches (Field notes
28.DI. D7).

For Air-Stream, information does not flow; it clusters, overlaps, stumbles, tangles, pauses,

and stops and starts as people call things out (Figs. 19,20, 21). Tim drew as he talked. Each

line, written word and box echoes his interactions with the group. Interweaving words,

drawings, questions and answers into the representation of the portal, he designed the demo

along with his audience. His demo took form in line with levels of knowledge in the group

and the flow of conversation. Unlike a science lab or engineering office, Tim's audience is

made up of 'originals', 'officials', 'tourists' and 'newbies', trained graphic designers,

'techies', ham radio amateurs, researchers, computer scientists, IT specialists and others with

unknown interests. To contend with this variability he highlighted multiple entry points into

the portal, asked and answered questions and repeatedly scanned the room for feedback. It

was Tim's demo and a collaborative representation. As a result, I found it challenging to

take field notes because the diagram only made sense at that specific period of time. It was

too dynamic to capture in a flat two-dimensional medium to be read later. It was contingent

on clustered chatter, other noise and movement. As a result, the diagram in Fig. 19 is hard to

read and impossible to understand after the event, notwithstanding the fact Tim annotated a

white board already inscribed with red and orange notes from the primary school computer

class. But this assists my point about the temporal conditions of Air-Stream's

representations. The demo is not about the final diagram. It is better considered a live and

dynamic representation of the network that grew out of an experience at the meeting. In this

way Tim's actions echo what Henderson (1999) has written about the 'myth' of natural flow

of information. Simi larly, in science Latour and Woolgar have shown the 'struggle to

produce order' in the laboratory (1979:36). Yet, unlike Henderson's engineers and Latour's

scientists, Air-Stream's participants are more willing to put their messiness on display - in

fact disorderly representations of WiFi are critical to the group's functionality. As the demo

continues even more disorder is revealed.

Tim asks Dan, seated behind the teacher's desk. to 'give the site a whirl '. Dan opens his laptop
connected to the projector and a screen comes up on the wall behind him. We see a row of
simple navigational boxes down the left hand side with sma/! boxes oftype in the centre. Apart
from the Air-Stream logo at the top, nothing else reflects the current website. Someone says it
is hard to read in the brightly lit 1'00m. Kerry switches the lights and the room plunges into a
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grainy darkness, lit by the glow ofthe screen andfive laptops. Tim assures us that it is easier
to read on a computer screen and the all laptop users agree. Tim tells us we have been looking
at 'the front end' and asks Dan to 'show us some ofcode for those ofyou who are teehie '.
Suddenly, the graphic screen is replaced with lines ofcode. The 'techies' ask questions about
it and Tim walks up to the screen to point out answers (Field notes 28.0 1.07).

Tim's demo started with a diagram on the whiteboard, moved onto the computer and

projector screen to the visual front end and then to the coded back end, in bright light and

then darkness. Those with laptops in the audience were encouraged to navigate the portal on

their own, moving to and from pages directed and undirected by Tim. At this point, the Air

Stream portal was present in multiple dimensions.

Dimensionality is an important component of Air-Stream representational practices and

there are strong echoes to the practices of a range of scientists, engineers, doctors and

designers in STS literatures (Martin 1994; Henderson 1999; Latour 1990; Sturken and

Cartwright 2001; Yaneva 2005; Myers 2008). Although these studies encompass two and

three-dimensional representations of knowledge, Air-Stream members' co-located multi

dimensional practices remain striking. They take two-dimensional (photos, maps, website,

diagrams), three-dimensional (t-shirts, antennas, events and demonstrations) and sometimes

no dimensional form (electromagnetic signal). Moreover, as illustrated by the incidence of

varying logos on merchandise and the mutable design of the portal, these multi-dimensions

are prone to change. This is further evidence that Air-Stream's representational culture does

not work in 'cascades'. Instead, what emerges is the idea that many multi-dimensional

representations appear to operate simultaneously.

Henderson's (1999) engineers provide another interpretive lens in the form of the 'yellow

brick road to production' whereby 'Dorothy and her colleagues, follow a promising path but

encounter unexpected happenings along the way' (1999:59). Although this model is more

useful than the scientific one for understanding the tangents and entanglements that attract

and distract Air-Stream members inside and outside meetings, it remains, like science,

ostensibly uni-directional and relies on hierarchy and status to resolve conflict. As the design

of Air-Stream's portal makes clear, there is no single road that everyone must follow and

while Tim might be a presenter he is not accorded higher status in this role. Air-Stream's

meeting practices are very much geared toward participation and collaboration rather than a

single directed outcome. They are characterised by multiple paths that divide and tangle, and

occasionally merge back together or run in parallel.
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Fig. 19. Tim ove rwrites on the whit e board (28.0 1.07).

Fig. 20. Ti m 'demo 's ' the porta l on the whit eboard, on the projected screen and on laptops (28.0 1.07) .

Fig. 21. Turning out the light s to see the projection o f the port al in mor e detail (28.0 1.07).
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Abandoning control

Someone asks about how the portal will handle a lot ofusers and Tim says that it held up
'quite happily with six machines hammering it in the demo room' and suggests that people
with laptops can try 'hammering it now', The sound oftypingfills the room, Tim asks Dan to
go to the 'guest book' to show how visitors can leave comments. When he does, he laughs and
points out that 'Drift is already there. Driji is a member who is not at the meeting but has
logged in to the portal via the Air-Stream network.from his home. On screen we see his
comment, 'Drift: Say hi to everyone at the meetingfor me. ' Everyone laughs and Simon says
that he too has signed the guest book during the meeting. Dan refreshes the screen and we can
see Simon's, 'Hello everyone' which causes more laughter (Field notes 28.01.07).

Using the portal's online guestbook even absent members can contribute and participate in

the meeting, further emphasising the multi-directionality of Air-Streams representations.

Others with laptops may be physically in the room but are 'hammering' the portal, and the

rest of the group divide their attention between the whiteboard diagram, the projection on

screen and clustered discussions about individual designs. Tim appears no longer in control

of the meeting, if indeed he has been in control all along. This example illustrates in practice

what he earlier described as his method of 'visual attachment' that does not so much

establish a single focal point, but many. After introducing a variety of ways into the portal

for people to 'visually attach', he now stands back. Rather than trying to create order. limit

diversions or control the 'demo', Tim sticks diverse skills and interests together to co-create

the portal. He may have designed the original portal but the noise and clustered

conversations in and out of the room indicate he is no longer central to it. Instead, like the

designer of the Bush Pump 'B' he has managed 'his own dissolution' (de Laet and Mol

2000:250) and does not claim authorship or attempt to control the portal. Here a successful

technology does not require a central, dominant or assertive figure in a fixed and unchanging

boundary. As de Laet and Mol argue, a lack of order and central control can lead to

successful technology that is strong precisely because it fluidly adapts to changing

circumstances. They write: 'Sometimes abandoning control may contribute to spreading

what one has been making' (ibid). Although the inventor of the Bush Pump 'B' was

unconcerned with how the pump was adapted, fixed and changed, Tim remains a co-creator

in the portal's future.

This provides a striking comparison to Latour's (l988b) writing about Louis Pasteur who is

characterised as a dominating figure controlling the network (Martin 1996; de Laet and Mol

2000). In other words Latour's actor imposes himself upon other actors. The difference is

that he builds a network rather than being part ora network. de Laet and Mol also take this

perspective suggesting that Latour's Pasteur deliberately hides the work of the other actors

in order to 'emerge as its prime mover' (2000:249).
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In an interview a few months later, Tim expressed his thoughts on the demo. It is clear he

does not see himself as a Pasteur - instead he is interested in strategies for encouraging

greater participation, co-creation and sharing of ideas.

T: I don't think it was ideal. Now I could do a better one.

K: Why wasn't it ideal?

T: Minor details. But as far as getting the idea across it did its job. I mean the main concept is
that when you log in you gain access through the firewall and that's what I was trying to show.
I didn't know that I was going to go into that much detail about all the other components.
Some of the guys there would understand that. some wouldn't. I was just going to play it by
ear. As you know. I am always kind of doodling those kinds.of diagrams anyway when I'm
talking to people. You generally get an idea for it after a while (Interview with Tim 08.03.07).

'Playing it by ear' is Tim's description of being open to change even when you are

presenting a new concept in front of a group of people. The fact that he would do a 'better

one' next time indicates that there is no single way of explaining the portal and no one-way

of showing it. Even as the central author, even he is not stuck to a single form of

representation.

The crucial point to glean from Tim's 'demo' is how representations in Air-Stream do not

glue or link people together in hierarchical sequences as illustrated in science or in

engineering in STS. But this does not mean they are not sticky. I suggest that people adhere

to Tim's presentation on the white board, on the screen and on personal laptops. To use

Tim's words, they 'attach' themselves to it. The difference lies in the fact that it is not a

universal stickiness or myopic view. No one is bound or stuck to a single representation,

even the designer himself. Instead, the portal works because of Tim's informal and open

approach to its design and the group's eagerness to participate and contribute.

Air-Stream WiFi and productions of masculinity

At the barbeque I noted the presence of three women (including me) in a group ofthirty.

Similarly I mentioned it again in the meeting. This time there were three women in a group

of eighteen. Even though Jason and I had never met face to face, he identified me at the

barbeque. Although this can be explained by a small photo of me on the website, he was no

doubt assisted by the fact that among the new faces at these events, there are few new female

ones. Another example helps to illustrate this point. During a break in one of my early

meetings as I was name-checking attendees in my notebook, I asked a member seated near

me to assist. He helpfully listed names of people seated in the rough semi-circle until he got
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to Jane whom he referred to as 'the female' along with her name. The fact he had not called

the others 'the males', singled her out in the group by her gender and shows I was not the

only one aware of the imbalance. Earlier, I also noted the masculine characteristics of the

barbeque, rooftops and IT. Explicitly or implicitly, gender is present throughout my study,

even though as indicated in Chapter Two, guided by STS literatures and ANT. I did not

initially set out to study it. Yet, here a question is raised: Does Air-Stream recognise the

maleness of its membership and does it produce masculinity in the group?

Many of the Air-Stream's activities are open, inclusive and welcoming; events are held in

the public school and community centres and emphasise sociality around technology,

information about the group is published on the internet and membership is not deemed

essential with new people encouraged to attend meetings. Yet, barbeques, as discussed

previously, have masculine overtones and meetings take place on weeknights when family

commitments might interfere with WiFi activities. It is interesting to note that none of the

three women involved in Air-Stream had demanding childcare duties. Only Jen had children

and they were older, at twenty-five and twenty-seven years of age. In contrast, the male

members were either young and lived at home, which meant many of their daily routines

were shaped by family structures. or were older and if they had children they were primarily

cared for by their female partners. In fact, out of three women in the group, only Jen was an

'official member' because Jane self identified as a 'tourist' and I had been granted temporary

'honorary' membership for my field work. This meant that Jen was the only woman in a

group of 70 male members, not all of whom attended meetings but paid their fees, used the

website and the network. Thus, like Mol's (2002) doctors, it became spurious for me to

continue to refer to 'members' in my fieldnotes when I actually meant men who were

members of Air-Stream.

One possible implication of this is that Air-Stream's version ofWiFi is for men. Even when

the girlfriends, sisters or wives of Air-Stream members dropped them off or came to pick

them up after events or meetings they did not linger. On one occasion someones girlfriend

even sat in on a meeting, a few seats away from the group, and read a book. The reason she

gave for not joining in? - 'Not interested'. Others talked about Air-Stream as 'not my thing'.

But as I gradually learned from members many of the women in their lives were interested in

using the network once it was up and running in their homes, which suggests there was

something about how WiFi is made by the group that alienates them. An interview with an

Air-Stream member is revealing for this reason:
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My sister loves Air-Stream heaps. She browses a lot ofpeople's FTPs [uploaded content] and
stuff. She doesn't really involved in the talking to other people because she's not really
involved in the Air-Stream type of thing but she definitely does get a lot of downloads
(Interview with Ben 08.03.07).

Guided by feminist literature outlined in Chapter Two, and with specific reference to

Faulkner (2000) who examines how engineering 'sticks' to men, I continue to explore how

Air-Stream's WiFi 'sticks' to Australian men in the following chapters.

Conclusion

One conclusion that can be drawn in this chapter is that Air-Stream's culture holds the group

together, even when the reality of wireless network is altogether much more disconnected

and disordered. This conforms to earlier arguments about the role and importance of

representations within STS of science and engineering (Latour and Woolgar 1979;

Henderson 1999). However, upon closer inspection it is obvious that something else is

going on. The way they do this is not ordered in ways outlined in the literature. Specifically,

the representations Air-Stream members make do not subscribe to the same rigorous

'assembly lines' (Latour and Woolgar 1979), slot neatly into hierarchical 'cascades' (Latour

1990) or follow a winding 'yellow brick road' (Henderson 1999). This is because there are a

lot ofthem, they are manifest in multi-dimensional modes and multiple authors are involved

which means they co-exist and in some cases, contradict each other in the same place. I have

also shown how the use and production of representations are not determined by physical or

temporal boundaries, such as the walls of the classroom or start or end of meetings. What is

clear is that there is no one, single or dominant way of representing the Air-Stream network.

In striking contrast to the role of graphs, images and sketches in science and engineering that

seek to impose a linear and rigid order on people and their practices, Air-Stream's culture

shapes, and is shaped by, the idiosyncrasies of the technology, the location and the nature of

the group. My account of representations in the form of maps, websites, antennas,

barbeques, t-shirts, bodies, demo's, websites, shirts, photos and fundraising tins at Air

Stream meetings all challenge conventional definitions of what is considered legitimate

representations of knowledge. Yet I have shown how the peculiarities of Air-Stream's

culture aid recruitment and participation irrespective of the reality of technological

connection. Similarly, the co-existence of contradictory logos illustrate how several ideas

can survive and co-exist which creates space for both the tentative encounters of 'newbies'

as well as the daily interactions of established 'official' members. As a result, Air-Stream's
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scattergun style of visual representations provides something for a diverse membership to

'visually attach'.

In view of this, the representational culture of the group does not 'impose itself but tries to

serve' (de Laet and Mol 2000:226). Like the Bush Pump 'B', and contrary to the other

science and engineering representational models, the Air-Stream network is easily picked

apart, unravelled and customised. Elements can be swapped over, new links replaced and

others easily adjusted. What this means is that Air-Stream's representational culture does not

need to be stringently ordered, impose itself on or demand conformity of those it surrounds

in order to produce a successful technology. Indeed Air-Stream's inclusive and non

imposing culture appears to be as persuasive as more traditional ordered models. However,

unlike the Bush Pump 'B', the culture of the network is not fluid. It does not flow from point

to point. Representations are not standard and change shape according to different

circumstances and conditions. As made clear by Air-Stream's portal, it is made that way

from the beginning. Disorder does not simply happen to the network. It is built into it. It is

part of the design.
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Chapter Five.

Representing interruption
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According to ANT, systems achieve stability when disparate human and non-human actors

accept an assigned role in a complex heterogeneous network (Calion 1986, 1987, 1997; Law

1986; Latour 1990, 1991, 1997). The Air-Stream network is clearly stable. It has operated

for over six years and continues to grow in size and strength. It also has, as I have shown, an

established visual culture. Yet, members encounter a vast array of interruptions on a daily

basis such as trees, birds, bugs and possums, technical complications, a myriad of materials

and the weather. I show how rather than tidying up and smoothing out these disturbances,

members build them into the network. In this chapter I explore the possibility that it is the

group's ability to deal with constant indeterminacy and multiple realities that affords it

durability. From this position, I argue that Air-Stream make WiFi not in spite of interruption,

but because of it.

The co-existence of stability and instability

In the introduction to this thesis, I described a series ofthefts that resulted in the loss

of core nodes from Air-Stream's network. The owners were away on holidays and

Dan was the first to discover a problem with the node at Skye, one ofthe twenty-two

major 'backbone' nodes in the network. He explains what happened:

I just thought it had crashed. So I just waited a couple of days to see if it would fix itself Then
I was just on my way down to the bakery. I picked up a pie and on the way home ... I live here
[points just above Skye on the map]. 1 thought. well, Skye's on my way home. I'll just drive by
and restart it. So I drove there. got out of the car and walked down the driveway and it was like
- the routers gone. fuck! I thought maybe Ron took it down or something. Maybe he went up,
it crashed and he couldn't get it started. So I hoped for the best. But... yeah, not! I immediately
went home and sent off a couple of emails and stuff (Interview with Dan 4.03.07).

The fact Dan went to the site 'after a couple of days' and 'on the way home' from the bakery

clearly tells us he did not anticipate theft. Instead, his response suggests that 'crashed' nodes

are a mundane and commonplace event. Furthermore, the possibility that the problem might

'fix itself points to an acceptance of these and similar interruptions. Although theft is a

relatively uncommon event, it is clearly not the only one that members contend with in the

making of WiFi. Instead, interruption appears to be a common theme in daily experience of

the network.

Star (1999) has argued that infrastructures are often ignored and hidden until something goes

wrong; interruption brings to light behind-the-scenes activities ordinarily taken for granted.

She writes: 'The normally invisible quality of working infrastructure becomes visible when

it breaks: the server is down, the bridge washes out. there is a power blackout' (1999:382).
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Yet, in Air-Stream's case, the infrastructure of the network was evidently visible to thieves

prior to the theft, in maps on the website and in the suburban roofscape, and Dan was the

only one within the network to suspect a crashed antenna. Contrary to what we might expect

of a small, independent, backyard technology network suffering the theft of a key backbone

antenna, the network did not spectacularly fail or break down. It did not disconnect every

member from their file sharing, game playing, up or downloading activities. In fact, many

members did not even notice a problem. It was not until Dan actually went to the site and

physically discovered the equipment missing that an alarm was raised. As a result, this

account offers a striking contrast to what has been written about how even the smallest

interruptions can cause immense disruption to infrastructural systems (Collins and Pinch

1982; Calion 1986; Star 1991; Ackrich 1992; Latour 1999). For instance, Star's (1991)

allergy to onions illustrates how a simple request to change a McDonald's burger creates a

significant mechanical blip. Instead of taking the standard five minutes to prepare, she waits

for more than 20 minutes and reveals how even a tiny deviation can interrupt and paralyse a

standardised nonnative system. Further to the loss of a node being an inconvenience, the

controversy in this incidence lies in the possibility that thieves might be using the public

visual culture of the group in unofficial ways. What Dan's account reveals is the network as

a site of instability and stability.

To explore this aspect of the network, I draw on STS literature that highlights the possibility

of co-located complex and contradictory realities (Singleton 1998; Mol 2002; Law and

Singleton 2005). Singleton's study of the role of the lab in the UK cervical screening

programme (CSP) provides a useful lens for examining how it is possible for stability and

instability to co-exist and contribute to the success and durability of a system. She argues

that, 'ongoing instability characterises and lubricates the continuation of CSP' (1998: I02).

In Dan's account, instability is implicit in the heterogeneous network that makes up Air

Stream's WiFi infrastructure. As this incidence of theft shows, the network is never fully

known by anyone. While one member might experience technical difficulties, another will

have no issues whatsoever. Yet, as argued in the last chapter, the group has developed a

thriving culture that connects people together, aids recruitment and the development of new

applications of the technology. Therefore this chapter asks: What relevance, if any, do visual

representations of Air-Stream's network hold in these contradictory conditions? What value

do they have if ambiguity is not erased and stabilised? What might constant interruption

teach us about technology innovation and knowledge practices?
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In order to gain a sense of what this provocative paradox - representing interruption - might

mean, this chapter starts by examining in detail the stable and unstable characteristics of the

range of actors engaged in the complex heterogeneous network involved in making WiFi in

the suburban backyards of Adelaide. It then explores why this seemingly incompatible

combination gives rise not to anxiety or fragmentation but innovative and resourceful

solutions that shape and in turn are shaped by the group's culture.

The problematic and productive presence of trees

Because WiFi is predicated on the visual line of sight (LOS) between antennas in the

network, this means that two points need to connect to each other in order to transfer data. If

anything gets in the way, the signal is interrupted or blocked (Fig. 22). For WiFi community

groups in the more architecturally dense cities of Barcelona, London, Portland and Berlin 25
,

blockages between points in their networks are most often caused by new tall buildings that

alter the physical landscape and thus reconfigure the digital landscape. In Adelaide,

however, significant urban development is relatively rare and the cityscape is relatively flat.

Trees, however, constitute an entirely different matter. Adelaide's extensive parklands, green

belts and old suburbs are characterised by mature trees. Negotiating passage over or between

ubiquitous leafy blockages is an integral part of how Air-Stream makes WiFi. Unlike

buildings however, the fact that trees are never static, but are constantly growing in size and

changing in shape renders them a constant source of instability.

In Chapter Four, I drew attention to multiple co-existing types of connections in the form of

members who were unconnected, disconnected and trying to get connected. Figure. 22

further fragments these categories with the possibility of LOS as well as 'near' and 'non'

connections, which evoke the questions: What is a 'near' connection? Does this mean it is

possible to be almost or sometimes connected? The following examples attempt to answer

this by illustrating some of the stable and unstable roles trees play in the network.

At the November 2006 barbeque, Joel, a 'newbie", admitted he had not joined the network

because of 'time, trees and apathy'. The very presence of a dense wall of trees around his

house made him feel overwhelmed. Kerry and Jane are also aware of trees in their suburb

and they have established their presence as a problem. Despite trying for a year they are still

unconnected. Kerry explains:

2' See httpz/consumc.nct. http://wirelesslondon.info. http.z/brisrolwirelcss.net. http://pcrsonaltelco.net.
http.z/cuwircless.net, http.friefunk.net
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It was wintertime and in our lounge we had this little cantenna, a home-made thing on a stick
up near my window and it was this dodgy piece of crap which was like pointing somewhere
over there [comer of the room] and if we didn't touch it it worked, but as soon as we touched
it it didn't work, so we left it alone. Then we get up on the roof - nothing! It was really
frustrating. From our lounge there are trees and other stuff and then we get up on the roof and
irs clear and hopefully we are just above trees and we couldn't get a thing, And I had at least a
dozen attempts up on the roof with bigger masts and better antennas. And nah! [nothing]. Once
on the roof I got a couple of packets and nah [nothing] (Interview with Kerry 23,02.07).

Getting a 'couple of packets' meant Kerry established a connection with a nearby antenna in

the Air-Stream network long enough to share short bursts of data, but it was neither durable

or stable, His account highlights the discrepancy of connection in relation to seasonal

change, Even though he briefly achieved a connection when the deciduous trees shed leaves,

he experienced problems in summer once the foliage returned, Thus, he achieved a 'near'

connection in winter, provided he did not touch the antenna, and a 'non' connection in

summer. In addition to growing in height, trees also change in volume.

The location of trees and their seasonality also pose issues for len, an experienced ham radio

operator, but her connection is unsettled by the time of day that she tries to connect.

It was working until the sun went down and then it dropped out and it didn't work all night and
then next morning I turned it on again and it didn't work until the sun came up and in the middle
of the day it also dropped out and I've being trying to figure out why that might be, I've talked to
an amateur friend of mine and (... ) we think irs to do with something in the trees. Trees might get
damp in the evenings and at night which might cause attenuation of the signal. Whereas during
the day especially at the moment they dry out and that would tend to match with the fact that
during winter I couldn't really get a connection at all (Interview with Jen 04.02,07).

Daz, a 'committee member', did not even notice the trees in the golf course near his

parent's house, until they started to interfere with his connection to the network. He set up

his node in 2004 on the roofofhis parents' house, nine metres above ground level, With

this height, he achieved a connection across the park to another Air-Stream antenna. Every

year, however, the trees have grown and recently started to cause his signal to 'drop out',

This, however, is not a straightforward problem. Firstly, it 'comes and goes' so it only

happens occasionally, Secondly, there is also a 'good thing' about the trees; they stop him

from hearing all the 'truckles" [truck drivers] who share the same radio frequency. His

friend on the other side of the golf course is not so lucky and regularly 'cops it' in the form

of abuse (Interview 07.03.07). The trees interfere with his signal, yet they also filter

irrelevant 'noise' on the spectrum. This means his connection is sometimes good,

sometimes 'near' and occasionally 'non-existent. Moreover, Daz is aware that this range

of connection is only temporary as the trees continue to grow, At some point soon he

knows he will have to build a taller mast or connect to a different Air-Stream node.
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Fig. 22. Diagram of how line of sight (LOS) connection operates in a WiFi network
(Accessed 10.10.06. Available at: http v/www.air- stream.org .au/los).

Reg, a 'committee member' in the group, provides another example of how trees

simultaneously complicate and contribute to the network. Living at home he was more than

aw are of the dense eucalyptus bush that surrounded his mother's single storey house in a

steeply landscaped northern outer suburb of Adelaide. However, rather than viewing it as

an obstacle he built his antenna into one of the biggest trees. Although he had already

connected to the network via an antenna on the roof, he wanted to 'go higher' in an attempt

to make the connection more 'reliable'. At thirteen metres in height, the biggest tree was

located fifty metres from the house on an elevation ten metres above the dr iveway. At the

top, Reg found himselftwenty three metres in the air, which he said felt like 'looking down

from a helicopter' ( Interview 6.03.07). Up there, his view across the west of the city

suddenly ' opened up' . Ingeniously, building the node into the tree significantly reduces the

likelihood of experiencing the same prob lem as Oaz. The node will not be bloc ked by the

surrounding bushland, because it grows w ith the tree. This solution, however, does have its

drawbacks. Consider how Reg describes his new antenna in terms of stability and

instability :

It was fa irly rigid up there after I put in the guy wires and the link to the water tower [a
nearby Air-Stream nod e] has always been solid. ( . .. ) The pole only go es 13 metres up the
tree. It' s not as rigid at the top of the tree , Th ere is more flexibility and with the cable going
LIp the re. it creates even mor e loss (Int erview with Reg 06 .03 .07).
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The antenna may be stabilised in the tree but the tree retains unstable characteristics; it

sways in the wind. Moreover, as I will discuss, there are additional interruptions in the form

of birds, bugs and the scorching effects of the sun. Regardless of a person's status as a

'newbie' or established 'committee' or 'official' member, these accounts reveal the critical

and constant role trees play in the making of WiFi. Unlike the animals and chemicals that

enter the laboratory and form the basis of many scientific experiments, trees cannot be coded

and conveniently catalogued in the construction of knowledge. They cannot be contained,

neatly cleaned up or stabilised because Air-Stream's WiFi is firmly embedded in Australian

suburbia. The constant instability of the treescape reveals the impossibility of a stable

connection. In the last chapter, I highlighted how connection to the network is not a

prerequisite for joining the group and nor is it guaranteed as part of membership. Now, it

appears that even when it is achieved, connection is never stable. These accounts of

connection as 'near', 'non', 'sometimes', 'only in the morning', 'in summer' and 'when

there is no wind' signal temporal disjunctions. How then do members deal with connectivity

that can only ever be considered intermittent and temporal?

The sun and sunburnt technology

Simon, Craig and I walk to the carpark to help Ron unload equipment from his car. Craig asks
him what he brought and looking inside the boot it was easy to see what he meant by 'pretty
much everything '. In fact, it was difficult to see how he managed to close the trunk. Several
plastic buckets overflowed with cables and cable ties, dishes, steel brackets, modems, sticky
tape, nuts and bolts, drills, hammers, saws and pliers and much more concealed beneath these
objects. Digging through, Ron extracts a small, discoloured modem. Pointing out the blotchy
yellow markings on the once beige plastic skin he says its 'sunburn' (Field notes 16.09.(6).

Adelaide backs onto the desert and fronts the Southern Ocean. This means that the city

experiences mi ld winters but searing hot summers. With almost nine months of sun a year,

antennas located on suburban rooftops, trees, sheds and factories are almost constantly

exposed to its searing strength and members are used to dealing with the force of

temperatures that reach over forty degrees Celsius. In these temperatures computer plastic

burns; it discolours, dries and begins to peel. Ron kept a modem on the roof for a while - it

did not take long for the casing to discolour and singe. Despite how it looked, however, Ron

said it still 'worked'.

Craig then tells a story ofa modem that looked 'much \vorse than that '. He once put a modem
in a 'Tupperware'" container' that he found' in his mum '.I' kitchen and then 'stuck it on the
roof'. The plastic apparently lastedfor afew months but it could not cope with prolonged

2(, Tupperware is the name for a range of popular kitchen storage products made of hard-wearing durable plastic.
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exposure to the sun, and eventually 'crumbled' (Field notes 16,09,06).

These accounts highlight the climatic challenges that members deal with on a daily basis.

Nothing can be done to protect computer equipment against the Australian sun over long

periods of time. Instead much like the treescape, members resolve this particular

consequence of the Australian climate by employing increasingly imaginative combinations

of materials that simultaneously serve to demonstrate personal ingenuity and

resourcefulness. Reg's tree node is a key example ofthis. Although he avoids the problem of

the trees interfering with his connection because his node grows with the tree, he has to

contend with a new range of challenges. Even ifthe antenna box can be located out of direct

sunlight, the heat from the sun is problematic for the computer equipment inside. To counter

this, Reg used a specially purchased metal box, the type used for fire systems in buildings,

however he has extensively customised it beyond its original design, He drilled holes, in the

side and the bottom of the box, and glued two PVC [polyvinyl chloride] plastic pipes

provided by a family member who works at a winery. Because PVC pipes are very

expensive he says he was 'lucky' they 'found heaps of it laying around'. The top tube was

chosen specifically for its shape, curving at an angle so to provide ventilation but impede

rainwater. With two steel poles, a combination of Hills Hoist (clothesline) wire bought from

the local hardware shop and fencing wire 'found' in the shed, Reg secured the box using a

'spiderweb' of chains and u-bolts into the uppermost branches. As a result, setup is uniquely

shaped according to the materials he 'found' coupled with sensitivity to the context of use.

For Reg, getting connected was not just work - his custom solution was a source of both

pleasure and pride. Coupled with references to 'playing' with technology highlighted in

Chapter Four, accounts like this reveal thefim Air-Stream men have in making WiFi. This is

striking, because infrastructure is rarely associated with fun. As Star (1999:377) has argued,

it is more often considered invisible or 'boring'. Yet Air-Stream members clearly value fun

and the pleasure of making connections. A case in point is provided in the following

interaction, At a meeting, members were discussing problems with a local ISP who had

accused them of 'polluting' the shared wireless spectrum.

Ron says it is 'meant to befun'. And that this is 'taking thefun out of it', He says it feels like
work' and 'that is wrong' (Field notes 1i3,08. 06).

Ron clearly views fun and work as oppositional. Interviews with Air-Stream members

identified a clear thrill and pleasure deriving from tackling an ever-changing series of

challenges and problems with new and creative solutions. Putting an antenna in a tree for
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instance generates its own unique series of problems and thus opportunities to play with the

solutions. Yet this sort of playfulness is not a strong part of STS. As Kleif and Faulkner

note, 'stories about technology as fascinating and fun are rarely integrated with stories of the

social shaping of technology' (2003:298). Moreover, they stress the importance of

understanding what drives people who make technology in order to understand how our

technologies are made and could be made differently. Individual experiences, attitudes and

biographies are important aspects of any technology story. For the men of Air-Stream, a

sense of pride and achievement clearly accompanies incidents of shared story telling in the

group. In this context, climatic instability in the broader WiFi network appears to catalyse

experimentation, which brings about positive social interactions and feelings of pleasure.

Bugs, birds and the 'gully wind'

'Bugs' are another group of actors that Air-Stream members have to work with on a daily

basis; that cannot be neatly catalogued, controlled or erased from the final system. Anyone

who has spent any time in Australia in summer is keenly aware of the presence of an

abundance of insects. With over 220,000 different species, small things that fly, jump, crawl

and bite are a mundane part of everyday Australian life. Although boxing up equipment

serves to reduce the effects of sunburn and heat, it also means members have to find ways to

prevent insects from nesting inside their equipment and housing.

While some members use sticky tape or cable ties to firmly keep box lids in place, the most

popular material is 'flyscreen', cut into small pieces to cover ventilation holes. More familiar

on the swinging front door of an Australian suburban house, flyscreen is a small gauge gauze

mesh. Air-Stream members extend the use of this material to keep all manner of insects out

of their WiFi equipment. Here, a familiar piece of suburban living finds its way into a newly

developing digital technology. The innovation Air-Stream members make is clearly shaped

by the use of local materials coupled with a nuanced understanding of the landscape. As

Goggin has argued, it is important to 'see the novelty that different cultural contexts bring to

bear on our own normative understandings and expectations of a given technology'

(2007:44). My point is not only that these materials work effectively in these new

applications, but that members are also open to viewing them in new ways.

Birds are also regular actors in the network. Evidence of how local fauna is accommodated

in everyday life can be found in street signs installed allover the city (Fig. 23). Further to

warning human inhabitants about the presence of birdlife, that 'swoop from above or below'
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they advise keeping away from this area at certain times and how best to avoid provoking an

attack. It is clear that part ofliving in the city involves co-habitation with local bird-life. This

goes someway to explain Tim's casual acceptance of the fact that he received a text every

time a bird sat on an antenna connected to his temporary alarm system at the factory. Unlike

bugs, birds are not something that can be readily ordered, repelled or controlled.

Beyond bugs and birds, Air-Stream's WiFi network has to contend with other sources of

climatic instability. The rugged tree covered landscape of the Adelaide Hills has a distinct

influence on the weather and, in turn, what kinds of wireless work is necessary and when it

is undertaken.

Ron yawns and apologises, saying he is vel:V tired. I ask if it is due to his baby son. who he has
told me is not yet sleeping through the night. He shakes his head. 'Gully wind'. 'It is really loud
around my house '. I ask him what it is. He looks surprised that I don't know. He explains that
gully wind is vel:V 'SCCII:V' because it is a 'blustery wind. and a big gust can 'make you tumble off
a roof'. This means that sometimes what seems /ike a good time to go up to the roofandfix an
antenna changes when 'up comes the wind' (Field notes 09. 11.(6).

'Gully wind' is a local name for a particular summer weather condition generated from cold

air rushing down the hills into the gullies and out along the plains and it is not just loud, it is

also dangerous for wireless work. Reg's tree node was deliberately designed to

accommodate local winds around his house. Using various types of wire he fastened the pole

to the tree trunk and chains that looped through the box and around the branches. This

method is apparently so effective he can stand on it 'like a platform'. However, despite the

solidity of the setup in the tree, he has little control over the force of the wind on the tree

itself. The wind makes the tree sway which in turn makes the node less reliable than if it

was affixed to a building. Reg says, , Once it was extremely windy and it felt like it was

going to snap. It was moving half a metre side to side' (Interview 19.07.08). The propensity

for this gusty, unpredictable wind serves to shape when wireless work can take place and

also how antennas are built and installed.
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CAUTION
MAGPIE·LARKS IN THIS AREA

MAY SWOOP
(FROM DOVE 2B BELOW)

PROT!CT YOURSELF Ill;
III IIE1JlQ ALERT TO 11IDI PRESEllCE
121 IWSlIIG .. U8RILLl/STlCll / ARM

OV!R lllUII HOD.
131 WURlIIQ I :r/ BIKE Il!1M!I'
141 IF CYCLIlCI, ... l .ut

DO 101',
THROW UY11M l:r UlIPII-LlRI;
11' lAY rna VIlIIIIIOUaY

Fig. 23 . Street signs in cen tra l Ade laide city stree ts alerting locals to presence o f wi ld li fe ( 12.08.( 7).
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What emerges in these accounts is ongoing relationship between technology and the

specifics of the environment in which it is placed; a developing and shifting conversation

between the many actors involved in making WiFi. They provide a clear indication that

members acknowledge realities that exist 'out-there' (Law 2004). Rather than attempting to

order actors into a stable, linear relationship and construct a single definite reality, Air

Stream members are constantly adjusting and adapting to changing circumstances and work

with instabilities.

A 'cocktail' of technical problems

When Dan recounted the Air-Stream network crash he initially attributed the problems to

technical elements of the network. As Mackenzie writes: 'Of all the wireless networks, most

of which are not more than a decade or so old, the most unstable, the most prone to sudden

proliferation or contraction, might be WiFi wireless networks' (2007:95). Because there are

no wires to trace and coupled with the heterogeneous network of actors involved, there are

infinite possible causes of interruption and disconnection. Here, Reg explains the 'unknown'

aspects of the network.

R: It can be just bizarre things sometimes. It can be a lot of things. It can be antenna alignment
signal, or the noise from other types of interference. It can be hardware things. lack of
knowledge. Yep, quite a cocktail. There are some really odd things that have happened. Like
there's a link that's gone down between me and someone else. We pulled it down and put it
back and we're not getting a signal at both ends. So when I find out ['II let you know. So
maybe this weekend well fix it.

K: So how do you approach something like that?

R: You just take things down and look at them. I don't know. Wejust look at the software side
of it first and play around with it as much as we can and ifthat's not working it's probably
hardware or antenna alignment. I guess it's like trying to get something to work that you have
no experience with. I guess. Knowledge helps a lot. But now I have mine pretty down pat. I
know what things can go wrong (Interview with Reg 06.03.07).

Reg cannot describe what is currently wrong with a connection between himself and another

member or how he will fix it. It is a mystery on both fronts. Yet, strikingly, it is not cause for

anxiety. The use of the term 'cocktail' suggests a colourful concoction of different elements

that come together in a playful and leisurely context. Similarly, to 'play around with it as

much as possible' signals that without a known problem there is no distinct or definite way

of approaching it which makes Reg's lack of anxiety all the more intriguing. Similarly,

Simon explains the 'mystery' of WiFi in relation to getting connected:
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S: Everyone I've told is interested. But there is a step that goes from interested to doing stuff
and that's a fairly big step. Purchasing the equipment and stepping into the unknown of
whether you connect or not.

K: Stepping into the unknown? What makes up the unknown in this case'?

S: You never know if you're going to be able to connect or not. The access point might be 100
metres away but there might be a big lead shield between you. Not that it's very likely but
therere so many factors in it. We try and do as many tests at people's places as possible but
some people just purchase the equipment and just go for it. In the case of KelTY, he's got the
equipment and we went over to do a huge setup day and they just couldn't connect. All the
stats said it was right. ligures were tine and trees ok, but there was something blocking it.
That's life. lt'sjust that element of mystery in it. Because while we know how it works we
really don't know how it works. Why is that dish talking to that dish over there and I'm able to
send huge amounts of data'? I guess it's all electro magnetic waves. but is it really? There are
some places that you say it's definitely never going to connect. Therere just too many trees, its
just too far away, too many hills. And we'll get up there and point a dish and you get super
signal and you go, 'Why?' There's no explanation for it but. 'Okay, we'll just accept it and use
it". In most cases you can work it out. You know there's a fair amount of line of sight to do it
but it's never the ultimate case (Interview with Simon 03.03.07).

Simon's version of 'stepping into the unknown' evokes the concepts of openness and

mutability that characterise other aspects of Air-Stream. When he says 'we know how it

works' and 'we really don't know how it works', he reveals how he, and other members are

comfortable with knowing and not knowing the network. Talking about the process of

scaling in the use ofarchitectural models, Yaneva calls this 'knowing it more and knowing it

less at the same time' (2005:870).

These accounts give the impression of inherent instability, which could be read as

threatening to the durability and longevity of the network. Yet, I have provided many

examples of how members build them into the network that in turn draw attention to their

resourceful and innovative abilities to deal with potential problems. They do not attempt to

suppress, overcome or erase unstable actors but rather accommodate and work with them,

thus making them as much a part of their toolbox as the modems, computers and wires that

technically comprise the system. Importantly, members draw attention to these constant

challenges and, in so doing, highlight their ability to ingeniously and resourcefully respond

in diverse ways.

Family involvement

Considering many antennas are located on personal houses (or trees), and given many of the

Air-Stream members are between the ages of eighteen and twenty five and living in the

family home, another area of stability and instability concerns family. Parental approval is

essential to ensure use of materials, tools, the roof and backyard as well as access to, and
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payment of, electricity. However, what might seem a good idea to a twenty two year-old man

may seem less so to the owners of the house, his parents and siblings. I did not encounter

anyone whose family objected to their involvement in the group, but I noted regular

instances of negotiation and intervention. As a result of membership being predominantly

male, these examples emerge in relation to mothers, sisters, wives and girlfriends.

To keep his computer equipment cool, Reg purchased two powerful fans that ran at seven

thousand rpm [revolutions per minute] and installed them up in the tree. They proved

effective for this task but they also had another unexpected feature:

When I was putting it together, the girls [his younger sisters] were saying. 'Are you serious, that's
bloody well loud'. It turned into a pretty funny story. You know how you get those clear skies,
those really quiet nights? Well. my mum's room is IOOmetres away from the tree and she said she
could hear it (Interview with Reg 19.07.08).

The fans may work to keep the technology cool, however because they are located in a

domestic setting, the fact they were 'bloody well loud', meant they had to work in a different

way. To compensate, Reg installed a fan controller so he could adjust the speed, which

addressed the problem in summer and in winter he simply turns it off. The fact that Reg's

mother was unhappy about the noise of the fan shaped the design of his node. Getting power

to an antenna ten metres up a tree also proved to be another issue that involved his mother.

I get power from an electric fence box. We have a power connection outside for an electric
fence box. It [the power cable] runs down the tree. It's strung across two trees and across the
drive way. But it's pretty damn high. so you wouldn't even notice it if you were driving down
the driveway. And then it goes down the side of the paddock about 80metres or something.
Just as long as no one goes there and starts hitting the cable with a hammer or chews through
it. it will be fine. But mum is worried about it. fires and stuff (Interview with Reg 06.03.07).

Despite the fact that this assembly of actors solves the problem, Reg's mother's unsurprising

concern about bushfires again brought about adaptation in node design. His next iteration

involved digging a trench under the paved driveway to the electric fence in which he laid

two ethernet cables and a speaker wire. This undoubtedly involved further negotiation with

his family. All the while his antenna leeched electricity from the domestic grid. His family's

support in terms of resources and good humour, considering the interruptions his activities

cause, illustrate how the network is firmly located in the existing domestic ecology. Here,

Reg talks about his sister:

I might be doing something and her friends will come over and say, 'What the hell is your
brother doing up a tree?' Is he like Spiderman or something?' And [ laugh. They pay me out
[tease him] (Interview with Reg 06.03.07).
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Feminist STS scholars have long drawn attention to the hidden role of women located

behind the scenes of technological systems (Wacjman 1991,2004; Cockburn and Ormrod

1994; Star 1995). Wajcman (2004) argues that, 'their absence is as telling as the presence of

some other actors, and even a condition of that presence' (2004:41). Clearly Reg's mother's

support is essential to the success of his antenna in the network and even his sister and her

friends' jibes serve to fortify his innovative and experimental identity. Although women, and

more broadly families, are pivotal to how the network is made, they are not visible in

representations made by members. It is interesting to note that although Reg says he is

making changes to accommodate his mother's concerns, he is also caught up in the relentless

desire to make WiFi better. A few months later he upgraded again. This time he installed an

uninterruptible power supply (UPS) in the box.

That's another problem I solved. The power was going off a lot at home and we still have no
idea why. But I put that box in to help the power up the tree. The power supply was dying
because the power kept on going off and it was becoming very unreliable. It makes it more
reliable. I thought about solar power for a while but it was too expensive. Could easily have
done it though (Interview with Reg 06.03.07).

Saying he 'could easily have done it' clearly indicates that cost as opposed to skill or

motivation inhibits him from experimenting with solar power. Further upgrades were being

planned in July 2008, but have still not taken place. This time, in an effort to secure an even

more 'reliable' connection to an antenna in the west of the city, he was working with

members to build a tower on his mother's property that would extend even higher into the

sky than what was currently possible with the tree. The regular use of the word 'reliable'

initially appeared paradoxical in these contexts considering the inherent network instability.

Yet, it reveals how members constantly negotiate the desire for stability and remain open to

experimentation. During fieldwork, I heard many comments that reinforced the idea that

WiFi is never finished:

Craig is sitting in the corner ofthe water tower [a new WiFi node site], wiring the new
installation. He and Simon have been talking about all the new connections that will be possible
once this new node is operational. He says he just wants to get everyone connected and that it's
been his dreamfor years. He doesn't stop working on the antenna while he talks and I move closer
so f can hear him properly. f ask him what happens when they all get connected. Simon answers
first: 'We'll just keep upgrading. faster andfaster' (Field notes f 3.08. 06).

What is evident is that WiFi network is never achieved. It is suspended in the state of

making. It can always be something else, something better, faster, stronger and more

reliable. The relentless drive to improve the network also produces constant instability in the

network.
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Moving house, moving antennas

The short-terrn nature of rental property is another kind of challenge for Air-Stream

members. Kerry and Jane had trouble with their rented property. They were penalised for

damage to the roof, apparently caused by Kerry's many installations of different antennas in

his attempts to get connected. As Jason's story at the November 2006 barbeque revealed,

antennas that go 'down' do not always find their way back 'up' again when members move

house. House moves, however, do not always threaten destabilisation to the network.

Sometimes, a new site is more advantageous to the network than the old one. A member on

the website described it as thus: 'Let's hope the new office is some sweet plum location!'

(Accessed 10.02.08, Available at: http://www.air-stream.org.au/blog/ross/sayonara-apana).

Not everyone takes their antenna when they move which results in the installation of another

antenna at the new site. The antenna at Skye for instance was left intact even when the

members who lived there sold the house. Moreover, not all antennas are located on private

houses. Some sites, such as a decommissioned water tower, the rooftop of a Government

health building, office buildings, shopping centres, university buildings and local community

centres come about as a result of members' personal and professional contacts. Although

these sites provide network expansion possibilities, they come with their own instabilities.

The node at Skye is a good example. Despite being technically stable, everything changed

after the theft. Firstly, equipment was stolen and secondly, the owners got worried and rather

than risk another attack on their property, they asked for the remaining equipment to be

removed. Thus, the group lost equipment and a site. Another aspect related to instability of

locations concerns negotiation. Members need to negotiate permission and access to the site,

which necessitates significant research and advance preparation. Tim explains what

happened at one particular site:

It turns out that we got permission from the wrong person. The person that we got permission
to put this up on the building wasn't actually the owner of the building at all. It was some old
lady down the road. She was saying. 'No worries. you're a lovely young boy you can do
whatever you want on my roof. But she didn't realise we were referring to a completely
different building. Yeah, we got a nasty letter the next day. I think it was a week later. 'What
are you guys doing with all this stuff on our root'?' (Interview with Tim 08.03.07).

Although nodes that move can temporarily destabilise Air-Stream's network, new members

and new locations also provide new opportunities. In view of this, instability plays an

important role in the expansion of the network.
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Volunteers, time and skills

Because I've got so many other commitments 1tend to squeeze it [Air-Stream activity] in instead
of sleep most of the time (Interview with Tim 08.03.07).

Technology use is bound up in the rhythms of time in daily life. Studies of domestic media

consumption have thoroughly demonstrated that concepts of 'family time' and 'personal

time' are not the same as standard clock time. They take on their own temporal logics

(Nippert-Eng 1996; Lally 2002). STS literatures give the impression that membership in a

social group is ordered, organised and relatively simple to trace in science and engineering.

There is a linear trajectory of skills development that can be traced according to materials

and machines in specific places and is largely governed by time. Traweek's (1988)

ethnography of high-energy physicists, for instance, has at its core a preoccupation with

time. She writes of their 'everyday anxieties about the terrible loss of time' (1988: 17).

In the course ofa career a physicist learns the insignificance of the past. the fear of having too
little time in the present and the anxiety about obsolescence in the face of a too rapid
advancing future (ibid).

Time is clearly important to Tim but in ways more ambiguous than to Traweek's physicists.

The use of 'squeeze' signals how he adapts and accommodates his wireless work around less

flexible commitments in his life. The concept of volunteer time is further fragmented across

the group. As illustrated at the barbeque in Chapter Four, the group is primarily made up of

men aged between eighteen to twenty five and forty to fifty. Ron explained to me how this

age gap is aligned to life stages (Field notes 09.11.06). When members get to a 'certain age',

about twenty five, they get a girlfriend and 'disappear'. Ito (2006, 2008) notes a similar SOli

of disengagement in her volunteer anime translation groups. Similarly, the 'middle range'

members get 'busy' with jobs or family life. They 'discover' or 'return' to Air-Stream when

they have time again. While a shifting membership of this nature spells potential

destabilisation of a highly ordered and hierarchical system, in the context of Air-Stream it

means a diverse group share the financial, social and technical burden of the network. Ron

who is forty five and Tim who is twenty three years old are good examples of these two

types of members.

Kat: So. were you on the roof last night?

Tim: No 1wasn't. [was there during the day.

Ron: Our members spend a lot of time on roofs.

T: I don't spend a lot of time, but [go up there regularly.

R: The youngies. they don't have a lot of time on the weekend and they can never plan things.
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T: We don't sleep. We think of doing something at 10 o' clock so we just do it.

R: Those with families and things have to organise things during the day. They [youngies] haven't
got children to put to bed (laughs) (Interview with Tim and Ron 02.03.06).

Younger members are more likely to do emergency, evening or weekend work and invest

more of their disposable income while those with family commitments invest infrastructure

and materials in the network. Older members need more time to plan their involvement and

have periods when they cannot do wireless work. As a result large installation events that

require lots of volunteers are not organised around long weekends, Christmas or Easter

breaks. Likewise, some ofthe younger members are not available during university exam

times or when music festivals come to Adelaide. The heterogeneous and disordered nature of

the group means that someone is always available to do wireless work. This also means that

an unstable membership actually contributes to the stability of the group.

Another aspect of stability and instability concerns what volunteers actually do in the group.

Ron regularly reminds people in meetings, on the website and in emails that the network is

only as good as what members put into it.

Peter. talking about new instaf!ation plans, says it might only be two key sites and some upgrades
but 'it 'I! make a big impact on the city '. It will 'open up the south and double the network'. There
are excited murmurs in the group, Ron interrupts, curbing the enthusiasm a little. 'Yes, but it only
gets done ifpeople do it'. 'It's only as good as the members who make it and sometimes people get
busy'. He talks about how sometimes people just think the committee will do it but the committee
is made up ofpeople with busy lives. He says. its 'up to all ofus to get it up and running' (Field
notes 28.06.06).

Without members' skills, bodies, houses, money, time and financial investments as well as

the often overlooked, yet essential support of their families, the network would not exist.

The technical cannot be separated from social or natural actors. Craig and Peter provide

illustrative examples of the range of investments considered vital to the success of the Air

Stream network:

Craig starts tofit the antennas together. There is a new pre-packaged antenna and one made
ofhouse guttering. As I watch. Peter joins me and I ask where these devices camefrom.
Without looking up, Craig says 'Hoist' at the same time Peter says 'the benefactor '. I look to
both ofthem to explain. Craig points to a logo on discarded plastic and says the company who
makes this stuffis Hoist. 'As in Hi!!s hoist?' He says. 'Yes, they make lots ofstuff'. Then I look
to Peter and ask him who the benefactor is. He points to Craig who I can see is smiling as he
looks down on his work. I ask him how much he has donated to the group. He looks up briefly,
smiling and looks down at the antenna again before saying: 'Five to ten thousand, I guess'
(Field notes 13.08.06).
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At twenty, Craig is one of the youngest in the group and its most significant financial

supporter. Single, living at home and working during the day in a local laundry means he

also has more flexible time than other older members with families. He is quite happy to be

on-call if something breaks. Peter, forty, is one ofthe older members and married with two

sons, views his participation to the group in a different way.

Ron is drilling into the wa//s tofit the antenna brackets, Craig and Simon are wiring the new
antennas and Reg is precariously hanging out ofa window fitting an antenna. Peter and [ have
been running errands as general 'dogsbodies '. We stop to watch the others and he says he
wants to be part ofit but he doesn't have the 'technology speciality', but supports them in
other ways and points to our lunch wrappers. An hour earlier we both went to buy lunchfor
everyone. He says he doesn't have the disposable income like Craig who is a single young guy
with his first job and is 'really passionate' about it and his commitment is to it 'evelY waking
moment '. Peter admits he doesn't have that passion but he is more interested in people and
being involved. He also has a carfrom work and they supply him withfreefuel. even on
weekends. 'So that is my contribution '. He laughs, 'I carry around gear' (Field notes
13.08. (6).

Craig and Peter were both voted on to the committee at the 2007 AGM in recognition of

their contributions to the network. Although differently configured, both investments are

equally valued. During my fieldwork, Peter became Air-Stream Secretary and merchandise

manager and Craig became responsible for Network Planning and Administration. These

examples illustrate how varying levels of personal time and investment do not splinter the

group, but instead render it cohesive. Furthermore, these roles are not static. As an

illustrative example, I describe how I was encouraged to participate in the group.

At the end ofthe night, [talk with Peter about the extra work he and Craig have to do on an
antenna and ask if[ can join them. He says yes and writes down my mobile number and email
in his book. Ron sees him do this and Peter looks up. He says, 'Kat is going to come and take
photos for us '. ['171surprised. We hadn 't talked about me taking on any particular role,
especially a role so clearly dejined. Ron says, 'She's a volunteer you know. She can be a
general dogs body too ', Peter laughs at this. 'But I'm the dogsbody, that's my job' (Field notes
26.07.(6).

My initial reaction was one of relief and concern. I was relieved that I was being involved

but anxious about being given a role, especially that of the photographer. Aware of Pink

(2000) who became a photographer as a way into the bullfighting world, I was wary of

committing to such a firm and defined role. How would I see how members themselves took

and used photos if I was doing it? I discovered however, that I had been 'tagged'.

Explaining how committee members could better leverage other members involvement in the
group, Ron says that people generally don't put up their hands, so you have to 'notice a
thread' posted by a person on the website and say. 'Ross, I'd like your help '. Then you 'tag
them' to help out on a certain area. (Field notes 07.0 I. (7)
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Being tagged is an invitation to participate and contribute. It recognises a person's interest or

skill and leverages it in the context ofthe group. It is a pivotal step in becoming an active

member in Air-Stream, however, as with other aspects of the group, it is not a permanent or

inflexible role. Importantly, I was not considered the photographer. Several people also had

cameras on the day and we pooled photos for posting on the website. As per Ron's

comments, Peter had interpreted my research blog, ubiquitous notepad and camera, not

unsurprisingly, as an interest in taking photos and documenting events and used it to attach

me to the group.

Tagging in this sense bears little similarity to physical tags in books and more with social

classification systems like Delicious or Tumbl/ i that classify and link content together but

do not limit meaning to one place. These digital tags are multiply constitutive and infinitely

flexible. Weinberger calls this 'the new digital disorder' whereby tags no longer have to

abide by the 'silent limitations' of single possibilities (2007:7). He explains, 'In the past,

everything had its one place - the physical world demanded it - but now everything has its

places: multiple categories, multiple shelves. This is the miscellany of modern life' (ibid).

For Air-Stream, tagging signals a different way of enrolling people in certain activities than

Henderson's (1999) concept of conscription. Although both account for how visual

representations organise people, they do so in very different ways. To conscript is to compel

someone or something into service. In the armed forces, for example, a recruit is not asked

to comply; there is little choice. In engineering, Henderson describes how the 'conscriptive

quality of these visual representations is so strong that participants find it difficult to

communicate about the design without them' (1999:74). In Air-Stream, tagging serves to

bring people together to get work done, however, individuals retain choice and flexibility to

take on other jobs and interpret them as they wish. Members can also be multiply tagged.

Much like the clusters that regularly formed in Air-Stream meetings and in the quadrangle

around the barbeque, being tagged created different networks of possibility.

Building interruption into the system - the 'other broadband'

Air-Stream members give the impression of being familiar with interruption. Anything that

goes wrong can be fixed, thus defusing the threat to destabilise the network. They are

fundamental to innovation and experimentation. This is echoed in the structure of the

network itself.

27 See http:www!!.delicious.com and http://www.tumblr.com



Air-Stream is a networked infrastructure not dissimilar to the internet itself in that it operates

by connecting individual nodes to create networks that enable people to transmit and receive

data signals. As a result, there is no one central hub of the system. Using these dedicated

channels, 'backbone' nodes transmit data full speed to and from these key points and

distribute it between their attached clients. Each can support up to thirty simultaneous

connections to smaller 'client nodes' and Dan's was one of these. The central point to glean

from this technical description is that the Air-Stream network is deliberately constructed to

accommodate variability. It views constant unpredictability as strength. Redundancy is built

into the network. Ron explains how he tells new people that:

[You] can actually set up your own telecommunications network and they go. 'Oooh. so we
get the next level of member who wants to set up access points and have them. what we calL
back boned to other access point and that's the redundancy system we were talking about. So if
you have an access point and people connect to that then if you can provide two points and
preferably three points of connection of other networks then if that network fails it can go
through that (Interview with Ron 16.01.06).

Ron's use of the term 'telecommunications network' signals a distinctive aspect of Air

Stream's use of WiFi. It makes clear members' interest in connecting to one another instead

of connecting to the internet. Air-Stream's distinctive position is made clear in Fig. 24, a

poster produced for and distributed at the group's annual Open Day held at a local primary

school for the purpose of demonstrating what the group actually does to members of the

public. At a time when broadband has become synonymous with the internet, images like

this unsettle conventional understandings of technical infrastructure largely constructed

through engagement with commercial ISf's.

Volunteer community wireless groups around the world differ according to technical

legalities, landscape nuances and, as I will briefly discuss, their vision of connectivity and

view on the internet shapes their infrastructure and in turn their visual culture (Fig. 25). Ile

Sans rn", a community wireless network in Montreal, Canada, has set up a completely

different network to Air-Stream. They believe the internet should be free and encourage

people to connect with each other through it. Technically, Ile Sans Fil do this by installing

'hotspots', in a similar style to commercial providers, in local cafes, parks and residential

houses. This group is less concerned with networked infrastructure and more with a series of

distributed points through which people can access the internet for free. They directly pitch

themselves in competition with Iocal ISf's. In 2005 I attended the World Summit of Free

2x I have randomly chosen this group but I could have selected any number of community wireless organisations
that operate in a similar way - such as Consume in London (http.z/www.consume.org), NYCWireless in New
York (http.z/www.nycwircless.org), CUwin in Champagne Urbana (http.z/www.cuwin.net) or Portland Telco in
Oregon (http://www.portlandtelco.net).



Information Infrastructures conference (WSFII 2005). Benoit Gregoire of Ile Sans Fit told

the audience that at that time Montreal had the highest free WiFi coverage in the world with

fifty-eight hotspots and ten thousand users, managed by thirty-five community member

volunteers (Field notes 01.10.05). He boasted how the success of the community group had

reduced the cost of commercial internet access from seven to three US dollars per hour.

Couched in commercial framework, this group measures itself in terms of economically

disadvantaging competition by destroying the ISP consumer base. Fundamentally, Ile Sans

Fit and ISPs both deliver the internet via a central pipe to an individual user. People connect

to the internet first and then to others. However, if the exchange through which the internet

is piped crashes, then connection lost, and people become disconnected to one another, until

it is fixed. The hub of the system is central to connectivity.

Air-Stream's 'other broadband' is different. It uses a distributed network that supports

interdependent relationships between many clients (Fig. 8). There is no one central hub in

this system, or any limit to how far it can expand. Instead each node is 'backboned' into the

network via multiple dedicated paths or pipes. Using these dedicated channels backbone

antennas transmit data full speed to and from attached clients. This pattern is repeated with

the next closest antenna and so forth, which means a person in the south east of the city can

connect to someone else in the north-west. With this infrastructure Air-Stream connect

people to one another, not just to the internet. In replicating the structure of the internet, Air

Stream create alternative ways to join people together. However, rather then connecting

nodes all over the world, Air-Stream nodes are deeply embedded in the local landscape; on

member's houses, backyard sheds, factories and office buildings. This is how Air-Stream

members make a local version of the internet.

Because breakdown, mistakes and malfunctions are built into the Air-Stream system, they

are not considered interruptive in the traditional sense of the word. Interruptions do not

happen to the Air-Stream system, they are part afthe system. They do not cause failure but

rather provide opportunities for members to learn about the technology and adapt the system.

The study offailure is important in STS (Ackrich 1992; Law and Calion 1992; Latour 1996).

In his analysis of Aramis, Latour (1996) links its failure to the fact that no one cared enough

about it to guarantee its survival. For Latour, a technology needs to be able to connect to

existing networks, which enable it to become stable and therefore durable. This reflects the

dedication and range of financial, emotional and material investments required to keep the

Air-Stream network operative. In other words, it needs to be constantly loved.
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Yet in spite of its fragility, its sensitivity, how have we treated it? Like an uncomplicated
development project that could unfold in successive phases from the drawing boards to a metro
system that would run with 14.000 passengers an hour in the south Paris region every day:
twenty-four hours a day. Here is our mistake, one we all made, the only one we made. You had
a hypersensitive project. and you treated it as if you could get it through under its own steam.
You believed in the autonomy of technology (1996:292).

The success and durability of the Air-Stream network lies in two aspects of the network: its

constant care and sustained commitment of a small group of vigilant users and the

distributed nature of its technological design. Because the network is never considered

completed or finished, it is therefore constantly monitored. This means that if something

breaks, a member of the group immediately races to site to address the issue. The distributed

network of nodes means that if one breaks down or is stolen, only smaller nodes, like Dan's,

are disconnected. For everyone else, data is re-routed away from this point. This enables

Air-Stream's network to continue to work in the presence of absent or dysfunctional points

and means that a crashed node in the north of the network has little, if no, impact on the

south of the network. Constant interruptions to the system, coupled with the constant

monitoring by its users, therefore serves to strengthen it.

Although this helps to understand why Dan was the only one disconnected, it does not

explain the role of Air-Stream's visual representations, such as the node map, in this

unstable system. What value are representations of a network that constantly changes? What

becomes evident in Air-Stream is that unlike science or engineering inscriptions, members

do not expect their visual representations to point to a fixed reality. In fact, no single

inscription is expected to bear sole responsibility for representing the network. Instead, the

map, like the many others enrolled in the network, operates as part of Air-Stream's visual

culture. An illustrative example of this is provided by my experience at Software Freedom

Day, a public ass event held at a local community centre. [ helped set up the Air-Stream

display table in one of the classrooms. Piles of A4 colour network maps, a range of hand

made antennas, open laptops running live demo's of the network and other printed 'how-to'

documentation lined the tables. A large poster version of the network map was stuck to the

door and photos from installations were projected onto a wall. There were also building

sessions and online trials.

Ron. Simon. Tim, Peter. Dave and Craig are all wearing black Air-Stream t-shirts with
different logos. jeans or shorts. Kerry. Janet, Kevin and Peter. are also members ofthe local
Linzer group. so they are in bright orange Software Freedom Day t-shirts and are busy setting
lip displays in a nearby room. Jane saved me one. which I am wearing even though I am sitting
in the Air-Stream room. These classroom wal/s do little to keep members in the one spot
though. They regularly move between rooms. helping to demo antennas and talking in the hall
and around the barbie in the carpark. Visitors to the event are mostly men. who arrive alone.
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with a girlfriend or wife and are immediately greeted at the door by Ron or Peter who,
depending on the new person's level ofknowledge direct them to various points around the
room. In addition to the display a/photos, antennas and maps, Simon and Craig are working
on laptops, preparing online demo's, and nearby Reg, 'with his younger brother, is putting
together a wireless box to go into a tree near his parent's house (Field notes 17.09.06).

Although WiFi is technically invisible and intangible, in this room and at this time, a diverse

array of visual representations made it clearly visible and knowable. And, it did so in

multiple co-located ways. This scene reinforces what I have argued in the last chapter about

the disordered design of Air-Stream's visual culture. The visual culture of the group

provides stable points of attachment that serve to attract and recruit new members and

echoes what has been written about inscriptions in STS. Yet paradoxically, many different

versions of the network were simultaneously present and members and visitors alike

gathered them in varying assemblies. This further illustrates Tim's comments about the

range of visual presentations deliberately made to encourage new people to 'visually attach'

to the group. Moreover, at this event, these assemblies of representations were tailored to the

visitor's knowledge, interest, eagerness of their partner to get away and the aroma of the

outside barbeque. It suggests what Law describes as 'an object that wasn't fixed, an object

that moved and slipped between different practices in different sites' (2004:79).

However, the fact that Air-Stream representations co-exist in overlapping and contradictory

ways signals something beyond simple slippage. Looking even closer at one of these

representations reveals further variable complexity. During my year with the group, five

versions of Air-Stream's node map were distributed at meetings, at events such as Software

Freedom Day and on the website (Figs. 26, 27). Each represents a version of Air-Stream's

network at a particular time, which illustrates how it constantly changes. Looking closer

still, we see how instability is inscribed into each one. As introduced in Chapter Two, the

map is a two-dimensional geographic representation of Adelaide over which is inscribed a

series oflabeled dots and lines. The dots indicate the location of nodes and the lines between

are connections. The colour of the lines indicates the status of connections; working

connections are black, those in need of upgrading are pink and ones currently offline but

soon to be fixed are blue. In June 2007. further variance was introduced with new colours

representing the type of WiFi connections. Upgraded connections became visible as well. In

addition to illustrating the network coverage across Adelaide, the map operates as a working

tool, used by Air-Stream to make plans. Clearly, it does not represent a single reality of the

network at anyone time. It represents, to borrow from Mol (2002), the multiple network. In

view of this, the map is better understood in relation to other contingent and messy

assemblies of the Air-Stream network.
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Fig. 26. An updated network node map being dis trib uted at an A ir-S trea m meetin g (28.02.07).

Fig. 27. A selection of"Air-Stream' s network node maps
(Se pt 2006. Feb 2007. June 2007. Feb 2( 08).
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Conclusion

Air-Stream members delight in the unpredictability of their WiFi network. They view the

interruptions as challenges that do not threaten their understanding and use of the

technology, but rather serve to create an adventure of achieving a connection. In the process

of constantly making and re-making WiFi, Air-Stream members have the opportunity to

display their ingenuity in overcoming diverse impediments. Just as Singleton illustrated that

'ongoing instability characterises and lubricates the continuation of the CSP' (1998: I02), I

have shown how constant instability shapes and strengthens the network. Moreover, echoing

Kleif and Faulkner (2003) I have shown how fun and playful aspects of the infrastructure are

important in attending to the constant instability of the network. Reg's tree node solution is a

key example. Placing a node in a tree is not a problem free solution. In many ways it

manifests new and unexplored territory. The tree sways in the wind, there is increased

possibility offire from the electricity cables and rain and the box is more susceptible to bugs

and birds. Yet, rather than irritants, unstable actors are folded into the 'unknown', 'mystery'

and challenge of making WiFi and provide opportunities for new forms of expression and

imagining the technology.

In view of this, what is clear is that getting connected is the aim of the group, more so than

connection itself. As a result, this chapter provides a twist on Green and Harvey's

'imperative to connect' in which they asked 'what disconnections are entailed in connecting'

(1999: 12 emphasis in original). Conversely, I found that disconnections, in the form of

constant instability that interrupts the network, provide the means for connection in Air

Stream. Without the constant threat of disconnection, the group would not be as strong as it

is and its innovative spirit would not be as vigorous or demanding. Drawing attention to the

close association between men and the wireless network also serves to highlight the lack of

women in the group. Although mothers, sisters, girlfriends and wives are integral to the

success of the network, their involvement and presence is largely invisible, hidden behind

the scenes.

This chapter has shown how the ability to deal with the unknown is central to the group. As

Singleton (1998) has argued, lab workers need 'good' and 'bad' samples in order to do their

job, so too do Air-Stream members. In view of this, it is possible to suggest that instability

makes members better technology designers. [ have argued that Air-Stream members make

WiFi not in spite of interruption, but because of it. Moreover, it is fundamental to how the

group innovates.
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Chapter Six.

Mods, middlework and making-do
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In this chapter I examine how Air-Stream members make their work-in-progress, or

middlework, visible in the public domain and the consequences this has on how the network

is shaped. Although middlework is recognised and valued within STS for its role in the

construction of knowledge, it is hidden from public view. Specifically, I trace how Air

Stream members 'mod' [modify] a range of materials in the process of making WiFi, and

how this approach acknowledges and, moreover, celebrates the virtues of a technology that

constantly breaks and requires mending. To better understand the nature of this aspect of

their visual culture, I introduce the concept of 'making-do': a unique Australian approach to

technological innovation and adaptation borne of intractable places and conditions. Then,

drawing on Miller and Slater's (2002) study of Trinidadian's who displayed an 'affinity' to

the internet, I suggest 'making-do' accounts for why Air-Stream men appear to 'take to'

WiFi.

Making middlework public

At a monthly meeting, Ron asked Peter and Craig to update the group on an antenna they

had built and installed over the weekend on a domestic roof in the northern suburbs of

Adelaide. Using the digital projector in the school computer room, photos were projected on

the screen behind the teacher's desk (Fig. 28).

Peter and Craig stay in their seats while the rest ofthe group talk over the top 0/a series 0/
photos on the wa!! screened by Simon, who has connected his laptop to the projector. We see
photos ofthe two men clutching bulging shopping bags in a local hardware shop, working
with tools in a suburban backyard and squatting in the butted edges 0/ iron sheeting on the
roo/0/a house. Peter explains how they had to 'mod' [modify} their initial plans. Thefirst
'mod' came about when they were/aced with 'stuff-all' selection oftripod masts at the shop so
decided to make their own. They bought a nine-foot pole, some sma!!er lengths ofpiping, nuts
and bolts. Theyflattened the tubing/or strength but found the bolts were too small, so they
returned to the shop/or new ones. Later, they encountered the extreme incline ofthe roo/and
more 'mods' were needed to ensure the mast was strong enough to withstand the wind and
local birdlife, yet could be brought downfor repair and upgrades. But it wasn't easy. Peter
says: 'We kept sliding down, everything kept sliding down the gutter '. Despite this he thinks
they did a goodjob because, 'it 'I!still be there ifa bloody hurricane comes through '. They
also had extra pressure getting it done within a pre-agreed time to avoid inconveniencing the
homeowner. But, because ofthe 'mods' they had to leave before they could troubleshoot an
'untrustworthy cable', which means they have to return next weekend. Ron congratulates the
men saying he 'loves' their photos because 'they show how it is donefrom scratch', 'they show
ordinary blokes doing stuff' and 'he likes the StOl:V they tell' (Field notes 26.07.(6).

This field note captures the group's interest in work that happens in the middle, between raw

materials and the finished node - the 'rniddlework'. Ifmembers were only interested in a

finished node, a very different story might have unfolded. Perhaps then Peter and Craig

might have waited until the node was actually working. Remarkably, the very thing the node
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does, that it is built to do, is not the focus of these representations. Instead, Peter and Craig's

visual story draws attention to the 'mods' involved in making WiFi. Mods are modifications

that come about when things do not quite fit as a result of changing conditions or available

materials. For Air-Stream members, modding involves adjusting pre-purposed plans in line

with the nuances of materials, the location, personal skills and time restraints. Mods reveal

an ability to adapt to changing circumstances and unexpected happenings. As Ron points

out, Peter and Craig are 'ordinary blokes doing stuff', which highlights the contrast of a

highly sophisticated and complex digital technology in the hands of male backyard

technologists. Further still, recognition and reward, in the form of Ron's comments, springs

not from smooth and exact results but from encounters with a range of contingent

assemblies, tangents and variations. As a result, this field note reveals the value attributed to

resourceful adaptability and ingenious practical knowledge and in doing so, it renders

visible, and public, the invisible process of making WiFi. Focusing on members' interest in

middlework suggests that conventional parameters of success and failure, or even start and

finish, are inadequate for understanding how members assess their activities and determine

what is valuable or not.

In the last chapter, I argued that Air-Stream make WiFi not in spite of instability, but

because of it. In this chapter, I draw attention to where this instability, in the form of

middlework, is located. Scientists and engineers traditionally do much of their work away

from the public eye. Although experimenting with materials and ideas is axiomatic in STS in

these contexts, what I call middlework always takes place behind the scenes. Latour and

Woolgar have shown how inscriptions have a 'direct relationship to 'the original substance"

from where they originate but the 'intervening material activity and all aspects of what is

often a prolonged and costly process are bracketed off' (1979:51). A study by Delamont and

Atkinson (200 I) on the 'socialisation' of science students demonstrates how the role of mess

is considered an essential but intrinsically secret pmt of scientific knowledge. They illustrate

the 'reality shock' experienced by students as they move from the controlled and predictable

world of academia to the frustrating 'real' world of science. To become good at science

Delamont and Atkinson (2001) show how students are taught to produce inscriptions that

completely discount and dispense with messy middlework. They call this 'textual

enculturation', whereby the mistakes, vagaries and uncertainties are removed and replaced

by successes and final results (200 I: I03). Stripping away mess results in precise singular

accounts of the world, deliberately sought after by scientists to form layers for their

cascading knowledge structures. By contrast. being a 'newbie' in Air-Stream is very much

about learning to embrace and celebrate both mess and middlework.
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The fact that middlework takes place behind the scenes in more traditional science and

technology arenas means that there is always tension between private instability and public

stability . Upon attending a conference that deliberately provided an opportunity to voice

med ical practice unce rtainties about the cervical screening programme (CSP), Singleton

notes 'ambivalent hostility toward voicing the indeterminacy and instabilities ' (1998 :99).

Even in circumstances where unpredictability and uncertainty are recognised as essential to

the durability of the system, they are resolutely hidden behind the scenes. Singleton goes so

far as to suggest 'the exposure of instability could threaten the existence ofCS P and the

laboratory' (1998:99). Although instability is central to the efficacy of the CSP programme,

it transforms into a threat should it ever come under public scrutiny. This is even more

extreme than Henderson' s engineers who were 'embarrassed' that she saw 'the messiness of

the process. the sketches in the margins. the further corrections to the drawings as the

machines got built' (1999:205). Specifically. what upset them was the fact she was seeing

'the contrast between actual practice and the myth of technological development, which is

supposed to occur in smooth outgrowth from clear scientific formula applied to human

needs ' (ibid ). This was not the case for Air-Stream members who routinely made their

messy middlework visible to each other and to me and for whom meetings, the website and

other open public events. were precisely the right forums in which to voice instabilities and

indeterminacy.

Air-Stream members ' informal way of revealing middlework is therefore striking. In this

chapter I am particularly interested in exploring how middlework functions for Air-Stream. I

will now describe in detail how a node gets built installed and connected to the network in

order to explore what motivates members to engage in this practice and correspondingly

what emerges from making middlework public. In particular, I follow one member's attempt

to get connected to the network.

Fig. 18. Peter and Craig (seated) ' update th~ group using photos projected on a screen (16.07.06).
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Making the network, not just consuming it

I have recently put up an AP [access point or antenna] for testing purposes. If anyone is
interested. especially those in the Athelstone/ Newton/ Rostreveor/ Campbelltown/ Highbury
Area. please have a stumble29

• It's a high power setup with omni. the ssm is Air-Stream
Athelstone-Test. Doing some wardriving'" myself it seems to be fairly easy to pick up "this
side' of St Ignatius. in the upper area of Rostrevor, in the upper Athelstone area. Maximum
distance I picked it up with just a mag-mount antenna on the car was 1.6kms. I couldn't pick it
up driving along George Road because the landscape falls into a bit of a valley there plus there
are massive trees in St Ignatius grounds. Anyway. if you can see the Campbelltown soccer
club building from your roof there is a good chance you can stumble my AP. I remember from
nodedb [node database] there were a few people in my area interested/waiting for activity.
Please come out of the wood works and contact me if you are interested in connecting a node.
want help with a stumble or have a suggestion for another backbone link.

Dave's website post (Posted 01.11.06. Accessed 02. I 1.06.
Available at: http://www.air-stream.org.au/node/854)

Dave announced plans on the Air-Stream website to install an antenna on his parent's

backyard shed, ten kilometres north east of Adelaide's city centre and called for 'a helping

hand or two'. After responding to his post, he emailed me:

Just to let you know that Sunday is going ahead. I am combining the AP [access point or
antenna] raising with a BBQ with cooking starting at II am (Field notes 11.11.06).

Dave's webpost firmly communicates his plans and begins to establish his antenna in the

network and in the Adelaide suburbs and surrounding areas and uses both to enrol

volunteers, which, in the context ofrepresentations in science, means he is 'recruiting allies'

(Latour and Woolgar 1979). Implicit in the webpost is an intimate knowledge of

topographical nuances of the landscape and cartographic directions, such as what the soccer

club building looks like and where key streets are located. In this instance, WiFi is not

'everywhere' but rather can be 'picked up' in particular places in suburban Adelaide.

Moreover, Dave is clearly not at all sure what will happen. On one hand he writes about

'securing' equipment and 'picking up' signals in key areas and on the other, he mentions

'chance', 'testing' and 'looking forward', which implies there is little that is definite or fixed

about what he is about to do.

To gain a sense of what Dave is planning to do, it helps to understand how he got involved

in the group. At twenty-two years old, Dave is a small compact man with dark hair and a

quiet considered manner. Recently graduated with a degree in engineering and computer

systems, he had been working on contract for a variety of Adelaide companies but was

2') Stumbling is also known as site surveying. It involves scanning for the wireless signals around a specific
location and results in a series of textural and graphic representations of 'wireless noise'. It is a visual inscription
device that is explored in detail in Chapter Seven.
31l Wardriving is similar to stumbling but it involves driving around in search of wireless signals.
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looking for full time work in the area of industrial automation. I first met Dave at the June

2006 monthly meeting and regularly saw him at meetings and events over the year, such as

the Software Freedom Day and the Air -Stream LAN party (AS LAN) . In addition to

ethnographic interviews conducted during these and other interactions we also met

specifically for a recorded two -hour interview. I initia lly thought Dave was a 'newbie' like

me, because on several occasions I introduced him to other members, however I discovered

he knew about the group from the very beginning. He attended the group's first Open Day in

2000 and kept in touch with Tim and other ' original members' via the website and IRC

[Internet Relay Chat - a collaborative instant message software] . He attended meetings in

2004 and joined ' offic ia lly ' at the end of2005 . He explains:

l wasnt really that well known. I was in the background a little bit. [ used to go on the IRe
channel and used to know a few people from there. [ kept updated with all the ir activities. [
used to actually go around. the term is wardriving, [ would connect up to the network whilst
sitt ing in my car and sort of browse around and have a look. But [ wasn 't really involved in
such a capacity as going along and meet ing people and doing installs and things that [ have
been doing the past year (Interview with Dave 20.02.07).

The open culture of the group enabled Dave to participate in Air-Stream from the outside.

However, he did not feel 'involved' until he started 'doing installs and things ' which signals

the impo rtance of contribution. As I have been arguing throughout being an Air-Stream

member is not about using a technology, but about making and customising it without the

limitations of bandwidth, regulations and cost imposed by ISPs (Fig . 29) . Members become

pari ofa community, not just a consumer ofa service. They are expected to develop the

network. This is clearly not a one -way relationship, but rather speaks of a multi -directional

engagement with the technology. In line with this, Dave is not only raising an antenna at his

house in order to connect to the network, he is also contributing to the expansion of Air

Stream's coverage across the city, which in turn helps build in redundancy should anything

go wrong.

Mem bership

Membership to Air -StrCC1 m Wir eless Incorporated is only SSO per yeilr nnd all memb ership fees go only to

tile deve lopment of tile network. Mem bers have full voting r ights and are encour aged to contribute to tile

deployment of resources and development of the ass ectatlon.

Fig . 29 . A description of Air-Stream membership
(Accessed 10.06 .06. Available at: http ://www.air-stream .org .au/membership).
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In Chapters Four and Five, I argued that Air-Stream's network reveals multiple and fluid

characteristics. I showed how fluid technologies (de Laet and Mol's 2000) and multiple

systems (Mol 2002) are firmly embedded in complex heterogeneous networks, yet they also

operate independently. For instance, although many versions of diseases co-exist and

overlap, an individual can still be diagnosed with atherosclerosis. Similarly, the water pump

is fluidly distributed around the country in lots of small villages but it retains the ability to

work independently. These objects are simultaneously multiple and singular. The Air-Stream

network is different. The network is comprised of multiple distributed nodes, however, no

one person can make the network and a single node does not work on its own. It is made up

of lots of smaller actors that gather together to form the larger network. Furthers still, it

relies upon individual participation and contribution interconnected in a collective

collaborative system. This is why Dave's node needs to connect to other points in the

network in order to gain strength and reliability. Every new antenna has the dual purpose of

reinforcing the reliability of the service and providing more opportunities for new people to

get connected to the network.

Barbeques, sheds, families and other contingencies

It is midday 'when Ifinally spot the house in a neat row ofsingle storey brick bungalows set in
neat garden edged lawns. Wheeling my bike along a paved driveway I see two men standing
around a smoky barbeque infront ofan open and veryfull backyard shed. They spot me and
the older man yells over his shoulder, 'Dave. one ofyourFiends is here'. Looking past the two
men and into the shed. I see Dave sitting on a garden chair with his laptop. He is surrounded
by detritus ofsuburbia: bikes. garden benches. old paint tins. hammers and shovels. bits of
wood. fishing rods. lawn mowers. hoses. insect repellent. garden poisons. camping equipment
and ladders. I also see two women on a swinging sun seat at the edge ofthe house. They
warmly welcome me. asking if I want something to drink. I hear yelling inside the house and
Dave's sister explains 'the boys are playing games inside'. I ask ifthey arefrom Air-Stream.
She shakes her head. It's Dave's younger brother and one ofhisFiends also here to help
(Field notes 13.11.06).

This field note presents a strikingly different vision of new technology development. Instead

of negotiating access to a sterile laboratory or corporate office filled with carefully

catalogued materials, expensive machinery and suitably attired technicians, I have been

invited to a sprawling single storey brick bungalow, surrounded by neatly mowed yet

drought ridden lawn, a shed and small vegetable patch on a very typical Sunday afternoon;

the whine of a lawn mower, a cat, the scorching sun, a smoking barbeque and extended

family and friends. As discussed in Chapter Five, Air-Stream's network is made up of a

series of interconnected nodes located on private houses, commercial factories and
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supermarkets across the city. Depending on the location, members' homes provide crucial

sites for the network because they are free and easily accessible should something go wrong.

As a result domestic infrastructures are pivotal in making volunteer community WiFi.

Unlike Kerry and Jane however, Dave will not have to negotiate with a disgruntled landlord

should something happen to the roof and unlike Jason, he will not have to pack it up, if and

when, he moves away from home. He does, however, need parental permission and support

to build and install a node. In this case, he has successfully negotiated the roof of the

backyard shed.

Dave introduces me to his brother in-law and his dad. who wearing an apron and flourishing a
pair oftongs says, 'We're cooking skippi", Looking at the hotplate I see quite a lot of 'skippy
[kangaroo)', but he points out that in addition to kangaroo fillets. there are the usual chops,
'snags [sausages] and onions. I lean my bike against the fence, peer around the corner ofthe
house looking around for the node, the reason why I am at the barbie. but instead I see a large
ping-pong table, covered in afloral plastic tablecloth and set with twelve places. I feel relief
that [ am not late and I start to worry that I should have told them I am a vegetarian (Field
notes 13.11.06),

As described in Chapter Four, barbeques are regular features of Air-Stream events such as

summer meetings in the school quadrangle, at large installation events and at the annual

Open Day where antenna shoot-outs and product demonstrations are set up next to 'snag'

packed hotplates. (Images like Fig. 30, signal the normative intertwining of WiFi and

barbeques in the group). Although [ initially found the combination of wireless technology

and barbequed meat surprising, as [ have argued earlier, the Air-Stream barbeque says less

about the actual food on offer and more about the socialising it makes possible. What

surprised me, in this instance therefore, was an emphasis on the barbeque. The set table,

special meat and the presence of the extended family seemed at odds with previous

experiences at Air-Stream events. As a result, [ felt uncomfortable that [ had not pre-warned

Dave of my being vegetarian. Up till then [ not thought my eating habits were particularly

relevant to my study about WiFi. I had not expected the barbeque to play such a pivotal role

because I viewed it as a vehicle/or wireless work and not as an integral actor in the network.

Making this shift reveals how the barbeque serves to embed WiFi in the domestic footprint.

For Air-Stream members, the barbeque is a celebration of the middlework of making and

installing a new node. It represents Dave's family's approval and support and given his

invite, it is also a method for enrolling and persuading volunteers to donate time on a sunny

afternoon (Fig. 31). Barbeques suit WiFi for even more reasons. Signalled by the fact it is

31 •Skippy' is the name of a kangaroo, the central character in a popular 1970s Austral ian children' s TV program.
Although 'Roo' has been eaten in central Australia for many years, it is a relatively new source of meat in
suburban Australia.
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most often conducted outside, they are public events. Unlike hackers who are 'not joiners'

(Wark 2004) and tend to be engaged in their pursuit in the isolated privacy of their bedrooms

or offices, Australia WiFi is not a private or individual activity. Air-Stream's WiFi relies

upon sociality, which is highlighted by the arrival of Simon.

Dave's dad yells out that 'skippy' is ready and brings a tray ofsizzling meat to table, It is
shortly accompanied by a range ofsalads: a yellow curry rice salad, green salad, hat!boiled
eggs with curry powder, tomato sauce and a bag ofwhite bread. I take a seat and ask Dave
who else is coming. He shrugs, He thinks Simon and maybe others but 'it depends who is
awake', It is agreed that lunch should start and ifany one else comes 'they can join in', The
ping-pong table quicklyfills with Dave, hisfriend and younger brother, his sister, her
husband, his parents and me. It turns out, unlike at Air-Stream meeting barbie's, there is
plenty for me to eat so barely anyone notices I do not eat 'skippy', It is after one a 'clock when
Simon casually walks around the side ofthe house and sits down at the table. Dave greets him
warmly and passes him a plate of 'skippy' (Field notes 13,I I,06),

Simon, twenty, studies IT at TAFE [technical college] and does volunteer technical support

for a local primary school. Although I offered Dave my 'dogsbody' assistance for carrying

and holding things, Dave appears especially relieved to see Simon arrive at the barbeque.

Simon has less money to invest in the network than Craig, but he invests his time,

volunteering to help with the installation of new antennas. He is especially experienced,

given he started 'playing around' with computers when he was twelve and has been involved

with Air-Stream's WiFi since 2002 (Interview 03.03.07).

Even before any wireless work has started, I have drawn attention to a range of

contingencies. Dave needed space to build and a location to install and as a result, relied

upon approval and support from his parents and extended family. He also needed help from

experienced, as well as inexperienced, volunteers to raise it. Good weather is also necessary.

Although some of these elements can be planned in advance, the way they came together is

largely unknown, indicated in Dave's comments - 'it depends on who is awake' (Field notes

13.11.06). The reality of raising an antenna involves a range of messy contingencies and

necessitates an accommodating and responsive approach to a dynamic unfolding series of

events.
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Fig. 30. A reto uched photo ofa 'snag' skewered on a WiFi mas t published on the Air-St ream website.
(Accessed 12. 10.06. Available at: http ://\\ww.air-stream.org .au/northtie ld)

Fig. 31 . Cooking ' skippy ' on the barbie before raising an antenna ( 13.11 .06).
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Bricolage - conversing with materials 'at hand'

Directly behind the ping-pong table at the side ofthe house is the backyard. Dave crouches on
a rectangle oflawn between the vegie [vegetable} patch and shed at the other. A dry water
feature. a 'whiz bin' [recycling bin). an empty birdbath and colourful pot plants line the
corrugated ironfence while CDs in thefruit trees twist and glitter in an attempt to keep hungry
birds at bay. With a silicon gun in one hand Dave peers close. touches and occasionally stands
back to look at a steel tubular pole that lies suspended between a canvas camping stool and a
wooden garden chair. A coil ofblue cable lies on the grass at one end and a wireless dish
connected to an omni antenna and a white box is U-bolted to the pole at the other. A house
brick keeps the dish on an angle. Various tools, sticky tape and sun-screen lie scattered nearby
(Field notes 13.11.06).

Dave's actions reflect those of the 'bricoleur' as described by Levi Strauss (1962) and later

by Turkle (1995) (Fig. 32). In his head for the last five years, in planning for eight months,

at a total cost of eight hundred dollars [GBP£380] 'so far' and countless hours of preparation

it was for Dave a long awaited afternoon. Yet, Dave's movements suggest an openness and

responsiveness to the developing node. Comparing different computer programming styles,

Turkle writes of the stark difference between the 'hard' canonical structured system

characterised by ordered and organised planning and a more informal 'soft' approach that

stems from an affinity with the materials (1995 :51). She argues that it is an important and

under examined approach to problem solving and design:

By analogy. problem-solvers do not proceed by abstraction but by thinking through problems
using the materials at hand. By analogy, problem-solvers who do not proceed from top-down
design but by arranging and rearranging a set of well-known materials can be said to be
practicing bricolage. They tend to try one thing. step back. reconsider. and try another. For
planners. mistakes are steps in the wrong direction: bricoleurs navigate through mid course
corrections. Bricoleurs approach problem-solving by entering into a relationship with their
work materials that has more the flavour of a conversation than a monologue. In the context of
programming. the bricoleurs work is marked by a desire to play with lines of computer code.
to move them around almost as though they were material things - notes on a score. elements
of a collage, words on a page (1995 :51-52).

Turkle (1995) writes of people who do not simply organise materials, they engage with

them. They do not just hover about on the surface but rather get inside a task and respond to

materials. As a result, a thick description of engagement with materials, not just o(materials

permeates Turkles (1995) writing. A central tenet of this type of interaction, and evident in

Dave's actions, is the idea of a conversation with materials. Looking closely at Dave's setup

reveals a mix of old, new, modified and what Turkle (1995) terms materials 'at hand'. The

pole came from Mildura, a large country town on the border of South Australia, about six

hours drive from Adelaide. Dave explains he 'heard about a pole' at his aunt's property,

which signals his extended family's awareness of, and interest in, his project and the

expanding network ofactors involved in bringing disparate materials together.
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Dave was not sure if it was possible but his 'resourceful' aunt contacted the local
shipping company, which turned out to be a man in a shed who apparently did not
look at all surprised by the request. He was used to people turning up with ten sheep
and wanting them sent somewhere, so a pole 'was nothing '. It cost AUSS20 and was
sent to Port Adelaide, about twenty kilometres west ofhis house, so Dave borrowed
his Dad's ute" to pick it up. (Fieldnotes !3.I I. 06)

Dave's family are clearly enrolled in helping Dave 'mod' his node. He also 'found' the box

that houses his computer equipment in a kitchen cupboard - an old biscuit tin. Because it will

be located on top of the aluminium shed, and exposed to the full force of the sun, the wind

and local wildlife a number of mods have been necessary. For instance, to counter the effects

of the sun, Dave carefully painted the entire box with several coats oflight coloured hard

wearing and reflective house paint that he found in the shed. He is also using a 5.lghz

[gigahertz] antenna built by a backyard technologist in Tasmania and sent to Air-Stream as a

'tester'. It has yet to be tested, so this is, as Simon says 'an elaborate test'. 'Finding' and

'hearing' about things is in keeping with the concept of being in conversation with materials.

It is indicative of being open to your environment enough to consider alternative materials

that may not perfectly match initial plans. Although Dave purchased several brand new

items such as cabling and U'-bolts that attach the box to the pole, the majority of materials

were gathered together from his local environment and personal connections.

Looking closely at the contents of the biscuit box reveals intricate attention to detail and

meticulous order (Fig. 33). The motherboards are painstakingly mounted to provide access

and ventilation. An ethernet cable is neatly coiled and tied. Perfectly drilled and filed holes

in the top of the box for ventilation have been insect-proofed with neat squares of flyscreen.

Two other holes firmly hold the large U-bolt with which it will be secured to the pole. The

wireless pigtail has been inserted into another neatly drilled hole and sealed into place with

clear silicon putty. The combination of ad hoc materials with sophisticated technical

knowledge and improvised methods gives Dave's antenna a unique character. Every point in

Air-Stream's network is hand-made, either entirely or at least to some degree, using a range

of improvised methods, personal skills and available materials. In Chapter Four, I argued

that the visual culture of Air-Stream is not a fluid because it does not gently flow from point

to point, gradually shifting in shape accordingly to different conditions and users (de Laet

and Mol 2000). Rather, visual representations of the Air-Stream network are made

differently from the beginning and changes are more distinct and abrupt, and often catalysed

by the unknown actors. The portal, as discussed in Chapter Four, demonstrated this idea and

32 A ute is an utility vehicle with an open tray back that can pretty much carry anything.
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a close reading of Dave's node erection provides further evidence. Every node is 'rnodded'

on site and therefore shaped to match the nuances and texture of the site.

Dave is building the node to withstand harsh weather conditions, as well as local fauna and

flora. It is being built to last but as I will show next it is also designed to change

Dave gets a tape measure and with Simon on the roof they measure the distances they will
needfor the guy wires - aboutfive metres. The pole will be bolted to a bracket in the centre of
the shed roofand these wires will secure it at fo ul' pre-drilled and cemented hooks in the
aluminium sheeting. Measuringfive metres across the yard. Dave has me stand at one end on
the curling wire. He uses the combination ofme and the yard to measure consecutive lengths,
While we do this Simon te!!s us about another node which neededfive sets of guy wires set
three metres apart, This makes it 'velY secure '. This is good and simultaneo usly not good
because they 'need to do some changes '. but before they can do this they 'need to work out
how to get to it ', Dave j okes that they need a 'cherrypicker', Simon asks Dave if he has tested
his remote switch (Field notes 13,I I,(}6) ,

This interaction signals Air-Stream members' awareness of the instability of the network and

its role in shaping the design of new nodes. Installing a remote switch is an impo rtant feature

of Daves antenna because it means Dave will not have to climb up the antenna to the box or

take the entire setup down in order to reboot it when there are problems. As outlined in

Chapter Five. intermittent connectivity is part of the network. therefore it holds that Dave

bu ilds a way of dealing with inherent instability into his node .

Fig. 32 . Dav e works on his ant enna in the bac kyard ( \3.\ \ .06 1.
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Fig. 33. Inside and outs ide the biscuit tin node box ( 13.1 1.( 6 ).
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Fig. 34 . Building an antenna is a coll aborati ve act ivit)' ( 13.11 .(6).
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Fig. 35. Raising the antenna on Dave 's backyard shed (Personal image 13.1 1.06).
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The thrill of making things fit

We hold different ends ofthe pole and slide it through the garden chair that it has been
balancing on. Simon then takes the lead and hoists it into a vertical position, leaning it against
the edge ofthe shed. Dave plugs in the electricity and the ethernet cables into the shed and
does preliminary tests to see ifit is working. At this point, more people arrive to participate in
the raising ofthe antenna. Dave's dad. his brother andfriend Josh come into the yard to help.
Dave 'sfather holds the ladder while Josh and Simon climb onto the roofand Dave and I help
hoist the antenna up over the edge ofthe shed. Together they hold it in place in the centre
seam ofthe roof Dave gets the guy wires and pulls one to the edge ofthe roofwhere he has
earlier drilled in hooks and with his dad's help he secures the wires to the four points on the
roof When required. I pass various tools that lie strewn on the grass and garden furniture.
(Field notes 13. I I. 06)

This field note reinforces what I have argued earlier about the collaborative nature of Air

Stream's network. Building Dave's antenna involved Simon, Dave and I. Raising it involved

a much larger contingent. Dave, Simon, Dave's brother and his friend Josh, his father and

mother, Dave's sister and brother-in-law, Simon and myself as well as Craig on the phone

were all involved in varying degrees (Figs. 34, 35).

Dave brings out some cold drinks and offers sunscreen to combat thefierce late afternoon sun.
Even my camera is having trouble adjusting to the glare from the reflection on the galvanised
shed roof After the steel pole is secured to the top ofthe shed with the guy wires Simon returns
to his laptop on the pingpong table [table tennis games table). He talks on his mobile to Craig
who is at his home scanningfor Dave's new node. They are talking about the fact that Craig
cannot 'see' Dave. Dave is on his laptop in the shed. He keeps rebooting the software and
scanningfor Craig's node. Dave is worried that maybe the antenna does not work after all.
(Field notes 13. I I.06)

It was past six o'clock in the evening and r had spent over six hours with Dave in his

backyard. Although the antenna was now secured in place on top of the backyard shed, it

was still not part of the network because it had not been 'seen' by another node. Without a

connection, an antenna is just an antenna, an individual point, isolated from the network.

Nothing happened for a further half an hour, when suddenly Dave burst out of the shed and

grabbed my shoulder shaking it in excitement, saying 'He sees me, he sees me'. At this

point, Dave's antenna became a node.

At the following monthly meeting r saw Dave talking with Simon and Craig in the

quadrangle of the school.

Dave asks if I have heard what happened and bursts into a story about problems he has had
with the node since the installation. He tells me he had to replace the dish because it did not
work. This meant he had to take down the entire antenna: the pole, box, dish and thefour guy
wires. This job was undertaken late at night, when it was 'vel:v windy and only Craig was
available to assist. That night. the dish was replaced. the box was reset and the entire node
was re-raised on the roofofthe shed Considering it tookfive ofus the better part offour
hours in broad daylight to do the same job, it is an impressive achievement. It is now 'almost
perfect '. except one guy wire got tangled when they re-installed it and it is caught around the
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pole which means there is not enough length to secure it to the corner ofthe shed roof He
says, 'it's got to come down again '. (Field notes 29. 11.06)

In addition to recounting the story at the meeting, Dave posted a candid account of his many

attempts to get connected on the website (Fig. 36). Strikingly, he did not revise the event or

re-inscribe in any way the narrative in an attempt to hide the mistakes or awkward aspects of

the afternoon that resulted in less than perfect results. Instead, he drew attention to non

standard materials and improvised techniques employed in his setup. His photo captions

include: 'Turnbuckle ready to be tightened, but not for the last time', 'The professional

waterproof box' and 'Mrnmm guy wire fun' (see Fig. 36). With a combination of honesty,

humour and pride, he reveals several mods. These do not highlight the unprofessional nature

of the process but rather draw attention to his inventiveness, originality and ability to deal

with unexpected challenges.

In his analysis of hill-walking, Vergunst (2008) writes about how the experience of walking

is not about successfully reaching the destination but about the dramatic scenery, unexpected

weather conditions and all the other challenges that arise along the way.

The success and media coverage of the book and film Touching the Void (Simpson 1998) taps
into a certain fascination with when things go wrong. telling the story of a physically and
socially catastrophic fall into a glacier. Richard Storer's popular book The Joy ofHi//walking
similarly devotes a chapter to 'hillwalking accidents'. As he writes. 'the longer the fall, the
more excruciating the pain. the greater spillage of blood, the more salivating relished the tale'
(Storer 2004: 117). All these biographical narratives convey an intensity of experience, when
something 'really happened' on the journey (2008: I05. emphasis in original).

Dave's dramatic tales of the wind and the darkness that contributed to the challenge of

taking the antenna down make for a good story. In Vergunst's (2008) words, it conveys 'an

intensity of experience'. In accounting for why he posted such a candid account of his

installation on the website, Dave explains:

Probably the main reason for documenting things like that and reading those pictures would be
to show someone who's not quite sure. They want to do a similar thing or they want to copy it.
You show them for example the inside of the box I did. like the two boards sitting in there.
That's an idea that could be shown to someone else. They might have an idea of 'Ok I want to
use two of these, but how can I do it?' So. 'Here I've done it before' and 'Have a look'
(Interview with Dave 21.02.07).

Dave represents all the problems, solutions, tangents and dead ends he encountered on the

way to making his node. In this context, the messier and more complicated the story. the

better. Dave's comments reflect the idea that by representing in intricate detail the process of

how he made his antenna and node, he is helping others learn and build on his ideas. Making
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middlework public serves to educate and illuminate others who are and are not members of

the group. In showing a way, he is providing a description, an account from his perspective

and experience. It is not meant to be definitive but rather serves to depict or sketch one

approach. It also serves to promote and broaden Air-Stream's network.

A distinction needs to be made between what Dave calls 'showing others' and what is

colloquially known as showing offand goes some way of explaining his deliberate and

repetitive use of 'professional' in his webpost. Thomson argues, relative to backyard

technologies, that Australian's have good 'bullshit antennas' (2007:94). This means that they

are sensitive to sounding too cocky, too high and mighty or showing off. To avoid this Dave

adopts a self-depreciating tone to avoid presenting himself as too serious or his practice as

deterministic or dominating. The Air-Stream group eschews a triumphal point of expertise,

Instead members promulgate a flattened topography of knowledge in which anyone can

contribute. In describing his experience, Dave's account reinforces the idea that there is no

one way of doing something, there are always many ways of doing things. Importantly,

Dave does not impose the way of making WiFi, but rather shares a way of making it that co

exists with other versions on the website. This echoes aspects of Peter and Craig's earlier

representations. The fact they did not stand up, but rather sat with everyone else indicates a

sharing of results rather than of presenting them.

Martin has argued that laboratory inscriptions 'point away from the complex messiness of

the experimental work that preceded them towards a simple, immutable form' (1994: (64). In

contrast, Air-Stream representations do the opposite. They do not 'point away' from the

messy reality of practice, but rather enfold them into the visual representations they produce.

Interestingly, Dave never uses the word 'works'. It is not about what works and what does

not. He talks instead about 'ideas that could be shown' and how he shares his discoveries

with others, not just members but openly on the public website. He is describing one way of

making WiFi, not the only way. As I have shown in Chapter Four, the concept of 'working'

in Air-Stream is multiple and fluid and Dave's antenna reinforces this. What this means is

that every node in the network is different. Each has its own story. Much like the

distinctiveness of a signature, Dave's personality is indisputably stamped on it.

What emerges in this chapter is a visual culture of the group that expands to encompass

multiple descriptions of how WiFi is made. Interestingly, it does not matter if these

descriptions are of mistakes or tangents. From the initial invite through to the candid

narration of the afternoon, Dave gave no indication that revealing, or of me seeing and

documenting, his middlework was in any way problematic or cause for anxiety.
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I initially characterised Dave as shy and reserved in the group. The practice of exposing

messy middlework played an important role in helping him establish not only a place for his

node in the network but also a place for himself. Middlework enabled him to develop a

reputation as a WiFi maker. Things that did not fit together in his backyard revealed his

ability to deal with big problems. The story he told at the meeting and in his candid webpost

helped to create a role for him in the network despite the fact his node kept crashing and did

not, at this time, actually extend or contribute to the reliability of the network. This

contradictory relationship is possible because of the value the group places on making WiFi

over a finished or perfect node. As a result, I argue this account can be directly related to his

nomination and subsequent election as Secretary in Air-Stream's committee at the 2007

AGM.

As a result, Dave's representations of middlework mark a striking difference to Latour and

Woolgar's (1979) concept of an inscription. Instead of tidying up loose ends and narrowing

or entirely closing down alternatives by cementing ideas in place, Air-Stream members

assemble and constantly reassemble shifting, malleable and complex materials, places and

roles in the everyday making of WiFi. At no point can one single or definitive version of the

network be fixed or known, rather, it is only temporarily stabilised in order to allow

members to flexibly respond to the relentless uncertainty of their local context. As a result,

they demonstrate a much closer relationship to mess and the texture of practice. In doing so

they exhibit an intimate relationship to their technology. It is not about long distance control

but intimate, close up control.

Dave produced a number of visual representations in the process of planning his node and in

representing his complex middlework. Moreover, the antenna, the array of tools involved,

volunteers, Dave's parents' shed and the barbeque are visible instantiations of the process of

making WiFi. There were also a number of absences. It took an unnerving length of time for

Dave's antenna to be 'seen' by Craig's node. Then, when a connection was achieved it was

not fixed or definite. The node was re-installed twice more and still had to come down again.

As per the nature of the technology and the larger actor-network in which the node resides as

outlined in detail in Chapter Five, Dave's connection will never be entirely solid or stable.

The fact that it was deliberately built for such incidents further attests to the co-location of a

series of actors that are both present and absent. Indeed Dave's account suggests a number of

absences and presences and as a result shares much with Law and Singleton (2005) concept

of 'fire-like objects'.
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What marks a striking contrast to Law and Singleton's (2005) fire concept however, is that

in the context of Air-Stream, these presences and absences co-exist. You might not be able

to have charcoal and flame, but you can be simultaneously connected and unconnected at the

same time. Dave's node may have been working but the tangled guy wire necessitated the

lowering of the antenna once more. What emerges instead is the presence of many

descriptions of WiFi, in which things that work hold just as much importance as things that

do not. The former enables the network to achieve reliability, the latter ensures the network

continues to develop and expand. The fact that Dave continues to change, fix and shape the

node reveals how middlework in Air-Stream cannot be erased because it is never closed. It is

constant. The conversation with materials never ends.

Modding and mods - Australian middlework?

Air-Stream conversations, webposts, meetings and interviews were regularly punctuated

with stories of making, breaking and fixing things. The following definitions emerged in

interviews:

It's about finding the limits and potentials of the items. Some of these things I've got here I've
modified to exceed what their specifications were when it was shipped. I guess you are trying to
find something more by modifying it because it doesn't quite tit what you are doing or you are
trying to do something slightly better, so you try and bring your model up to speed with what you
believe you need to do (Interview with Simon 02.03.07).

Make it do something that it wasn't designed to do (Interview with Tim 07.03.07),

It's mostly making stuff work (... ) It's building things. It's part of the culture oftaking things that
weren't quite made to do what you want them to do and make them do something slightly
different, It's the whole adaptive approach. (... ) 'Oh I wonder if! canjust...', 'Oh, oh look at that
isn't that interesting'. 'I'll make use ofthat'. So the original manufacturer wanted to do this really
limited thing with it and people go, 'Hey you can do other cool stuff as well' (Interview with
Kerry 22.02.07).

Mods involve finding or buying objects and re-purposing them to make them work faster,

reach further or do something entirely unexpected. For Air-Stream members, mods lie at the

heart of experimental encounters and demonstrate an aptitude to make things fit together.

Ben's reflections also point to the ways in which a large community of WiFi makers might

value mods.

A mod is fixing, moditying something that you use it for a better purpose, Basically getting an
antenna that's free off someones roof and converting it to use it for wireless or 2.4gig which
would cost you about $200 [GBP£95] for an antenna that you can get for about fifty bucks if you
were to buy it off someone, Ifsomeone was to sell you a modded antenna, you'd probably buy it
for about fifty bucks, if it was a hundred or so to buy new. So they do hold their value especially
after you modify them (Interview with Ben 01.03.07).
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In many ways, it is not surprising Air-Stream members embrace this practice given their

predilection for resisting the constrictions of other boundaries such as the places in which

work takes place, times in which it is done, the materials used, and the existing capability of

the technology. What Ben is saying is that modded objects do not lose their value. In fact, if

you get the original material, such as a free antenna from someone's roof, then they gain in

value. This example suggests that mods are not incommensurate to high technology but

rather have their own measurable value. Another key feature of mods is the absence of a

finished point, as I have argued in previous chapters, there exists a never ending but

constantly present desire to render the network reliable. Mods remain in relentless

suspension of being made. This is not an accident or result of sloppy work but is a deliberate

feature. The fact they remain unfinished leaves them open to further change.
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'Making-do' - An Australian approach to inventiveness

(..) the bush convention all that making-do, that genius for improvisation of the great army of
the deprived in the Australian Bush (Clark 1978. cited in Moyal 1987:92).

A central theme of Australian architecture is this making-do or vigorous adaptation of old
ideas to new settings (MacMahon and Dupain 2001:9).

Here we make do with language, as we make do with low rainfall and thin soil and bits of wire
(Watson 2008:198).

Because WiFi constantly breaks and requires mending using a combination of improvised

methods and available materials, I propose it fits with the idea and the practice of 'making

do', a distinctly Australian approach to technological innovation and adaptation borne of

intractable places and conditions. Making-do emerges from the peculiarities of harsh bush

conditions, economic struggles and limited materials of Australia's colonial past. It is a

survival technique that fuses local knowledge, ready to hand materials and hands-on skill. It

is about resourcefulness and innovation using improvised methods. Although white settlers

brought tools, building materials and established ways of working to Australia, they had not

planned on a fundamental difference: the landscape and ecosystem. Rarely did technology

produced in other countries simply work in Australia. Imported tools inevitably required

adaptation due to a combination of sharp differences in topography, magnified scale of use

and drastic shortage of labour, which gave rise to the practice of making-do with what you

had. Thomson explains:

With transport slow and distances from cities great an ability to solve any number of small
engineering or manufacturing problems was necessary for a farmer's survival. A broken
plough could not be repaired by a quick phone call or a part trucked up from the city overnight.
The problem had to be fixed through ingenuity and resourcefulness. The aptitude for nifty
solutions with a length of fencing wire. a hammer and a piece of 4" x 2"' timber is strongly
ingrained and widely felt to be some sort of national competitive advantage (Thomson 2002:8).

South Australia, in particular, became renown for agricultural innovations specifically made

to address unique local problems. In the early nineteenth century farmers had few problems

growing bumper crops in the 'wheat belt', but they had trouble planting and harvesting

them. In 1843 local farmers, John Ridley and John Bull, invented the Stripper-Harvester that

mechanised the harvesting and threshing of wheat to the point of replacing the work of

fourteen men. By 1860 it was widely adopted throughout the country. Another problem for

farmers were Mallee stumps that regularly broke plough bolts shipped in from Britain. The

Mallee is a particular species of eucalyptus tree found in South Australia renown for its

knotty, stubborn root system.
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Frustrated with waiting for replacements that were no more suitable than the broken ones in

his possession, a local South Australian farmer, Ron Smith, invented the Stump Jump

plough which literally jumped over obstacles and 'revolutionised global farming practices by

allowing the cultivation of newly cleared land before all the stumps and rocks were

removed' (Soker 1993:24). These examples, although not revolutionary new designs,

demonstrate technologies adapted to problems at hand. They reveal an aptitude for adapting

to an unexpected environment and improvising with limited materials at hand. Making-do

may have started as a method of survival but soon became central to an Australian cultural

narrative of resourcefulness and ingenuity.

However, many criticise the relevance of making-do to a changing society. For instance,

making-do is commonly regarded as resolutely masculine (Thomson 2002; Jackson 2006;

Bollen et al 2008). Jackson notes how 'many writers have referred to 'rough and ready' local

designs with a certain measure of pride, as if this characteristic in some way attested to their

masculinity' (2006:253). In addition to being strongly gendered, Jackson argues it is

colonial, white and deeply embedded in the Australian outback. He calls it a 'myth' and a

'national delusion' and takes particular grievance that it is still a widely accepted and

celebrated approach to Australian innovation and design some 200 years after its British

inception. Most importantly for this chapter is the fact he considers it tired, out of date and

unreflective of an advanced multi-cultural society and laments the fact that the media still

deploy it. Talking about Bicentennial celebrations in 1988 he writes: 'It is rather sobering,

however, that the rural while male constructs of the Australian national identity were still

promoted by the Australian popular media and as recently as this' (2006:251). Highlighting

the suburban reality of Australian life he questions why there are far fewer representations of

innovative Australians as urban 'hi-tech people' (ibid).

This chapter responds to his criticisms by revealing a contemporary version of making-do in

suburban Australia - that of modding. Because WiFi is constantly breaking, needs fixing and

adapting, it is closely aligned to the traditional concept of making-do, yet it has undergone

some changes. In this thesis, it has become an everyday mundane approach to how a new

digital technology is made. Making-do has been modernised.

This is not the first time making-do has been modernised. An award winning Australian

documentary Bush Mechanics about the daily activities of a group of young aboriginal men

from the Yuendumu community in remote Central Australia presents contemporary

instantiation of making-do. Hawkin's (2005) writes:
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Funny. innovative. and full of self-parody. Bush Mechanics reveals a completely different set
of car practices from those usually seen and celebrated on commercial TV. There are no high
speed chases here. no glossy celebrations of the car as commodity fetish - rather, a set of
madcap adventures about driving in the desert in cars chronically on the verge of mechanical
collapse. The main content comes from watching these "bush mechanics" solve a variety of
technical problems using whatever they can lay their hands on. Punctured inner tubes are
replaced with densely matted spinifex grass, brake fluid is made from laundry detergent mixed
with water. replacement parts are found on abandoned wrecks that are pati of the collective
memory in remote desert spaces. All this is evidence of a playful inventiveness prompted not
simply by need but also by a robust practical knowledge about various ways of keeping a car
moving (2005:87).

Although this documentary provides a lens into Australian culture of adaptation as made by

a group of aboriginal makers, it still places it firmly in the Outback where it retains a certain

exoticism. What is unique about Air-Stream is the mundane everydayness of making-do. In

fact, Air-Stream's practice of modding provides a version of making-do that is resolutely

suburban. As a result, although it retains its masculinity and whiteness, it discards some of

its rural and colonial aspects.

The Air-Stream network appears open to everyone, and women are clearly entwined in how

it is made, yet the masculine culture of making-do provides another explanation as to why

WiFi 'sticks' to men (Faulkner 2003,2006). Looking at Faulkner's (2006) research of

gender in-balance in the engineering industry provides further insights. In a brochure

produced for the engineering industry to assist in the recruitment of women, she argues that

the traditional hands-on 'nuts and bolts' identity of engineering, does not reflect

contemporary practice and moreover, serves to alienate women: 'Arguably, the 'nuts and

bolts' identity is a comfortably 'masculine' one for many men, but it can serve to exclude

other engineers because it does not to capture the diversity of engineering work' (2006:2).

The fact that she points out that not all men are comfortable with this approach indicates that

it has the effect of attracting not all men, but only a certain type and therefore alienates more

than just women. Air-Stream members do not appear to recognize the masculine comfort and

pleasure that derives from their making-do approach to WiFi. This complicates their task of

attracting new potential makers, such as women and men who do not embrace this version of

making-do culture.

One explanation for Air-Stream members' ease with and indeed pleasure in the constant

instability of the network and their ability to adapt to changing conditions can be explained

in relation to making-do. It also suggests that Australian men 'take' to WiFi in ways

reminiscent of how Trinidadians took to the internet (Miller and Slater 2000). Miller and

Slater describe how national and cultural identity is central to understanding the internet in

Trinidad. Specifically, they found that 'being Trini was crucial to people's encounter with
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the internet' (2000:85). Because Trinidadian's saw the internet as being about chatting and

that is what Trinidadians did, they had a hard time thinking about it as being useful for

anything else. Miller and Slater revealed how they have a 'natural affinity' to it because

they thought about the internet as 'naturally Trinidadian' (2000:2).

There are other unique characteristics of making-do with WiFi that appeal to Australian

men. Because of the weather, Australian life is largely lived outside and means that WiFi

activities can take place at more times and in safer conditions than in other places in which

the weather is mostly wet and cold. Because a lot of installations are located in backyards, it

means that tinkering can take place at anytime coupled with the Australian predilection for

barbeques, serves to reinforce WiFi as fun and not work. Backyards, as I have previously

argued by drawing on literature surrounding Australian shed culture (Thomson 2002, 2002b,

2006,20007, 2007b, 2008; Bell and Dourish 2006), are places in which masculinity is

produced. Related to this is the fact that Adelaide's unusually large suburban blocks, often

featuring a shed filled with all manner of useful materials, supports messy tinkering with

technology. The character of Adelaide's architecture also lends itself to making-do with

WiFi. Although one of the first planned capital cities in Australia, and renowned for its

Victorian architecture, there are far fewer building restrictions in place that limit building

work, in comparison for example to older heritage cities in Europe or the UK. The

propensity of single storey dwellings with large flat rooftops in Adelaide also plays a role in

that they enable easier access than those of multi-storey dwellings in higher density cities.

This means that installing an antenna on a house or shed or even building a seven metre steel

tower and embedding it in two square metres of concrete in the backyard is possible.

Conclusion

Air-Stream members do not cover up or erase their traces. They leave things open, unlocked,

ready for new use, misuse, and reinterpretation or application. Fluidity underpins their

relationship to, and with, the technology. The possibility ofchange poses opportunities, not

disaster which means the culture that surrounds WiFi encourages people to participate, not

just use it. Exposing the work-in-progress, or what I have called middlework, makes it easy

to experiment and make mistakes without fear of breaking the system. Paradoxically, in this

culture, mess and mistakes are highly valued. Dave's node illustrates how resourcefulness

and ingenuity are central to the way members make WiFi. Although building an antenna out

of old, found and repurposed materials generates its own unique series of problems, it also

helped transition Dave from 'newbie ' to node.
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Introducing the idea of making-do, I have argued that the acceptance and familiarity with

which members work with instability and messiness is a 'natural' Australian approach for

this specific group to technology development. The concept of making-do is premised on

constantly challenging and changing circumstances therefore it fits well with the

unpredictability of the WiFi network. WiFi serves to revive and re-interpret existing

understandings of making-do in contemporary suburban Australia. 'Making-do' gives

members a greater sense of stability because they are certain of their ability to tackle

problems. The concept of making-do is premised on constantly challenging and changing

circumstances. Therefore it fits well with the unpredictability of the WiFi network. Building

on the last chapter, I have identified a pleasure that derives from constant instability because

it gives members opportunities to tackle an ever-changing series of challenges and problems

with new and creative solutions. I have also shown how well making-do fits with the places

in which Air-Stream members make WiFi. The backyard, with a shed at one end and the

domestic sphere at the other, provides access to a wide array of materials needed. What is

also evident in this chapter is how easily the barbeque occupies this backyard as it did the

quadrangle at the school, and the important role it plays in how Air-Stream members make

WiFi.

This chapter explored how in exposing middlework, Air-Stream members rework

conventional understandings of the role of visual objects in the construction of knowledge. I

have shown how Air-Stream inscriptions display coherence with STS processes of inscribing

knowledge and at the same time retain elements of mess, ambiguity and multiplicity. I argue

that it is in this way that mess is made constant and critical to the production of Air-Stream

knowledge. Air-Stream's representations show ways of making WiFi. There is no dominant,

linear or central path to travel. Members are expected to make up their own stories as they

go along, to apply their own resourceful ingenuity to constantly emerging uncertainties and

contingencies and most importantly to share them with others. Although Tim, Jason and 'a

few mates' were the original members and designers of Air-Stream, there is little evidence

that they control the group. Highlighting the role and importance of middlework, therefore,

does not simply add complexity or complicate STS literatures on visual culture. It is neither

an accident nor a consequence of a fragile technology or the unstable character of volunteer

membership. It is not a by-product of the network or natural coincidence of the group.

Instead, it is the result of multiple contingencies, deliberately built into the network and

central to how the group innovates.
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Chapter Seven.

Stumbling in digital suburbia
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This chapter examines 'stumbling'. Stumbling is a routine Air-Stream activity designed to

look for and represent wireless digital 'noise' in specific sites as a precursor to, depending

on the strength and direction of local wireless signals, the installation of a new or upgrade of

an existing antenna. Drawing on Cartwright (1995), I compare stumbling with the X-ray as a

technology for inscribing new forms of visual knowledge previously invisible and

unknowable. I argue that stumbling can be considered an inscription device because it

produces representations of suburbia that members use to expand the network. Yet, contrary

to much STS literature, Air-Stream's representations do not narrow information or impose a

particular way of seeing for the purpose of diagnosis or control. Instead, they render visible a

new form of digital suburbia that member's use to imagine alternative forms of connectivity

between disparate distributed points. Furthermore, because stumbling represents a version of

WiFi that has escaped domestic captivity I conclude by suggesting it is feral infrastructure.

This lens enables a way of seeing and understanding whom else inhabits these invisible

infrastructures and the power struggles that take place within them.

Visualising 'wireless noise'

Like many front yards in suburban Adelaide, during fieldwork in 2006 and 2007, mine bore

the visual signs of grade three water restrictions". Due to chronic water shortages, sprinklers

were banned and only hand-held hoses could be used twice a week for three-hour periods

before nine in the morning and after six at night. There was no water to waste and by mid

season, the drought-ridden grass bore a striking resemblance to the dusty cement driveway.

Despite the relentless heat, I, like many of my neighbours, still used my front yard as an

extra room, extending my domestic footprint all the way to the fence. The recycling bins by

the driveway, freshly washed clothes hanging in the walnut tree and the presence of a fold

up chair point to some of the ways it was regularly inhabited and used. The actions of Ben,

an Air-Stream member, who came to visit one afternoon, however, did not fit with any of

these activities. In fact, they reflected something else entirely. The way he lapped the yard in

the scorching heat, waving a small black stick in one hand connected by a cable to a laptop

in the other, paused, changed direction and occasionally muttered - his movements

mimicked those of a high tech water dowser (Fig. 37). Ben was looking for something in the

surrounds of my house. But it was not water. What he was hoping to find, however, was just

33 Dripper systems and hand-held hoses fitted with a trigger nozzle could be used for a maximum of three hours a
week during the following times: Even numbered houses - Tuesday and Saturday (6-9am or 6-9pm) and odd
numbered houses - Wednesday and Sunday (6-9am or 6-9pm). Watering cans and buckets can be used at any
day/time. (Accessed 06.09.07, Available at http://www.Sawater.com.au)
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as precious and hidden to those without knowledge and appropriate equipment. He was

looking for wireless 'noise' .

Fig. 37 . Ben stumbles for wireless 'n oise ' in a suburban yard (19.1 1.06).
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Before I explain how it is possible that Ben might 'look' for and 'see' wireless 'noise' and

what exactly he is doing, I need to jump back a little to explain why he was doing it. I

expressed interest in getting connected to the Air-Stream network at a monthly meeting.

Several members asked me where I lived and in what type of dwelling. When I told them of

my location on the northwest fringe of the city's public parklands and the structure of my

single storey brick and stone house typical of the area, many shook their heads. Even though

central Adelaide is primarily flat, I learnt my suburb lay in a ditch and my house being low

to the ground meant the chance of 'seeing' a nearby node in the area was slim. As outlined

in Chapter Five, buildings, trees and other topographical nuances inhibit connection and

individual points need to 'see' each other in order to share data. Given my situation, I was

therefore surprised by the comments that followed:

'But, you might be able to see APANA' [a nearby node on a university building).

'You could be lucky',

'You should do a stumble' (Field notes !8.!0,06),

'Stumbling' is a regular technique used by Air-Stream members to detect and render visible

the invisible wireless spectrum or 'noise' that inhabits the air around a particular site. It is an

activity employed at potential node locations, to fine-tune connection at existing ones and to

upgrade equipment at key sites. Specifically, it involves measuring the microwave signals

that emit from wireless devices. From the resulting textual and graphic data, members can

determine the location, direction, strength and quality of local signals and armed with this

knowledge, ascertain what kinds of wireless work would be required to get new nodes

connected to the network. This includes what type of antenna is needed, at what height to

install it and the optimum direction it should point to connect to the network. Importantly,

you do not have to know if you can connect before stumbling, you can simply 'have a look

around' which is what Ben offered to do. Specifically, he was looking for several Air-Stream

nodes, which according to the Network Node Map, were located nearby. 'There's always a

chance' he said, echoing the sentiments of members at the meeting, The use of the words,

might, could, should, lucky and chance suggest there is no such thing as no way of getting

connected. There is always a way and in most cases, several ways. This chapter explores

how and why this is the case and how it relates to the visual culture of the group.
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Defining stumbling

Stumbling is inte rchangeab ly known by a range of names including ' swee ping the sky' .

'sweeping '. 'scanni ng ' and 'site surveying' . Ben expla ins it as 'getting out there and trying

something which you don't necessarily know i f it's going to work' (Interview 01.03.07). On

the Air-Stream webs ite, it says :

[a] site survey is the process of measuring which microwave signals emitted ti'OI11 Air-Stream
Servers arc accessible from your handheld antenna and laptop. Also the strength and quality
are assessed.

[It] is often referred to as a stumble because you can stumble across wireless networks that you
didn't know about before. (Accessed 10.03.07. Available at http://www.air
stream.org.au/stumblingjcit).

Stumbling invites us to think about what occupies the a ir around a particular site . It makes

possible new ways of considering the presence of inv isible networks in suburb ia and the

possib ility to engage with them in new ways. The fact that several names describe the same

technique fits with what I have highlighted in previous chapters about the presence of

multiple co-located knowledge. In this case, they are all machinations of the mundane and

the exotic . For instance, sweeping, an ot herwise unremarkable everyday domestic practice of

cleaning becomes ext raordi nary when performed on the sky. S imi larly, stumbling is

commonly defined as a 'mistake ' , a ' trip' or to 'walk unsteadily' (Oxford 200 I :90 I).

Because it is not as dramatic as a fall, it is viewed as acc identa l, of litt le conseq uence and

eas ily forgotten . It is therefore str iking to co nsider stumbling as a me ticul ously planned

activity and Ai r-Strea m as a group tha t stumble on purpose.

Fig. 38. Simon demo's how to stumble with a stumbling rig (28.02.07).
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In Chapter Four, I described how the portal was deliberately designed for people to

accidentally 'stumble' across and 'discover' the group (Field notes 28.02.07). I argued that

because it was one of a range of co-existing and contradictory materials of the network, it

revealed the challenges members face in reaching a diverse and disparate audience inside as

well as outside the group. The portal highlights the intent that underpins a seemingly random

array of materials. Similarly, to stumble in this chapter, is not a haphazard series of events

but rather deliberate and pre-meditated - a keenly orchestrated accident.

Vergunst (2008) writes about the routine happenstance of 'trips', 'mishaps' and 'slips' in the

experience of hill walking. Although an integral aspect of walking, he notes how no one ever

plans to slip or trip, yet it regularly happens and because it is so mundane, it 'can easily be

passed over' (ibid). The central tenet of his argument is not about deliberate accidents as

such but about how, together, these incidents produce the 'actuality of walking itself

(2008: 106). Ignoring or overlooking them has the effect of distancing the walker from the

character ofthe environment and their place within it. He writes, 'by a tiny movement or

disjuncture, a slip between a boot and the shale, and the character of the walk changes

radically' (2008: I05). Focusing on these aspects of walking draws attention to the way the

body accommodates changing conditions and affords a new way of thinking about and

understanding an otherwise taken for granted experience. Here, an awareness of (accidental)

mishaps serves to bring the walker closer to the experience. Whereas, Vergunst (2008)

concentrates on encounters with the physical landscape, a focus on Air-Stream's deliberate

stumbles opens up new ways of participating in a digital landscape.

Further to the absence of a single term or distinctive definition for stumbling, it will come as

no surprise that there is no definitive stumbling 'rig' or 'setup'. Stumbling sometimes relies

on a single device, sometimes an assembly of devices; it can be as small as a hand held

computer or as large as a number of differently configured antennas connected to a laptop.

Air-Stream's website provides an outline of the range of equipment and Fig. 38 shows

Simon demonstrating a 'typical' stumbling rig made available on loan to all Air-Stream

members. The fact that he physically demonstrated the rig, in addition to writing about it on

the website, signals the important role of the body, and body movements in stumbling. Dan

provides an illustrative example:

D: For the most part most people stumble with a small laptop because that is easier to manage
and get connected to some SOli of antenna nearby and often youll be sitting down and trying
to manage it with a laptop in one hand and an antenna in the other.

K: Sitting down on what?
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D: Usually on a roof usually on your knees, balancing it like this [mimics squatting with his
feet apart his laptop on his knees while holding an antenna in his hand]. Or else I'll balance
my laptop in the back of my bag, Because my antenna is on the apex of the house, so I'll sit on
the other side with a laptop, just more or less resting on the eaves, on the back of my laptop,
There's a pole on the apex so I can just spin the antenna around on the pole, That's how I
stumble at my house. (Interview with Dan 26.02,07)

Stumbling is never the same. Dan's account makes clear how stumbling relies heavily on the

body-skills of the stumbler and is shaped by the textures of suburban infrastructure. It

demands specialised knowledge of the rooftop and body knowledge, As a result, it is

sometimes dangerous, Consider how the Air-Stream website stresses the dangers of

stumbling:

Even for simple acts such as holding a ladder or calling for tools it is a good idea to have a
buddy present Stumbling can be dangerous. Air-Stream will not accept liability for injuries
sustained while undertaking wireless site surveys or installs, but recommends using best
practise which includes identifying hazards and risk minimisation. This includes wearing a
harness, stumbling during dry and daylight conditions, always having at least two firm
footholds and a handhold and safe use of electrical equipment (Accessed 10.03,07, Available
at: http://www.air-stream.org.au/stumbling_rig. emphasis in original)

Defining stumbling is a complex and contradictory task. The configuration of equipment, the

skills of the stumbler and the location of the stumble, the nominal output are all forms of

visual representation and because the output of stumbling is 'directly usable in an argument'

it is, according to Latour and Woolgar's definition, an inscription device (1979:51),

Defining noise

So what exactly is seen and how is it visualised when Air-Stream members stumble?

Stumblers use NetStumbler, an open source computer software to detect and represent

wireless noise in textual and graphic data. It reveals the name of the signal, which channel it

is operating on, speed, vendor or maker of the device if applicable, type of antenna, whether

is 'locked' [closed] or open to public use and the signal strength (Fig, 39). Equipped with an

assembly of antennas, software, cables and computer, this is how Ben is able to 'look' for

'noise' in my yard,
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Because WiFi operates on a shared public spectrum, community groups like Air-Stream are

not the sole users. They share it with local lSf's, ham operators and a plethora of wireless

devices that broadcast electromagnetic signals within localised zones. It is therefore not

uncommon for signals to interfere or disrupt other signals. What this means is that what is a

signal to Air-Stream members might in fact be background noise to other spectrum users.

Several incidents occurred during fieldwork to reinforce this point for me. Members were

accused by a local ISP, as well as a ham radio operator, of 'polluting' the communal garden

spectrum with 'unnecessary interference' and 'digital rubbish' (Accessed 28.10.06,

Available at: http://www.sir-stream.org.au/node/85 I).

Here, Ron explains the nature of the dispute with the ISP:

R: I think it's really a misunderstanding about what the group is about. They think that we're
doing is what therere doing which is completely wrong and we're doing it for free and it's a
conflict of their business interests. They thought the demographic that we are providing
services to was the same as theirs and that we were providing services that we don't. People
become involved in Air-Stream for different reasons. Because some members share the
internet. they [ISP] thought we were doing a similar kind of thing.

K: Even though you have never said that on the website?

R: No. No. we've never said that and actually discourage that. [Air-Stream] is all about local
content and learning about the technology and experimenting and playing with it and doing
that sort of stuff. So their [ISP] main gripe. their main strategy was to discredit what we did. as
a bunch of amateurs. hobbyists, and we were using amplifiers and inappropriate equipment.
causing interference. which interfered with their services.

K: Sharing the spectrum?

R: Yeah, sharing the spectrum. And as anything from a microwave oven to a lot of baby
monitors [who share the spectrum]. it's really quite ridiculous to make such a claim. Anyway
[it was their way] to discourage people from being involved in community wireless and also
make up for the issues they were having with their own clients. I think they see that a
community wireless network is counterproductive to their business and creating more pollution
of the spectrum and so on and because they are a business who for some reasons think they
have a greater right. There are a lot of business people who believe that if you charge for
something you have more rights and privileges. are more professional or do something better
because they charge for it than citizens who do something for free. And we all know there are
some truths to it but generally it's not the case (Interview with Ron 07.03.07).

Ron's explanation serves to illustrate the complex socio-political frameworks that inhabit the

shared electromagnetic spectrum across Adelaide. It is not unlike Haring's (2007) writing on

ham radio hobbyists, whose signals occasionally 'strayed' into television and other radio

frequencies causing distress and anxiety to those outside the group: 'Without realising it, a

hobbyist chatting on the airwaves might produce a series of beeps and buzzes on the channel

where his neighbour had hoped to find the night's baseball game on the radio' (2007:page

xiii). It is therefore ironic that a local ham radio hobbyist views Air-Stream activity
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polluting the spectrum. This example reveals how new digital infrastructures are neither

empty nor neutral. Just because you cannot see them does not mean they are not there. They

are inhabited by many actors all of whom are active participants in a rigorously defined

hierarchical system. These power struggles also show that such systems are not without

conflict. And neither are they static, but rather produced and reproduced on a regular basis.

In fact, there is so much wireless noise in Adelaide that according to the Air-Stream website

if you do not detect anything then 'chances are your stumbling rig is not working properly'

(Accessed 10.03.07, http://www.air-stream.org.au/stumbling_rig). In line with this, the task

shifts from seeing wireless noise to deciphering it. More specifically, stumblers must be able

to disentangle a usable 'signal' from 'background noise'.

Stumbling software also allows you to see the received signal strength intensity 'Rssr or
signal strength. Along with the signal you will also see a certain amount of background noise.
Ideally you want all signal and no noise. Or at least more signal than noise, hence we have a
signal to noise ratio (SNR) we want a really high SNR (Accessed 10.03.07, http://www.air
stream.org.au/stumbling_rig).

What emerges in an attempt by Air-Stream to define signal from noise is the awareness of a

digital presence that blankets suburbia. British designer Anthony Dunne's Faraday Chair:

Negative Radio, renders visible the rarity of 'empty space', devoid of electromagnetic

spectrum (Dunne 1999). His installation, comprising a glass box coated in conductive ink,

had the user lie curled in a foetal position, breathing through a tube. It revealed 'the

discomfort ofthe retreat from electronic space, and the lack of visible difference between

space that includes radio waves and a space that does not' (Joyce 2007:83). Joyce employs

Dunne's work to imagine 'what radio waves look like, and what kind of space they occupy'

however, she conceptualises it as an intangible and non-visual space (ibid).

For Joyce (2007), the power of Dunne's work stems from the inability to escape from the

pervasive and threatening presence of something that cannot be seen. The novelty of Air

Stream's practice of stumbling lies in the visualisation of this invisible infrastructural web

that inhabits suburbia. It domesticates this wireless landscape into everyday life, just as

fences, electricity cables and driveways form the infrastructural patterns of every life.

Moreover, the fact that members render it visible for the purpose of establishing new nodes

and ultimately expanding the network provocatively presents it not as a threatening force

from which individuals need protection, but rather as inviting new ways of thinking about

infrastructure and the promise of connectivity.
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Star has argued that infrastructures are often overlooked because they are considered

'singularly unexciting' (1999:377). Partially this is because they have taken the mode of

pipes supplying water or sewerage and cables that channel electricity and phone data, which

means they are either hidden in the landscape and architecture of the home or have become

so ubiquitous they are rendered invisible. Although we are fully aware of how these

infrastructures furnish essential services we are also content to ignore them until such times

as they fail or breakdown. Writing about sewerage, Hawkins notes: 'The removal of waste,

while bureaucratically managed, takes place largely in secret' (2005:46). He pursues

questions about these hidden infrastructures arguing that 'unexpected experiences of waste

can disrupt habits and trigger new relations and perceptions' (2005:16). This suggests that

new things happen when you start to see them. In line with Hawkins (2005) and Star (1999)

who argues that 'studying the unstudied' renders systems visible and, therefore, valid for

sociological study, stumbling affords a lens into other ways of considering and participating

in suburban systems of everyday life. Specifically, it invites new ways to explore

connectivity.

The mundane everydayness of stumbling

To Ben, and others in the group, stumbling is constructed as a mundane and everyday

practice. As explained by Michael, 'mundane technologies have lost their novelty and now

linger in the background, doing their 'job', largely outside the intense glaring attempts to

capture the exotic' (2000:3). To better understand why stumbling is mundane to Ben, it

helps to understand how he got involved and participates in the group. A member since he

was in the final year of high school, five years ago, Ben, now twenty-two years old stumbles

on average once a month. He always carries around his stumbling 'kit' in his van 'just in

case' someone needs him to 'take a look around'. Along with Daz, another member of Air

Stream, he is the most active stumbler in the group. He explains:

I do a lot of stumbles for people. People usually get in contact with me through the website.
The website seems pretty good at finding people who want to get stumbled. They post going
I'm here, I'm interested. what should I do. So me and Daz go. 'Oh yeah, yeah, that's pretty
close to here. Do you want to stumble or would you like us to come around and do a stumble?'
And usually they go, 'Yeah, yeah'. So we make a time or whatever (Interview with Ben
01.03.08).

Getting people connected to the network motivates Ben to stumble. It is his way of

contributing to the network and is comparable to how Craig invests money and Peter drives

people around. Ben believes 'the more people that are on, the more ftps [uploaded content]
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and the more people to play games with' will make for 'a better community'. Although

computer gaming 'kicked off' his interest in WiFi, it has since changed into what he calls

'community spirit'. To him success is couched not in terms of free or in cheap access to the

internet but in terms of a collaborative and co-created community that share infrastructure

and the content of a wireless network. He explains:

Basically we're wiping out the middleman. You set up your own equipment. your own links.
your own setup. You don't have to pay to use it. Yeah, basicallyhaving to pay to use is
annoying. It's better to pay for a one off setup and just use it. I prefer things like that rather
than having to pay every time you use it. You know, licensing for software. how you have to
buy a licence and own a licence for a certain amount of time. I just don't like that. It's heaps
better this way (Interviewwith Ben 01.03.08).

Ben arrived at my house by car from a weekend near the beach where he was staying with

friends. He had 'drunk a bit' and was tired but it was okay because he had 'done this heaps

of times' (Field notes 19.11.06). We had arranged his visit by email and it was constructed

as nothing special. He almost made it sound boring and asked to see my tall bikes as ifby

way of making the afternoon more interesting for him.

Together we unloaded his van and lay a range of equipment on the grass (Figs. 40, 41, 42).

Ben's toolbox, a standard plastic box with several compartments and clear lid, contained a

computer mouse, soldering iron, cables, wire cutters, shifting spanner, cable ties, pens,

paper, motherboard, small beige boxed modem, three rolls of electrical tape, a box cutter and

various loose nuts and screws. His laptop, a black IBM computer notebook, was charged and

loaded with NetStumbler. He also brought three antennas (Fig. 43). The largest and by far

the most professional looking one was a black grid dish by Hills, a local manufacturer. Yet,

on closer inspection I noticed it was split down the centre and held together with black sticky

tape. Ben was careful to hold it at a certain angle and told me it was no longer part ofa

'proper setup' because it was 'kind of broken' but it still 'does the job'. According to Ben,

the particular job this antenna does was 'sweep the sky vertically' (Field notes 19.11.06).

The second antenna, a small black stick about twenty centimetres long, was a mobile car

antenna equipped with a circular magnetic base designed to affix to the roof with the wires

running through the window to a laptop on the passenger seat. Ben, like other members,

used it to 'wardrive' around the city looking for wireless signals. I was introduced to

'wardriving ' a few weeks earlier. On the way to Software Freedom Day I travelled with

Ron, who thought I might be interested in 'seeing what is around' (Field notes 16.09.06).

During the fifteen minute trip, we 'picked up' a total of four hundred and forty six wireless

signals. Five years ago, there might only have been one or two in these suburban areas and
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they would have been commercial. Given the names of the signals were 'Betty', 'David's

wireless' and 'BelkinI62', [the default name of some consumer hardware], the majority are

now privately owned and provides ample proof of the escalation of wireless 'noise' in

suburbia (Field notes 16.09.06). In the context of my yard, the small magnetic stick antenna

was to be used for' horizontal stumbles'.

The third, and by far the most unusual and unlikely looking antenna, was a 'cantenna'. Ben

made it using halfan old 'milo tin' [a popular malt beverage]. Called an 'ornni', short for

omni-directional antenna, it was to be used to scan the air in multiple directions. Covered in

a thick layer of rust that came off on our hands, and peeling yellow sticky tape that bound

the jagged edge to prevent it slicing fingers, Ben confirmed 'it works better than it looks'.

With the cables untangled, Ben prepared to connect the first antenna to the laptop. This

unlikely looking ensemble was thus transformed into an operating 'stumbling rig'.

Reconfiguring suburbia

Ben takes three steps and stops. He raises the broken dish antenna above his head. Another
four steps. Stop. The antenna in one hand turns in elegantflgure eight swoops. The laptop
remains steady in the other. He reaches the fence and turns. More steps. He traverses my front
yard in a zigzagfashion, waving a series ofantennas one after another. Ben is not looking at
my yard but rather in my yard. He is looking at what is in it. He ca!!s out what he can see.

'Microwaves '.

'Cordless phones '.

'Linksys '.

'Madhouse '.

'Ovinghatn' (Field notes 18.11.06).

Ben is making visible and known the digital contents of my suburban yard. While

NetStumbler renders this data in graphic and text form, he makes it audible. Radio waves

from my neighbour's oven and cordless phone inhabit my yard. Similarly present are

wireless networks. Two are my neighbours' and one is my flatmate's. My yard is digitally

messy, but not as messy as other places Ben has stumbled. He told me he regularly found

'noise' transmitting from baby monitors, hand held radios, ham radio operators, walkie

talkies, commercial wireless broadcasts and even heart monitors. Traditional boundaries like

windows, doors and fences are not relevant in this wireless landscape. Radio signals leach

out of the houses around us. They seep through walls, slide through fences and into my yard.
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What Ben is documenting is in fact digital leakage. Although wireless devices can be

'locked' to prevent unofficial use, they cannot be held in one place.

Moving around we traced how signals changed in strength and weakness close to the fence,

the bins and near the driveway, how they overlap and tangle in different corners of my yard.

Operating on a shared spectrum means signals can interfere with one another. They can even

cancel each other out at points in my yard. Rather than being fixed and solid, these digital

architectures are permeable, malleable and transitory. The logic of space and place are

reconfigured as a series of messy contingent entities.

That afternoon I discovered things in my yard about which I had not known. Within the

perimeter of my house, I could see into my neighbour's lives. I could not see personal details

but I could see the names they have given their wireless systems and the types of devices

operating, which pieced together provide insights into the technologies that augment their

daily activities. Stumbling reveals how digital suburbia is unbounded by conventional

notions of ownership; mortgages, buildings, lawns and fences. It has little to do with other

infrastructures and services that run into and out of the house. The digital traces Ben

stumbled upon do not follow the roads or the lines of connecting fences. Air-Stream's

network is similarly unbounded - it operates via line-of-site and therefore re-inscribes

alternate techniques for connecting points. It cannot be understood in terms of traditional

infrastructures and systems of knowledge. It poses something entirely different.

Stumbling does not present the common vision of mundane and much maligned suburbia

(Weber 1992; Elder 2007; McKay 2008; Turnball 2008). Instead it provides a heightened

awareness of, and access to a digital version of suburbia. Seeing into my yard in a way not

possible before is similar to the advent of X-ray, which provided unprecedented access to the

interior of the body. In her study of the X-ray, Cartwright (1995) writes: 'I consider X-ray

technology as a pervasive and perverse cultural apparatus - one that confounds the

distinctions between the public and the private; specialised knowledge and popular fantasy;

and scientific discourse, high art, and popular culture' (Cartwright 1995: 107). Just as the X

ray was generative of 'new configurations of the body', the practice of stumbling produces

new ways of seeing and knowing the suburban landscape (ibid).
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Fig. 40 . Unpacking the stumb ling rig fro m the van ( 19. 11.06).

Fig. 41. Se tt ing up on the lawn ( 19.1 1.06) . Fig. 42. Ben's hom e-m ade cantenna (19 . 11.06) .

Fig. 43. T hree antennas: Hill s dish . cantenn a and small magn etic car ante nna ( 19. 11.06) .
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Stumbling encourages a new understanding of suburbia. Just as peeking over the fence

permits me to peer into neighbouring backyards, Ben's antennas and laptop enabled us to

peek into surrounding digital spaces. Gathering data of this kind, available without trespass

on private property, stumbling provides a new, unique and privileged view of suburbia.

Cartwright (1995) points out the 'perverse spectatorial pleasure of X-ray researchers and the

public confronted with the static X-ray photograph' (1995: I08). While previously this kind

of pervasive scrutiny of suburbia was possible only by large corporations, provided by a

centralised panoptical infrastructure, Ben's actions demonstrates the relative ease at which

Air-Stream members can access a wide variety of information. Moreover, they can do it

from within the edges of their own homes.

Despite finding copious wireless noise, Ben shook his head and muttered unenthusiastically.

He cannot find what we are looking for in the digital composition of my yard. However, just

because we have been unsuccessful so far, it does not mean that I cannot get connected. Ben

says we need to 'go higher'.

Using a wooden ladderfrom the garage. Ben shimmies between the sunshade and the
overhanging veranda at the Font ofthe house and onto the corner ofthe roof carefully
navigating the connecting gutters andflashing. I pass him the laptop and three antennas,
which he balances on the lintel over the garage. Picking up two antennas and his laptop. he
scampers up the roof. Ifollow 'with the remaining antenna and my camera. taking slower and
more cautious steps along the dry and dusty ridgeline that is hot underfoot. I note that the tiles
are not terracotta. but pressed aluminium which renders them even more fragile. A tef! tale
trail ofdents across the roofis evidence we are not the first ones up here. The loop from the
front ofthe house to the back reveals the journey ofa heavy-footed digital TV installer who
bolted a bracket and dish to the brick chimney. Ben points to the dish and says 'it's a shame' it
is not installed higher up because 'we could 've used that' (Field notes 18.11.06).

Going higher means climbing up onto the tiled roof of the single storey house in which I

spent my fieldwork and offers the possibility of stumbling into more wireless noise that

would otherwise be interrupted by the architecture of the house, trees and other large

buildings (Fig. 44). Although I noted how radio signals slip through and around houses,

walls and fences to occupy, mostly uninvited, new territories such as my front yard, they

also lose strength in the process or are entirely blocked. Ben's comments suggest the roofis

no different to the backyard in this respect. Air-Stream members are always on the lookout

for potential materials that can be incorporated into the network. Much like Reg's tree node.

existing roof infrastructure, in the form of television antennas and even chimneys, if they are

in the right place can be built into WiFi setups. The suburban rooftop not only encloses,

protects and surrounds space it is also integral to making WiFi.
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At the highest point of the roof, we see yet another version of suburbia. The landscape is a

mottled fabric of fenced quarter acre blocks, single storey corrugated iron roof or red tiled

houses and trees, backyards filled with fruit trees, ch icken runs. vegetab le patches. outdoor

sun shades, sheds, children's toys and (mostly empty) in-ground pools. The soundscape,

given it is another Sunday afternoon, cons ists of yapping dogs, lawn mowers and kids

squealing. Although we are looking for a digital version of suburbia, we cannot ignore other

versions that co-exist.

I had barely found a position at the top, crouched on the edge of the crown of the roof. when

Ben started to stumble (Figs. 45, 46) . In one hand he balanced an open laptop, with the other

he looped the antennas in lazy horizontally and vertical circles. He squatted and changed the

position of his feet to stumble in the other direction. His movements were slow and sure .

elegant and unhurried. The only difference to the yard is the fact we were perilously perched

on the crest of the rooflocated over five metres above the ground.

Fig. 44 . We ' go higher". onto the roof (19.11.06).
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Fig. 45 . Ben balances on the peak on a suburban rooftop in Ade laide (19 .1 1.06) .

Fig. 46 . Ben stumb les with diff erent antennas and the laptop (19 .1 1.06) .
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Landscapes of possibility

In an attempt to define stumbling I noted a range of devices in the form of antennas,

computers and software, a location, the ability to interpret 'signal' from 'noise'. What

emerges on the roof is the necessity for flexibility and a head for heights. While the rooftop

appears to be a mundane and everyday location for Ben, my field notes tell a very different

story:

Although we are only on top ofa single storey house. maybe jive metres above the ground I
am keenly aware ofthe height ~ itfeels dangerous up here. The rooftiles slope to the edges of
the house and there is nothing to stop mefrom falling offifI were to accidentally start to slide.
The fact it is a really hot afternoon doesn't help. I'm sweating and my skin picks up dirt and
dust from the tiles making my hands andfeet red. Instead ofit making it easier to grip. my
dusty bare feet slip on the tiles and my fingers are splayed in a tel/tale grip on either side of
me. In preparation for the climb I put my camera on a lanyard around my neck, which is ideal,
but I'm wearing a long frock which is much less well thought out. I am torn by my split desire
to hold on to the roofand let go in order to take photos. Ben doesn't seem to think this is a
particularly steep roof He has 'been up much worse' and tel/s me some stories about the
'worst roofs' that involve lightening. rain and wind storms. slippery tiles and extreme heights
but I cannot remember them afterwards because I am too caught up in the experience and
potential ofcomplete chaos, trips to casualty. broken limbs and how I might explain to the
owner ofthe house ifhefal/s through the roof(Field notes 19.11.06).

It is striking that Ben was completely comfortable on the roof while I was less so. This was

at odds with a previous experience at a decommission water tower where, as an Air-Stream

'dogsbody', I climbed thin steel rung ladders between double height floors and also helped

wind overflowing milk-crates of equipment through the open central core of the five storey

building. At this time I was also riding tallbikes with the freakbikers - further evidence of

my lack of fear of heights. Yet, this field note reveals something else. Things that are

visceral and tangible to me are invisible and inconsequential to Ben. Conversely, things that

are making themselves visible and known to him are lost to me. Ben treated the roofjust as

he did the front yard. He wandered around, swinging his laptop and antennas above his head,

all the while talking of what he could and could not see. The roof was so familiar and

ordinary to Ben that he barely noticed it. One way to understand this involves a cultural

interpretation of the Australian rooftop and associated local practices. Having lived in

London for over ten years, later I realised I had forgotten about rooftops as a domesticated

space. Briefly analysing the Australian rooftop, and my response to it. reveals the edges of

the everyday and opens up new ways of seeing the wireless landscape.

I propose the dangers of the rooftop for Ben disappeared for two reasons. Firstly, danger is

trumped by what is revealed. Cartwright (1995) tells the story of Edison, Dally and other

scientists who sacrificed their own bodies in gruesome experiments with early X-rays. She

argues that what drove them to 'pursue a technology that demonstrated so clearly its
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potential for bodily destruction and death was not only the thrill of seeing the deathly

spectacle of the skeletal system but also the potential to harness the physiological force of

the ray as a medical treatment - that is, radiation treatment' (1995: 110). Although, not as

grisly as the effects of experimental X-ray, nevertheless the danger of the rooftop is similarly

offset by the thrill of seeing the unseeable.

Secondly, the rooftop was so boringly normal that it ceased to be a strange or alien

landscape for Ben. Even being tired after a long weekend of partying, did not render the roof

dangerous or subversive. An explanation for this resides in the typical architectures of this

suburban city. As noted by Hall (2007), Adelaide is predominantly made up of single storey

houses on large residential blocks. This means that rooftops are individually owned and

maintained and are relatively accessible from the ground. Hall (2007) notes that examples of

new British suburbs, in Letchworth and Chelmsford, had back gardens in excess of even

traditional Australian suburbs with average footprints of thirty per cent but some were as low

as twelve per cent. This is possible because these dwellings are primarily two or more

storeys in construction. Although it provides more outside space around the dwelling, it also

means that the roofscape is smaller, steeper and significantly more dangerous. As a result it

is much less accessible. Even when roofs are part of communal blocks of flats, health and

safety regulations limit access to them. What this illustrates is that the roof is literally much

less of a working space in the UK than in Australia.

In contrast, in Australia, rooftops are ordinary domestic spaces in everyday suburban life.

Like the yard, the garage and the kitchen they are sites of daily chores. Roofs have long held

television and radio antennas, channelling electronic data from the skies into the house.

When storms or possums strike, these infrastructures require that someone climbs up and

adjusts the anchors that hold it in place. Gutters need attention on a regular basis. With the

worsening drought, rainwater tanks are no longer the preserve of farms or remote

homesteads, and instead are increasingly found in local suburbs. This means that gutters do

more work than simply channel water into drains. They provide a life support system, which

means they need to be regularly cleaned of leaves and possum-proofed." to ensure they work

efficiently. In times of bushfire, gutters are also enrolled in fighting fires. Emergency

services direct owners to hose roofs and wedge tennis balls in drainage pipes to dampen

potential kindling, creating water channels that prevent flying sparks from erupting into spot

fires. Rooftops are prime surfaces for the collection of energy with the installation of solar

34 Some gutters need to be covered in chicken wire to stop possums from jumping on them and breaking them.
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panels and many houses also make use of ceiling skylights for natural lighting. All of these

activities require regular maintenance and support the idea that the roof space is a site of

household tasks and responsibilities. Less well known is the idea of the roof as a site of

social and cultural production. During holidays, it is not uncommon for the roof to operate as

a social space complete with blankets, the barbeque and popcorn to watch local fireworks

and prior to skin cancer awareness it was a private sunbaking spot. All of these activities

plus the fact that a neighbour, who spotted Ben and Ion the roof with what must have

appeared to be a curious collection of devices, cheerfully waved at us instead of calling the

police, points to an Australian familiarity with rooftops and goes some way to explain why

Ben was so comfortable up there.

In line with this, it is therefore unsurprising that the suburban rooftop is a central location for

Australian WiFi work. For Air-Stream members, the roof delivers ample space that is

accessible, cost free and most importantly high off the ground, which is essential in seeking

wireless line of sight between points. Although some Air-Stream nodes are installed in

office buildings and retail centres, the majority of the community network nodes are located

on top of members' houses and sheds. Apart from constructing a stand-alone tower or

lodging an antenna in a tree, the roof offers the highest point that is easily available to an

Air-Stream member. When Ben says that he has experienced roofs that are much 'worse'

than mine, he is telling me about the many different spaces that members incorporate into

their practice. No roof is off limits. Even ones that are not built for domestic access are

potential sites for new nodes. Moreover, existing furnishings in the form of chimneys, eaves

and television antennas, provide handy adaptable infrastructures. Every roof offers a

potentially new view across the city and with it a different digital panorama. Thus, every

roof presents an entry point to a digital suburban landscape ofpossibility.

lt is also important to note that this insight emerged as a result oflong-term ethnographic

enquiry combined with my local knowledge of growing up in Australian suburbia. Little is

written about suburban rooftops in Australian sociological or cultural studies. Again, this

might be due to the fact that they are mundane and ordinary places that are taken for granted

in daily life. It was also not a field site in which I thought I would be spending so much time.

In line with Hess (2002), the rooftop is one of many constantly unfolding field sites that

emerged during my field work to offer new and surprising insights into how Air-Stream

make WiFi.
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Inscribing hope, chance and possibility

In the kitchen, over beer and cashews, Ben shows me what he saw on the roof His laptop is
open on the bench with two windows on display (text and graphic data), my laptop is open to a
Google map ofthe area and a paper copy ofthe network node map lies between them, Using
my laptop he locates the Air-Stream website and the Network Map. On his laptop he explains
using both graphic and textual displays produced by Netstumbler. the names, direction and
strength ofdifferent signals, Although there was a lot of 'noise' outside the house, Ben says
there is nothing I can use to connect into the network. but this does not mean I cannot get
connected. There is sti!! 'a chance', He suggests I install an 'omni ' as high as I can and 'see
who can see me' (Field notes 19.11.06).

Paradoxically, Ben wanted me to believe the information embedded in the representations

and also to ignore it. He did not give up hope that I could connect to the network, even

though the representations of 'noise' produced by NetStumbler clearly indicate otherwise

(Fig. 47). Instead, he recommended a course of action I could take which would give me a

chance to be seen by others and simultaneously grow the network. Throughout the afternoon

Ben stressed how stumbling from my garden and rooftop produces a completely different

view on the network to any other site and furthermore that ifhe was to stumble here again in

a month, a day or even in an hour, it would possibly result in a whole different series of data.

So how do we make sense of such slippery and contradictory knowledge?

Ben pointed out that even if we saw a 'signal' on the roof or in the yard, getting connected is

still not guaranteed. He reminded me that there is nothing certain, binding or immutable

about stumbling. Although this practice produces data that in turn provides knowledge about

digital noise in the sky around my house, it does not fully capture or fix what is out there. It

cannot hold it. By suggesting I install an antenna despite evidence to the contrary, Ben was

encouraging me to embrace the ambiguity of the technology.

Cartwright (1995) describes how the X-ray was institutionalised 'as a form of diagnosis', 'a

fetish object and as a powerful means of disciplining the body' (1995: 123). At the same time

X-ray itself was seen as a 'wild, unknown natural force that had to be harnessed and

managed in order to be put to good use' (1995: 110). On both accounts, it is represented in

terms of control and management. It facilitated the 'management and control of bodies

through imaging' (ibid). Scientists imposed themselves upon it in order to make it work

successfully and then imposed it upon the body, often their own. In contrast, stumbling

produces representations that are significantly less dominating. Ben did not subjugate or

attempt to harness wireless noise, nor does he narrowly interpret the results. He did not

impose himself upon the spectrum but rather reveals what already exists and what might be

possible. Once rendered visible, he set about weaving a new antenna into the visualised
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fabric of the digital landscape. It is less about diagnosing a problem and more about opening

up a range of expansive possibilities.

Like the X-ray, stumbling penetrates the surface of the suburban body and opens it up to

view in ways previously not possible. Like Xvrays. stumbling produced snap-shots of a very

particular moment in time . However, unlike the X-ray, stumbling is not a one-way, linear

process : it is dialogic. When Ben suggested I should ' see who can see me', he reminded me

that I am not the only one with access into the digital landscape. Others could see me. The

network can be viewed from multiple directions .

Stumbling reveals digital suburbia and invents a new landscape at the same time. Ben uses

the representations of the landscape to construct a vision of the network that suits my

particular perspective on the digital suburbia and fits with my predicament. Rather than

being led by the data, he shapes it into a series of responses. What emerges is the idea that

the visual representations produced by stumbling are inscribed with chance and possibility.

Fig. 47. Results from the stumble (19.11.06).
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The following are further examples:

It's important to keep people excited because if you say, 'I don't think it's going to work', then
they're not going to spend the money and they're not going to try and I'd rather get people to
try because if you put something up now and you can't connect then someone else might see it.
And that's how I build the network and from my experience that's the best way to go. If you
put something up and you let people find you then there's your link. You've got your first link
and that might connect you to the network or it might not (Interview with Craig 05,03.07),

This guy helped me modify it to make it suitable and then I put it on the roof and gathered all
the other parts together and it seemed to work. Actually. I set it up not knowing ifI'd be able
to connect but just out of interest but with the hope that one day I'd be able to connect
somewhere. Because I live out in Woop Woop [a long way away] and my other friend was
talking about it and he lived seven kilometres away from me, This was in year 12 and I
thought. allright I'm just going to buy the gear because he is just going to go on talking about
it. Because that's the kind of person he is. So I was like I'm going to get off my arse and put it
up and hopefully he will do the same. So I did that I was playing around with it. And one day
about two months after I put the gear up I actually picked something up and it was an Air
Stream access point about 27k's away (Interview with Reg 06.03,07),

I stumble and if there is such a low signal that 'Ahhhhh. maybe try later or something'. So I try
and get people to stick up an omni, right. and then we'd do some more stumbling from other
sites. Because that's what you do if someone can't get on. You then go to other spots and try
and pick them up. And then you get a radio map of where they can transmit to and then you set
up a relay point to get them on, But a lot of people aren't keen to do that. They just don't seem
to want to. They go. 'Ah no, its too much effort', or 'I don't want to set up an ornni'. So I just
hope there are more APs [access points or antennas] around that pop up (Interview with Ben
1.03.07),

The role of representations in this context is not just about capturing and holding facts like

inscriptions, instead because they organise actions they appear more akin to conscriptions,

However, the idea of chance, hope and possibility jar with the more definitive and concise

characteristics of conscription as seen in practice by Henderson's (1999) engineers. While

Ben is continually keeping alive the possibility of connecting, conscriptions 'influence the

structure of the work and who may participate in it' (1999:27), Air-Stream members do not

employ stumbling simply as a way of representing a single reality, but as a means to expand

the network, The visual representations produced as a result of the stumble do not operate as

a 'yes' or 'no' answer, but rather serve to provide information that enables the stumbler to

'see' the digital suburban landscape and then use it to find ways to get connected, The

question is therefore not 'Can I get connected?' but instead, 'How can I get connected?' Far

from closing or narrowing down alternatives and choice, stumbling serves to open up

multiple expansive landscapes of connectivity. It is telling that members do not seek to order

or discipline what they find but rather seek to weave new nodes into an existing landscape.

Stumbling reveals a new visual landscape in which new connections can be explored,

These accounts illustrate how representations attract and then stick people together,

regardless of the status of connection. It expands my argument from Chapter Three, where I
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identified connected, disconnected and unconnected people who were united by the group's

visual culture. Here, I show how never getting connected is also a valid position within the

group because there is always a hope or chance of getting connected.

Building a collaborative technology

So far I have explored Ben's efforts to expand the network by encouraging me to embrace

the unknown and forge ahead with an antenna regardless of my inability to 'see' anything. I

now draw briefly on Kevin's experiences to further develop this idea. Although a 'newbie'

to the group, he is also highly experienced in IT. He provides computer support at several

charities and is currently studying IT at TAFE [Technical College]. As noted in Chapter

Four, Kevin is aware that he 'lives off the map', meaning there is little chance he could see

the network from anywhere around the shed out the back of his parent's house where he

lives. Yet this has not stopped him from imagining other ways to get connected. He explains

his many ideas:

Kevin: I used to be able to see Mount Barker from the top of the shed. Until the trees grew I
would have been able to bounce off Mount Barker if Air-Stream could get wireless gear up
there. That's assuming I only run gear off the shed because the house already has Foxtel
[Digital TV company] gear on it and if! was to take that dish down and potentially realign it
and put it somewhere else on the roof I' d be able to bounce off the house over to Mount
Barker. Or potentially, I could get a higher line of sight to someone else on the hill opposite.
We can also see a local industrial estate. which is over here on this sadly out of scale map [the
one he is drawing]. Again, although I can probably bounce off that to Mount Barker it's getting
something into one of these places to bounce from.

Kat: How will you go about finding a place to bounce off in these locations that you describe?

Kevin: It depends on how bold I am about it. The mechanic I take my car to is in the industrial
area. If he owns that building. he might be willing to put something up on the roof Or I could
go and do similar to what Pat is thinking about doing in his area. and that's letterboxing
(Interview with Kevin 22.02.07).

Kevin totally rejects the impossibility of getting connected. He lists a remarkable array of

possible strategies and activities including bouncing signals from different points, modding

existing antennas, Ietterboxing, targeting key people and moving house. Like Ben, Kevin

exhibits extraordinary persistence in exploring alternative ways of getting connected and his

solutions are reliant on a myriad of contingencies. Being 'bold', for instance, apart from

being an intriguing choice of word in relation to wireless technology, relates to the fact that

in order to get connected to the network Kevin will have to socially engage new actors, such

as the local mechanic at a nearby industrial estate, and this will require daring and

confidence. Kevin cannot get connected on his own. But there is a chance he can with the

help of others. This account reinforces what emerged in Chapter Six in Dave's backyard
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about the importance of enlisting volunteers and familial support. Just as Dave could not

build, raise or connect his antenna on his own, Kevin relies upon a larger social network to

connect into the network. What is new in this chapter, however, is how Kevin has to extend

his networks to strangers, who have not displayed any interest in WiFi, thus predicating the

need for boldness. And this is not unusual course of action in the group:

Just because you can't see the network doesn't mean that you can't connect to the network. It's
about finding other people who can and getting them and then connecting off them (Interview
with Ron 16.01.06).

Both examples illustrate how Air-Stream is making a very different kind of technological

infrastructure - a collaborative one. In may ways this means there are no limits as to how far

it can extend across Adelaide.

Collaboration is pivotal to the making of Air-Stream's WiFi network. Getting connected to

the network requires an intensity of engagement not ordinarily encompassed in the purchase

and use of commercial WiFi package. You do not simply get connected. You need to give

time, tools, the roof of your house, electricity, investment of materials and money. You also

need help - volunteers and family are vital in physically building and raising an antenna.

And as it turns out, imagination and more than a little bit of hope are also important. In

Chapter Four I showed how connection is not a condition of membership. Chapter Five

revealed how connection is shaped by a myriad of instable actors and Chapter Six further

highlighted how connection, even when it is achieved, is never certain or fixed. Now,

connection is never impossible and, furthermore, is shaped by chance and being bold.

I was under the impression that I had to connect to the network as part of my fieldwork. I

assumed I would, that it would not be too hard, and the experience of doing it, as well as

actually being on the network, would constitute part of my analysis. As already noted, I

never achieved a connection to the network and yet, as this chapter attests, attempting to

connect demonstrated my involvement in the group. By demonstrating my participation and

contribution to the network there was a chance that, as Dave suggested in Chapter Six,

people might 'come out of the wood work' and connect to me (Field notes 01.1106). I may

not be able to 'see' any appropriate wireless noise in order to connect to the Air-Stream

network but I can place myself on the map and therefore in the group. Emphasis, at this

time, is clearly on connectivity over content. A point echoed by members:

I'm not so much interested in the content. although the content is really the ultimate thing. but
it's more about having this network (Interview with Ron 16.01.06).
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Stumbling constructs new ways of connecting people together by re-arranging suburbia.

What it reveals however is not neat or definite. It is not easily controlled. It slips and slides

out of conventional architectures. It can be locked but not held in place, which means it

cannot be turned on or off if it is not wanted. It does not only exist in pipes or in computers.

It occupies spaces in between. And it is invisible until visually detected by an inscription

device. If as Alpers ( 1984), has argued, a visual culture is how a group sees the world and

makes it knowable, then seeing a newly configured suburban landscape, a digital suburbia,

renders possible other ways of thinking about, and connecting, that circumnavigate

traditional infrastructural models. Hawkins has written that our ability to define things as

rubbish in order to dispose of waste 'depends on a particular kind of blindness that helps us

not to see' (2005:80 emphasis in original). The opposite is happening here. Stumbling

produces representations that help us see and imagine digital suburban landscapes.

As a result, this chapter presents a vision of WiFi that is remarkably different to the

conventional commercial model presented in Chapter One (see Fig. I). Rather than

competing with traditional institutional systems, Air-Stream offers ways into the digital

landscape for ordinary people through the representations made by members. Stumbling

takes apart familiar and conventional notions of infrastructural systems that until now have

safely and conveniently pumped services into and out of the home. These pipes and wires

are built into the domestic infrastructure and into domestic practices of consumption. We

know how to purchase and use them. We know who to call when they break. We also know

not to touch them. Stumbling disrupts these familiar and comfortable notions. It is

unsettling, messy and invites involvement; a powerful reminder of other ways in which

connectivity is possible. These representations provide the means to participate in multiple

ways. Thus, they display characteristics of inscriptions and conscriptions. However,

stumbling, as per its moniker, is a practice that is purposefully open to surprise. It produces

not only a representation of what exists, but what might exist.

Conclusion - A 'feral' infrastructure

As has been the case in earlier chapters, this chapter also speaks ofa unique set of Australian

materials, landscapes, skills and tenacity of character. Turnball (2000) uses the term

'motley' which highlights the complex, disparate and seemingly incommensurate elements

which underpin the planned, rational and ordered nature oftechnoscientific knowledge.

Drawing on empirical examples such as malaria cures, medieval architects, turbulence

research and aboriginal map makers he argues that 'if we wish to rethink the way we
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produce knowledge and the forms of knowledge we value, we need to recognise, even

celebrate, its unplanned and messy nature' (2000: I).

Although the term 'motley' accounts for a diverse array of actors in heterogeneous science

and technology networks, [ argue that a more local term, 'feral', is better suited to my

ethnographic study. 'Feral' commonly connotes a 'wild animal or plant' that has escaped

domestication (Oxford 200 I :328). Together with Bell (2008), I have written about

commercial domestic models ofWiFi as a 'feral' technology:

Feral connotes a particularly grounded Australian understanding of the tensions and anxieties
of wild and domesticated worlds. Like feral animals, wireless infrastructures often escape
domestication. resorting to an unruly condition. requiring of the user an acute and flexible
awareness of the fragile ecologies in which they reside. They only become visible to us at
points of attachment with specific devices, at interruptions or interferences with other
domiciled artifacts or when they are entirely absent. In no sense can they be considered stable
or homogenous. To engage with them predicates an understanding of what they attract and
repel, where and how these overlaps interact. what is displaced and what is revealed. To
understand how they work in the home is to understand how they work with the home
(Jungnickel and Bell 2008:275).

This represents a fundamental shift away from thinking of WiFi as 'plug and play'

technology to one that prompts sensitive awareness of radio emissions of other devices in the

home. In another work, [ have described the many inexplicable 'technological tantrums' that

result from the introduction of WiFi into the existing domestic ecologies and the resulting

'wireless workarounds' necessary to make possible everyday use (Jungnickel 2006).

This chapter goes one step further. It introduces a feral infrastructure. Having moved out of

the home and onto the roof, Ben and I encountered an infrastructure that has entirely escaped

domestic captivity. No longer contained or controlled by conventional or recognisable

infrastructure, it slips and slides through and around traditional architecture: the uniform

regularity of such is emblematic of successful commercial models that orchestrate the flow

of materials or services in a one-way direction, deliberately designed for people to purchase

and consume. In contrast, the representations produced by stumbling reveal an infrastructure

gone wild. As a result, this account offers a striking contrast to what has been written about

how even the smallest interruptions can cause immense disruption to stable infrastructural

systems in STS (Collins and Pinch 1982; Calion 1986; Star 1991; Latour 1999). Far from

catalysing anxiety or tension, the process of visual ising feral infrastructure produces new

ways of knowing, and in turn participating in, the digital landscape. The concept of feral

infrastructure therefore suits a making-do approach and, as has been illustrated in Chapter

Six, the process of modding.
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The fact that a ham radio hobbyist and a local ISP complained about Air-Stream invading

their wireless territory further supports the idea of Air-Stream's WiFi as a feral

infrastructure. Here, Air-Stream's WiFi is feral because it is considered the intruder in an

established technical landscape that has already been carved out by ISPs who are

traditionally larger and more dominant and ham radio hobbyists who have been around

longer than community WiFi. Although the contlict appears extreme, looking more broadly

it is comparable to the way Australian customs, with its island mentality, deals with foreign

fruit and animals - it eradicates or quarantines them.

STS literatures hold that techniques of rendering are interlocked with particular ways of

seeing the world. Henderson argues that a visual culture 'constricts and constructs the literal

ability to see or imagine' (1999:26). Similarly, Latour writes that it 'redefines both what it is

to see and what there is to see (1986:8-9). In line with this, the representations produced by

Air-Stream as a result of stumbling present a version of suburbia without fences, doors,

houses, roads, buildings, cables, power lines and other conventional structures. However

upon erasing some actors, others become more visible. And much more than wireless noise

is rendered visible in Air-Stream's representations of WiFi. Prior to learning about the

conflict with other wireless spectrum users 1proposed that stripping away these and other

familiar and mundane symbols of suburban ownership and power, collapses distance

between ordinary people and infrastructure, reconstructing in its place a new digital

landscape, open to chance and possibility. However, because this wireless spectrum is far

from empty or neutral, another conclusion is that this study of the culture ofWiFi made by

backyard technologists in suburban Australia provides a lens through which power struggles

in the Australian technological wireless landscape become visible and knowable.
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Chapter Eight.

Homebrew high-tech
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Dodgy DIYers or innovative problem solvers?

Our national knack for invention and innovation, for making do, lives on in the shed. The
'she'll be right' attitude may be denigrated as the blight of Australian industry, but it thrives in
the country's backyards (Thomson 2004:3).

As described in Chapter Six, making-do is a distinctly Australian version of DIY interlocked

with the peculiarities oflocal conditions, landscape, weather and colonial history. Yet, as

Thomson (2004, 2007) argues, making-do is perceived as a source of national pride and

embarrassment. To explore how Air-Stream members fit homebrew and high-tech together, I

briefly draw on colonial accounts to explain its trajectory and residual effect on

contemporary understandings.

Although South Australia became known as the "hearth' of agricultural innovation in

Australia' as a result of many successful technological adaptations, Birmingham et ai, (1979)

note how the Australian Settlers Handbook, produced for early English immigrants, failed to

recognise the legitimacy of these inventions.

James Atkinson in 1826 recommended the immigrant to bring a swing plough and the irontines
for a harrow to be made up from a forked log of wood. (... ) Little had changed by 186L when
the Australian Settlers handbook recommended much ofthe same list: eighteen years after the
invention of the stripper. the prospective settlers of New South Wales were told to bring
sickles and reaping hooks, and sieves for winnowing in the breeze (1979:17 emphasis in
original).

Local technologies did not make it into the handbook, which suggests that they were not

considered of significant value to replace long established British agricultural knowledge.

Despite widespread success, inventions like the stripper harvester were seen to be of

questionable integrity because of adapted, cobbled together and re-purposed characteristics.

They had been tinkered with, The very essence of what made these technologies work

successfully in challenging conditions became grounds for their dismissal.

The dismissal of Australian innovation not only rests on its tinker nature but also on

Australia's penal heritage with its attendant class implications. Haring (2005) suggests that

socio-economic judgements playa role in the trivialisation, or in this case total rejection and

subsequent erasure, of tinkered technologies. In identifying the division between people who

learnt technical knowledge in classrooms and others who learnt from experience on shop

floors or on their own, she writes of the distinction between an 'association of study with the

wealthy and of tinkering with the working class' (2005:90). What the nature of this dispute

reveals is the tension inherent in the relationship between tinkering and innovation and

signals that hands-on does not naturally intersect with high-tech. Another way to view this is
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through what Henderson calls the 'aura of high tech', which she argues shapes how

engineers work and represent themselves (1999: 196).

Henderson illustrates how a high artefact, in this case computer assisted design software

(CAD), has more status than one that is considered low, such as hand drawing skills, and

how this shapes the way discipline chooses to present itself. She argues it is pivotal to why

engineers use CAD despite the fact they know it can never fully capture the tacit, local or

personal knowledge essential for the everyday 'doing' of engineering. It does not capture the

messy reality of engineering practice. Yet, the 'aura of high tech' persists in playing a

pivotal role in shaping the culture of engineering. She writes, it 'constructs a vision of a

great future, and because engineers want to subscribe to this source for cultural power, it is

difficult for them to criticise it' (1999: 1985). The combination of home-brew with high-tech

that Ron, makes in this comment is therefore striking.

It's a homebrew telecommunications network (Interviewwith Ron 16.01.06).

Talking about Air-Stream members who tinker with highly sophisticated technology, he

highlights a curious fusion of seemingly incommensurate entities. While the former is

nominally the reserve of hobbyists and amateurs in their spare time, the latter is most often

associated with official and firmly established commercial organisations. As I have

identified, there is a tension between tinkering and more formally acknowledged

innovations. Homebrew represents one way of reconciling these tensions. Air-Stream's

practices and representations from moddingto stumbling are all about homebrew

technology.

In the Australian context, homebrew typically refers to the brewing of beer for personal

consumption on a small domestic scale or the programming and free distribution of video

games by hobbyists. As the name suggests, the home is central to its practice. Ron's

definition of the term hornebrew, however, suggests something else. Much more is going on

here than a domestic leisure or labour designation. His version of homebrew is not confined

to the edges of the home and is not the sole pursuit of a lone individual in the domestic

sphere. It extends out into the urban landscape and involves the whole community.

Moreover, it is not a subscription service that simply works when it is plugged in. Air

Stream members are makers, not consumers.

Ron's definition ofWiFi as a homebrew telecommunications network is a powerful

statement. It firmly locates WiFi as a backyard technology. Building on my examples in

prior chapters, this chapter argues that 'homebrew high-tech' is a distinctive Australian way
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of imagining and making WiFi. Air-Stream' s approach to homebrew high-tech is one that is

highly localised to the suburban backyards of Adelaide. It marries a collaborative and social

approach with a great willingness to tinker. Importantly, it is predicated on an understanding

of WiFi as open and participatory, rather than commercial or closed.

As discussed in previous chapters, Australian WiFi is a fragile, often unpredictable and

complex technology that predicates meticulous accuracy, sophisticated technical skills, the

understanding of complex visual schema and access to specialised materials. It is also a

technology that Air-Stream members put together in their backyards, using customised

combinations of purchased, home made, found and even partially broken materials. These

are startling contradictions: how do Air-Stream members negotiate the intersection of

precision and tinkering? How do they straddle the DIY and professional divide? How does

homebrew fit with high-tech?

English-Lueck's (2003) findings on New Zealand's 'culture of innovation' provides one

ethnographic account of homebrew high-tech. Known for studying the cultures of Silicon

Valley in California, she turned her attentions to New Zealand to explore its role as a silicon

producer in the global economy. Although very different to Australia in terms of population,

economic dependencies, weather, and indigenous culture, New Zealand shares common

narratives emerging from isolation, distance and colonial encounters and thus I argue it is

relevant to compare technical cultures. Of particular note is how English-Lueck identifies

and recognises the legitimacy of a local hands-on approach and links it to high technology

production in what she terms a 'cultural tradition of "inventive-ness'" (2003:2). She explains

the basis of this distinctiveness:

The last stop out before Antarctica. New Zealand has created a narrative around being at the 'ends
of the Earth', A tolerance for quirkiness is something that informants viewed as integral to New
Zealander's ability to innovate, Niche research and development are key to New Zealand's place
in the global silicon network (2003:4),

Here, New Zealand's isolation is seen as central to its culture of innovation, Crucially, she

interprets an aptitude for local ingenuity, adaptive reuse and problem solving as highly

regarded attributes in the global technology marketplace. Innovations do not have to be

completely revolutionary or new, instead value is perceived in unique re-combinations of

existing materials and problems,
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They do not develop revolutionary technologies, but refashion and apply existing ones.
Examples include creating a technology for spraying bees with precise amounts of pollen to
deliver to crops, converting airbag sensors into cheap but sensitive seismic detectors, niche
search engines, or programs that can record and reproduce key strokes (2003:4).

To further explain this culture of innovation, English-Lueck draws parallels with a New

Zealand national icon - a popular and ubiquitous gauge of wire used for fencing the edges of

New Zealand farms and high-tech innovation. She writes, 'a rhetoric offrontier

inventiveness is imbedded in the New Zealand idea that anything can be fixed with #8

fencing wire' (2003:4). Using this metaphor, she shows how New Zealand's 'quirkiness'

emerges from the parameters of the social worlds in which technologists work and infuses

everything that is made.

Both Australia and New Zealand's 'culture of innovation' are necessitated and enabled by

the isolation, distance and space and materials at hand and a challenging history. They are a

product of, not just as response to, the challenges of making technology work in a specific

environment. From English-Lueck's (2003) study we see how a New Zealand style of

'quirkiness' visually emerges from the parameters of the natural, social and technological

worlds in which programmers work. Results may not be radically transformative but they are

examples of ingenious resourcefulness and innovative problem solving. Crucially, what

English-Lueck demonstrates, is that these homebrew approaches to high-tech are highly

regarded in global marketplace.

Sticky tape technology

The juxtaposition of 'quirkiness' in the field of 'big' science of silicon production is striking

because it dispels the idea that homebrew is incommensurate to high-tech, The importance

of English-Lueck's work for this thesis lies not only in recognition of alternate technology

makers who innovate outside oflarge-scale institutions but in acknowledgement of

unconventional methods and practices. Her example of fencing wire is particularly relevant

as both a tool and a metaphor for innovative resourcefulness. Air-Stream members have their

own version of fencing wire in sticky tape. It also represents an important way ofre

imagining how innovation and inventiveness might happen in the suburbs of Australia.

A cordless drill. screwdriver. hammer. cable ties. a silicon gun, cable ties, sticky tape and
pliers used during the day lay strewn on benches in the shed. the grass outside. across the
ping-pong table and wooden garden furniture. As Simon and Dave work on the new node. [
ask them which tools they most use to do this type ofwork. 'Sticky tape'. they both say in
unison (Field notes 12.11.06).
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Ben brought three antennas with him; a Hills 2.5gb dish. a small thin magnetic car antenna
and a home made cantenna. Two out ofthree were sticky taped in some WCDJ to keep them from
falling apart or slicing hisfingers (Field notes 19.11.06).

When Pat discovered that his neighbours were worried that he was spying on them, he climbed
up onto the roofofhis house and used black tape to mask the flashing lights on his modem.
(Field notes 13.08.06)

After showing photos and telling the monthly meeting about the installation ofa new antenna
on a challenging site, Peter says, 'It shows you don't needjlash stuff you just need sticky
tape '. (Field notes 26.07.06)

It was easy to overlook the presence of sticky tape in the first few months of my fieldwork, I

was otherwise distracted by what I considered to be more exotic and strange ethnographic

objects. Yet, as indicated in this selection of field notes, sticky tape featured regularly in

interactions, demonstrations and experiences of how Air-Stream members made WiFi. I

soon discovered that this mundane and ordinary artefact was not only an accessible and

cheap material highly valued by members in their everyday situated practice, but also when

it was not actually used, as expressed by Peter, it was evoked as a way of working. It

epitomises the kind of homebrew high-tech approach that this chapter examines.

Sticky tape is an interesting metaphor for exploring the culture involved in making WiFi

because it evokes a particular method of temporarily binding things together. It is

emblematic of being able to fix anything. A key theme that has emerged throughout this

thesis is Air-Stream's members' comfort with instability. It manifests in multiple

interpretations of connectivity, membership and even the activities of local birdlife and the

weather. There is no single or dominant version of the network, or the group's visual culture.

Instead, members gather together and attach themselves to contingent assemblies of multi

dimensional representations. As a result, WiFi as it is made by members of Air-Stream fits

with the idea of sticky tape that temporarily holds things in place only to be removed and re

stuck again in a different configuration. Sticky tape technology fits with the idea of

home brew WiFi.

The use of sticky tape by Air-Stream members recalls what has been argued in STS about

binding agents. In engineering, Henderson (1999) describes visual communication as 'glue'.

In science, Latour's (1990) concept of 'circulating reference' highlights the cascading

'chains' of representations. Here, representations are comprehensively layered in cascades,

each one linked to the next. These representations in these science and technology studies

bind people, objects and knowledge together. They are held together by the stickiness of

their visual culture. But these particular adhesives - glue and chains - are characteristically
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not temporary. The use of these particular binding agents is evocative of a more permanent

style of bond between objects and the people who make and use them.

Air-Stream's representations also stick people and objects together, but as per the character

of sticky tape, which suggests more of a temporary fixture, the bond is differently

comprised. People are not required to subscribe to the same structures or ways of working as

anyone else. I argue that sticky tape does not so much impose itself upon the group as much

as enable the constant development of a type of contingent practice that produces a reliable

technology. The ways in which sticky tape is used to hold together pieces of WiFi also

makes it an important component of modding and making-do and therefore is emblematic of

a certain kind of Australian technical agility.

The place of tinkering in homebrew high-tech

Irs the whole adaptive approach. Irs what I've always done (Interview with KelTY 23.02.07).

When I was in year seven I think I got my first own computer that was mine and stuffto break
and fix. And ever since then Ivc been intrigued by everything that is computers, any aspect of
it. I've just wanted to get into it. to play with it and programme it or create it and know more
and more about it. All of my friends at primary school and high school would always say I was
the computer geek, the computer whiz. It was just who I was. You could call it a gift or a
knack or something. It was just what I did (Interview with Simon 3.03.07).

I broke too many things when I was young. I remember when our washing machine broke and
a whole section of it was pulled out and replaced and I got to play with the broken bit. So when
things used to break. like a radio or something. I used to want to open it up and see how it
worked. things like that. I was always the person who gets asked to fix something. like a VCR
or something. like what wire goes where? I got that last week by a workmate. He's like. Tve
got this and this and this and I want to put it all together but I don't know how' (Interview with
Daz 08.03.07).

As outlined in Chapter Seven, mods and modding are common terms in Air-Stream, yet

there are many overlaps with tinkering and it often, as indicated, emerged in interviews

conducted with members. Tinkering is commonly known as 'part of the inquiring approach

to the material world' and 'includes scavenging, scrounging, tampering, adapting,

fossicking, fixing' (Thomson 2007:6). According to these interview excerpts, tinkering is

not something that can be turned on or off, nor can it be learned. The fact that Air-Stream

members describe it as being socialised from a young age and a predominantly male activity

fits with what has been written about tinkering by Kleif and Faulkner (2003). In their study

of robot builders and professional software developers, they write about how 'boys are more

likely than girls to be socialised into hands-on tinkering with mechanical devices'

(2003:297). Air-Stream members echo this perspective:
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D: I used to try and incorporate my sister into it a little bit. She wasn't really interested in how
I looked at things. I would make games so she would be involved. Like we'd play like a library
game where we'd lend each other our books and I would write a computer program and she
would have to come, I put in the number and record it.

K: And your sister? You said she wasn't so keen on this?

D: She just cared about the books and I just cared about writing the program (Interview with
Dave 2 I.02.07).

However, Air-Stream tinkering practices also contradict other conventional understandings.

For instance, Kleif and Faulkner point out that tinkering is a solitary affair when they write

about how 'few of the men admitted to any enjoyment of or competence in working closely

with people' (2003:301). This argument is reinforced in many other versions of tinkering.

Even in its more modern guises, such as the popular American MAKE magazine, website

and series of travelling events, tinkers send evidence of their activities in visual step-by-step

instructions for others to mimic, but rarely are people shown in these images and never do

groups of people appear. This example serves to reinforce the idea that tinkering takes place

in isolation and out of public view. It also fits with Turkle's (1996) study about computer

programmers who were individual tinkerers and Thomson's (2002, 2007) work where the

shed is depicted as a refuge from domesticity and the world at large, inside of which is

depicted a lone man engrossed in a task at hand.

In my opinion, what marks Air-Stream tinkerers apart is twofold and relates to their visual

culture. Firstly, Air-Stream tinkering is a social experience. It is largely social, collaborative

and group-oriented as evidenced by Dave's antenna raising in Chapter Six and many of the

monthly meetings and other events. Often linked with a barbeque or a social meeting of

some SOli, tinkering regularly takes place with others. Although it is possible to stumble

alone, as in Chapter Seven, Air-Stream's website recommends members take 'a buddy' onto

rooftops to hold antennas and ladders in order to prevent accidents. Collaboration is

encouraged and in some cases actually necessary for ajob to be accomplished. Ironically,

what these examples point to is the inappropriateness of the term DIY in relation to Air

Stream's backyard technologists. Air-Stream members clearly are not individuals who

subscribe to a do it yourself (DIY) approach. Instead. they do it together.

Secondly, Air-Stream members routinely blur the lines between hobbyists and professionals.

For them. tinkering is not something that only amateurs or hobbyists do. Nor is it just done

by programmers or professionals. These categories. as I will show. are not easily defined in

the context of Air-Stream, and more over, the group does not demand these distinctions are

made. In fact, their visual culture serves to further blur these divisions. As argued in Chapter
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Five, the Air-Stream network is specifically designed to incorporate instability and failure.

Redundancy is built in which means it adapts to breakdown and blockage at different points

in the distributed network. As a result, the Air-Stream network is built for tinkering. which

makes it particularly attractive to a wide range of people. Reg explains:

Irs like I can test it and play around with it and do whatever and not have someone say. 'Hey
you're not meant to do that'. or 'You shouldn't have that case open and those wires there'. Irs
a lot more relaxed. And if something breaks then you and just other people around the area are
going to be affected. Obviously they might be a bit disappointed that you've played with
something and broken it but... (Interview with Reg 5.03.07).

Reg works full time as an IT specialist and he uses Air-Stream as a place to 'test' and 'play'

with technology, In this case he is both an amateur and a professional. And he is not alone.

As indicated on the map in Chapter Two and throughout this thesis, many Air-Stream

members work in the [T industry and meetings were regularly frequented by people from

local business, enrolled in [T courses at university or working for large telecommunication

companies which makes the division between hobbyists and professionals a difficult one to

sustain.

Kleif and Faulkner also identified what they term the 'fuzzy boundary' between

professionals and hobbyists when they write: 'Just as many of the robot builders had jobs

working with technology, so many of the software developers had technological pursuits in

their out-of-work lives - they did home maintenance and remodelling, they had leisure

pursuits that used the latest gadgets, and/or they read science fiction' (2007:301-302). In

fact, in Air-Stream's context, such a division can only be temporally drawn. For many

members, salaried [T employment takes up specific set of hours in the day, while Air-Stream

is as Tim has indicated earlier, 'squeezed' in around other commitments (see Chapter Five).

This is important when considered in relation to other conventional and highly pressured

accounts of time, Traweek (1988), for instance, illustrates the importance of time in the

making of scientific knowledge, specifically, long periods oftime. She writes: 'Completing

an experiment in high energy physics can take three to five years' (1988:6). Similarly

engineering designs take months to years to move from drawings to finished systems or

buildings. Some of Air-Stream's tinkering follows a similar arc, but much tinkering with

WiFi can be spontaneous, happen the middle of the night, during weekends and holidays. It

is significantly more flexible and accommodating to other commitments and pressures in

everyday life. Air-Stream's culture shapes and is shaped by this concept oftime. Simon

explains his use of IRC:
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S: It's just the chat programme we use. You can have a lot of people on a channel. Its well set
out so you can easily see who's saying what.

K: How often are you on it?

S: Oh, I'm on it twenty four seven.

K: So it is open now?

S: Yep. I just jump in and see who's around. It is usually the first point of call for people.
Everyone checks it. People have MSN [a Microsoft 1M programme] but with IRC you can type
something in the IRC server and it will sit there and when they get there they can have a look
or someone else can help out (Interview with Simon 3.03.07).

Air-Stream's IRC is used by members to discuss, plan, update and share WiFi activities. It is

specifically built for synchronous group conferencing. As a result it is often a source of, and

platform for, representations of tinkering at all times ofthe day. The advantage of IRC is that

it runs continually and traces of conversations are not erased, nor are they private (unless

specifically intended) from the rest of the group. This means members can catch up on

things they might otherwise have missed and learn from other members interactions. Being

able to pick and leave off where they started suits those who are committed to other

activities. The use of IRC by Air-Stream members means that tinkering does not happen in

isolated blocks of time. It also means that there is a visual history of tinkering. This is

another instantiation of the middlework I discussed in Chapter Six.

Building reputation

Tinkering in the context of Air-Stream is clearly a valid and important practice in which new

technology development and innovation takes place - it is how Air-Stream members make

WiFi. It is an important homebrew component and Air-Stream members view their activities

with professional pride.

It's a hot Sunday afternoon and I 'm in a lined corrugated iron shed the size ofa double
garage, out the back ofSimons 'parents house. He lives here, though it looks more like a messy
home office than a bedroom. Tucked away along the left side wa!! is a sma!!fold-out bed. but
like the many random desks, a tatty lounge, wa!! units and chairs scattered around the room. it
is covered in empty chip packs, plastic coke bottles, piles ofCDs, keyboards. books, spare
monitors and cables. Simon is sitting at the desk flicking through photos on his monitor (J(
recent antennas he has helped to build and instal!. He always carries a camera with him and
takes photos at evelY insta!!ation. He points out, in a close up shot, the details ofcables that
are folded just right', 'clipped tight', and how everything is clamped together 'a!! nice and
neat' (Field notes 2JJ3.07).

Later, as Simon again pointed out the clear side panel on his external hard drive that

revealed the meticulous presentation of the internal components I asked him about it:
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Because it looks professional. Especially with the Air Stream stuff because its all voluntary, we
are not getting paid, and a lot of people see it we try to make everything look as professional as
possible so when they see it 'oh it must be done by a business' and then they realise it's the Air
Stream equipment 'oh wow that's impressive' (Interview with Simon 2.03.07).

Simon is quite clear that being and looking professional is one way for Air-Stream to gain

legitimacy. Another Air-Stream member had a similar sense that Air-Stream technology

should look professional. When I went to interview him at his workplace, on top of which an

Air-Stream node is located, he made a great deal of showing-off the node;

Climbing through the service shaft at the top ofthe state government health centre we emerge
on the rooftop ofthe 15 storey building. Given the view that stretches all the way to the
Adelaide Hills I can see what Reg means by a 'good site'. I am surprised by the presence of
two identical nodes on the wall. Everythingfrom the type ofpole, brand ofbox and dish. to the
way the extra cable is curled and secured is the same. I ask ifboth are Air-Stream 's. He
smiles and shakes his head One. is apparently owned by a local IS? He asks me to guess
which one. I can 't. He asks me to guess which one was therefirst. It wasn't the IS? (Field
notes 5.03.07).

I knew that Ron installed this antenna, so I asked about it during an interview:

They are using the same equipment. And [ know for a fact because that equipment is owned by
City ISP [altered name of local company]. A lot of his knowledge came from me. and that's
why he's using the same boxes as me [laughs] (Interview with Ron 7.03.07).

What these two examples reveal is a version of tinkering that does not produce amateur

work. In the first, Simon reveals the desire for highly skilled and expert results. In the

second, the fact that a local commercialISP copied the work of the local community group

is testament to the proficiency and skill of backyard technologists. Of course, as is clear

from previous chapters, Air-Stream members also delight in producing far less complete

devices and installations.

A lot of the other guys like Craig are really really keen on making and putting stufftogether and if
it works its tine or ifits bodgy and there's tape hanging out the side so what its no big deal. It
works right that's the most important thing (Interview with Kerry 23.02.07).

Kerry's account suggests that it does not matter what the object looks like, provided it does

the job. For Air-Stream, tinkering, like their other activities, is also about contradictory

impulses, co-located forms of knowledge and a complex array of representations, This fits

with my earlier discussions of sticky tape technology. Air-Stream members are not trained in

neat, linear trajectories or expected to conform to produce identical versions of the

technology. Instead, individuality and resourcefulness is encouraged which means that

tinkering is how Air-Stream makes homebrew high-tech.
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These examples show that Air-Stream's homebrew approach is more than comparable, and

in some ways even more advanced, than what might be expected of larger and more

established telecommunications organisations.

'Makeaholics' and 'shopaholics'

Although the internet has been critiqued for breeding a world of consumers, the advent of

Web 2.0 propagates the notion of users as broadcasters (Gilmore 2008). At least one Air

Stream member sees a similar distinction.

We make ourselves out of our expressions. For some people these expressions are what they
choose to purchase and for others it is what they generate. For spinners and weavers, guilders,
open source and WiFi people. the generation ofthe self is closely tied to the skills you develop
and what you can contribute. So you get shopaholics and makeaholics and they both buy things
but they buy different things and generate different things and need different kinds of space
(Interview with Jane 24.10.06).

Jane's concept of'makeaholics' is an interesting take on making-do, sticky tape and

tinkering. It also points to the chal1enges that Air-Stream encounters in engaging with the

broader public. Because people are so used to expressing themselves as consumers,

especial1y in terms of the internet, this makes the concept of Air-Stream difficult to explain.

People tend to think of connecting in terms of a transaction. They pay for a service therefore

they feel they must get something in return. As a result, members often find themselves in

the role ofre-educating people.

Because it's a foreign concept. Like it's not really something you hear about every day and
because people are so used to the internet they are very keen to adopt that description of it.
[... ] I think I read a statistic that says 10 per cent make and 90 per cent consume. So its like the
majority of people don't. They just go on there and look it up. Whereas Air-Stream is about
creating your own website or put images on there or you'll write something and that's why we
have a website completely full of information. You create things yourself and put them on the
network. You actively participate in it. You are not just a consumer. Which is a key difference
I think to the internet. When you go on the internet you are just consuming webpages,
consuming websites. Whereas at Air-Stream. we encourage people to make things, to produce
content whether that's photos or servers or services or whatever. We like people to do that kind
of thing. (Interview with Dan 27.02.07)

Ron: We see people who think they are going to get cheap internet or are becoming a member
because they are going to get a fee for service. 'Oh its fifty bucks a year and I'm going to get
something from this', and they don't understand that its actually an association and you only
get out of it what you put into it. But you soon see people willing to go. 'Oh I got all this
information. I've got this and I've got that and I'll come out and help you set up and I've got
this extra part I can lend you'. and are willing to share that opening and aren't guarded about it.
It's not. 'Oh I'm not going to show you how to do that because it's my little power trip'. It's
more about. 'Hey do this." Then you find those people tend to go on to become more involved
and when you need help with something you can call on them.
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Tim: They're the people who get things done basically.Nothing ever seems to eventuate if
people are not being open about their knowledge (Interview with Ron and Tim 16.01.06).

Putting infrastructure into the realm of the ordinary and mundane provides points of

attachment for people to get involved. It is not just something to consume, but a way to

imagine new forms. What Dan, Ron and Tim are saying is that Air-Stream does not work

unless people get involved and this requires a paradigm shift for many who subscribe to

consumer models. However making your own connection is not a 'natural' or instinctive

approach to technology to many.

Backyard technology in a commercial world

Specifically, here I am interested in how members navigate their role as a not-for-profit

WiFi community group in relation to commercial telecommunication companies and other

technology producers and also balance a desire for experimentation and the making of

mistakes with their commitment to the production of a rigorously tested, robust and reliable

network. As illustrated by Toronto's Ile Sans Fil, WiFi technology is shaped by a group's

relationship with, approach to and understanding oflocal ISPs. In representing the making of

WiFi in a particular way, Air-Stream members foster a distinct engagement with larger

socio-economic and political forces. In their case, far from viewing the world as a

competitive arena or alternatively, as a linear, stable and impenetrable closed system in

which passive consumers await the provision of, and pay for, services from large

commercial models, participation and contribution in the infrastructure itself is encouraged.

Air-Stream's approach to a not-for-profit WiFi is very much a part of their larger homebrew

high-tech ethos.

Air-Stream's approach is also visible in its relationships to local ISPs. While other

community WiFi groups like Ile Sans Fit compete on a commercial scale and view success

in terms of destroying their opponent's market share, Air-Stream foster a significantly more

symbiotic relationship that is more in keeping with what Haring has written about ham

operators in the I950s: 'Electronics manufacturers especially, but other technical companies

as well, sought to increase the number of hams on the payroll' (2007:83). The number of IT

professionals who are also Air-Stream members is a more contemporary model of this.

Further still. Ron believes that groups like Air-Stream would not exist without ISPs, and

correspondingly, ISPs draw core knowledge from groups like Air-Stream.
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I think there is a really important place for commercial telecommunications. It just wouldn't
happen at the scale that we all benefit from if it wasn't for commercial wheels driving that
whole thing.

I thoroughly believe that no business would be using wireless LAN for connecting business
and providing internet access and hotspots if it wasn't for community people using it in the
first place. It's because we've got all these designs and we've been around for a while. It was
designed for extending the local network inside your business. It was never designed for long
haul links and it's only been basically enthusiasts who originally built their own high
bandwidth antennas and set up long haul links.

It has all been driven by enthusiasts, by community minded people. It's that open source
mentality in that you share information and people share information back with you. You learn
more. You gain more. (... ) Those business just wouldn't exist ifthere wasn't a community
already doing it and it actually demonstrates a dependence. (Interview with Ron 23.03.06)

Ron's comments make clear the symbiotic relationship between different versions of WiFi,

commercial and non-profit, that support the other. Drawing on open source ideology Ron

explains how information collaboratively flows. For Air-Stream, this means the more you

give the more you get in return, indicating is not hierarchical in nature. It is a shared

landscape of information, which is much less competitive than the Ile Sans Fil model and

more collaborative. Air-Stream's links are also in constant motion. Nothing is fixed or static.

Knowledge is assembled and re-assembled according to who is involved and the nature of

their needs. It has, what Turkle calls, more 'the flavour of a conversation than a monologue'

(1995:52). In Air-Stream's case, it is a conversation between many very differently

constituted and conventionally opposed bodies. Ron's comments clearly illustrate space for

multiple versions of the technology. Wireless technology was never designed for long haul

links yet Ron explains because Air-Stream members experiment and build their own

homebrew versions that new innovations have developed. Commercial businesses rely on

volunteers to innovate. How is this achieved?

Fig. 48 is an example of the high regard in which local Adelaide businesses hold the group.

Local IT businesses regularly enrol Air-Stream members' tinkering skills in experimenting

and testing new devices. Simon was given one of two Linksys WRT300n routers 'to play

around' with. As discussed in Chapter Seven, 'playing around' is term used regularly in Air

Stream parlance to describe the process of experimentation. Like Turkle's (1995) definition

of tinkering, it involves arranging and rearranging things into different configurations.
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Home .. Documents .. How-To Guides » Wireless Equipment Information ~ The 802 .1 1n Review

Linksys WRT300N Review

cl Techni cal

Linksys, a division of Osco Systems, Inc. has donated two WRT300n Routers to Air-Stream Wire less

wh ich will allow us to conduct some grassroots testing on t he S02.11n standard in t he field, and

explore these features under an Open Source firmware such as OpenWRT. Which was made possible

through t he support and encouragement of Jerry Clancy of ClearNet Comm unicat ions

The S02 .11n draft standard implemented In t he WRT300N uses a technlq ue called "MI MO" (mult iple

input, mu lt iple outp ut). MIMO technology capable of 300 Mbps "By leveraging rnul t lpath reflections of a

rad io signal, and transmitting multiple signals in a sing le 20 MHz radio channel, MIMO multiplies both

data rates and reliable coverage area without using addit iona l frequency spectrum, and wit hout causin g

interference with other Wi-Fi devices and networks.

Fig. 48. Review of commercial equipment on the Air-Stream website
(Accessed 3.03.08 . Available at: (http://www.air-stream .org.au/wI1300n_review)

Simon explains the fundamental role of the website in this relationship:

So when I got them I opened up the box and pulled it to bits straight away. I had heard from
someone that there was a mini PCi card in it so I worked out how to pull it apart. It's actually
almost designed for pulling apart. It had spring -loaded feet that unclipped and all that S0l1 of
stuff So I pulled it all apart and got the mini PCi card out and got it working in my laptop so
that we can play around a bit. I've have left it open so we can change things again (Interview
with Simon 2.03.07) .

These routers are not prototypes but finished working devices . Linksys already know what

their product can do within specific business and domestic parameters. They wanted Simon

to explore the ways in which it might be used outside the boundaries with which they are

familiar. They were happy with the fact he was going to take it apart and tinker with it. They

were interested in what else it can do.

And what Simon was doing was in no way clear or defined. The fact he left the box open in

order to continue to tinker reflects what I have argued about Air-Stream 's sticky tape

practice. Here, it further il1ustrates what members achieve in adopting this kind of practice 

'to show people what is in there' . As [ have previously argued in Chapter Six about

middlework, this involves rendering visible and public the process of making WiFi .

The result of Simon's experimentat ion is a document; he wrote and published a review on

the website. I asked him why he thought commercial businesses do this. He explains :
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S: Because they know we are a fairly decent WiFi group. Our website ranks hugely on Google
because we've got all the documentation, the WiKi and stutf. You type in the type of card and
Air-Stream will be in the top three [results]. It's just been around for so long. Back in the dark
ages in 2002. 2003, when there just wasn't much information around a couple of guys had got
some stuff and written some stuff about it and put the details up on the website and Google
generated lots of hits and lots of people linked to it because they could see that it was a good
source of information, a quality source. r think we've had a couple of other pre-release and
cheaper things but they are starting to realise that if they give stutfto us then people listen to
us, 'Hey this is a good product. Go and buy it'. 'Oh ok'. I mean this Linksys stuffI'm really
excited about. The tests I've done already. I'm going to write rave reviews about it (Interview
with Simon 2.03.07).

Air-Stream's website provides a means through which the group builds a reputation in

diverse socio-economic domains. Being not-for profit and independent means their opinion

is viewed as a valid source of knowledge highly regarded by other community WiFi groups

and tinkerers. No doubt Linksys are aware that in getting Air-Stream to review their product

and potentially recommend it, they garner attention from a new and not insignificant market.

The relationship between Linksys and Air-Stream is manifest in Air-Stream's culture. Again,

we see evidence of the indivisibility of the membrane that divides the expert from the

amateur. The many local business logos on the website, the brochures and posters produced

for events such as the Software Freedom Day, AGM and other public events, present further

examples of symbiotic relationships. Air-Stream promotes local businesses to its members,

negotiates special discounts with retailers and openly invites business people to attend

meetings. Haring (2007) describes a similar overlap between amateur hams and professional

radio operators.

Hobbyists publicly promoted ties to the electronics industry to enhance their reputation for
technical mastery. On the job, hams invoked the amateur persona. The particular styles of
technical knowledge and practice associated with amateurs, hobbyists claimed, carried over
into paid occupations. By this logic, professional success stemmed from amateur status,
completely contradicting the usual meaning of amateur (2007:89).

Like the trees and the bugs and weather, I detailed in Chapter Five, here members find ways

to work with and enfold local ISPs into the network. In the same way that the traditional

suburban boundaries of buildings and streets are irrelevant to WiFi, the conventional

divisions between professional and amateur appear not to apply to the group. Just as Wyatt

reminds us that 'digital exclusion does not always mean social exclusion' (2008: 11), Air

Stream reveals how backyard technology or homebrew WiFi does not mean separation from

or opposition to commercial practices. Instead they have carved out a new space in between

that offers another way to engage with the technology.
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These examples, and those earlier in the chapter, demonstrate how Air-Stream members do

not need to be professional to look professional and also highlights the importance of

reputation. Craig is often the first one to respond to problems on the network because he

believes the ramifications of not looking professional would damage the group's reputation

and in turn damage the network.

If there are people connected to it and want to use it and they are complaining of course I want to
fix it straight away because I want them to tell their friends that Air-Stream is good. [ don't want
anyone bad mouthing things when we are trying to grow it. Because we get enough of that from
the commercials [commercial ISPs]. Certain cowboys badmouth Air-Stream all the time
(Interview with Craig 06.03.07).

Craig's comments reveal not all relationships with local ISPs are happy ones. As discussed

in Chapter Seven, one company in particular views Air-Stream as 'polluting' the shared

spectrum. In turn, Air-Stream members view that company's work as irresponsible, amateur

and technically inept. Here are just some of the comments about this one company I noted in

Air-Stream meetings during the year:

Dodgy geezers.

Somewhere between pirates ofthe Caribbean and AdoIfHitler.

They are cowboys.

And that thing (their antenna) will burn birds. It's incredible.

It's like using a sledgehammer to whack a walnut.

It's like using monster trucks for when you need bicycles.

You can even see the other antennas with your eyes (Field notes 26.07. 06. 13.10.06. 11.01.07).

Members critique the commercial 'one size fits all' system that results in the installation of

inappropriately powerful technologies in places where they are not needed. They mock the

ISPs inability to customise the technology to suit the individual location. Calling them

'cowboys' and 'pirates' represents them as amateur and unprofessional. These examples turn

the tables on conventional assumptions of homebrew and high-tech. They highlight how Air

Stream members view their ability to deftly customise nodes to accommodate the subtle

nuances of the materials at hand, the location, weather conditions, council restrictions, fauna

and anticipated use of the technology. Here, homebrew is recognised as much more

professional than commercial practice. Not only are members not waiting for commercial

organisation to build the infrastructure and provide services, they are critiquing their ability

and skills. This 'cowboy' exception therefore proves the rule precisely because it is

specifically recognised as an exception. Although the ISP deliberately attempted to brand the
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group as unprofessional, it has the opposite effect of rendering themselves unprofessional

and amateur in comparison to the not-for-profit group. This makes a striking comparison to

the technological example that opened this chapter.

Conclusion - Towards linked up backyards

We've reached a point where broadcast media. broadcast product broadcast lots of things are
not a good fit anymore because the people who provide the broadcast have become too
interested in generating profit out of this model to the extent that it no longer serves the people
who receive that service. So people are interested in distributed ways of participating with each
other to generate value. It's like we've got freeways and they work which is great but people
all have backyards and driveways and its like Air-Stream is more like everybody linking up
their driveways to make a freeway (Interview with Jane 19.02.07).

Jane's eloquent analogy evokes a powerful image of the Air-Stream network in contrast to

large telecommunication systems that predicate single one-way piped services. Although

modelled on other traditional forms of infrastructure such as electricity, water and sewerage,

what is clear is that these neat and linear distribution models are not the only way in which

people technically connect to one another. According to Jane, the old broadcast model is the

conventional notion of an internet freeway, or superhighway, while a linked up series of

individual backyards and driveways is akin to a hand-made homebrew participatory system.

Her idea speaks of people dissatisfied with traditional monolithic and heavy handed systems,

demanding instead, a range of locally available materials, spaces and ideas that together,

offer new and easily accessible ways of encountering, navigating and most importantly

contributing to a collective infrastructure. Importantly, it brings WiFi down to earth,

embedding into the suburban landscape where it enables what Goggin calls, 'a rare

opportunity to reverse the usual binary between commercial/public versus domestic/private

use of communication technology' (2007:121).

This chapter is a powerful testament to the productive potential of backyard technologists.

As English-Lueck (2003) demonstrated in her New Zealand innovation studies, the essence

of innovation is not necessarily always about something new. Similarly, homebrew high

tech brings into being a technology that is unique, locally constituted and imbued with the

subjectivity of the maker. What is unmistakable is that making-do and modding incorporates

so much more than simply getting by or simply surviving. It is clearly about ingenuity and

innovation.

This chapter also firmly located Air-Stream members as makers and not consumers. It

signals how backyard tinkering can result in the production of a sophisticated technological
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product, previously an exclusive enterprise of large commercial or state governed

infrastructural bodies. Here, it bridges the distinct spheres of DIY and professional, with

homebrew high-tech. Furthermore, Air-Stream evades many of the restrictions presented by

black box technologies. The ubiquity of sticky tape revealed the way members produce

technologies that everyone can get her or his hands into. The Air-Stream network is clearly

built to 'serve', rather than 'impose' itself on its users and environment (de Laet and Mol

2000). But there is something else emerging in this account. What attracts me to the concept

of homebrew high-tech is the small everyday ordinariness of these practices. It is not just

made by backyard technologists. It is a backyard technology intervention.
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Chapter Nine.

Conclusion
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This concluding chapter seeks to revisit the central question posed in the thesis: Can the

representations involved in making WiFi by backyard technologists be considered

'inscriptions' (Latour and Woolgar 1979) or 'conscriptions' (Henderson I999)? During the

course of my ethnography, however, the limitations of this question became evident in view

of a technology characterised by ambiguity and instability. Although these influential studies

initially framed this research, they do not fully account for an expanded typology, that is, the

possibility of alternate forms of representations that accommodate multi-dimensional co

located and sometimes even contradictory knowledge.

This thesis extends beyond inscriptions and conscriptions by letting go stringently ordered

and hierarchical accounts of two-dimensional knowledge and moving towards the

recognition of a diverse array of multi-dimensional objects gathered together in contingent

assemblies. I have argued against universal and uniform systems and instead draw attention

to the importance of small nuanced understandings oflocal versions of technology

development and use. In line with this, this thesis calls for recognition and acknowledgement

of innovation activity undertaken outside firmly established institutional science and

technology settings. As Miller and Slater argue in their ethnographic study of the internet in

Trinidad 'if you want to get to the internet, don't start from there' (2000:5) - similarly, to

'get to' WiFi, this thesis started with Australian backyards and barbeques and with maps and

members of Air-Stream. Moreover, I have demonstrated the validity of using visual culture

as a way of getting at how members of a specific cultural group, in this case a group of

backyard technologists, come to know and understand a new digital technology. As such,

this thesis poses both theoretical and methodological interventions in sociological

knowledge.

This chapter focuses on core themes outlined in the introduction and explored in subsequent

chapters; the nature of connectivity, DIY infrastructure and the Australian cultural context

and attending practices. Together these categories provide a framework for considering the

role and importance of the representational culture of WiFi as made by Australian backyard

technologists. It concludes by exploring the potential of mess more broadly for the craft of

sociology.

Taking apart the stable notion of connectivity

One of the first aims ofthis research was to examine the nature of technological

connectivity. Just as Mol (2002) and Law and Singleton (2005) argue ethnographically for

the vague and imprecise character of the diseases they studied, this thesis on a volunteer
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community wireless network challenges the idea that connectivity is in any way definite or

certain. Instead, I have shown how being disconnected, unconnected or never being

connected is the norm. Air-Stream's barbeque meetings are particularly illustrative of this,

given the diversity of attendees who are, aren't, have never been, or are merely thinking

about getting connected (p.92). Air-Stream is not a group based on the assumption of clear

and certain connection. Instead, people are brought together for the purpose ofgetting

connected, which reveals a broad range of connective possibilities. Furthermore, I have

shown how it is Air-Stream's visual culture that sticks them together.

My research identified the presence of conflicting temporalities of Air-Stream's culture of

connectivity. This is to say there is no one type of connection at anyone time. Daz's

connection 'comes and goes' as a result of the trees in a nearby park that interfere with his

signal. Similarly, Jen is mostly connected except when her link occasionally 'drops out'

prompting her to climb her backyard tower and 'jimmy' [adjust] her antenna. Evidence of

temporal disjunction also emerges in Kerry's inability to achieve connection in winter but

not in summer (p.118). These examples reveal how being connected and unconnected at the

same time is possible, as is achieving a 'near' and even a 'non' connection. Connectivity is

not uniformly distributed across the network. While some members are connected, others are

not. A key example of this is Dan's discovery of the node theft (p.114). Dan was the firstto

discover the equipment loss, precisely because no one else noticed a problem. Everyone else

remained connected. Contrary to what most STS would expect, the Air-Stream network did

not spectacularly fail when a node was stolen, but instead rerouted data away from the

problem. What this means is that the network is differently constituted for individuals at

distributed sites around the city. As a result, connectivity in the context of the Air-Stream

network cannot be understood as a clear, singular or stable entity.

Technological connectivity in media and academic scholarship has largely been seen as a

matter of access (Norris 2001), pressure (Green and Harvey 1999) or choice (Wyatt et al

2002). The 'digital divide' represents a gap between haves and have-nots (Norris 2001;

Servon 2002; James 2003), Green and Harvey (1999) stress those who are connected from

those who are pressured to connect; and Wyatt et al (2002) unsettle the category of 'user' by

describing of 'non-users', 'former users' and 'never users'. These arguments have shaped

understandings of connectivity in STS literature, yet there is still an opportunity, to borrow

from de Laet and Mol (2000), to question what connectivity might actually mean and

redefine it as more than a clear-cut 'yes' or 'no' - or in this case as 'on' or 'off. What this

thesis has revealed is the possibility of multiple, shifting and uncertain connections as a
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result of the 'maybe, 'kind of, 'yesterday, but not today' and 'only if it does not rain' links

that frequent this thesis.

The co-presence of multiple contradictory connections intervenes-in conventional

understandings of temporal logics. While there are pressures from work, family and other

commitments, Air-Stream activities do not follow any traditional science or technology

clock for innovation and development. Science and engineering studies regularly trace the

temporal trajectories that define how students are trained, devices are used and knowledge is

produced. Traweek, for instance, shows how the 'anxieties about the terrible loss of time'

directly shape the culture of high energy physicists (1988: 17). Tied in with this is a

preoccupation with progress. Science is always concerned with advancement and a similar

relentless drive exists in engineering and other technology industries. Moore's Law, for

instance, holds that 'the number of transistors on a chip will double about every two years'

(Intel 2008). Similarly, Web 2.0, heralded as the next big internet development, is another

key example (Schonfeld et aI2006). Neither Traweek's ideas of time pressures nor Intel's

about regular cadence of innovation are of particular relevance to Air-Stream who make-do

with time, the way they make-do with technology. This is not to say Air-Stream members

are not interested in advancing their technical knowledge or in expanding the network - they

are, but they are more interested in making things, or more specifically as Tim says, 'make it

do something that it wasn't designed to do' (Interview 07.03.07). This goes some way to

explain why getting connected to the network, although encouraged, and despite being a

central promise of the WiFi technology itself, is not essential to participation in the group.

The fact that connectivity and time are not contiguous challenges the idea of WiFi as

constant, 'anytime' and 'anywhere' put forth in the rhetoric by Government, media and

commercial organisations (Koprowski 2004; Telstra 2007; DCITA 2008). The idea of

WiFi's 'always on' connectivity is all about temporality. It relies upon the intersection of

time and space; one connects to something and one expects a response. Therefore, in

disaggregating the certainty ofconnection (as well as the internet) from WiFi, this study of

Air-Stream presents an alternative to the idea of 'one size fits all' systems and practices

(Schofield 2005) that dominate large-scale commercial pay-for service organisations in

Australia (Goggin 2004; Goggin and Greg 2007). Air-Stream's network is not bought,

unpacked and plugged in but rather is uniquely customised to each location, shaped by the

available materials and skills of the makers. Each point in the network is distinct as it is

clearly illustrated by Reg's tree node (p.119) and Dave's shed node (p.146). Further still,

there is a lot of work involved in making WiFi, much of which appears disproportionate to
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the return, considering the incidence of 'non', 'near' and 'sometimes' connections.

Stumbling, for instance, reveals how members think nothing of spending hours on suburban

rooftops in the scorching sun simply 'looking around' (p.175). To members like Ben, this is

a mundane and even boring activity. Further still, Ben acknowledged that ifhe was to

stumble again in a day or even an hour at the same spot, the results would differ. Likewise,

Dave spent five years thinking about, eight months planning and $800 'so far' building his

node and he did not achieve connection. It had to be taken down twice more before he was

able to link into the network (p.160). These examples would be considered inefficient at best

and failures at worst ifread in relation to the desire for, and expectation of, constant

connectivity touted by conventional technological models.

Another aspect of Air-Stream' s connectivity is its local-ness. A central tenet of early internet

studies was the idea of connecting to other places. Caught up in the excitement of a new

technology many studies focused on the other worlds and identities made possible through

the internet (Turkle 1995). In response, studies of environments such as internet cafes and

businesses sought to establish the local in the global (Wakeford 1999; Miller and Slater

2000). The study ofthe Air-Stream network follows this theme. It connects people as close

as a few blocks of one another and as far as a few suburbs apart. This is how Air-Stream

makes 'our net not the internet'. It is a very local internet. As a result, it presents a striking

contrast to how the internet has been positioned as a tool for globalisation. In the

introduction I set out to study a volunteer community wireless group in order to gain a sense

ofgrassroots technology production. I argued that they were bringing WiFi down to earth.

This term came from STS ethnographies that sought to ground an understanding of how

science was made. In studying a volunteer community group I have shown how members

make WiFi literally in their own backyards.

A multidimensional culture of connectivity

Inspired by Star, this study also set out to go beyond 'the traditional purview of field studies'

(1999:378), which I argued emphasised internet content, and instead explore internet

infrastructure more commonly overlooked and undervalued. Although I set out to conduct an

ethnography of WiFi infrastructure, this thesis is more an ethnography of connectivity

specifically how Australian backyard technologists strive to connect distributed points

across a local suburban landscape. Because, as I have argued, connection is neither static nor

stable, it is the critical role of Air-Stream's culture to stick members together.

Representations are central to how Air-Stream make WiFi. Yet, unlike Latour and
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Woolgar's (1979) inscriptions, equivalences are conceived not by transforming raw

materials into infinitely comparable and combinable visual representations, but by gathering

together many different multi-dimensional materials. In this way, Air-Stream's

representational culture echoes the co-located, overlapping and occasional1y contradictory

characteristics of its technical network. Key examples include the contrasting range of Air

Stream merchandise on sale at the barbeque meeting (p.l 07), multiple designs of the portal

(p.IIS) and the many maps, diagrams and photos available on the website and at public

events.

This thesis also set out to explore, drawing on the concept of conscriptions, the ways

representational culture might playa role in determining who can and who can not

participant in wireless developments. I identified several instances in which representations,

in many forms, were used to attract new members. The merchandise at the meeting was not

limited to members or even those who could connect to the network. Similarly, the diverse

array of representations made available at public events and on the website was described by

Tim as a deliberate strategy of attachment to include rather than exclude new people (p.ll 0).

The lack of non-members similarly pointed to the inclusiveness ofAir-Stream's

representational culture, as did the distributed nature of the portal at distributed nodes across

Adelaide. In Chapter Five, I introduced the Air-Stream concept of 'tagging' people by way

of visual activities (p. I32). However, unlike conscriptions, I argued that tagging signalled

the enrolment of not one way but multiple ways people could participate in the network, and

moreover these tags were not fixed. Throughout this thesis, I provided examples of the way

Air-Stream's culture sticks people together, but not in chains or glue as identified by Latour

and Woolgar (1979) and Henderson (1999). Air-Stream's tactic, characterised by the mods

(p.143) and stickytape (p.206), all point to more temporal adhesives that are easily adapted

in changing conditions.

This thesis expands the dimensional characteristics of inscriptions and conscriptions

previously acknowledged in STS of visual culture. Visual culture is defined as the way 'a

culture sees the world and makes it visible' (Latour 1990:30, emphasis in original).

Although such a statement suggest infinite and dynamic elucidation of ideas, the typology of

visual knowledge objects is largely confined to text, maps, sketches, drawings and images: a

two dimensional vocabulary for a multi-dimensional world. It is a world, as Chaplin notes,

in which 'the verbal analyses the visual' (1994:2). It omits a broad spectrum of expression

for subjects and methods of study. Air-Stream members' knowledge takes a myriad of

forms, including drawings, maps, diagrams, photos, demo's, bodies, nodes, stumbling 'rigs',
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the website, 1M, modem boxes, tools and materials and merchandise. To make sense of this

complex array of objects required an ability to analyse across three-dimensions, two

dimensions, single dimensions and on occasion, in the form of radio signals, no-dimensions.

So rather than imposing upon or demanding conformity of its members, Air-Stream's culture

gathers together and forges connections between incommensurate actors such that they make

sense not to a select few but to a diverse and distributed audience located inside and outside

the group. It is a culture that is richly social, temporal and multi-dimensionally material.

Although public exposure presents threats to the network, such as the thefts that began this

thesis, members accommodate and enfold them into the materials they make thus diffusing

their ability to destabilise the system. Overall there is no single and definitive version of the

culture of Air-Stream connectivity. It is better characterised by multi-dimensional

overlapping contingent assemblies.

Messiness as a way of explaining Air-Stream's backyard technologists

Connectivity, in the context of Air-Stream, recalls the multiple, instable, fluid and fire like

characteristics of ANT studies (Singleton 1998; Mol 2002; Law 2004; Law and Singleton

2005). As with Mol's (2002) notion of multiplicity, Air-Stream unsettles the idea ofWiFi as

a single stable entity with complex and contradictory representations of connectivity.

However, while Mol's metaphor of multiplicity is a spatial one, I have shown that Air

Stream's version of multiplicity is visual, spatial and temporal. Echoing Singleton (1998), I

highlighted Air-Stream's co-existing instable and stable characteristics. Although

unpredictability is recognised as essential to the durability of the CSP programme in

Singleton's study, it was securely hidden behind the scenes. In contrast, Air-Stream's

middlework was rendered public. Recalling de Laet and Mol's (2000) Bush Pump 'B', Air

Stream reveals how WiFi 'works' in fluid ways. Yet, I have shown that the Air-Stream

network does not fluidly change at different points, but rather, is made different from the

beginning. These contrasting and dramatic shifts and changes could be characterised in

terms of Law and Singleton's (2005) fire objects. However, the fact that members can be

simultaneously connected and unconnected at the same time means that these presences and

absences co-exist. Although these interpretive lenses were useful, none perfectly suited my

analysis of the ways in which Air-Stream members make WiFi.

All of these studies fit with what Law (2004) calls mess. He contends that the world is made

of uncertain, instable and multiple actors and advocates the need for a 'broader, looser and

more generous' ways of understanding them that does not set limits on understanding
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(2004:4). Mess, according to Law, is not something to be tidied up but instead viewed as an

interpretive lens into socio-technical culture. He draws on ANT literatures to recognize and

express the potential of messiness for sociological knowledge.

Air-Stream's co-located and contradictory contingent assemblies of connectivity fit with

Law's idea of mess. For instance, the barbeque meeting appeared disordered due to the

absence of a definitive time frame (p.87), no one sat in the same seats and there were many

representations present, none of which cohered to any identifiable ordered arrangement

(p.102). In line with Law (2004), this kind of messiness provides one way of understanding

the nature of my research. However, in doing this ethnography and presenting ideas back to

members, I found it did not fit with Air-Stream. Members rejected my ideas of mess. It was

not a term they used to express their modes of practice. They did not view WiFi as

ambiguous, disconnection as a cause for anxiety or their material practices as messy. It was

not how the group represents 'itself to itself (Alpers I984:page xxv). Mess is not part of

Air-Stream's representational culture per se.

Why is this? If they do not acknowledge mess, how then, do they represent themselves to

themselves? What is particular about the group? What is unique about how Air-Stream make

WiFi? In answer to these questions, I suggest a central reason as to why mess is not

recognised by members of Air-Stream relates to the third theme in this thesis - the

Australian cultural context and attending practices. Throughout, I have drawn attention to

the practice of modding, making-do, the important role of backyards, barbeques and

homebrew tinkering. Using these, I develop a framework for considering WiFi as an

Australian backyard technology.

The Australian cultural context and attending practices - Towards an Australian WiFi

This thesis establ ished the presence of an Australian WiFi. During fieldwork, many

Australian actors particular to Adelaide emerged in making WiFi. I described several

instances in which familiar elements of suburban living found their way into a newly

developing digital technology. Flyscreen, sticky tape, biscuit tin boxes and Hills Hoist

[clothes line] wire are just a few enrolled in the everyday making of Air-Stream's WiFi

network. I also described the barbeque as a quintessential social and collaborative

framework that gives shapes to WiFi events and thus to Air-Stream's connectivity.

Likewise, birds, local wind, long summer months, eucalyptus gum trees and even bugs were
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incorporated in daily decision making processes. Air-Stream's WiFi network is clearly

shaped by knowledge of, and sensitivity to, the local landscape and its inhabitants.

But it is not simply the presence of these actors that make an Australian WiFi, but how they

come together that is important. I argued throughout the thesis, and specifically in Chapter

Eight, that Air-Stream's backyard technologists' particular version of WiFi is homebrew

high-tech. What this means is that members mod and make-do to make WiFi.

Mods are Air-Stream's unique approach to making-do, an Australian local style of

adaptability and ingenuity borne of a unique constellation of taxing local actors, colonial

heritage and appropriate tools and equipment. I have described how WiFi does not slot

easily or naturally into suburbia and because it constantly breaks, needs fixing and adapting

to an ever-shifting ecology, it fits with making-do. From this position I proposed that

Australian's have a 'natural' propensity for WiFi and drew on Miller and Slater (2000) who

argued that Trinidadian's think of the internet as Trinidadian. This thesis takes the view that

an Australian version of WiFi presents an alternative way of considering the possibilities of

development and potential of use to other places. This is because WiFi with its openness to

tinkering and backyard installations fits in Australia the way the internet with its support of

chatting and identity politic fitted in Trinidad. The implications of an Australian WiFi

suggest the presence of alternate versions in other countries, thus raising the questions: What

would British WiFi look like? How might French WiFi compare to Portuguese WiFi?

Modding involves putting things together in new ways and flattening assemblies of human

and non-human actors into newly configured heterogeneous networks. This thesis is full of

examples of mods and modding. It began with an example of Tim's 'ad-hoc' alarm system

made from his mobile phone, laptop and the rooftop antenna (p.12). Both Dan's shed node

(p.146) and Reg's tree node (p.119) are prime examples of how members enrol diverse

assemblies of available materials, improvised methods and skill sets. Further still, Peter and

Craig's meeting presentation shows mods in the installation of a new antenna in challenging

and time constrained circumstances (p.143). Although planned in advance, mods reveal

quick, ingenious and resourceful responses to deadlines imposed by daylight, the home

owner's schedule, work, school or family commitments. Further still, they enfold materials

'at-hand' and incorporate improvised methods. Mods are essential to experimentation. They

emerge from a deep understanding ofthe properties of material, place and personal skills.

Air-Stream's modding is a process oflearning through trial and error. As a result, mistakes,

things that break and failure are regular features of how members make WiFi and accounts

for why members are not the least bit embarrassed or concerned about exposing their
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mistakes. For instance, Dave candidly revealed his process of problem solving to raise his

antenna (p.165). Exposing the many tangents and dead ends served to reveal his curiosity

and innovative ingenuity to the rest of the group. In this way, members build on each other's

problems, mistakes and experiments, which in turn deepen and strengthen their knowledge

about WiFi in specific conditions as well as bonds in the group. In Chapter Five I argued

that Air-Stream members delight in the unpredictability and instability of their network. In

contrast, a stable and constant connection, such as most commercial ones in the context of

Air-Stream would result in disconnection from a range of hands-on skills and abilities to

modify and make-do. This is one answer to Green and Harvey's (1999) question about what

is lost with constant connectivity.

The practice of modding and making-do mean that members are open to using these kinds of

materials in new ways, thus challenging normative understandings and expectations of how

a new digital technology is made. The skills involved in making-do are important for Air

Stream members. In contrast, in STS it is clear that only the strongest and most robust ideas

survive the gruelling inscription process. If a graph or drawing fails to capture and persuade

pivotal audiences then it does not progress any further along the 'assembly line' on its way

into the public sphere (Latour and Woolgar 1979; Woolgar 1993; Latour 1998; Delamont

and Atkinson 200 I). Delamont and Atkinson (200 I) show how science students were ill

equipped to deal with the reality of process in science labs because they too believed the

robust polished facts produced for public view. Inscriptions and conscriptions are not

vehicles for vulnerable ideas, mistakes or diversionary tangents. There is no place for

accidents or failure in this framework. Writing about Latour and Woolgar's (1979) concept

of inscription, Law argues that:

Their stories are full of talk about the vagueness of objects as they took (or failed to take)
shape in the laboratory.They talk of the chosen few that made it through to the stable maturity
ofa perspectival 'closure' (2005:56).

What was clear from the onset was that Air-Stream members did not get anxious about

things that looked like junk, did not fit, occasionally disappeared or failed to work. Members

were unperturbed by connections that disappeared in the morning only to reappear by

evening, or by environmental interruptions or even a more common, unknown and

mysterious range of actors. Building a node into a tree for instance, provided a way to

explore alternative ways to employ 'found' materials and new connections across the city

(p.139). Rather than pre-empt a definitive response, the many examples of mods and

modding reveal how members adapt to unfolding events and allow ambiguity to catalyse
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new ideas and experiments. This approach is not messy. It has a distinct logic to it. As a

result, members do not recognise mess in their visual representations of connectivity because

it is enfolded in a larger practice that continually adapts to changing circumstances. Air

Stream's homebrew infrastructure dispels the 'one size fits all' leitmotif that characterises

commercial systems. This flexible and responsive infrastructure adapts and adjusts to a wide

range of instabilities. Even with the loss of significant points in the network it did not crash

(p.155).

Compared to science lab or engineering office, any kind of non-hierarchical group set up

outside an institution is bound to be messy. The difference lies in how this mess is

recognised and used. As expected, Thomson's (2002, 2007) many books on Australian trade

and shed culture reveal a lot of mess. The photos of his respondents' sheds typically reveal

scattered tools, rusty car parts, tangled metal, old furniture, bike parts, oily rags, twisted coils

of wire and piles of wood. Yet, upon reading his conversations with the owners, not once is

the space, materials or any aspect of their working process described in terms of mess.

Again, it is not part of their cultural understanding.

This thesis has also argued that WiFi is not just what a specific group of Australian's do, but

what a specific group of Australian men do. The absence of women in the group serves to

normalise the idea that WiFi is predominantly for men. This is despite the fact the group

represents itself as a 'community' group and exhibit few of the traditional barriers to entry

that inhibit access by women. Following Faulkner's (2000) example in engineering, this

thesis explored what made WiFi 'stick' to men. The role of the barbeques and its masculine

connotations along with associated references to colonial understandings of mateship and

making-do gives shape to the gendering of WiFi technology. Despite its contemporary re

emergence, making-do retains a resolutely white and masculine identity. Similarly, field

experiences confirmed Kleif and Faulkner's (2003) claim that tinkering is a male activity

linked to masculinity. Despite this, I have described many women involved in the network

who are essential to its success, yet are often hidden behind the scenes. Wives, sisters, aunts,

female friends and girlfriends of members regularly helped source materials, host barbeques,

paid for electricity and otherwise sustained male members. With the exception of Jan and

Jane, however, women rarely attended meetings or other WiFi events, unless accompanying

their partner or family member. This is not to say that only men make new digital

technology in Australia. But for Air-Stream, it is clear the case that women playa supporting

role.
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This thesis therefore highlights an opportunity for further research to explicitly focus upon

women backyard technologists. In the context of Air-Stream, it was not that women were not

attracted to the network. This was shown by the fact that many accessed it once it was in

their homes. It was just that they were not 'interested' in how this particular group chose to

make it. Given the network is made visible and known through its representations, the

absence of women in the representational culture that surrounds WiFi provides one

explanation for their distance from the group. As outlined in Chapter Two (p.54), this thesis

did not intend to explore the role of women in WiFi, nor did it attempt to ask, or indeed ask

the question: Where are the women? Instead, given their overt absence, it became a subtext

through which other actors and their actions were rendered all the more present. What these

ethnographic ways of knowing suggest is the possibility that other ways of representing the

making of WiFi might prove more attractive to women and result in their increased visible

involvement and participation in the group.

This study of Air-Stream has clearly shown how the internet is not the only way people

connect to one another. Air-Stream's 'other broadband' invites many alternate ideas of

connectivity beyond that of a centralised hub of control provided and managed by a

commercial distributor. In doing so, it reveals the Australian suburbia and backyard

technologists as important producers of new technological innovation.

The productive possibility of mess in sociology: methodological implications

In addition to examining mess in substantive data, this thesis also poses a methodological

intervention more broadly in the craft of sociology. Here, I am concerned with ways mess

functions as a methodology - in particular its limitations and drawbacks as I experienced

them in this ethnography of Air-Stream. The sociological discipline explores not only the

mess of others, but also deals with mess itself. This study emerges at a point in sociological

history in which mess is considered methodologically. In particular, ANT studies open up

the possibility that systems and networks are less ordered than first thought and propose

more fluid, flexible, unstable interpretations of how they operate (de Laet and Mol 2000;

Mol 2002; Law 2004; Law and Singleton 2005). However, until Law's (2004) call for a

reconsideration of mess, mess in sociological methodology was largely seen as something to

overcome and tidy up (Hammersley and Atkinson 1995; Fetterman 1998; Atkinson et al

200 I). Mess is always present in ethnographies and the challenge lies in understanding how

it makes sense to members of a particular social group. The ethnographer is tasked with

uncovering the logic of how members make meaning from mess. However, much like
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scientists and engineers, sociologists are conventionally trained to work with and, ultimately,

through mess. Mess has little presence in the final textual output.

Hine critiques this established approach: 'Our methodological instincts are to clean up

complexity and tell straightforward linear stories, and thus we tend to exclude descriptions

that are faithful to experiences of mess, ambivalence, elusiveness and multiplicity'

(2007: 12). Law argues that this desire to clean up actually contradicts our own

understanding of the world and, in turn, limits the possibilities of other forms of knowing.

Mess affords a new way to consider sociological methods that embrace 'impossible or barely

possible, unthinkable or almost unthinkable' versions of reality (Law 2004:6). The

opportunity to explore alternative objects of study and ways of representing them presents an

exciting time for sociology. Yet, it is not easy. Writing about ever appearing versions of

alcoholic liver disease, Law admits: 'Vicky and I were finding it impossible to map what

was going on precisely because it was a mess' (2003:4). The fact that everything collapses

into mess, both in field and in analysis, is challenging to an ethnographer tasked with

making sense of mess. And there are few practical instructions for how to deal with it.

Mess was loomed large during my time with Air-Stream. One way I tried to respond and

capture it in my thesis is through photos. Using photo collages I attempted to replicate the

virtue of my many messy ethnographic experiences. Inspired by British artist David

Hockney's 'joiners' (See Tusa, no date), my interpretation emerged in response to feeling

that single photos unnecessarily restricted the boundaries of events in the context of my

fieldwork. One image felt limiting. Yet, while one image could not fully capture an

experience, lots of images promised more texture and busyness in which to explore a range

of activity, interactions and actors (Fig. 49). I was also attracted to Hockney's joiners

because, 'the centre of the collage seems to move' and 'the eye looking seems to slip, to be

unable to 'fix' on anything' (Reinelt and Roach 1992: 109). On one level they are multi

temporal and fragmented and they work because this is very much in keeping with the spirit

of Air-Stream activity; the frenzy of demo's, the overlapping representations and the chaos

of people moving around in meetings. I also regularly placed myself in images, thereby

contributing myself to the mess.

Yet, on another level, they fail because they stabilise the experience. The dynamism is lost

because mess is resolved. Mess is made coherent. Despite retaining its messy edges, scenes

are flattened and bracketed. They are also reduced. Joiners do not fit well into printed

arguments. I tried inserting them vertically to achieve a bigger size to appreciate the messy

detail but turning the thesis from vertical to horizontal only served to interrupt the flow of
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the argument's. I considered inserting horizontal foldouts into the text but according to

University postgraduate submission regulations, this is strictly prohibited", The fact that I

took single photos during my ethnography and use them throughout the thesis, also serves to

undermine my argument about the incapacity of individual photos to carry knowledge.

In retrospect, another solution might have involved asking Air-Stream members to take their

own photos during these experiences and give them to me to piece together in some way,

with my own sketches to fill the gaps, after the event. This would have produced a

collaborative, messy, possibly overlapping and contradictory result, much in keeping with

the arguments put forth in the chapter. Alternatively, like my respondents, I could have

embraced a making-do approach and modded a much larger range of responses using

materials at hand - a home brew approach - along the way

Law's (2004) mess manifests itself in another part of my fieldwork experience. As I reported

in Chapter Three, during my stay in Adelaide I became a member of a local freakbike club

(p.70). Initially conceived as a cheap, convenient and enjoyable mode of transport in a quiet

flat city, my bike unexpectedly became an entry point into a new group. For eight months,

guided by members, I learnt to scavenge materials from discarded rubbish, dismantle, re

build, ride and cope with various 'rnechanicals' that occurred in the process. I organised a

group ride, contributed to the group blog, kept field notes for the duration of this period and

took many photos. Building on Lauriers' (2008) insights about developing broader technical

competencies to study technologists, I found these encounters with homebrew technologies

who made-do with bicycles particularly insightful and engaging to my larger WiFi study. At

the end of this (extra) fieldwork, I interviewed five members and gained informed consent to

include this work in my thesis. I was tempted to include a chapter in the thesis about how

engaging in making bikes provided insights into a strikingly different yet comparable

backyard technology group. But it did not work. It was too messy. The fact it did not fit into

my thesis serves to reinforce the problem of experiencing mess and keeping it alive.

35 J have included select ethnographic 'joiners" printed on a larger scale in the back of this thesis.
3(, Incidentally. using sticky tape for anything is frowned upon - 'In no circumstances should 'Sellutape' or
similar materials be used for any purpose" - University of London: Theses for Research Degrees Guidelines
(Accessed 22.10.08. Available at: hUp://www.london.ac.uk)
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Fig. 49 . A series of single photos versus a joiner (perso nal images).
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Making middlework public and keeping mess alive

Law advocates the potential and possibility of messiness on the basis that conventional

sociological methods are 'materially restrictive' and serve to create realities that are

'independent, prior, singular, definite and passive', all of which mean they are separate to

and distinct from researchers (2004: 147). Although these restrictions have their place, he

says we should embrace and draw from mess in order to realise other modes of description

to unlock the potential for expressing different versions of the world. He challenges

sociologists to radically re-imagine representations of knowledge, to be more experimental

and open to new expressions of the world.

What difference would it make if we were instead to apply the criteria that we usually apply to
novels (or even more to poetry) to academic writing? (... ) of course we would need to imagine
representation in a new way. Poetry and novels wrestle with the materials of language to make
things, things that are said to be imaginary. It is the making. the process of the effect of
making. that is important. The textures along the way cannot be disassociated from whatever is
being made. word by word. whereas academic volumes hasten to describe. to refer to. a reality
that lies outside them (2004:9-10).

Put simply, what he is advocating is recognition of unconventional forms of knowledge and

the production of alternate sociological representations (2004: 148). However, he does not

say how to do it. Although his writings are full of ways to recognise mess and uncertainty,

they are silent on how to present mess and uncertainty back. Few sociologists make

knowledge in anything other than text. Although participation and observation are central to

ethnographic engagement, ultimate analysis involves translation of thick description into

academic written prose. Even in the context of visual sociology, text dominates other

representative forms (Chaplin 1994; Pink 2001; Knowles and Sweetman 2004). Pink, for

instance writes, 'It might seem ironic, or even contradictory, that a text about visual research

and representation should primarily be published in the form of a book that makes a fairly

conventional use of written words and photographic images' (200 I: 176). She goes on to

explain that this is because 'printed books are still the dominant medium for academic

representation' (ibid). Another exception, however, is provided by Back (2004), who

recounts an exhibition that brought together sociologists and 'subjects' of an urban

photography project:

It was a unique event -1 could not imagine a similar equivalent in the context of sociological or
anthropological proceedings. It is rare that research participants are present at sociology
conferences where their lives are being discussed. Somehow the presence of 'subjects' made it
impossible for their representations to be cast of caricature. The people and the images were
allowed to be prosaic compounds of vice and virtue. they were allowed to be annoyingly human
(2004:138).



This is what Law (2004) would term messy. It involved a gathering of things, not all of

which were in the control of the researcher. Despite the weakness of my photo collages,

what remained constant throughout my fieldwork was a desire to make public my own

sociological mess, namely all the work that takes place in the middle, or what I have termed

middlework. I drew inspiration from my respondents' practice of sharing the messy tangents

and mistakes, haphazard improvised activities and mods in the process of making WiFi. I

attempted to 'remain faithful to experiences of mess' (Hine 2007:12) and be 'annoyingly

human' (Back 2004: 138) by exposing my vulnerable ideas and random thoughts and seeking

their responses and feedback in a number of ways.

My homebrew exhibition of my phd-in-progress took some of the ideas emerging on my

blog, my field notebook and other writing into a new medium (Fig. 50). It was an

experiment, as Back notes of the street photography project that preceded the exhibition, 'as

a means to open up a space of exchange and engender a form of reciprocity between

research subjects and observers' (2004:132).

The exhibition took place in January 2008 during one of return visits to Adelaide. It was

constructed using materials 'at hand' and located in the context ofthe network, between the

garage and fence of a suburban house in central Adelaide and involved a barbeque. Drawing

on how Air-Stream members make their middlework public, this exhibition sought to reveal

the making of sociology about the making of WiFi. It was open and messy. Respondents

wandered through it during and after the barbeque and they took pieces they wanted home

(photos, text and clothes pegs). Conversations were triggered by human, material and

environment collisions brought about by bits of the exhibition escaping or getting tangled in

the wind. There was no trajectory or guided viewing to shape individual experiences.

Overall, the experience was significantly random, unfinished and enjoyable. In addition to

my research blog, also outlined in Chapter Two, this example serves to illustrate how the

process of carving out space where ideas are open and exploratory invites collaboration from

respondents in the making of sociological knowledge.

These examples are intended to provide ways in which my thesis might be applied to further

sociological study. The conclusion, as a whole, set out to develop and offer a theoretical and

a methodological intervention into sociological knowledge. I propose that the small,

mundane and ordinariness of backyard technologists offer new points into the STS of ICTs

and methodological ways of approaching it.
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Fig. 50 . A ·homcbrcw· exhibition of my PhD research (Personal images 20.01.07).
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